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ABSTRACT
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National
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Master of Environmental Design (Environmental Science)
Supervisor: Dr. Stephen Herrero
Faculty of Environmental Design
The University of Calgary
April 1984
Four authority fields considered to be influential in the development of bear management plans in Canadian National Parks were reviewed.
The four authority fields were (1) the law, (2) policy statements and operational directives, (3) conventional practices and (4) management literature.
Particular emphasis was placed on the influence of conventional
practice. A total of 34 bear management plans from national and provincial
parks throughout North America were reviewed. The management programs of 5
national parks (Yellowstone, Yosemite, Glacier§, Jasper and Banff) where
bear management has been most intense, were reviewed in detail. Fifteen
elements considered essential to bear management plans in Canadian National
Parks were developed from the four authority fields. The 15 elements were
(1) objectives, (2) organizational structure, (3) evaluation, (4) monitoring, (5) public information, (6) waste management, (7) food storage management, (8) human activity management, (9) problem bear management, (10)
training, (11) emergency planning, (12) research planning, (13) regional
management, (14) fiscal/person-year planning and (15) design characteristics. These elements were used to evaluate the content and design of 13
bear management plans from Canadian National Parks. A total of 195 elements (15 elements x 13 plans) were evaluated. Approximately 87% of the
elements were rated as unacceptable. The most poorly completed elements
were number 3 (evaluation), 7 (food storage management), 12 (research), 13
(regional management) and 14 (fiscal/person-year planning). Specific and
general recommendations to improve bear management plans and practices were
suggested. Finally, a bear management plan for Kootenay National Park was
presented to illustrate the use of the 15 essential elements as a framework
for the development of a bear management plan for any Canadian National
Park.

* The author has been employed by Parks Canada as a Park Warden since 1975
and is currently stationed in Kootenay National Park.
§ Glacier National Park, Montana.
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CHAPTER I

A.

BACKGROUND

INFORMATION

INTRODUCTION

Twenty-three of Canada's twenty-nine National

Parks contain black

bears (Ursus americanus); nine parks contain grizzly bears (Ursus arctos)
and one park contains polar bears (Ursus maritimus).

Figure 1 shows the

location of Canadian National Parks and the species of bears supported by
each park.
Throughout the history of National Parks bears have been one of the
most intensely 'managed' of all game species.
to 1981 a minimum total

For the 20 year period 1962

of 2166 bears were captured and relocated in

Canadian National Parks (Table 1) while another 1081 bears were intentionally destroyed (Table 2 ) . Between 1929 and 1981 a minimum of 118 injuries
and 6 fatalities have been attributed to bears (Table 3 ) . Bear inflicted
damage

to

personal

and

public

property,

while

never

systematically

recorded, most certainly totals several hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Damage estimates for some Canadian parks are given in Table 4 along with
comparative figures from U.S. parks where accurate long term records have
been kept.

While annual management costs are difficult to estimate since

manpower and operational requirements are often combined with other activities, Table 5 gives estimates for some Canadian parks along with comparative U.S. figures.
Parks Canada has a legislated mandate to protect bears and concurrently to protect humans using bear habitat.
clause of the National Parks Act states that,

The often quoted dedication

Fig. 1. Location of Canadian National Parks with black (B), grizzly (G) or polar (P) bear species.

NATIONAL PARKS

0

Kluane (B.G)

0

Hahannl (B.G)

0

Pacific Rim (B)

0

Glacier/Revel stoke (B.G)*

0

Yoho (B.G)

0

Kootenay (B.G)

0

Jasper (B.G)

0

Banff (B.G)

0

Naterton Lakes (B.G)

0

Wood Buffalo (B)

ffjj) Prince Alberta (B)
tfj) Riding Mountain (B)
@

Pukaskawa (B)

@

La H a u r l d e (B)

@

Forillon (B)

@

Kouchibouguac (B)

@

Fundy (B)

®

Kejlmkujlk (B)

t

Cape Breton Highlands (B)
Gross Home (B)

@

Terra Nova (B)

@

Auyulttuq (P)

* Glacier/Revelstoke consists
of two parks. Glacier and Mount
Revel stoke, that are administered as one.

Table 1 .

Number of black (B) and grizzly (G) bear relocations In Canadian National Parks, 1962-1981. a

1962-1966
B G
Banff
Glacier/Revel stoke
Jasper
Kootenay
Pacific Rim
Haterton
Yoho
Auyulttuq
Kluane
Nahannl
Prince Albert
Riding Mountain
Wood Buffalo

45
40
130
63
1
32

8
10
2

1

1967-1971
B G
89
56
90 b
43
49
29

11
9
3b

6

1972-1976
B G

1977-1981
B G

83
44
268
34
2<:
42
21

133
69
23
199
4
32
5
29
3d
6 . 2

51
2
7

4

Total
8 G
350
163
687
172
7
121
88

139
21
16
3
13

(polar bears only)
3
32
24

2e
16f

8

228 (1973-81)

11
262
40
13

139

Pukaskwa
Fori 11 ion
La Maurlcie
Cape Breton
Fundy
Gros Morne
Kejimkujik
Kouchibouquac
Terra Nova

1
11

3
2

4
13
GO

No records
8

(1969-72)

8
No response

35

(1970-72)

35
TOTAL
B

G

1974

192

GRAND TOTAL
2166
a

All figures are very
minimum value. Data
66-A; Pengelly 1981;
b
Data for 1969-70 not
c Data for 1974-76.
d Data for 1977-79.
e
Data for 1967 only.
f

Data for 1967-68.

9

Data for 1975-76.

tenuous due to great variations 1n reporting procedures and terminology. Hence each figure probably represents a
from the central registries of selected parks; Kaye 1981; Mlllson 1978; Parks Canada Central Registry, Ottawa, F i l e No.
and Perren 1981.
available.

Table 2. Number of black (B) and grizzly (G) bears destroyed for management purposes in Canadian National Parks, 1962-1981. a

1962-1966
B G
Banff
Glacier/Revelstoke
Jasper
Kootenay
Pacific Rim
Waterton
Yoho
Auyuittug
Kluane
Nahanni
Prince Albert
Riding Mountain
Wood Buffalo

1967-1971
B G

33
12
70
52

7
5
13

24b
31
69
17

39
24

2
1

25
24

5b
2
8

6

1972-1976
B G
13
13
72
14
ld
23
5

23
6
9

1977-1981
B G
26
10
70
13
2
33
2

9
4
2

Total
B G
96
66
281
96
3
120
55

44
13
34
4
7

(polar bears only)
34
11

No data
4C

1
1
143 (1973-81)
No data
7

41
9

1
1
177
56
16

Pukaskwa
Fori 11 ion
La Mauricie

7

7
J>

Cape Breton
Fundy
Gros Morne

Ke.iimkujik
Kouchibouguac
Terra Nova

2

(1970-72)

2
No response

2

(1970-72)

2
TOTAL
B

G

979

102

GRAND TOTAL

1081
a

b

c
d

All figures are very tenuous due to great variations in reporting procedures and terminology. Hence each figure probably represents a
minimum value. Data from the central registries of selected parks: Kaye 1981: Hillson 1978: Parks Canada Central Registry, Ottawa, File No.
66-A; Pengelly 1981; and Perren 1981.
Data for 1969 not available.
Data f o r 1967-68.
Data for 1976 o n l y .

Table 3.

Number of human i n j u r i e s and f a t a l i t i e s by black ( B ) , g r i z z l y (G) and u n i d e n t i f i e d (U) bears in Canadian National Parks, 1929-1981. a

Banff
Glacier/Revelstoke
Jasper
Kootenay
Pacific Rim
Waterton
Yoho

Auyuittuq
Kluane
Nahanni
Prince Albert

1929-1962
B G U

1962-1966
B G U

1967-1971
B G U

1972-1976
B
G
U

1977-1981
B
6
U

3

1

2

3

2

4

10
9

1

l(l)
4

b

3

1
2

(1)

1
4
6

13

4(1)
l(l)
2

5
3

5
4
1

3

Total
B G
11

1
5

12(1)
6(1)
24(1) 11(1) 1
18
10

(1)

7
1

6

(l) c

U

lc

(1)
3

6

1(1)

Riding Mountain
Mood Buffalo
Pukaskwa
Fori 11 ion
La Mauricie

7 (1972-78)

7

cn

Cape Breton
Fundy
Gros Morne
Kejimkujik
Kouchibouquac
Terra Nova
TOTAL
B
68(1)

G

U

3 3 ( 5 ) 17

GRAND TOTAL

118(6)
a
D
c

Data for many years is either lacking, incomplete, or so vague as to be unusable. All figures are tenuous due to veriations in reporting procedures or
terminology. Each figure probably represents a minimum value. Data from the central registries of selected parks, Kaye 1982 and Millson 1978.
Figures in parenthesis represent fatalities.
Both incidents occurred prior to Kluane gaining National Park status.

Table 4. Estimated annual value of property damage Inflicted by bears in selected Canadian and U.S. National Parks.

Canadian National Parks

Estimate

Source

Fori 11 ion
Glacier/Revel stoke
Jasper
Kluane
Kootenay
Nahanni
Pacific Rim
Prince Albert
Riding Mountain
Wood Buffalo
Yoho

Very minimal
Minimal
$3,100/yr (1979-82)
Low; some tents ripped
$200-400/yr
Less than $200/yr
$45/yr (1972-82)
$87S/yr (1980-83)
$1,081 (1981 the 1st yr
Less than Sl,000/yr
$250/yr (1972-82)

Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Woody 1980, 1981, 1982
Pers. comm.
Author's 1st hand experience
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.

recorded)

U.S. National Parks
Glacier

$882/yr (1976-82)

Grand Teton

$l,449/yr (1970-81)

Sequoia/Kings Canyon

$10,893/yr (1970-76 and 1980-81)

Shenandoah

$4,545/yr (1970-81)

Yosemite
Yellowstone

$36,697/yr (1970-81)
$3,056/yr (1970-81)

Glacier Bear Incidental Management Actions
Report, Glacier National Prk (unpubl.)
Black Bear Management Summary, Grand Teton
(unpubl.)
Zardus and Parson 1980, Werner 1982
Annual Bear Incident and Management Action
Annual Bear Incident and Management Action
Reports, Shenandoah National Park (unpubl.)
Harms 1980, Cella and Keay 1980
Bear Management Summary, Yellowstone National
Park (unpubl.)

or

Table 5. Estimated annual bear management costs in selected Canadian and U.S. National Parks.

Canadian National Parks
Banff
Glacier/Revel stoke
Jasper
Kootenay
Nahanni
Pacific Rim
Prince Albert
Riding Mountain
Wood Buffalo

Estimate 3
$12,800 (Cdn)
2,166
25,000
1,000
2,250
54
400
500
Less than 500

Source
Pers.
Pers.
Woody
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.
Pers.

comm.
comm.
1980, 1981, 1982
comm.
comm.
comm.
comm.
comm.
comm.

U.S. National Parks
Grand Teton
North Cascades
Olympic
Sequoia/Kings Canyon
Yosemite
Yellowstone

$15,000 (U.S.)
600
3,000
5,000
7,000 plus 3,500 f o r brochures
275,000°

Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Pers. comm.
Approximate Costs for Bear Management - 1981
Yellowstone National Park (Unpublished)
~~j

3

D

These are crude estimates only and are simply intended to indicate that bear manaqement can involve large sums of money. With the exception
of the Yellowstone f i q u r e a l l estimates exclude the cost of manpower and garbage handling. Most estimates are based on the more obvious
expenses such as drugs, equipment arid pamphlets. Helicopter time has been included in the Banff, Jasper and Nahanni f i g u r e s .
The Yellowstone estimate includes both manpower ($156,000) and garbage handling ($114,000).

8.

The national
Tank* o& Canada one. ke.ae.by dedicated to the
people o{i Canada ^or their benefit,
education and enjoyment
Subject to thi* Act and the regulation*,
and the National
Path* *hall be maintained and made u*e o^ *o a* to leave
them unimpaired ^or the enjoyment ofa future
generation*.
[National Park* Act, Section 4) J
The dual objectives of use and preservation expressed in this clause
have been the subject of lengthy discussions (Nelson 1970, Sheard and Blood
1973) that need not be repeated here.

Suffice to say that, in respect to

bears, park managers have been given the dual task of protecting bears and
their habitat while at the same time allowing humans to use that habitat
with a certain degree of safety.
It is this seemingly mutually exclusive goal that is the focal point
of bear management in Canadian National Parks.

B.

PURPOSE

Martinka

(1976b)

reviewed the bear management programs of six U.S.

National Parks and determined that f i v e basic components were essential to
program success ( F i g . 2 ) .
needed

to

provide

the

A w r i t t e n document or (1) management plan i s

basic

vehicle

for

evaluating and planning at the park l e v e l .

communicating,

implementing,

(2) Information systems that

1 Complete citations for a l l statutes, regulations and court decisions
referred to in this paper are listed in the references immediately
following chapter V.
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Fig. 2.

a

Proposed conceptual framework for a bear management system.a

Adapted from Martinka (1976b:Figure 1 ) .
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convey basic data from research and monitoring are essential to establish a
data support base to set goals, implement procedures and make decisions.
Aggressive (3) field implementation involving all levels of park operations
must be encouraged to operationalize the plan.

Periodic (4) scientific

evaluations are required to determine current success, to provide a base
for predicting future conditions and establish trends.

And finally (5)

planning direction must be developed on the basis of data generated by the
program.

Collectively the five elements can be viewed as a bear management

system.
This paper deals with the first component, the written document or
management plan, and attempts to establish
design characteristics.

its essential

contents and

In other words, this paper addresses the question

of what ought to be considered

in the content and design of a bear

management plan for any Canadian National Park.
Existing bear management plans are normally the product of local
'brain storming' sessions conducted by wardens, sometimes with the assistance of regional personnel.

While this method has served as a useful

starting point, it is limited by the collective knowledge and experience of
the 'brain stormers'.

Effective bear management has become m'ultidiscipli-

nary requiring a clear understanding of very diverse fields of knowledge.
Moreover, in light of recent Canadian and U.S. litigation (Sturdy et al.
v. The Queen 1974, Claypool

v. United States 1951, Williams v. United

States 1962, Ashley v. United States 1964, Parratt v. United States 1966,
Rubenstein v. United States 1973, and Martin v. United States 1975), it has
become apparent that bears must be managed with considerable rigor and
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consistency
supported

and

that

by either

where

possible, management

techniques

legislation, policy, operational

should

be

directives, legal

opinions, management literature or conventional practices.

To thoroughly

review the material in each of these areas or 'authority fields' and determine its implications for bear management practices is an immense undertaking probably beyond the resources of the individual park.

If informa-

tion from each of the authority fields could be distilled into a set of
essential ingredients or elements necessary for comprehensive bear management, the preparation of bear management plans might be less reliant on the
'brainstorming' technique.

Collectively, the elements might represent a

framework upon which managers could flesh out a program suitable for the
operational contingencies of their park.
This paper will attempt to meet four goals:
•To develop a set of essential elements to be considered
during the preparation of a bear management plan for
most Canadian National Parks.
•To illustrate the use of the elements through the
development of a bear management plan for Kootenay
National Park.
• To use the elements as a means of evaluating the bear
management plans of all Canadian National Parks supporting bear populations.
•To develop general and specific recommendations for
improved bear management practices in Canadian National
Parks.

12.
C.

METHODS

Methods consisted of analyzing four authority fields considered to
have an influence on the content and design of bear management programs.
The four authority fields were determined to be (1) the law, (2) policy
statements and operational

directives, (3) conventional

practice and (4)

management literature.
Accordingly the content of each authority field was closely examined
for information pertaining to bear management.

Applicable areas of law

including legislation, case law and legal opinions were reviewed to determine the legal basis of bear management.

Questions of legality or anomo-

lies in legislation were referred to Legal Services, Department of Justice,
Ottawa for opinion.

File searches were conducted in Headquarters, Western

Region Office and Kootenay National Park.

The National Parks Policy (Parks

Canada 1979c), the Parks Canada Management Directives manual (Parks Canada
19811) and Western Region Directives (Kootenay National Park files) were
reviewed to determine the policy and directive basis of bear management.
The bear management plans and associated documents from several large
provincial parks and all Canadian and many U.S. National Parks containing
bears were requested.

The 34 plans that were received

(Table 6) were

carefully reviewed with particular emphasis placed on five national parks,
Yellowstone, Yosemite, Glacier

(Montana), Banff and Jasper, where bear

problems and hence bear management practices have been most intense.

Field

trips were made to each of these parks (except Yosemite) to gather detailed
information by way of field inspections and discussions with bear managers
and other knowledgeable field personnel.

In addition the annual 3-day bear
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Table 6. Parks and other areas which supplied bear management plans (BMP) and
other related information.
BMP
RECEIVED

LETTER
EXPLAINING
PROGRAM

No BMP
No BMP

•
•

No BMP

•

CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS
Auyulttuq (NT)
Banff (AB)
Cape Breton Highlands (NS)
Forillon (PQ)
Fundy (NB)
Glacier/Mount Revelstoke (BC)
Gros Morne (NF)
Jasper (AB)
Kejimkujik (NS)
Kluane (YT)
Kootenay (BC)
Kouchibouquac (NB)
La Mauricie (PQ)
Nahannl (NT)
Pacific R1m (BC)
Prince Albert (SK)
Pukaskwa (ON)
Riding Mountain (MB)
Terra Nova (NF)
Waterton Lakes (AB)
Wood Buffalo (AB 4 NT)
Yoho (BC)

No reply

•
• (Part 1)
No BMP
•

• (Part 1)

•

U.S. NATIONAL PARKS
Craterlake (OR)
Glacier (MT)
Grand Teton (WY)
Great Smokey Mountains (TN)
Olympic (WA)
Denali (AK)
Mount Rainier (WA)
North Cascades (WA)
Sequoia and Kings Canyon (CA)
Shenandoah (VA)
Rocky Mountain (CO)
Yellowstone (WY)
Yosemite (CA)

• (Draft)

CANADIAN PROVINCIAL PARKS
Algonquin (ON)
Assiniboine (BC)
Bowron Lakes (BC)
Garibaldi (BC)
Manning (BC)
Meadow Lake (SK)
Mount Robson (BC)
Quetico (ON)
Wells Gray (BC)
Whiteshell (MB)

No BMP
No BMP

•
•

•
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

BMP
reply
BMP
3MP
BMP
BMP
reply

•
•
•
•
•

OTHER U.S. AREAS
Bighorn Canyon National Recreation Area (WY)
Blue Ridge Parkway (NC)
Glacier Bay National Monument (AK)
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (MI)

•(proposal)
No BMP

•

No BMP

•

No BMP

•

OTHER AREAS
Abruzzo National Park ( I t a l y )
Province of B r i t i s h Columbia
TOTAL:

34 BMP received
14 L e t t e r s explaining bear management program
3 No response
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management training session in Glacier (Montana) was attended in June 1982
as was a 5-day bear management workshop in the same park during April
1983.

Interviews were also held with selected personnel in Western Region

Office, Calgary.

Telephone interviews and correspondence with dozens of

other park officials provided further information.
And finally the University of Alaska's computerized black and grizzly
bear bibliography (Tracy et al. 1982a and 1982b) provided the basis for a
thorough literature review.
The information from each of the four authority fields was carefully
reviewed and then tentatively sorted into one of 15 common categories or
elements.

The information was then reviewed a second time to confirm

proper categorization.

Table 31 lists each of the 15 elements, the author-

ity field from which it was derived, the contents of the authority field
and its implications for bear management.

D.

LIMITATIONS

The following limitations apply to the scope of this paper.
• The paper is limited to discussions of black and
grizzly bear species and does not consider the unique
management circumstances presented by Auyuittuq's polar
bear population.
•This paper does not consider the influence of native
hunting and trapping rights on bear management practices in Wood Buffalo National Park. Hence the analysis and recommendations might not necessarily apply to
this park.
•This paper does not consider provincial legislation
that may apply in those parks that are not yet
gazetted. Hence the analysis and recommendations might
not necessarily apply to Pacific Rim or Gros Morne
National Parks.

15.
E.

ORGANIZATION

This paper is organized into five chapters.

Chapter I has introduced

the topic insofar as purpose, methods and limitations.
an historical

synopsis of bear management practices in Canadian National

Parks from 1885 to the present.
sections.

Chapter III is divided into five major

Section A reviews the influence of the law on bear management

while Section B reviews the influence
directives.

Chapter II provides

of policy

including

operational

Section C reviews material from conventional practice with a

strong emphasis on the management programs of the five key parks.

Section

D develops the 15 essential elements on the basis of material presented in
Sections A, B and C.

Section E presents a lengthy discussion of each

element wherein the element is justified in relation to the overall program.

Each element is broken down into sub-elements and strategies for

implementing the sub-elements are developed.

Woven throughout Sections A,

B, C and D are the implications of key literature and the opinions of
accredited park managers and scientists.
presented in Sections A-D.

Section F summarizes the material

In Chapter IV the 15 essential elements are

used to evaluate the content of most bear management plans in Canadian
National Parks.

Analysis of the evaluation is performed and recommenda-

tions for improved bear management practices are generated.

And finally in

Chapter V a bear management plan for Kootenay National Park is developed to
illustrate the use of the 15 elements.
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CHAPTER II

A.

BEAR MANAGEMENT: AN HISTORICAL

SYNOPSIS

INTRODUCTION

There is an old adage which states that 'to know where you are going
is to know where you have been 1 .

Accordingly, this chapter presents a

brief synopsis of bear management practices in Canadian National Parks from
1885 to present.
The bear management story in Canadian parks is a close parallel to
that of Yellowstone National Park which has been artfully documented by
Schullery (1982).

During Yellowstone's early years (1872 - 1883) legal

hunting produced wary bears and problems at food caches and dumps were
insignificant.

Subsequent

(1883

- 1945) protection

from hunting in

combination with increased visitation and associated garbage soon produced
the all too familiar bear/garbage relationship.

Initially the bear dumps

were an asset serving as a major tourist attraction during those years when
the park's very existence depended upon increased visitation.
and roadside beggars were a promotional tactic.

As if the garbage dumps

were not enough, regular feeding programs were started.
bears and bears attracted tourists:

Bear dumps

Garbage attracted

a type of symbiotic relationship.

Soon however the number of bear related injuries, damages and complaints
began to rise steadily

(Schullery

1982: 68).

Management came under

mounting pressure and reacted by destroying nuisance animals.

In time

traps and drugs provided the means to embark upon an ambitious trap/release
program.
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Ever so slowly the realization grew that unnatural food sources were the
root cause of most bear problems; open pit dumps were closed or securely
fenced; trash cans were replaced with bear proof containers; enforcement of
regulations was stepped up; a monitoring system was introduced; and a major
educational program was launched.

Yogi gradually returned to his natural

food sources and injuries, damages and complaints declined to acceptable
levels (Meagher and Phillips 1982).
Unfortunately, no one has compiled a detailed history of Canadian
bear management and since such an endeavour can not be made here, the
reader must be content with the following short account.
historical material

Most of the

is taken from the mountain parks simply because of

their age and long standing bear problems.

My apologies to those readers

east of the Rocky Mountains.

B.

POACHING CONTROL:

1885 - 1920

In the early 1800's areas that were later to become National Parks
were valued by Indians and whites for their game and furs.

Noble (1972:20)

reported that the Stony Indians were proficient hunters that depopulated
wildlife in areas adjacent to their camps.

In the 19th century this tribe

hunted extensively throughout the foothills and western Alberta including
the area later to become Banff National Park.

Their hunting prowess may

even have been responsible for the near extermination of several species of
game in the Banff area during the 1870's and 1880's when a market for wild
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meat, furs and trophies emerged.
National

Park

Canadian

Pacific

The area in and around future Glacier

(B.C.) was noted as prime bear hunting country
Railway

literature

assured

always be obtained" (Marsh 1972:291).
after the formation

of the park

literature encouraged
federal

bear hunting

in 1885.

sportsmen that, "bears can

This hunting legacy continued long

and until

1904 the CPR's promotional

in Glacier.

Even after 1919, when

regulations prohibited hunting, the practice continued for many

years with the last major bear hunt taking place in 1926 along the eastern
section of the park (Noble 1972:292).

Although regulations in effect in

Banff in 1887 prohibited hunting or killing of all game, poaching was more
the rule than the exception (Noble 1972:34).
From 1909 to sometime in the late 1920's or early 1930's Banff's bear
management actions consisted mainly of poaching control.

In fact, park

officials were so earnest in this endeavour that the size of Banff park was
reduced in 1911 to facilitate better enforcement (Noble 1972:34).

Many of

the warden patrol cabins were built during this era to allow for more
effective

and

prolonged

reached critical

anti-poaching

patrols.

By

1906 poaching

had

proportions and park officials asked that some urgent

measures be taken (Noble 1972:38).

As a result the Warden Service, which

up to this point had been a seasonal organization, was given full time
status in 1909.
wardens

In the same year an amendment to the park regulations gave

the authority

to destroy

animals (Noble 1972:34).

"noxious, dangerous

and

destructive"

These were to be the watch words of bear manage-

ment for the next 40 to 50 years.
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C.

THE BEAR SHOW 1920 - 1960

Like our counterparts

in the U.S., the early years of Canadian

National Parks were lean years.
financed.

Parks were grossly understaffed and under-

From their beginning to some time in the early 1950's the

preservation aspect of parks was a distant second to their importance as
major recreational resorts (Noble 1972:54 and Nicol 1970).

The construc-

tion of roads, hotels, swimming pools, golf courses, bowling greens and the
like were all tourist enticements.
that it has now.
directly

Parks had the opposite 'people problem'

There were too few tourists.

related to visitation

statistics.

Budget allocations were

Parks needed tourists and

numerous, readily observable bears proved to be a major tourist attraction.
Bear watching at dumps became a popular pastime during the 1940's and
1950's (Sime 1982:pers.comm.).

Brewster tours would frequently visit the

dumps as part of their sightseeing excursions.

Even visiting royalty,

Princess Margaret Rose, was taken to view bears at the Banff dump during
the mid-1950's (Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.).

While bona fide feeding programs

such as those conducted in the U.S. parks were never documented, nothing
was done to deter either bears or tourists from gathering at the dumps. On
the contrary, management of the time supported the program.
sign

(Fig. 3) directing tourists to the

A large ornate

'bear dump' was strategically

located on Banff Avenue during the early 1950's (Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.).
So

desirable was

the bear/dump

attraction

during

the mid-1950's that
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Fig. 3.

Large ornate bear sign located on Banff Avenue, Banff National
Park, circa 1953. The sign directed visitors to a town dump that
was frequented by bears. Photograph courtesy of the Banff Warden
Service.
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management deemed it necessary to spray the dumps in Banff and Lake Louise
to control mosquitoes and flies that might interfere with the tourists'
bear viewing (Perren 1981:29).
Hand feeding of bears along highways and campgrounds was a natural
outcome of the bear/dump viewing.

Bears (mainly black bears) and people

simply lost their fear of each other.

Soon the opportunity to hand feed a

'wild' bear became another popular tourist attraction.
collected

a series

of photographs

showing

park

Cavell (1978) has

visitors

nonchalantly

feeding black bears.
Undocumented stories of parents, while searching for that cute photograph, placing babies on the back of a black bear or allowing black bears
to lick honey from the bald head of a baby were not uncommon.
became a recurring problem on congested highways.

Bear jams

However, unlike the

bear/dump viewing that had no noticeable (to the public) side effects, hand
feeding resulted in numerous injuries (Kaye 1982:5 and Taylor 1982).

While

virtually

minor

all feeding

incidents

involved

black

bears

inflicting

injuries such as puncture wounds and lacerations about the face and arms
several injuries were of a more serious nature.

In one case the victim was

expected to lose sight in one eye and in another incident a tourist was
killed by a passing vehicle as he tried to back away from a begging black
bear (Taylor 1982).

Noting the growing number of injuries, Jasper's Super-

intendent advised in 1939 that,

.. .the. only -solution to the problem that 1 can sec, is
the inauguration os\ an intensive
educational, campaign
whereby information on the habits o& wild animals will
be made available to the travelling
public and also the
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excction oh -buitablz *ignj> catling the attention oh
touxiAt* to the haj^-i that all animatb OKC dangexoab ih
ixxitatzd [Kayc 1982:5).
However, bear feeding prohibitions were still 12 years away.
Throughout most of the bear/dump

viewing and hand feeding period

(1920 - 1960) park wardens really had only one bear management tool — the
rifle.

Leg hold traps were probably used to a limited degree prior to 1930

(Sime 1982:pers.comm.) but what was one to do with a caught bear?
traps came into use in the 1930's in Yellowstone
didn't

find

their

way

into

Canadian

parks

(Schullery

until

Culvert

1980) but

the mid-1950's and

immobilizing drugs were not available until the early 1960's (Holroyd 1982:
pers.comm.).

While mild forms of aversive conditioning

(rock throwing,

bird shot etc.) were probably used somewhat, the only sure means of dealing
with the miscreant bear was to kill it. One veteran warden mentioned that
the finality of this solution had a certain advantage.

Wardens knew that

unless they were prepared to destroy the bear, problems had to be anticipated and corrected before they developed.
able (Sime 1982:pers.comm.).

No second chances were avail-

Another veteran mentioned that while most

wardens of the time were conservationists and had an inherent distaste for
destroying bears there were several wardens who were far less inclined to
save ammunition (Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.). The management kill statistics
(Table 2) speak for themselves.

And it should be kept in mind that these

figures represent the minimum number of animals destroyed.
solution' was used often.

The 'final
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One must keep in mind that bear management during this period was not
high priority.

Aside from a warden who was killed by a grizzly in Jasper

(1929) there were no fatalities until 1958 and it was not until the 'night
of the grizzlies', June 1967 when two girls were fatally mauled in Glacier
National Park, Montana, that public concern over bears and their management
began in earnest.

Thoughts of raging forest fires, not bear maulings, were

the source of chief warden insomnia during the 1920-60 period (Holroyd
1982:pers.comm.).
The first report of management kills came from Jasper in 1916 (Kaye
1982).

Banff reported its first control kill in 1929 when a warden shot a

grizzly that had been "molesting" horses.

In 1936 the first report of a

grizzly being shot near a dump (Hector Lake, Banff) was made.

A subsequent

report in 1938 mentioned that bears with "mischievous tendencies" were
sometimes shot (Noble 1970).
If one can generalize on the basis of Jasper records alone, management kills were relatively few until 1943 when a minor mauling of Yoho's
Superintendent resulted in a change in management policy (Noble 1972:81).
Apparently a grizzly had followed the Superintendent and his young son up
the Twin Falls trail.

As the grizzly approached, the son climbed a tree

and the father laid flat across the trail.

The bear took one nip at the

father's leg, put a paw on his knee and left (Mundy 1973:33).

As minor as

it was the incident received wide media coverage and park officials became
concerned that the adverse publicity might deter tourists.

In order to

assure residents and tourists that proper steps were being taken, park
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officials quickly announced a (new?) bear management policy whereby all
grizzlies approaching areas of human use or showing unnatural
should be shot (Noble 1972:81).

behaviour

Even though several parks did not imple-

ment the policy in full, grizzlies that entered dumps, townsites or heavily
used trail areas were routinely shot until the policy was withdrawn in the
early 1950's (Noble 1972:81).
Jasper records (Kaye 1981:6) indicate that in the 27 years preceding
1943 only 2 grizzly bears were destroyed whereas in the 10 year period
after 1943 a total of 19 grizzly bears were destroyed; 8 of these occurred
in 1947 alone.

Although the kill policy was to apply to grizzlies only, it

would appear that it may also have been extended to black bears.

In the 27

years preceding 1943 a total of 39 black bears were destroyed in Jasper
whereas 56 were destroyed in 1943 alone (Kaye 1981:6).
The rifle was not the only means of control killing.

Between 1947

and 1951 dynamite booby traps were planted near work camp dumps to destroy
nuisance blacks and grizzlies in Kootenay (Noble 1972:87).
reported

for

Glacier

during

the

early

Similar control

techniques

were

1960's

(Noble

1972:87).

Unfortunately, records to indicate the success of this method

were not available.
The acceptability of the control programs can only be judged in the
light of the times.

Regardless of what the actual bear population numbers

were it must have seemed as though bears were one of the more bountiful
park

species

simply

because

they were concentrated

at areas

of human

concentration, sources of unnatural food such as the dumps, campsites and
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highway corridors.
trouble makers.

Surely, there could be no harm in destroying the few
The seemingly ubiquitous black and grizzly bears were

regarded with a certain degree of fear yet attractiveness; an animal that
could be useful yet an animal that could be a nuisance.

In 1925 the Super-

intendent of Glacier received a petition from local residents calling for
the destruction of problem bears.

Whether the petition referred to blacks

or grizzlies is unknown.

Now that the snows have gone the bears are beginning to
loam oJiound as in former years. Apparently they teem to
be more numerous and going round in three'A and four's.
Now that Junkin's camp is closed down, where the bear*
used to be ied o^ten and frequently, they are getting to
be a bother and very destructive.
We sugge-bt i& you
would allow six or seven o& these bears to be shot and
ammunition let o&& around here it would scare the rest
away and then we would not have this worry and trouble
over them. [Marsh 7972:292).
In 1945 Munro noted that in Glacier

... people admit an uneasiness and dislike o& the
animal [grizzly).
It is met okten enough to cause
apprehension and there seems little
doubt that
its
presence deters some people irom visiting
the park.
[March 7972:292).
In 1929 the Superintendent of Banff requested permission from the
Commissioner of the Parks Bureau to take the Duke of Gloucester on a
grizzly hunt within Banff Park (Noble 1972:53).

Although the request was

rejected it indicates the rather prevalent attitude that park resources,
including bears, were a commodity to be used.

During the 1930's parks were

viewed as 'animal warehouses' able to supply needed
museums and exhibits.

species for zoos,

For example, the Commissioner's letter of October

1939, sent to the Superintendents of Banff, Jasper and Yoho stated that the
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Parks Bureau wanted "one extra large grizzly bear and one extra large black
bear for mounting for exhibition purposes." (Noble 1972:54).

Other corres-

pondence indicates that at least 4 grizzlies were shot in Jasper (1932-37)
to supply museum specimens

(Noble 1972:54).

On a more pleasant note,

Shintz (1982:pers.comm.) reflects that during the late 1940's Banff residents were quite tolerant of nuisance black bears in the townsite and that
humorous bear antics were often a topic of conversation.

At least one

author of the early 1940's regarded Jasper's black bears as little more
than humorous buffoons that only on occasion become a nuisance (Cory 1946).
During the mid to late 1940's a few changes began to creep into the
bear management picture.

The beginnings of a formal public education pro-

gram took the form of permanently installed signs warning tourists of the
hazards of feeding or approaching bears.
"Don't Blame

the

Bears" was

printed

The first bear pamphlet entitled
for

public

1982:pers.comm.); a limited number of superficial
completed

distribution

(Lothian

wildlife studies were

(Clarke 1939, Munro and McTaggart Cowan 1944, McTaggart Cowan

1943, Soper 1947); and warden Wildlife Observation Cards were initiated in
1945 to provide the first formalized wildlife observation system.

More

significant changes were to come during the early 1950's.

D.

REGULATIONS, TRAPS, DRUGS AND LITIGATION: 1950 - 80

On December 14, 1951 an amendment to the National Parks Game Regulations made the act of touching, feeding, or enticing bears unlawful.
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Although it would take another 2 decades for this regulation to have any
noticeable effect it was the first formal recognition of the bear/human
food problem and represented a positive step towards amelioration. Wardens
now had a second bear management tool.

However the public did not take

kindly to the new regulation. Tourists had been feeding bears for 60 years
and no doubt regarded it as one of the features of their park visit.

As

late as 1960 parks were receiving adverse criticism (Fig. 4 ) . The first
charge under the new regulation was not laid until July 1959, almost eight
years after the regulation was enacted (Strong 1958 and 1959b).

This

implies a certain reservation to interfere with one of the parks' main
attractions.
With the introduction of the culvert trap in the mid-1950's major
changes

in management

practices were

possible

(Sime

Schintz 1982:pers.comm., Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.).

1982:pers.comm.,

Although the rifle was

to remain the main management tool until the early 1960's, an alternative
was at least available.
and released.

Bears could be trapped, moved to a new location

Incorrigible bears could still be shot on the spot or

trapped and later shot out of the public view.

Initially, trapped bears

were released unmarked, but soon it was realized that the program would be
enhanced if one could identify repeat offenders.

While some wardens

claimed they could recognize a bear by his body features much as a rancher
recognizes his cattle, the practicality of the method was severely limited
by the fact that the same warden was not always available to identify the
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Fig. 4a A and 4bV .

Media cartoons of the early 1960's give an i n d i c a t i o n
of the then prevalent public a t t i t u d e toward bears.
Figure 4a from the Calgary Herald, June 20, 1960.
Figure 4b from Maclean's, May 18, 1963.

JASPER

By Simpkins

"C'mon, wake up! The tourists will be here any minute."
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animal.

Paint, liberally applied to the bear's hide, was the first marking

system (Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.). A paint soaked rag or brush was fastened
to the end of a long stick and poked through one of the trap's portholes.
In one instance free ranging grizzlies were marked at the Jasper Park Lodge
dump by a warden who stood on scaffolding and poured yellow paint down onto
the backs of the unsuspecting animals (Flook 1958:4).

Inevitably the idea

of painted bears soon attracted media attention and the marking scheme
quickly developed into a national joke.

Newspapers across the country

carried cartoons depicting coloured bears and several tenders were received
to paint park animals (Holroyd 1982: pers.comm.).

The fact that parks were

now engaged in a trap/release program of bear management had been well
publicized.
The trap/release program was continued through the 50's, 60's, 70's
and into the 80's (Table 1 ) . Current relocation figures are still high.
Jasper performed 56 relocations in 1980 (Woody 1980) and 48 in 1981 (Woody
1981).

Banff performed 70 relocations in 1980 (Perren 1981) and 15 in 1981

(Pengelly 1981).

The program represented management of symptoms rather

than causes and met with only limited success.

Conditioned bears often

returned quickly over long distances to their source of human food.

Repeat

offenders were shot unobtrusively after being trapped and removed from
public view.

To the public, however, the program must have looked good.

Nuisance bears could be quietly trapped and moved to a wilderness setting
where their human food craving would soon be forgotten.

There were no
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shootings, no blood and no dead bears.

The concept of preservation in

National Parks was beginning to take hold during the late 1950's and the
trap/release alternative must have been welcomed by park managers and the
public.
The 1958 fatal mauling of a young girl at Sunwapta Falls in Jasper
focused greater attention on bear management.

Although there had been

dozens of bear inflicted injuries over the years this was the first fatal
mauling since 1929.

The fact that the victim was a 4 year old girl and

that the mauling was inflicted by a black bear probably made the incident
even more alarming.

The Chief of the National

Park Branch reacted by

issuing the first bear management guidelines in a letter dated July 14,
1959 (Strong 1959a).
containers

Efforts were to be made to devise bear proof garbage

(at a reasonable

price);

bear proof containers were to be

installed at all government facilities and concessionaires were required to
follow suit; all garbage holding facilities at townsites, campgrounds and
concessions

were to be reviewed

to ensure

that garbage

was

not

left

exposed; enforcement of the no feeding regulation was to be carried out
with special attention to residents; warning pamphlets were to be given to
each motorist entering the park; trash bags were to carry printed warnings;
bungalow camp operators were forbidden to set out garbage after 6 pm; all
sources of publicity were to be used to warn of the dangers of bears; and
the policy of destroying bears frequenting establishments patronized by the
public was to be continued and extended to other National Parks.

In 1961

this policy was re-affirmed with special emphasis placed on the control
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kills.

In a letter to the Superintendents of Western National Parks, the

Chief of the National Parks Service stated that, "I wish to emphasize that
there is to be no departure from our policy of destroying bears that
frequent establishments patronized by the public" (Strong 1961).

The

policy went on to give further guidelines concerning trapping and control
kills.

Nuisance bears were to be trapped, marked and released in isolated

areas; repeat offenders were to be retrapped and discretely destroyed.
Had these guidelines been rigidly followed, the bear problem in
National Parks would have been history by the mid-19601s.
they were only partially implemented.

Unfortunately,

Park managers had identified a major

cause of the bear problem, garbage/food control, but for a variety of
reasons, would be unable to implement effective control for another 20
years!
Well

intentioned traditions die slowly, not overnight.

Garbage

management and bear management had, with few minor exceptions, remained
static for the last 60 years.

Changes to garbage handling and storage

practices would involve tremendous expenditures.

Bear proof designs for

garbage receptacles and dumps had to evolve over years of field testing.
Politically powerful chambers of commerce depended on bears as tourist
attractions and would, understandably, be reluctant to see them suddenly
disappear.

Bear management responsibilities were fractionalized between

the maintenance section managing the garbage, and the Warden Service managing the bears.

Often the two did not perceive their common problem.

Throughout the 1960's and early 1970's warden districts were operated basically as independent units.

In terms of bear management there was very
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little direction from upper management (Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.).

This,

coupled with the isolation of the district and the lack of good radio or
phone communications, did little to promote a concerted management effort.
Studies
existent.

outlining

bear

behaviour

and

ecology

were

essentially

non-

In short, management knew what actions should be taken but it

had neither the funding, expertise, manpower
accomplish the task.

nor political

backing to

Behind each of these limitations was the fact that

only one serious mauling had occurred in recent history.

Perhaps the

common thought of park managers was that this mauling was an isolated
incident that was unlikely

to recur.

Therefore, there were

no earth

shattering innovations, merely a long slow progression of small changes;
improvements that would eventually have a large cumulative effect.
During the late 1950's open dumps were gradually closed to public
viewing;

the

bear

dump

sign

was

removed

from

Banff

Avenue

(Holroyd

1982:pers.comm.); incinerators were installed at many dumps; thousands of
leaflets warning of bear dangers were distributed; prosecutions for feeding
bears increased; field testing of bear proof garbage receptacles began; and
the first management related study of bears in National Parks was completed
(Flook 1958).

Immobilizing drugs which first became available in the early

1960's provided another alternative to destroying the trap-wary bear.

In

addition, immobilization allowed bears to be closely inspected to determine
age, sex, weight, presence of injuries or any assortment of anatomical
measurements.
could be used.

More sophisticated marking devices such as coded ear tags
All this led to an expanding data base upon which future
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management actions could be founded.
The Interpretive Service which started in 1957-58 assumed an increasing responsibility for educating the public.
posted along highways and well used trails.

Warning signs (Fig. 5) were
A suggestion was even made to

paint the words "Don't Feed Bears" on the highway pavement (Coombs 1959)
and jingles such as, "Highway bears are often rude.

They eat fingers as

well as food." were suggested for the back side of vehicle stickers (Coombs
1958).
The 1960's were years of rapid growth in visitation for most national
parks.

Between 1960 and 1966 visitation in Banff doubled from 1.0 million

to well over 2.0 million.

Jasper's visitation climbed from 0.3 million to

0.6 million (Nelson 1970:64).

With the dramatic rise in park use came the

associated rise in garbage, visitors feeding bears, nuisance bears, injuries, trappings and control kills.
grizzlies

started

appearing

The problems at dumps worsened for now

in heavy

concentrations:

11 near Bow Lake

Lodge; 12 near Saskatchewan Crossing; 23 at the Lake Louise dump (Noble
1972:87).

To make matters even worse National Parks suddenly found them-

selves being sued for negligence as a result of severe injuries sustained
by a young man mauled by a Jasper grizzly in August 1965 (Sturdy et al. v.
The Queen 1974).

That a Superintendent and a park warden were named in the

Petition of Right as being negligent, probably pricked the ears of many
bear managers and forced them to take a long, close look at their management program.

A successful suit resulting in a $100,000 settlement to a

Glacier Park, Montana visitor who was mauled by a grizzly in 1959 probably
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Fig. 5.

Photograph showing an early bear warning sign that was first used
circa 1960. The sign measures about 30 x 45 cm with black and red
lettering on a bright yellow background.
The sign was placed
throughout frontcountry and backcountry areas of many parks.
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focused further attention on bear management practices (Williams v. United
States 1962).

As if all this was not enough, in August 1967, 2 visitors

were fatally mauled in separate incidents by 2 different grizzly bears
during the same night in Glacier National Park, Montana.

Media coverage

given to the 'night of the grizzlies' was unprecedented; bear maulings were
big news and National Parks and their bear management practices were thrust
under the media spotlight.

Chief Park Wardens could now list the thought

of bear maulings as a likely cause of insomnia.
What effect these maulings and legal actions had on bear management
is hard to determine.

One member of the academic community called for the

outright removal of bears from national parks (Moment 1968).
hand

there

was

a much

stronger

vocalization

for

improved

On the other
management

(Herrero 1970a and 1970b).
Attitudes towards bears were changing.

Certainly they were dangerous

but now they were also a species worthy of protection and not just as a
tourist attraction (Herrero 1980).

In the early 1960's a large forest fire

in the Chaba River area of Jasper killed a grizzly cub and although the
distraught sow had harassed fire fighters for over a month by treeing
several men, the sow was not destroyed

(Schintz 1982:pers.comm.).

The

conservation movement had gained momentum by the mid-1960's and this along
with political clout of millions of new park visitors was to keep management improvements coming at an accelerated pace.

The first detailed ecolo-

gical studies of grizzly bears in national parks were completed in 1963
(Mundy) and 1966 (Riegelhuth).

And in the United States the first of
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a long list of Craighead reports on the Yellowstone grizzly were published
(Craighead and Craighead 1961).

In Canada, the National

Parks Garbage

Regulations were passed in 1968.

In the same year a "Carry In-Carry Out"

policy for backcountry garbage was initiated (Seel 1984:pers.comm.) and a
new warning pamphlet Bear Facts was issued.
continued but without much success:

Bear proofing experiments

garbage receptacle designs ranged from

totally subterranean models to those which were suspended in mid air (Fig.
6).

None proved effective.

Several different types of reinforced fencing

were placed around open dumps but this also proved ineffective.

Bears

either dug under the fencing or ripped holes in the mesh (Kaye 1981:42 and
Perren 1981:32).

At least one dump (Jasper's townsite) was permanently

closed (about 1970) and moved to the Palisades area.

The bears followed.

Perhaps the most significant advance made in the late 1960's was the
inclusion in the 1969 National Parks Policy statement of a section dealing
with wildlife conflicts.

Conhlict* be.twe.zn wildlife and other park interest*
including human *ahety should bz resolved ih po**ible
without de*truction oh wildlihe.
For example adzquatz
handling oh garbage should replace destruction oh
garbage-hed bear*, and &zzding oh bear* by vi*itor*
should bz *topped.
When removal or destruction oh
animal* i* decided upon on the basis oh research hiding*, it *hould be done by departmental employee* and
as promptly and unobtrusively
a* po**ible. [Park*
Canada 1969:5)

Here, for the first time, was a formal public statement outlining, although
briefly, the direction that bear management was to follow.
The 1970's saw further refinements in all aspects of bear management.

Two models

of consistently

bear proof

garbage containers, the
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.«-:

Fig. 6a.(Top Left) Photograph showing the garbage portal of an underground
garbage receptacle used in several Canadian National Parks circa 1960. The
subterranean portion was enclosed with large diameter timbers and then
covered with soil. In 1961 a grizzly bear managed to gain access to one of
these structures in Kootenay National Park. The bear could not get out and
by the time he was discovered by park staff, the bear had become so weak
that it had to be destroyed.
Photograph courtesy of the Banff Warden
Service.
Fig. 6b.(Top Right) Photograph showing another 'bear proof garbage receptacle
that was used frequently by Parks Canada during the 1960's. Bears would
commonly cuff the receptacle until it turned over. Eventually bea^s learned
how to pull themselves up into the swinging can.

Fig. 6c. Even heavy steel
industrial garbage bins used
in the 1970's proved
ineffective.
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concrete bin type used in Jasper (ca. 1973) and the letter box type used
extensively in many Canadian and U.S. parks, were installed in most high
use areas by the mid 1970's.

A variety of fence designs were placed around

the Banff and Jasper dumps.

Bears continued to gain access through holes

left in the mesh by machinery, or by digging under the fencing even after
it had been reinforced with cement packs.

Gates, inadvertently left open

by garbage crews, provided the easiest access.

Finally in 1981, transfer

stations were set up in Banff for household garbage and the dump was closed
to all but trade wastes (Perren 1981:32).
dump with an electric fence.

In 1981 Jasper fortified its

Both systems seem to be effective after two

years of field testing (Westhaver 1983:pers.comm. and Woodrow 1983:pers.
comm.).
park.

Other parks made arrangements to use municipal dumps outside the
In 1973 Kootenay hauled all of its garbage to Edgewater and Yoho,

perhaps the cleverest of all, arranged to dump all of its garbage at the
Lake Louise dump!
Park managers were given a pat on the back in 1974 when judgement on
the Sturdy case (Sturdy et al. v. The Queen 1974) was handed down.

In

essence, the Court held that through the use of signs and pamphlets the
park had given adequate warning and therefore could not be held liable in
cases similar to the Sturdy case (Toews 1974).

No doubt this decision gave

even greater impetus to the educational/warning aspects of bear management:
in 1974 the first of a series of warning pamphlets entitled, You Are in
Bear Country were distributed; in 1977 the film Bears and Man was produced
at a cost of over 0.3 million dollars; most interpretive talks carried some
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form of bear warning; and many trail heads and information centres posted
warnings.
The 1977 fatal mauling of a young girl (Muser) at a picnic site in
Waterton Lakes National Park may have produced a further refinement.

The

parents filed suit claiming they had not been warned of a bear danger.
More specifically, they claimed they had neither been given a warning
pamphlet nor seen any warning signs when they entered the park.

Even

though the case has not been finalized, two significant management actions
have occurred which were probably a direct result of the mauling.

First a

memorandum from the Director, Western Region requested that more prominence
be given to warning visitors of the dangers of bears by including a clear
warning

statement

pamphlet,

You

Are

entrances

(Turnbull

in
in

the main
Bear

1977).

park

Country

brochures
receive

plus

wide

ensuring

distribution

Secondly, in 1980 large

that the
at all

signs warning of

wildlife and other dangers were conspicuously posted at the entrance of all
parks.

The intent of both actions was obvious.
Another series of maulings at Whiskey Creek, Banff, 1980, involving

four different men in three separate incidents, prompted an informal review
of

the

park's

bear management practices.

A team consisting of park

managers, scientific experts and legal advisors tabled a document listing
dozens of recommendations (Westhaver and Williams 1980) which clearly set
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the stage for major improvements

in bear management.2

Even though the

report was prepared specifically for Banff, its applicability, for the most
part, should be universal to all Canadian National Parks.
Research
attacks

took

(Herrero

a big upswing during the 70's.

1970) was followed

by

a round

Analysis

of ecological

of

bear

studies

(Mundy and Flook 1973, Hamer 1974, Herrero 1975, Retfalvi 1975, Vroom et
al.

1977).

Of particular

note are two major studies, one in Jasper

(Russell et al. 1979) and the other in Banff (Hamer and Herrero 1983).

The

data base grew enormously in the last 10 years enabling wardens to base
management decisions and strategies on fact rather than mere speculation.
An era of informed bear management had begun.
Senior

management

played

an

management throughout the 1970's.
previous practice of permitting
level.

A series of operational

increasingly

stronger

role

in

bear

This was in marked contrast to the

a great deal

of autonomy

at the park

policy directives entitled, Control

of

Animals Deemed Dangerous to Human Safety (Parks Canada 1971b), Immobilization

Equipment and Drugs

National

Parks

(Parks Canada 1975c) and Bear Management jrj

(Parks Canada

1978d) were issued from Ottawa.

Western

Region Directive No. 31 (circa 1981) further stipulated the manner in which
warning pamphlets would be dispensed

(Parks Canada undated b ) .

A later

Western Region Directive, No. 48 required that each park in Western Region
prepare a bear management plan according to a specified outline (Parks

2

Since the document was marked 'confidential' the author requested
permission from the Superintendent of Banff to outline the Review Team's
findings in this report. This request was denied due to pending court
action involving the 1980 maulings.
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Canada 1983d).

The rationale behind all these directions was to provide a

rigorous, consistent and safe approach to managing bears.
During the latter part of the 70's a number of new techniques crept
into the warden's bear management tool box.

Area closures were routinely

used to exclude visitors from potentially dangerous areas; quota systems
permitted

controlled

usage; habitat

analysis

allowed

for proper

trail

alignment and campsite placement; computerized monitoring systems provided
rapid accurate data storage and manipulation; leg hold snares made trapping
in remote areas possible; helicopter use permitted trap/release programs to
be conducted in remote areas; and improved drugs allowed for faster, safer
immobilizations.
Despite all these new tools the management program was only as good
as the field staff responsible for its implementation.

This fact was

embodied in a detailed review of the Warden Service and its function in
1968

(Sime and Shuler 1968).

The report identified

implementation of

resource plans as the primary role of the warden and, recognizing the need
for

more

highly

qualified

personnel,

recommended

significant

academic

upgrading of existing personnel plus higher recruitment standards to meet
this goal.

At this time 80% of the existing warden personnel had less than

grade 12 education and 53% were 40 years of age and over.

This was not

surprising since wardens had been hired mainly on the strength of their
horsemanship and bush experience with academic credentials being secondary
(Holroyd 1982:pers.comm.).

The recommendations were accepted and a major

training program was introduced to upgrade existing personnel.

In addi-

tion, the recruitment standards were raised setting 2 years post secondary
school education or equivalent experience as the minimum requirement.

By
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the mid 70's there was a blend of experienced, bush-wise veterans and
inexperienced, academic-wise rookies.

The two complemented each other to

produce an organization well equipped to handle the contingencies of the
70's.

It was this shift in training and recruitment standards, more than

anything else, that led to the improved bear management practices of the
last decade.

E.

MANAGEMENT BY PLAN: 1980 -

Bear/human problems in national
solved:

parks are a long way from being

bears still manage to snatch the odd picnic basket or raid the

unsuspecting camper; garbage frequently overflows at bear proof containers;
chance encounters between bears and humans will always provide the risk of
human inj'uries or fatalities; and it will always be necessary to relocate
some bears and destroy

others.

We have entered the 80's with vastly

improved management tools, well trained managers and, in the form of the
recently

produced

bear management

plans, a more

systematic,

organized

approach to bear management.

F.

BEAR MANAGEMENT PLANS IN CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS: PAST AND PRESENT

The notion that bears should be managed by a preconceived set of
actions and that planned actions should be set out in a document is relatively new.
1970's.

Bear Management Plans, per se, did not appear until the mid

Up to this point, management actions had been left to field staff

guided only by general statements from their superiors.

The first Plans
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were short (5 to 6 pages), rudimentary papers that gave only a vague impression of the management program (Parks Canada 1974c).

Subsequent efforts

were done in considerable detail reaching lengths of 35 pages (Parks Canada
1977b).

Influenced perhaps by a series of fatal maulings in Banff (1973),

Glacier (1976), and Waterton (1977), Headquarters chose to become involved
in the planning process by issuing an operational policy directive (1978)
entitled Bear Management in the National Parks (Parks Canada 1978d) which,
amongst other things, called for the development of bear management plans.
Accordingly,

by

1980

most

parks

containing

bears

had

outlined

its

management program in a level of detail ranging from the relatively simple
to the more complex.

Generally, plans became more complex as one moved

from the. Atlantic to Western Regions just as one might expect given the
greater number of bear problems in Western Canada.
The plan prepared by Kootenay National Park (Parks Canada 1981j) was
by

far the most comprehensive document and served as a guideline for

Western Region Directive #38 (Parks Canada 1981m) which attempted to foster
higher

management

standards

and

consistency

throughout

calling on each park to prepare similar plans.

the

Region

by

By 1982 most parks had

complied and there resulted a series of relatively sophisticated plans in
Western Region parks.
To fully understand bear management plans one must understand their
context within the total planning process.

All resource management plann-

ing in National Parks must proceed in a pre-determined orderly fashion as
stipulated

by the Policy

Resource

Manual, Management

Directive

Number
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Figure 7 illustrates the Natural Resource Management Process^ used

in Parks Canada (Parks Canada 1980).
the following manner.

In essence the process functions in

The Preliminary Resource Reconnaissance and Evalua-

tion is conducted to provide an initial

data base from which

Management Guidelines and a Park Data Plan can be drawn.

Interim

The Interim

Management Guidelines are a series of guidelines by which resources are
managed pending the completion of a more comprehensive data base, the
Resource Inventory.

The Park Data Plan represents an organized system of

data collection wherein the existing data base is outlined and knowledge
gaps are identified.

The Resource Description and Analysis consolidates

raw data from the resource inventory and presents it in a usable format
listing the capabilities, limitations, and potential problems of using the
resource in a particular manner.

Resource-oriented problems are identified

and priorized in the Park Conservation Plan.

This is a key document which

identifies the fiscal and person-year resources necessary to address identified problems.

Once these stages are completed Resource Managment Plans

can be developed for specific resources.

Each of these plans first consol-

idates all data on a subject, evaluates the data in the context of identified problems
objectives.

and proposes

specific management actions to meet stated

Resource Monitoring Programs serve to determine the status and

effectiveness of management actions along with the status and well being of
park resources.

3

When problems arise that require a specific type of infor-

The Natural Resource Management Process is linked to another process
known as Systems Planning.
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Fig. 7. The resource management process used by Parks Canada.3
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Adapted from Parks Canada 1980.
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mation not collected in the resource inventory then a Resource Management
Study would be undertaken.
The vast majority of Canadian bear management plans reviewed for this
project are of an interim status, or according to the foregoing terminology, they are Interim Management Guidelines only.

That these plans are

founded on the scantest of resource data is quite evident.

Management

actions linked to such specific information as critical habitat requirements or population dynamics cannot be made.

For most parks, this informa-

tion may not be available for many years to come.

The Existing Canadian

bear management plans are based, almost exclusively, on the gut feelings of
field personnel and the direction provided by an array of statutes, policy
statements and operational directives.
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CHAPTER III

DEVELOPMENT OF ESSENTIAL

ELEMENTS

In this chapter material from the four authority fields will be
reviewed to determine its implications for bear management plans.
The legal and policy framework within which all bear management plans
must function is described in Sections A and B.
framework is important for several reasons.

An understanding of this

First, it provides program

direction by establishing general objectives and outlining procedural steps
for certain actions and setting limitations for others.

Second, it pro-

vides the authority to implement otherwise impotent management actions.
Third, most parks have documented their management program by way of a bear
management plan which undoubtedly would become a primary document during
any legal proceeding.

In this regard, the necessity of ensuring that

written statements are consistent with the law and policy become obvious.

A.

LEGAL BACKGROUND

At the very outset the reader should be aware that there are few, if
any, clear and simple legal issues concerning bears and humans in our
national parks.

Hunt (1979:32) has commented on this point.

A lawye.fi who AztA oat to mite. a. Izqal ZAAay about park*
and pzoplz in Canada hacz* bzvzxal di^iculiiz*.
hirst,
thzaz is an almost total void in Canadian Izgal
literature on this subject.
Szzondly, thz role ot\ thz courts
in this country as arbiters ot\ disputes in parklands hoi
bzzn very flight.
Sinzz judicial decisions provide thz
traditional
grist {)OX a lawyer's mill, thz paucity 0&
case law deprives, a le.qal researcher o{, hzx most familiar
tool.
Onz is le^t to zxaminz thz statutory framework
within which parks opzxatz.
Hzxz, too, thz nzax vacuum
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in KfUZaAch IZOVZM a commzntatot with unczitaintizA
thz appKoptiatz AtaAting placz.

cu to

This matter is further complicated by unclear and often confusing
Regulations derived from an outdated National Parks Act.

STATUTES

The National Parks Act is the primary statute governing bear/human
relations in Canada's National Parks.

While many sections of the Act could

be construed as having an indirect influence on management practices, the
following material will focus only on those sections relating directly to
bear management.
The Act provides two items of importance to bear management: general
objectives and authority to make specific regulations.

Section 4, the so

called 'dedication clause', sets the general purpose of National Parks: use
by Canadians for their benefit, education and enjoyment but use that will
leave the park lands unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.
Herein, lie two general objectives that all bear management programs must
pursue; public information/education about bears and protection of bears.
As man and his activities

represent the only real

threat

to bears,

protection must stem from control of man and his a c t i v i t i e s . 4
Most of the provisions under the National Parks Act with applica-

4

Herrero (1979) contends that the clause "... shall be maintained unimpaired for future generations." (National Parks Act, Section 4) was
intended primarily to prevent major resource extractions such as logging.
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bility to bear management are contained in the Regulations pursuant to the
Act.

Section 6(1) of the Act prohibits use of any park land except in

accordance with the Act or regulations.
Public lands within the parks shall not be disposed of or
located or settled upon, and no person shall use or
occupy any part of such lands, except under the authority
of this Act or the regulations (National Parks Act,
Section 6(1)).
Section 7(1) gives the power to make regulations (which could have a
direct influence on bear management) to the Governor-General in Council.
The Governor in Council may, as he deems expedient, make
regulations for ...

the preservation,
control and management oh the
parks [National Parks Act, Section 7(7) (a))
the protection oh wild animal*, the disposal oh
noxious predatory or superabundant animal* and the
taking oh animal* h0*1 *cientihic
and propagating
purpose* [National Park* Act, Section 7(7)(fa))
the granting oh permit* h°A the use oh public campground* by person* visiting
the park* [National
Park* Act, Section 7[h)[vi))
the establishment, operation, maintenance and administration
by the Minister oh public work* and
utility service* and the use oh the same within the
parks, including ... garbage removal ... [National
Parks Act, Section 7[i))
the administration and use oh ... trails,
... and
the circumstances under which ways shall be open or
may be closed to public trahhie or use-,
[National Parks Act, Section 7[j))
controlling trades,
Act, Section 717)).
Using

the authority

business

derived

... [National Parks

from these

sections the Governor in

Council has issued five sets of regulations which are of prime concern to
management.
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The National Parks Wildlife Regulations set out several prohibitions
and conditions, the most important of which are the conditions under which
'nuisance' animals may be destroyed.

Three conditions are cited.

Section

14 gives the Superintendent or park warden authority to destroy wildlife
where either individual considers such action necessary to protect persons
from an imminent danger.

A Supenintendent on pank wanden may de*txoy
wildliie
whene he con*iden* *uch de*tnuction nece**any becau*e oi
imminent dangen to pen*on* inom the wildlife..
[National
Rank* Wildliie Regulation*, Section 14)
Section 15(1)(a) gives the Director power to authorize the destruction of
wildlife for scientific purposes.

The Vinecton may authonize the taking on killing oi wildHie ion *cientiiic
punpo*e*; [National Rank* Wildliie
Regulation*, Section 7 5(1)[a])
Section 15(2) gives the Director power to authorize the destruction of
wildlife where he considers such destruction necessary for the protection
of property.

A Vinecton may authonize the de*tnuction oi
wildliie
whene he con*iden* *uch de*tnuction nece**any ion the
pnotection oi pnopenty. [National Rank* Wildliie Regulation*, Section 75(2))
Destruction of wildlife by any person for any reason other than those just
mentioned is prohibited under Section 4(a).

Except a* othenwi*e pnovided in the*e Regulation*, no
pen*on *hall hunt, di*tunb, hold in captivity on de*tnoy
any wildliie within a pank. [National Rank* Wildliie
Regulation*, Section 4[a])
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Several

points

are worth

emphasizing regarding bear destruction

criteria. Destructions can be done legally only under three limited conditions and only by certain individuals.
•A Superintendent or a park warden may destroy a bear if
in their opinion, the animal presents an imminent danger
to park users. What circumstances would constitute an
imminent danger are difficult to specify. Certainly in
situations where a bear is mauling, has mauled or is
behaving in such a manner that it appears a mauling will
soon occur, a decision to destroy the animal is justified
under section 14. However, the necessity of destroying
an animal beyond these limitations is unclear and must be
left to discretion based on field experience and scientific findings.
• The Director may authorize the destruction of a bear
provided the destruction is made for scientific purposes. To whom this authority would be given is not specified and one can only assume that park personnel would be
involved in the destruction. Given the present 'handsoff or non-invasive approach to research in National
Parks it is difficult to imagine any Director ordering a
destruction under this section.
Nevertheless, such
action is legally sanctioned.
• The Director may authorize the destruction of a bear if
he considers the destruction is necessary to protect
property. Since it would be next to impossible for a
Director to be aware of, not to mention analyze the
hundreds of bear/property damage incidents that occur
annually it would only seem reasonable that he would set
guidelines defining what he considers to be reasonable
grounds for destruction under this section. To date,
only the Western Regional Director has issued such guidelines. To whom the Director might give authority to
destroy bears is not specified and again one can only
assume that Park personnel would be involved.
The three destruction criteria mentioned above are worded in such general
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terms as to adequately cover most s i t u a t i o n s . 5
Section 4 ( f ) , which has been used frequently

to curb the roadside

begging problem, p r o h i b i t s the feeding or enticement of bears with foodstuffs.6
Except a* othenwLse pnovided in the*e Regulation*,
no
pen*on *hall touch, OK iced wildlife
in a. paAk OK entice
wildlife
to appnoach by holding out OK -setting out &oodstsxii* OK bait oi any kind [National Rank* Wildli&e Regulation*,
Section
4[D)
The National
control1

through

Parks General Regulations make provisions f o r
restrictive

use of

control over food and garbage storage.

areas,

complete

area

closures and

Section 7 allows the Superintendent

to r e s t r i c t a c t i v i t i e s or entry and travel i n c e r t a i n areas.
The SupeKintendent
may, wheKe it i* nece**aKy &OK the
pKopeK management o& the Rank to do *o, designate
ceKtain
activitie*,
use* OK entny and tnavel in axea* in -a Rank
a* KestKicted OK pKohibited [National Rank* Genenal Regulation*,
Section 7(1))
Notice

o& a nestniction

'visitor

OK pnohibition

ne^enned

to

in

6

One exception may arise. I f a bear, injured to the extent that i t posed
no threat to humans were destroyed for humanitarian reasons, the
destruction would f a l l beyond the three c r i t e r i a and therefore would be
i l l e g a l . Similarly, the destruction of any injured animal such as the
hundreds that are crippled on park highways i s , in terms of the National
Parks Wildlife Regulations, an illegal act.

6

I t is interesting to note is that the act of trapping or setting out
bait for a bear is also illegal pursuant to sections 4(a) and 4 ( f ) . No
exception is made for management purposes. Bears may be legally trapped
for "scientific purposes" pursuant to section 15(1)(a) provided that the
term "taking" were interpreted to mean the act of trapping.
The
trapping of bears for any other reason i s , s t r i c t l y speaking, an illegal
a c t i v i t y . To make a poor situation even worse, section 20(5) prohibits
any person (including a park warden) from so much as carrying a trap
outside a vehicle unless he is in possession of a permit from the
Superi ntendent.
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*ub*ection [ 7) *hall 6c po*ted by the Supe.x.inte.ndznt act
paxk warden oiiice* and iniormation bureau* in the Paxk
OK act entrance* to the PaAk.
[National Park* General
Regulation*, Section 7(2))
A not-ccc po*ted in accordance with *ub*ection
include
[a]
(6)
(c)
(d)

(2)

*hall

a de*cxiption ofi the activity
OK u*e to which the
restriction
pKohibition
applies;
the extent oi restriction,
wheKe an activity
OK use
i* being
restricted;
a description
oi the oKea to which the
restriction
OK pKohibition
oi entry OK tKavel in that axea
applies;
a map oi the oKea in which the restriction
OK pKohibition applies,
wheKe that anea i* not the
total
axea oi the Paxk.
[National Paxk* GeneKal Regulation*, Section 7(3))

Wo peK*on *hall engage in an activity
OK u*e OK enteK and
tKavel in an axea that ha* been designated a* Ke*tKicted
ox pKohibited pux*uant to *ub*ection [ 7) otheKwi*e that
in accordance with the teKm* and condition* pKe*CKibed in
a pexmit i**ued undex *ub*ection (5).
[National Paxk*
GeneKal Regulation*, Section 7(4))
The Supexintendent
may, on application
to him by any
peK*on in Ke*pect oi any activity
OK u*e Ke*tKicted OK
pKohibited puK*uant to *ub*ection (7) OK any entKy and
tKavel in an axea that ha* been Ke*txicted OK pKohibited,
pux*uant to that *ub*ection,
i**ue to that pex*on a
peKmit to
[a] engage in that activity
OK u*e, OK
[b ) enteK and travel in that axea
on *uch teKm* and condition* a* the SupeKintendent may
prescribe in the pexmit.
[National Paxk* Genexal Regulation*, Section 7(5))
Therefore, section 7 provides the authority to effect a potentially very
useful management technique.

Although i t has been used sparingly in the

past, the notion of controlling or r e s t r i c t i n g human use in certain c r i t i cal bear habitats will certainly gain acceptance once managers are able to
identify those habitats and gauge what level of v i s i t o r use is acceptable.
In the interim, managers could use t h i s section to impose a number of
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visitor

controls such as those used commonly i n the United States; these

include

restricting

camping

to

hardsided

units?

only,

manipulation

of

campground opening and closing dates, hiking/camping ground size r e s t r i c t i o n s , mode of t r a v e l r e s t r i c t i o n s , et cetera (pages 123 and

124 ).

Care

must be taken to post notices as per section 7(2) and 7(3) and to require
park

personnel

to

obtain

permits

(verbal

or w r i t t e n )

to

enter,

travel

through or engage i n r e s t r i c t e d a c t i v i t i e s according to sections 7(4) and
7(5).
Section 36 gives the Superintendent power to close areas of the park
i f he f e e l s there exists a seasonal or temporary danger to persons, f l o r a ,
fauna or natural objects.8

WhtKZ thz Sape.fLintznd.tnt dzzmi it nzzzAAOKy *\OK thz
pKtvzntion
o& any Azaional
OK tzmpoKaxy dangzK to
ptKAonA, f^loKa, iaana OK natoKal obj'zztb in a PaKk, hz
may by notizz in miting ZIOAZ to pabliz ai>z o& tKa^iz
any aKza in thz PaKk ioK thz pZKiod hz zonAidtKA thz
dangzK will zontinaz
[Motional PaKk* GznzKal Pzgalation-i,, Station 36[ I) )
A notizz KZ^ZKKtd to in Aabtzztion [ 7) *hall bz ditplayzd
on zazh appKoazh Koad, tKail OK othtK way o& OCCCM to
thz aKza in thz PaKk zlotzd to pabliz LU>Z OK tKaiiiz
[Motional PaKk* GznzKal Pzgalation*, Station 36(2))
Wo ptKAon -ihall znttK any oKta in a PaKk daKing thz
pZKiod that it i* zlotzd to pabliz ait OK tKOf\{iz paKAaant to AabAtztion (7) except with thz pZKmiAAion o& thz
SaptKintzndznt
[Motional
PaKk* GznzKal
Pzgalationi*,
Station 36(3))

? A hardsided unit refers to camping units such as motor homes, t r a i l e r s
and vans which have hard sides rather than cloth sides as do tents and
tent t r a i l e r s .
8 A s t r i c t interpretation of the words "No person" used in section 7(4)
would also prohibit park wardens from entering restricted areas.
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This is another potentially powerful management tool that has seen
only limited use in Canadian parks, most often after a serious bear incident.9

Several U.S. parks, on the other hand use an average of 50 (bear

related) closures/year (page 124) in an effort to head off dangerous situations.
One might note that the decision to close an area rests with the
Superintendent and whether he can delegate this responsibility is unclear.
The closure can be put in place only if a danger to either park users,
bears or bear habitat exists.

Notices must be posted by the Superintendent

at all trail heads or other points of access to the closed areas.

Although

the content of the notice is unspecified one might assume that it would
contain information as to what area is closed, why it is closed and under
whose authority it is closed.

It would seem reasonable that a highly

visible notice be used.
There is little doubt that inadequate garbage storage and disposal
methods have been the single largest cause of bear problems in parks.
Therefore it would only seem logical that stringent regulatory control be
available.

As discussed below, although there are numerous regulations

that could be applied to garbage handling practises, very few are clearly
worded.

Nevertheless regulatory control is possible although more so in

the case of commercial garbage than residential or visitor garbage.
Sections from four sets of National

Parks

Regulations

(Garbage,

General, Camping and Businesses) have applicability to storage and handling

9

Kootenay National Park closes the area around four carrion deposit sites
during the May through October period (page 276).
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of garbage.
The National Parks Garbage Regulations stipulate the manner in which
garbage must be stored to reduce wildlife/garbage problems.

Evziy ownzi Akall Atoiz gaibagz bztwzzn zollzztion
timZA
in appiovzd znzloAuiZA except whzn tkz
Su.pziintznd.znt
allowA tkz UAZ of Atzzl izfuAZ zontainziA
without an
znzloAuiz.
[Motional VaikA Gaibagz RzgulationA,
Szztion
4(g))
The definition of "approved enclosures" is important.

In tkzAZ RzgulationA "appiovzd znzloAuiz" mzanA a. typz of
znzloAuiz dzAignzd foi tkz Atoiagz of, zontainziA
bztwzzn
zollzztion
timZA that pizvzntA OZZZAA to tkz gaibagz by
domZAtiz animalA and wildlifz
and tkz dzAign and zonAtiuztion
of whizk koA bzzn appiovzd by tkz
Supziintzndznt.
[Motional VaikA Gaibagz RzgulationA, Szztion 2)
Here

then

is the authority

requirements on all "owners".

to impose

stringent

garbage

holding

The Superintendent is allowed discretion in

approving the enclosure only in so far as its design and construction. The
enclosure must, at the very minimum, be such that it prevents access by
bears and other animals.

Note, however, the Superintendent may (pursuant

to section 4(g)) allow the use of non-bear proof "steel containers".

In

this regard, the quality of garbage storage devices is still contingent
upon the discretion of individual Superintendents.
"Owner" is defined in rather narrow terms that would include only
commercial operators.

In tkZAZ RzgulationA "ownzi" mzanA any individual,
Ayndizatz, oAAoziation, zoipoiation,
zompany, zlub 01 oiganization in zkaigz of 01 iZAponAiblz foi tkz opziation of
any azzowmodation, fazility,
activity,
buAinzAA 01 zntzitainmznt 01 any zkuizh, koApital, Azkool, univziAity
01
otkzi fazility
within a park and inzludzA any zmployzz,
managzi, IZAAZZ, tianAfzizz
01 paitnzi of an ownzi, and
any bznzfizial
ownzi.
[Motional VaikA Gaibagz RzqulationA, Szztion 2)
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The definition of "owner" seems to be very business oriented.

It is

doubtful that a resident or visitor would be classified as one who "operates" an "accommodation" or "facility".

A court ruling is necessary for

clarification.
Even

further

control

over

commercial

garbage

through the National Parks Businesses Regulations.

can be maintained

If the Superintendent

determines that it would be in the best interests of the park not to issue
a licence he may do so pursuant to Section 8.
Thz SupztLintz.nde.nt may, {OK any Kza*on that hz zon*idzK*
*u{{iziznt
in thz intzKZ*t* o{ thz pank, KZ{U*Z to i**uz
a lizznzz
{OK any bu*inz** (National PaKk* Bu*inz**z*
Regulation*, Szztion S)
Or the Superintendent may, at his discretion, stipulate conditions under
which the licence is issued.

Conditions so stipulated are to be endorsed

on the licence pursuant to Section 5(5).
Thz SupzKintzndznt,
in hi* di*ZKZtion, may by zndoK*zmznt
on thz lizznzz
*tipulatz
any zondition
undZK uhizh thz
lizznzz
i* i**uzd.
(National PaKk* Bu*inz**z* Rzgulation*, Szztion 5(5))
Since every business must be licenced under Section 3 it follows that the
Superintendent may set specific garbage holding or other requirements for
any business operation.

This may be particularly applicable to commercial

enterprises who do not have a fixed point of operation (outfitters/guides)
or those requiring more "persuasion".

To take matters one further step,

offenders may have their licences revoked under section 9(a).
Thz SupzKintzndznt may KZvokz any lizznzz
i{ thz
lizznzzz
{ail* to zomply with thz tzKm* and zondition*
o{ hi*
lizznzz
oi thz*z Rzgulation*;
(National PaAk* Bu*inz**z*
Rzgulation*,
Szztion
9(a))
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If the Superintendent decides to reinstate the licence he may pursuant to
Section 9(b), prescribe any term or condition of the reinstated licence.

Thz Sape.fiintznd.znt may nzinbtatz a lizznzz nzvokzd andzn
ponograph [a) apon -bach tznmb and zonditionb ab kz may
pKZbCAibz.
(National Pankb EabinzbbZb Pzgulationb,
Szction 9(6)).
Further, the Superintendent may impose financial guarantees of compliance
under Section 7(b).

Bzfonz ibbuing a lizznzz fon any babinzbb, thz Sapznintzndznt may nzquinz thz applizant lot. thz lizznzz to
fwnnibh a bond in thz amount of $500.00 with two buffiziznt bwxztizb payablz to Hzn Majzbty in night of, Canada
apon thz failanz of thz applizant to zomply with thz
tznmb and zonditionb of thz lizznzz to bz ibbazd to him.
(National Pankb EabinzbbZb Rzgulationb, Szztion 7(b))
Hence section 7(b) might be useful in dealing with repeat offenders during
application for a new business licence.

Quite obviously it would take a

particularly strong Superintendent to overcome the political pressures that
could develop if he were to apply these regulations.
Even

further

control

over

commercial

garbage

through the National Parks Businesses Regulations.

can be maintained

Section 13 empowers the

Superintendent to set conditions for the use and maintenance of all buildings, premises and equipment used in connection with the licencee's business.

"Buildings, premises and equipment" would certainly

garbage holding facilities.
All buildings, premises and equipment to be used by the
licensee in connection with his business shall be maintained in a condition satisfactory to the Superintendent.
(National Parks Businesses Regulations, Section
13)

include all
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Regulatory

control

of visitor/resident

garbage

is less

clear.

Several sections under the Garbage, General or Camping Regulations may be
applicable.10

At first glance Section 8 of the Garbage Regulations would

appear to be the most applicable regulation.
No pznAon Ahall diAzand on. diApoAZ o& on dzpoAit qanbagz
anywhznz in a. pank zxzzpt in Auzh plazzA and at Auzh
timZA and undzn Audi zonditionA OA thz Supznintzndznt may
authonizz.
[National VankA Ganbaqz RzgulationA,
Szztion
8)
One should note that section 8 refers to the discarding, disposing or
depositing of garbage.
section

No mention is made of garbage storage.

4(g) of the Garbage

Regulations

specifies

Since

"storage of garbage

between collection times", one might assume that "discard", "dispose" or
"deposit" apply
storage.

to the final

resting place of garbage and not interim

If this were true Section 8 would give the Superintendent full

control over the final resting place of garbage but not interim storage.
The question to be answered is whether garbage set for collection, or
placed behind a restaurant is discarded, disposed, deposited or stored.

A

judicial ruling is necessary for clarification.
Section 27 of the General Regulations provides another possibility
for visitor/resident garbage control.
Whznz in thz opinion o& thz Supznintzndznt
on o& a Pank
Hzdizal OHizzn on a mzdizal on Aanitany inApzzton,
a
nuiAanzz zxiAtA on any pnzmiAZA in a Pank, thz Supznintzndznt
may ondzn thz ownzn, IZAAZZ,
lizznczz
on any
othzn ozzupizn oi thz pnzmiAZA to abatz thz nuiAanzz and
zlzanAZ thz pnzmiAZA.
[National PankA Gznznal RzgulationA, Szztion 27(/))

10 Many of these sections could also be applied to commercial operators
although the previously mentioned sections are more appropriate.
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Just what would c o n s t i t u t e a "nuisance" i s d i f f i c u l t

to say.

Would an

incident have to occur f i r s t to establish that certain garbage a t t r a c t e d
the bear and thereby transforming the garbage into a nuisance?
the bear i t s e l f be the "nuisance"?

Or would

Perhaps a more appropriate section to

enforce control over v i s i t o r / r e s i d e n t garbage might be section 28.
No pexson shall deposit any snow, leaves, xubbish OK any
maXte.fi o& an o^ensive
naiuxe in a. Vaxk except in such
pcace-6, aX such times and unde.fi Mich conditions as the
Supexintendent specified.
{National Pafiks Genexal Regulations,
Section 28)
However the a p p l i c a b i l i t y of section 28 i s uncertain due to the use of the
undefined terms "deposit", "rubbish" and "offensive nature".

Is a resident

depositing or storing garbage when he places i t outside his residence?
he i s storing the garbage then Section 28 might not apply.
definition
included.

of

"rubbish"

were

used

garbage

edible

to

If

If a dictionary
bears

would

be

However if the Garbage Regulations definition of "rubbish" were

applied i t would exclude edible garbage and hence the regulation would be
inapplicable for bear management.
set

out

nature"?

behind

a motorhome or

Again judicial

Would a p l a s t i c bag of edible garbage
cottage

clarification

be a "matter
is

of

required before

an
this

offensive
section

could be applied with confidence.
Section 31(2) of the General Regulations provides that . . .
fjJhexe incinexatoxs
OK tKash Keceptacles axe pxovided in a
paxk, all accuse, waste papex, ox othex matexial being
discaxded shall
be placed thexein.
[National Ranks
Genexal Regulations, Section 31 [2])
Again, section 31(2) does not address the problem of garbage storage prior
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to discarding.

Section 32(1)(c) of the General Regulations stipulates

that,

No pzKAon Ahall, in a PaKk, caKKy oat any action
that
unKZOAonably intzKhzKZA with &aana OK the natuKal beauty
oh the PaKk.
[National PaKkA GznzKal
RzgulationA,
Section 32(7)(c))
The SupZKintendent may Kemove OK have Kemoved hKOm a Paxk
any pzKAon who by hiA diAOKdzKly conduct, behaviouK OK
action iA in violation
oh AubAZction ( 7 ) .
(National
PaKkA GznzKal RzgulationA, Section
32(2))JJ
No pZKAon who haA been KZmovzd h^om a PaKk andzK AubAZction (2) Ahall zntZK OK attempt to zntZK that PaKk honone yzaK hollowing the date oh KZmoval anlzAA that pzKAon
applizA hoK and obtainA pZKmiAAion hKom the ViKzctoK to
zntZK the PaKk.
(National PankA GznzKal RzgulationA,
Section 32 (3))
The obvious question

of what represents unreasonable

fauna or i n t e r f e r s with the park's natural
section 32 i s to be applied.
establish

unreasonable

or

is

with

beauty must be answered

Is a bear/garbage

interference

interference

incident necessary

if
to

the mere anticipation

of an

incident based on past experience sufficient to claim interference?

Quite

obviously one may have difficulty applying t h i s section.
The Camping Regulations present several opportunities for control of
camper garbage.

Central to any enforcement potential

is the requirement

that all campers possess a camping permit.
No pzKAon Ahall UAZ OK occupy OK KZAidz OK camp on any
public land in a PaKk OK paKk any vehicle on Auch land

11 Section 8 of the National Parks Act provides for monetary penalties
only.
The removal of violators seems to be a penalty beyond that
provided by section 8. It would appear therefore that the Regulations
and the Act contradict each other.
It might be illegal to remove
violators.
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hor the purpo*e 0& camping unle** he i* the holder oh a.
ootid camping permit authorizing him to cue that land hotthat purpo*e or a member oh a group in respect oh which a
camping permit ha* been i**ued and i* *till
valid.
(National Park* Camping Regulation*, Section 3(7))
Section 9 empowers the Superintendent to set conditions for the maintenance
of campsites and, further, stipulates that the camping permittee must
comply with those maintenance conditions at all times.

The holder oh a. camping permit *hall, at all time*, maintain the camp*ite to which the permit applie* in a condition *ati*hactory to the Superintendent.
(National Park*
Camping Regulation*, Section 9)
Just how one would inform permittees of satisfactory maintenance conditions
is not clear.

Section 16(d)(i) and 16(d)(iii) empower the Superintendent

to cancel camping permits if the holder of the permit fails to comply with
either conditions on the permit, or any instructions posted by the Superintendent at campground entrances.

The Superintendent may cancel a camping permit where the
holder oh the permit h&il* to comply with the condition*
oh the permit.
(National Park* Camping Regulation*,
Section 76(d) U))
The Superintendent may cancel a camping permit where the
holder oh the permit h&iiu to comply with any in*truction* that may be po*ted by the Superintendent at the
entrance to a public campground. (National. Park* Campina
Regulation*, *ection 16(d) (Hi))
Therefore one might assume that two methods of notifying permittees
of satisfactory campsite maintenance conditions might be by way of endorsement on the camping permit or by posting "instructions" at campground
entrances.

Section 5(2)(b) clearly stipulates that camping prohibitions

may be given by way of the camping permit or a campground entrance notice.
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On a notice, located at the entrance to a public campgKound OK in a camping peKmit, the SupeKintendent may *et
out any pKohibition*
made puK*uant to section
13.
[National PaKk* Camping Regulation*, Section 5(2) (b))
However Section 13 limits the prohibitions to those actions which may
unreasonably interfere with fauna or the natural beauty of the park.

The SupeKintendent may at any time and §OK *uch peKiod a*
he deem* nece**aKy ioK the management and contKol oh a
public campgKound, pKohibit any action in a campgKound
that unKea*onably inteKheKe* with hau-na- °'1 the natuKol
beauty oh the PaKk. [National PaKk* Camping Regulation*,
Section 13(d))
Since the Superintendent can only prohibit those actions that "unreasonably
interfere with fauna or natural beauty" one is left with the same questions
presented by section 32(l)(c) of the General Regulations.

What is unrea-

sonable interference and is an incident necessary to establish interference?

If these questions were favourably resolved further steps could be

taken.

Section 5(3) provides that,

Wo peK*on *hall camp in a public campgKound except in
compliance with any condition*
pKe*cKibed puK*uant to
paxagKaph (2)(a) and any pKohibition *et out puK*uant to
paxagKaph (2) (6). [National PaKk* Camping Regulation*,
Section 5(3))
If section 16(d)(111) is enforced to cancel the camping permit for noncompliance with the prohibitions and if section 4(3) is enforced to prohibit camping without a permit, the offender and, hopefully, the garbage
problem would be removed.

Section 4(3) allows the Superintendent to refuse

to issue another permit (to an offender).

The SupeKintendent may Kehu*e to i**ue a camping peKmit
wheKe, in hi* opinion, it i* nece**aKy to do *o h0*- the
pKe*eKvation, contxol OK management oh. the PaKk OK h^K
the *ahety oh the public.
[National PaKk* Camping
Regulation*, Section 4[3))
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One useful aspect of Section 5(2)(b) is that it allows for the prohibitions to be appended to the camping permit.

This is particularly conven-

ient in the case of backcountry campgrounds where posting of notices at
trail entrances or the actual campground would be costly and less than
aesthetic.
Improperly stored food is probably second only to garbage mismanagement as the single largest cause of bear incidents.

In many parks where

garbage has come under close scrutiny in the last decade, unattended food
may now be the most important single cause of incidents (Harms 1980). The
U.S. government has seen fit to enact legislation that specifies exactly
how food must be stored to render it inaccessible to wildlife (page 122),
Unfortunately there are no comparable regulations under the National Parks
Act and Canadian bear managers can only rely on a number of indirect regulations.

Section 10(c) of the Camping Regulations gives partial control at

certain facilities.

No penson shall leave any iood, equipment on. pensonal
eiiects in a kitchen shelten on on a picnic tabic,
gnill,
stove, banbccixc on iineplace pnovided by the Supenintendent Ion public use in a Pank, except duninq tuck neasonable peniod as such iacilities
one nequined ion the
punpose oi pnepaninq and consuming a meal on ion cleaning
up immediately theneaiten.
{National Panks Camping
Regulations, Section 70(c))
Control is obviously limited to food left j_n a kitchen shelter or on
other public^

facilities.

It is doubtful

that the section was ever

intended as a means of controlling food storage.

12 An argument could be made that a campsite, for which the occupant is
holding a valid camping permit, is not, during the term of the permit, a
public facility.
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Section 4 ( f ) of the W i l d l i f e Regulations

(page 52) which p r o h i b i t s

feeding or e n t i c i n g w i l d l i f e to approach by s e t t i n g out f o o d s t u f f s , would
probably be applicable but only i f one could demonstrate i n t e n t .

In other

words one would have to show t h a t the accused was d e l i b e r a t e l y storing his
food improperly to feed or a t t r a c t bears.
Section 3 2 ( l ) ( c ) of the General Regulations (page 61) and Sections 9
and 5(2)(b) of the Camping Regulations (pages 62-63) probably represent the
best available means of c o n t r o l l i n g food storage.

However, the question of

what "unreasonably i n t e r f e r e s with fauna" could be an issue i n respect to
section 3 2 ( l ) ( c ) .
At l e a s t one section of the Criminal

Code could have an influence

on bear management practices w i t h i n National Parks.

Section 402 p r o h i b i t s

c r u e l t y to animals.
EveKyone commit* an oiien*e who [a] wilfully
cau*e* OK,
being the owneK, wilfully
peKmit* to be cau*ed unnece**aKy'3 pain, *u^eKinq
OK injuKy to an animal OK biKd,
(b) by wilful neglect cau*e* damage OK injuKy to animal*
OK biKd* while they aKe being dKiven OK conveyed,
(c)
being the owneK OK the peK*on having the cu*tody OK
contKol o& a dome*tic animal OK biKd OK animal OK biKd
wild by nataKe that i* in captivity,
abandon* it
in
di*tKe** OK wilfully
neglect* OK &ail* to pKovide *uitable and adequate iood, wateK, *helteK and caxe ioK i t .
[CKiminal Code, Section
402(1)(a))
The obvious i m p l i c a t i o n of t h i s section i s t h a t bear managers have,
i n addition to a moral r e s p o n s i b i l i t y , a very d e f i n i t e legal r e s p o n s i b i l i t y

13 "Unnecessary" means that one is obliged not to i n f l i c t pain, suffering
or injury which is not inevitable given the circumstances of a
particular case.
For example, euthanasia cannot be undertaken by a
means that causes pain and suffering i f alternative economically
feasible methods were available (R. vs Menard (1978), 43 C.C.C. (2d)
458, 4 C.R. (3d) 333 (Que. C.A.))
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to trap, handle, hold in captivity, transport or destroy bears in the most
humane manner avail able.14
Several statutes apply to the control and use of immobilizing drugs.
The drug etorphine (M99) and diprenorphine (M50-50) are controlled under
the Narcotic Control Act

as is phencyclidine HCI (sernylan).

falls under the Food and Drug Act Schedule F Part I.

Ketamine

Xylazine (rompun)

falls under Section C.08 "new drugs" of the Food and Drug Act.

Further

explanation of the safety and legal implications of these commonly used
immobilization drugs is given in Hebert and McFetridge (1979).

Generally

the user is obliged to maintain strict control over the drug by means of
locked storage both in the field and office.

Precise use logs must also be

kept.
The Official

Languages Act stipulates that all federal

literature

including pamphlets, signs and other information sources must be available
in both official languages.
Finally the Access to Information Act implies that Parks Canada has
an obligation to supply the public with complete, accurate, timely and
factual information within the limitations of the Act.

According to the

provisions of this Act, only certain classes of bear management information
may, at the discretion of the head of a government institution, be withheld

14 The once common practice of destroying a bear by administering an
overdose of the drug Anectine would probably be illegal under this
section. The drug is a muscle relaxant and does not produce sensory
loss or anesthesia. The injected animal remains paralyzed but fully
conscious and able to sense pain. An overdose application essentially
suffocates the animal due to paralysis of the respiratory muscles
(Hebert and McFetridge 1979:19). In addition the drug has been found to
cause heart damage (Rogers et al. 1976)
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from the public.

Some important classes of information that may be with-

held are (1) information associated with a legal matter such as a law
enforcement investigation or lawsuit, (2) information such as the location
of carrion being fed upon by a sow grizzly and cubs of the year which, if
given, could reasonably be expected to threaten the lives of individuals
and (3) information of a personal nature such as the name and address of a
bear

mauling

victim.

What

probably

cannot

be withheld

are routine

day-to-day and year-to-year management records detailing such figures as
the number of relocations, destructions, incidents, garbage problems and so
forth.

CASE LAW
The p o s s i b i l i t y

of legal action a r i s i n g from bear/human i n j u r i e s

National Parks i s a very real
seven

actions

relating

to

one.

maulings

in

Since the early 1950's a minimum of
in

U.S.

National

Parks

have

launched under the Federal Tort Claim Act ( T i t l e 28 U.S.C.A.).
three were s e t t l e d out of court i n favour of the p l a i n t i f f ;

been

Of these

one was found

i n favour of the p l a i n t i f f ;

and two were found in favour of the defendent

(i.e.

(These cases are discussed below).

the U.S. Government).

In Canada,

there have been only three actions; one (Sturdy et a l . v. The Queen 1974)
was found i n favour of the defendent while the remaining two have y e t to
reach t r i a l . * 5

15 One action was f i l e d by the family of a five year old g i r l who was
f a t a l l y mauled by a grizzly bear in Waterton Lakes National Park, 1977.
This action was apparently stopped when the government chose to make an
out-of-court
settlement
with
the
victim's
family
(Young
1983:pers.comm.).
Despite numerous requests to The Department of
Justice, further details could not be obtained.
The t h i r d and most recent action arose from the mauling of a Swiss
citizen by a grizzly in Banff National Park, 1980. At time of writing,
this action has yet to be settled.
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Each of these cases hinged on the question of negligence.

Since the

concept of negligence or more p r o p e r l y , the avoidance of negligence, plays
or ought to play a major role i n the management program, a clear understanding of the term i s required.
exist
for

While many a u t h o r i t a t i v e

explanations

(Linden 1972, Wright and Linden 1975) perhaps the most appropriate

the purposes of t h i s

Sturdy case.

discussion are those given by Kerr J .

D e f i n i t i o n s from four a u t h o r i t i e s were quoted.

Negligence i* a *pecihic toxt and in ana given ciicum*tance* i* the. h&i-Luie to exe.ic.Lie. that caie which the
ciicum*tance* demand. What amount* to negligence depend*
on the iact* oh each paiticulai
ca*e and the
categoiie*
oh negligence axe nevei clo*ed.
It may con*i*t in omitting to do *omething which ought to have been done eithei
in a dihhv-it-nt mannei oi not at all.
Wheie theie i* no
duty to exeici*e caxe, negligence in the populax *en*e
ha* no legal con*equence.
Wheie theie i* a duty to exeici*e caxe xea*onable caxe mu*t be taken to avoid act* oi
omi**ion* which can be iea*onably ^-tc^cew to be likely
to cau*e phy*ical injuiy to pei*on* oi piopeity.
The
degiee oh caxe xequiied in the paiticulai
ca*e depend* on
the accompanying ciicum*tance*, and may vaxy accoiding to
the amount oh the ii*k to be encounteied and to the magnitude oh the pio*pective injuiy.
The duty oh caxe i*
owed only to tho*e pex*on* to whom injuiy can iea*onably
be hoi^*een and not nece**axily to all pei*on* in the
*ame *ituation.
The *ame act oi omi**ion may accoidingly
in *ome ciicum*tance* involve liability
a* being negligent, although in othei ciicum*tance* it will not do *o.
The mateiial con*ideiation*
axe the ab*ence oh the caxe
which i* on the paxt oh the dehendant due to the plaintihh in the ciicum*tance* oh the ca*e and damage *uhh^^-d.
by the plaintihht
togethex with a demon*tiable
lelation
oh cau*e and e ^ e c t between the two. [Hal*buiy'* law* oh
England. 3id edition, vol. 28: 3-4)

in

the
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Negligence is the omission to do something which a xeasonable man, guided upon those considexations which oxdinaxily xegulate thz conduct oi human aiiaixs,
would do, ox
doing something which a pxudznt and xeasonable man would
not do. [Salmond on Toxts, 16th edition p. 797)
Kecoxdingly
thz essential
ingxedients
oi
actionable
negligence axe:
1.
the existence o& a duty to take caxe owing to the
complainant by the defendant;
2.
iailuxe to attain that standaxd oi caxe pxescxibed
by the law;
3.
damage suiiexed by the complainant, which is causually connected with the bxeach oi duty to take
caxe.
(Chaxleswoxth on Negligence, 5th edition,
p.
13-14)
Negligence -6s conduct falling below the standaxd
established iox the pxotection oi othexs against unxeasonable
xisk oi haxm. This standaxd oi conduct is
oxdinaxily
measuxed by what the xeasonable man oi oxdinaxy pxudence
would do in the cixcumstances.
(Fleming's The Law oi
Toxts, 4th edition,
p.106)
The concept of the "reasonable" man should be explained more fully at
this point.

If a malpractice negligence action is lodged against a brain

surgeon the court can only judge the reasonableness of his practice against
what another reasonable brain surgeon would do in a similar situation.

He

is not judged against what another reasonable layperson would do. Accordingly, if a negligent action involving the mismanagement of bears was
lodged against a park warden, the reasonableness of his management practice
would be judged against what another reasonable park warden would do in a
similar

situation.

Therefore a park warden whose

duties involve the
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management
visitor.

of

bears must know

far more

about bears than the average

Furthermore the warden's management decisions must reflect that

higher level of knowledge (Elder: 1983 pers.comm.).
The Crown

Liability

Act

against the federal government.

governs

all

negligence

actions

brought

Under this statute the government can be

held liable for damages as a normal private citizen.

Two courses of action

are provided (Hunt 1979:41).
•Section 3(1)(a) permits recovery where a wrongful
(tort) is committed by a Crown servant.

act

•Section 3(l)(b) permits recovery where the Crown has
breached its duty arising from the ownership, occupation,
possession, or control of property.
Actions falling under the first section are fairly straight-forward
(Hunt 1979:41)

The plaintiff must show that a duty, owed to him by a

government employee, was breached and that his injuries resulted from that
breach of duty.
Application of the second section (under which most actions would
fall) known as occupier's liability, is far more complicated.
according

to Harris

(1972), occupier's

liability

confused areas of Canadian negligence law".
have passed
Alberta's

reform legislation

Occupier's

Liability

is "one of the most

As a result many provinces

to clear up ambiguities.
Act

and

In fact,

British

For example,

Columbia's

Occupier's

Liability Act attempt to spell out the legal duties of property owners and
means

by

which

liability

may

be

limited.

Unfortunately

the

reform

legislation does not simplify matters in respect to claims against the
federal

government

legislation

would

since

it

is

prevail

in

such

doubtful
a

as

case.

to

whether

Further,

provincial

although

the
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federal government may voluntarily submit to provincial reform legislation,
it is not clear as to whether it may choose to have its liability decided
by common law principles (Hunt 1979).

As a result, bear managers in Cana-

dian Parks cannot be certain as to which statutes apply to questions of
1iability.
Notwithstanding

these ambiguities, a reasonably

clear picture

of

negligence can be developed if one focuses on those issues which a court
might consider when attempting to establish negligence in an occupier's
liability case.

Namely:

•Was there an unusual danger?
•Was the unusual danger reasonable foreseeable by the defendant?
• Was a duty owed by the defendant to take reasonable care to
prevent harm to the plaintiff from the danger?
•Was this duty breached?
• Was the injury a direct result of the breach of duty?
•Did the plaintiff take reasonable care to avoid the danger?
These were the issues considered by Kerr J., in the only bear/human
injury case from Canadian National Parks to reach the courts.

In Sturdy

et al. v. The Queen 1974 a summer employee of a concessionaire was severely
mauled by a grizzly.

The young man had been walking near a Park operated

dump 16 in the Maligne Lake area of Jasper National Park when a grizzly
attacked him just after nightfall.
Since National Parks are

16

'dedicated to the people of Canada for their

Open dumps were common in all Canadian National Parks at the time of the
incident (1965).
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benefit, education and enjoyment1 (National Parks Act, Section 4) and since
the Crown was the owner of the Park, the Court classified Sturdy as an
"invitee" 17

and the Crown

as an "occupier".

It followed

that an

"occupier" owes a duty to an "invitee" as set out in the often cited clause
from Indermaur v. Dames (1866).
We contiden it settled
law, that he., uAing neaAonable
cane on hi* pant ion hi* own gaiety i* entitled, to expect
that the occupies *>hall on hu> pant ate neaAonable cane
to pnevent damage inom unuAual dangen, which he know* on.
ought to know; and that,
whene thene -6s evidence oi
neglect,
the question whethen -sued neaAonable cane haA
been taken, by notice, lighting,
gaanding on othenwiAe,
and whethen thene WOA contnibutony
negligence
in the
Auiienen, muAt be detenmined by a juny at, matten oi iact.
Kerr J., went on to indicate that the degree of care to be taken must
be a factor of both the likelihood of injury occuring and the magnitude of
the injury.

Further, although compliance with common practice is evidence

that reasonable care has been used, it is not conclusive.

Similarly, the

fact that few or no incidents occurred under a given standard of care also
indicates application of proper care but is also not conclusive.
"Unusual danger" was defined as follows:
I think "unuAual" iA uAed in an objective AenAe and mean*
-Sued dangen OA 6S not uAually iound in cannying out the
toAk on iuliilling
the function which the invitee haA in
hand, though what iA unuAual will, oi COUAAZ, vany with
the neoAonA ion which the invitee
entenA the pnemiAeA.
[London Gnaving Dock Co., Ltd. v. Honton, 1951)

17

Hunt (1979:43) points out that a visitor might be classified as a
trespasser if he were injured in a closed area. The occupier's duty to
a trespasser is simply not to wilfully injure him or to act with
reckless disregard for his presence. Naturally a more onerous duty
would apply if the trespasser was a child.
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Accordingly the Court held that although the park warden knew there
were bears in the general area of Maligne Lake, the use of warning pamphlets and signs served to give the public adequate notice of this danger and
therefore a reasonable standard of care had been applied.

Sturdy was well

aware that bears frequented the Maligne Lake area and that these animals
could be dangerous.

Not only had he seen the warning signs posted along

the highway but he had also read and handed out pamphlets warning of
bears.

Since there was no evidence to indicate that any bear attacks had

taken place in the area prior to the incident or that any bear was habitually frequenting the dump prior to the incident, an unusual danger could
not be established.

Sturdy's claim was therefore dismissed.

The principles and application of U.S. negligence law seem to be
almost identical to that found in Canada.

As indicated in the following

cases the occupier or owner is under a duty to warn (or protect) "invitees"
of hidden dangers that are known or ought to be known by the occupier or
owner.
The earliest case on record stems from a grizzly mauling in Yellowstone (Claypool v. United States 1951).

On July 13, 1948 the plaintiff and

his family entered the Park and were given a brochure containing the traditional warning against feeding bears.

After asking a Park Ranger whether

it was safe to sleep outside in a tent and being told that it was, the
plaintiff and family
ground.

slept outside on July 13th in Old Faithful Camp-

After visiting other areas of the park, the plaintiff returned to

Old Faithful Campground where his wife asked a different Park Ranger (in
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plaintiff's presence) as to whether it was safe to sleep out in a tent.
The Ranger replied that hundreds of people slept out every night and "they
had never seen anyone attacked without provocation".

Further, he replied

that bears would not bother them unless the campers had food.
food

in either his vehicle or tent the plaintiff and family

Having no
retired.

During the night, a bear entered the tent and seriously mauled the plaintiff.
On July

13, just prior to the plaintiff's

entry

into the park,

several campers at Old Faithful had been mauled by an unidentified bear or
bears.

Although Rangers killed a small grizzly shortly after the incidents

they could not be certain it was the bear in question.

It was clear that

the Rangers with whom the Plaintiff and his wife had discussed the question
of safety were aware of those previous attacks.
The Court found that the Government was under a duty to warn the
plaintiff, especially
sleeping outside.
gence.

after the previous maulings as to the safety of

In this case, the risk of attack was concealed negli-

Furthermore the Rangers were unjustified in assuming the correct

bear had been shot and that they had failed to inform the plaintiff of the
true facts.

The court held that the minimum duty owed to the plaintiff was

"an honest disclosure of the known danger" so that "an opportunity for an
intelligent choice" could be made as to whether he wished to assume any
risk.

Therefore the court held that the plaintiff suffered injury caused

by the negligent omission of the Rangers while acting within the scope of
their duties.
Closely paralleling the Claypool case is that of Parratt v. United
States 1966.

A seasonal Ranger permitted his young son to accompany two
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off-duty Rangers on a hike within Glacier National Park, Montana.

While

hiking, the party spotted a female grizzly and her cubs about 50 yards
ahead on the trail.
climb a tree.

The Rangers quickly advised everyone to scatter and

However, before the boy could climb to safety the bear

caught and mauled him severely (Gottlieb and Gantt 1967).
Both Rangers knew that an unidentified

bear had

inflicted minor

injuries on an adult visitor in the same area eight days earlier and that
the offending bear had not been caught.

It was later determined that the

Superintendent had not closed the trail after the first mauling simply
because the victim had suggested that it was not necessary.

These facts

convinced the Assistant United States Attorney that the Government would be
found

liable and therefore

a $100,000.00 out of court

settlement was

struck.18
The salient fact is that the Rangers knew of an unusual danger in the
area but failed to publicize this danger or to take reasonable measures to
prevent additional incidents.
In another case (Esling v. United States 1957) a woman was seriously
mauled when her husband stopped their vehicle to photograph a black bear in
Yellowstone National Park.

Unknown to the victim the bear circled the

vehicle and suddenly poked its head through the open window and bit the
woman on the shoulder.

Even though the plaintiffs had received literature

18 Gottlieb and Gantt (1967:115) surmize that given the severity of
injuries sustained by the young boy an award in the vicinity of $250,000
would have been made had the case gone to court and the Government been
found liable.
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when they had entered the Park warning of the dangers associated with
bears, they argued that neither this literature nor any of the bear warnings posted on bulletin boards throughout the Park made reference to the
fact that they should close their vehicle windows when bears approached.
The Government raised the defense of contributory negligence due to
the failure of the plaintiffs to close their windows as the bear approached
and on this basis a settlement offer of $5,000 was rejected by the Justice
Department.

Further investigations revealed, however, that the offending

bear had been involved in several other minor attacks and that this fact
was known to Park managers.

In view of the factual similarity between this

case and the Claypooi case, the Government chose to settle out of court for
the sum of $4,000 (Gottlieb and Gantt 1967:65).
In another almost identical case (Ashley v. United States 1963) the
plaintiff's arm was severely bitten by a roadside bear.

The wife of the

plaintiff had been driving along a Yellowstone road when she stopped to
watch several roadside bears.

Ashley had fallen asleep

seat with his right elbow on the open window sill.

in the passenger

He awoke to find a bear

biting his right elbow.
Ashley claimed that the warning literature that he had received upon
entering the Park and which he had read prior to the incident failed to
inform visitors to roll up their windows when bears approached.

The court

held that such a warning was not necessary to a mature individual.

It

further held that the plaintiff was, under Wyoming law, an invitee and as
such the Government had an obligation to "use ordinary and reasonable care
to keep the premises reasonably safe for the plaintiff and to warn him of
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any hidden danger"

(Gottlieb and Gantt 1967:73).

The court found t h i s

obligation had been f u l f i l l e d by posting warning signs and issuing general
warning l i t e r a t u r e

about bears.

Since the bear had no prior record of

a t t a c k s , a foreseeable or hidden danger could not be shown and the case was
dismissed.
In Rubenstein v. United States (1972) the p l a i n t i f f , his son and a
friend

of

the

son camped out in a well-used public campground within

Yellowstone National Park.

At about 1:00 a.m., a grizzly bear entered the

tent where the p l a i n t i f f was sleeping.
the bear in the tent the p l a i n t i f f
l e a s t ) and t r i e d to f l e e .

Naturally, when he awoke to find

was extremely s t a r t l e d

(to say the

During the attempted escape the grizzly severely

mauled Rubenstein's l e g s .
The court dismissed Rubenstein's claim on the ground that he had
received adequate warning as to the general dangerous propensities of bears
via pamphlets and signs and that Park Rangers could not have reasonably
foreseen the incident.
\3laxninqA OA to known pkyAizal dangziA Auch CLA thoAZ in
thz vaxiowA tkznmal OJLZOA OAZ, o& ZOUIAZ fizqainzd.
Bat
wcJininqA CLA to unantizipatzd
zaAthqaakzA, lava, ilowA,
landAlidZA Ahoald not bz.
So too, whilz KZOAonablz
zontxol 0\\ animalA Aazk CLA that zuKizntly pnactiAzd, and
waxninqA to zanizntly
known piZAZnzz o^
attack-mindzd
animalA axz OJLAO KZqaiKzd, thz law ImpoAZA no duty on
paJik aathoKitizA to waxn about zomplztzly
lin^oiZAZZablz
actionA OJ5 wild animalA Auck OA indizatzd in thiA ZOAZ.
[RubznAtzin v. Unitzd StatZA, 1972)
The argument could be raised here that once an unforeseeable incident
of t h i s nature had occurred the Rangers might reasonably have foreseen
happening again (Elder 1983:pers.comm.).

it

In other words, the c u l p r i t bear

had become conditioned to humans and human food and had developed rather
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aggressive tactics.

Since the bear was still at large there was a good

chance that it would cause further injuries.

Unfortunately the court did

not address this question.
In Williams v. United States (1962) a manager of a concession in
Glacier National

Park

(Montana) informed his newly hired employee, Joe

Williams, that there was more danger from Indians than bears and that he
should simply sit still and do nothing if a bear approached him.

On the

second day of his employment, Williams, despite following his employer's
advice, was approached and severely mauled by a grizzly.
The Government was found liable for two reasons.

First, since the

Park Superintendent had authorized and expected both employees and managers
of the concessionaire to issue bear related information to visitors, the
Government was held liable for the quality of that information despite the
fact that the concessionaire manager was an employee of Glacier Park Co.,
an independent contractor to the Government.

Hence the Government was

found liable for the manager's negligent advice to Williams.19

Second,

the bear warning pamphlet and posters which Williams received as he entered
the park, were found to be misleading in that the wording led one to
believe that bears were only dangerous if one attempted to feed or molest
them.
A settlement totalling $108,051.20 was made to the plaintiff for
injuries sustained and health care arising out the injuries (Gottlieb and
Gantt 1967:118).

19 Gottlieb and Gantt (1967:76) describe this decision as a "substantial
legal hiatus" and refers to an analogous case where liability was fixed
to the concessionaire owner.
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Probably no other negligence action involving bears received as much
publicity and interest as that of Martin v. United States (1975 and 1976).
In June 1972 a young man, Harry E. Walker, was attacked and fatally mauled
by a grizzly bear in Yellowstone National Park.

A U.S. District Court of

California held that the government was negligent in failing to provide
adequate warnings concerning the dangers of grizzlies

and

in abruptly

closing garbage dumps where grizzlies had become accustomed to feeding.

A

judgement totalling $87,417.67 was awarded to the decedent's family (Martin
v. United States 1975).

The case was subsequently brought before the U.S.

Court of Appeals which reversed judgement due to clearly erroneous findings
of fact, contributory negligence on the part of the decedent, and provisions pursuant to the Federal Torts Claims Act which, under the circumstances of the case, rendered the government exempt from liability (Martin
v. United States

1976).

The following is a brief account of the Appeal

Court's- findings.
Walker and a friend, Bradberry, had been driven into Yellowstone by
Searer, an employee of a Park concessionaire.

Searer's car had a park

sticker on it and was therefore waved through the Park entrance gate.

As a

result Walker and Bradberry did not receive the bear warning literature
normally dispensed to park visitors.
against illegal camping.

A large sign at the entrance warned

Searer testified that Walker and Bradberry had

asked if they needed a permit to camp and that she had told them they did
and that the permit could be picked up at the Ranger Station.

They refused

to go to the Ranger Station and asked Searer to recommend a good place to
camp.

Again she told them to get a permit at the Ranger Station.

Walker

and Bradberry left Searer near the Old Faithful Inn and hiked into the Old
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Faithful Geyser area and illegally pitched camp.
same site for 2 nights.

The two men camped in the

Searer visited them on the first night and told

them they would "catch hell" if caught at the illegal campsite.

The next

day the two men cooked dinner and left a pot of food tied in a tree before
leaving the campsite for a trip to Searer's dorm.

While returning to their

camp at midnight, Walker was attacked and killed by a grizzly.

The next

day grizzly No. 1792 was trapped and shot at the campsite.
Testimony from the Walker case included the controversy surrounding
the abrupt closure of open garbage dumps in 1970 and 1971.

Records indi-

cated that while all parties agreed the dumps had to be closed, there was
no consensus as to how they should be closed.

Two researchers (the Craig-

heads) argued that the dumps should be slowly phased out and that supplemental feeding in the form of carrion should be given to bears during the
phase out period.

They argued that abrupt closure would change well-

established feeding and movement patterns of bears and would result in
bears entering campgrounds to search for human food.

The Park Service

argued that a phasing out program would only prolong the bear problem by
fostering a new generation of garbage habituated bears.

The National

Sciences Advisory Committee had submitted a report which stated there was
no clear data upon which to base closure methods and that a final decision
was dependent on judgement.

In 1970 and 1971 all

garbage dumps were

abruptly closed down.
The Appeal Court held that the decision to make the abrupt closures
was a policy judgement made at the planning level.

According to provisions

of the Federal Tort Claims Act a judgement or policy made at the planning
level involves "discretionary function" which can not be held as the basis
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of negligence so long as the discretion is "exercised reasonably, after
investigation, consultation and reports by qualified experts."
Dr. Frank Craighead had also argued that the Park was negligent in
releasing bear No. 1792 (2 years prior to the mauling) at a distance of
only 18 miles from the point of the mauling.
1792 had probably

been involved

Craighead stated that No.

in a campsite

destruction

at an area

referred to as the Fire Hole Camp and that the same bear had been seen in
the Old Faithful

area the week prior to the Fire Hole Camp incident.

Craighead argued that a bear transplanted a distance less than 50 miles
from its point of capture will

soon

return

However,

that

No.

Dr.

Leopold

testified

to the point of capture.

1792

had

been

successfully

transplanted since it did not reappear until 2 years after the transplant
and that there was no evidence to say that No. 1792 had been involved in
the Fire Hole incident.

He also stated that 18 miles was a sufficient

transplant distance given that the action took place in late fall when the
campgrounds were empty and bears were about to hibernate.
Pearson

also

testified

that

transplanting

grizzly

bears

Dr. Arthur
often

has a

negative impact on the animal such that it does not return to its point of
capture.

He stated that "each translocation must be judged on its own

merits as to whether it is successful."

Pearson supported Leopold's claim

that No. 1792 had been successfully transplanted and that the bear was in
her normal (natural) habitat at the time of the fatal mauling.
The Court of Appeal also found that Walker and Bradberry had knowingly camped illegally and had avoided receiving information about bears.
"We find there is no credible evidence to support the trial judge's find-
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ings t h a t the Park Service w i l f u l l y f a i l e d to warn the decedent of a dangerous c o n d i t i o n .

Instead, the t r i a l

decedent w i l f u l l y

court could well

have found t h a t the

disregarded the warnings he was g i v e n . "

Accordingly,

Walker was found to have been c o n t r i b u t o r i l y negligent and therefore would
be barred from recovery.
Further the Court found t h a t the Park had made reasonable e f f o r t s to
dispense information about bears and t h a t the Park could not be expected to
seek out a l l

i n d i v i d u a l s who, l i k e Walker, had entered the park

without

paying and without receiving warning pamphlets.

LEGAL OPINIONS

Two legal
Parks

have

opinions concerning bear management i n Canadian National

been issued

by the

Federal

Department of

opinions are concerned w i t h the law of negligence.
from a l e t t e r
1973).

of

inquiry

by the

Director

of

Justice.20

The f i r s t opinion stems
Western Region

The l e t t e r poses three s i t u a t i o n s and asks the legal

(Robinson

implications

of each.
•An attack occurs on a non-posted t r a i l
t r a i l s are posted w i t h warning signs.

Both

although nearby

•A bear i n j u r y occurs i n a campground where there i s d a i l y
garbage pick-up and an information program on bear
problems.

20 In January 1982, I mailed two letters requesting legal opinions on a
wide variety of bear management related issues to a Mr. John Young, a
lawyer employed by the Legal Services section of the Department of
Justice, Ottawa. Mr. Young's duties include giving legal advice to
Parks Canada. Despite Mr. Young's i n i t i a l verbal agreement to assist in
this project and despite approximately 12 phone c a l l s , in which I
requested a response to my two l e t t e r s , no reply has been received.
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While feeding a bear along a highway a person is injured
by the bear. Signs and pamphlets had been issued warning
not to feed bears.
In response to the first situation the Department of Justice advised
that "if a hiker entered a trail with a bear warning posted on it and from
that trail, entered another trail without a bear warning, he would nevertheless have no remedy because he had been previously warned."
1974)..21

The Department

suggested

erecting warning

(Toews

signs on as many

trails as possible, especially those trails where visitors originate their
walks.
The second and third situation questions were answered as one.

The

Department advised that a public information program on the danger of bears
along with warning signs posted in the vicinity of and at the entrance to
campgrounds fulfills the Crown's duty to warn of the danger.
The question of liability arising from the practice of tagging bears
gave rise to the second legal opinion.

The Director of National

Parks

asked if the act of tagging a bear implied ownership and if so what were
the legal implications (Kun 1979).

The Department of Justice replied that

since the purpose of tagging was not to assume physical control of the
animal (as in the case of zoo animals) but rather merely to identify the
animal

for future action, and since the released animal was free to go

where it wished, absolute property in the animal did not exist.

However,

prior to its release, a captured bear would be considered as qualified
property and in this case the Crown would be under a clear duty to prevent

21 This response does not fully answer the question. The implied question
is how widely must warnings be posted given a specific danger in a
certain location, and given the propensity of bears to range over a wide
area.
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danger from the animal

(Cullinan 1979).

implications

for

not only

trap

Obviously, t h i s opinion has many

design 2 2 but also trapping and handling

procedures.23
What are the implications of negligence law to bear management practitioners?

Some g e n e r a l i t i e s may be useful at t h i s p o i n t .

•First:
i t appears l i k e l y t h a t a l l v i s i t o r s would be
c l a s s i f i e d as " i n v i t e e s " and the government as the
"occupier" (Toews 1974). From t h i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i t i s
highly probable t h a t the occupier would be under a duty
to use reasonable care to prevent damage (to the i n v i t e e )
from unusual danger which i s known or ought to be known
(by the occupier).
•Second:
managers must i d e n t i f y those circumstances,
whether e x i s t i n g or a n t i c i p a t e d , which represent unusual
danger to the v i s i t o r .
In determining these circumstances i t i s imperative t h a t managers take i n t o account
the general s k i l l and knowledge of the average v i s i t o r .
Generally, unusual dangers may arise from one of the
following
broad categories:
improper
food/garbage
storage; improper t r a i l alignment or f a c i l i t y placement;
release of known aggressive animals; dispersal of inaccur a t e , incomplete, f a l s e , misleading or out-of-date i n f o r mation; inappropriate v i s i t o r use of c r i t i c a l "defendable" h a b i t a t ; encounters with more aggressive species,
family groups or age/sex classes; improper carrion
management; escalation of nuisance problems; improper use
of t r a p s , drugs and other equipment, and f a i l u r e to take
appropriate enforcement a c t i o n .
•Third:
a "reasonable" set of management actions must be
implemented to prevent these unusual dangers from damaging v i s i t o r s . While top notch public information systems

22 Few i f any of the culvert traps currently used by Parks Canada are
designed to prevent human access into a 'sprung' trap. Several traps
used by Lake Louise, Yoho and Kootenay are equipped with an automatic
locking device designed to prevent non-authorized persons from opening a
sprung trap door. Kootenay's design appears most advanced.
23 Leg hold snares have been used frequently in the last 5-6 years.
Because of the obvious hazard inherent with this style of capture, very
stringent procedures must be followed. The same caveat applies to free
ranging immobilizations especially those performed in campgrounds.
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undoubtedly will be the main preventative measure,
several other 'tools' are readily available; these
include: activity or area use restrictions, temporary or
seasonal closure of areas, posting of specific warnings,
prompt removal of nuisance bears and destruction of overly aggressive animals; strict enforcement of applicable
regulations; an efficient monitoring system and routine
inspections and patrols.
B.

POLICY BACKGROUND

In addition to the legal duties imposed by the statutes and case law
described above, there also -exists a certain duty to implement, or at least
consider, a number of policy documents when designing the management program.

The following section discusses the role of Parks Canada Policy and

Management Directives on bear management programs.

Also, mentioned brief-

ly, is the possible influence of a yet to be released management review
conducted in Banff following the triple mauling of 1983.

National Parks Policy

While Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada 1979c) does not carry the
enforceable weight of a statute, it does however, represent an official
public statement describing, in broad terms, the manner in which National
Parks are to be managed.

To be specific the Policy offers,

... guidance ion planning and managing each pank.
[It]
also pnovide(s) the. inamewonk ion. the. development oi mote
detailed
policies
which will
guide
the
day-to-day
eiionts oi Vanks Canada pensonnel.
Thus the bnoad policies contained in this document will be iunthen elabonated
thnough strategic
policies
in a numben oi key aneas as
nequined. Wanks Canada 7979c.-7 2)
The Policy clearly establishes protection of natural resources as the first
priority of Parks Canada.
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Ec.oloqic.al and hi4toxical integrity axe Paxk4 Canada'4
&ix4t con4idexation4 and mx4t be xeqaxded 04 pxexequi4ite4 to u4e. [Paxk4 Canada 7979c:72)
This is an important statement for it priorizes the dual purpose (use
and preservation) of parks.
over use.

Clearly, preservation is to take precedence

All too often management actions have been directed at removal

of nuisance bears rather than more politically sensitive techniques such as
visitor restrictions or area closures even though these techniques are
sanctioned.

Paxk.4 Canada wilt xegulate the amount, kind, time and
location o& outdoox xecxeation activitie4
tuing the
zoning plan and otkex management action4 to pxotect paxk
xe4ouxce4 ox to en4uxe vi4itox 4a^etu and enjoyment.
[Paxk4 Canada 7979c:43)
All management plans must be subjected to the Federal Environmental
Assessment and Review Process (E.A.R.P.) and all documents related to the
process must be available to the public (Parks Canada 1979c:42).
The Pol icy provides for 'accurate information' dispersal concerning
management programs, regulations and facilities.

The dispersal system must

go beyond park boundaries to educational institutions, public associations,
and

those

1979c:43).

providing

visitor

services

within

the parks

(Parks

Canada

Information dispersal regarding bears and their management has

traditionally taken place only at the park level.

Certainly a dispersal

system extending into cities where most visitors originate will contact a
broader range of users.
The Policy contains a very positive approach to research.

Research

is considered "essential at all stages in the establishment, development
and management of the national parks system."

(Parks Canada 1979c:45)

Paxk4 Canada will encouxage and conduct xe4eaxck into
natuxal phenomena, public need4, vi4itox o-ie. and impact4
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40 as to contribute directly to the
identification,
selection, establishment, protection, development, interpretation,
planning, and managing oh national parks.
[Varks Canada 1979c:45)
All research information must be made available to the public (Parks Canada
1979c:45).
Provisions are also included which could lead to a regional ecosystem
approach to bear management.

Parks Canada will co-operate with other levels oh government, private organizations and individuals
responsible
hor the planning oh areas adjacent to national parks and
hor the provision oh h<*£-tlities and services in adjacent
communities to ensure that national parks are integrated
in a positive manner with their surrounding regions.
(Parks Canada 1979C.46)
Parks Canada will develop co-operative arrangements with
organizations and individuals to promote public appreciation and enjoyment oh national parks and to encourage
their protection.
(Parks Canada 1979c:43)
Although this policy has commonly been applied to socio-economic matters,
there is no reason that it could not be more broadly interpreted to apply
to the management of bears on an ecosystem basis.

NATIONAL DIRECTIVES

Directives from various levels of Parks Canada administration constitute another source of input for management programs.

Although they do not

possess the enforceable weight of a statute, they are nevertheless, an
enforceable
follow.

order

that

employees

are bound, with

few exceptions, to

Section 106 of the Public Service Terms and Conditions of Employ-

ment Regulations of the Public Service Employment Act authorizes the Deputy
Minister to establish standards of discipline.

These standards are set out
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in the Code of Ethics (Indian and Northern Affairs undated: 6) which
require the employee to "follow instructions attentively and co-operate
with his supervisor."

Failure to do so may result in a range of disciplin-

ary actions.
One can only speculate as to how a court, in the event of a negligence action, would view a management program that was inconsistent with
orders from senior management.

Quite likely the "respondeat superior" law

of agency would hold the employer liable unless the employee was acting
beyond the scope of his prescribed duties.

In addition superiors may be

held negligent if they ask their subordinates to take action in contravention of some higher authority about which they know or should have known
(Elder 1983:pers.comm.).
There

are

at

least

15

documents,

referred

to

as

Management

Directives, issued by the Deputy Minister that could be interpreted as
having a significant influence on bear management on a national basis.
Management Directive PRM 40-6 Natural Resource Management Process
(Parks Canada 1980) is a key resource management document which sets out
the following series of suggestions for the content and format of all
resource management plans (Parks Canada 1980: 7.4).

Strict content or

format guidelines are expressly avoided presumably to allow for creative
management approaches that fit the contingencies of individual parks.
suggested content for resource management plans is as follows.
• Definition of the resource problem
•Objectives of the resource management plan
• A summary of background information including
•the resource problem
•bio-geographic and historical setting
•policy, legislative and other constraints

The
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•park management objectives
•source documents
•Identification of all alternate causes of action
•Rationale used in selecting the preferred course of action
• Methodologies to be used
•Time and frequency of management actions
•Persons responsible for various management actions
•A time action schedule for fiscal and person-year resources
•Identification of knowledge gaps and a statement of acquisition
priority
•Identification of decision points in the plan, the decision
makers and decision making guidelines
•Identification of methods to evaluate the effectiveness of the
plan.

Bear Management in National Parks (Parks Canada 1978d) is the only
national directive pertaining specifically to bear management.
more detailed examination of the document is warranted.

Hence, a

Although

the

directive was issued about 6 years ago, it still provides sound advice.
The following are some of the more salient guidelines.
•Bear management plans should be drawn up and contain
information on research requirements, monitoring, incident procedures, facilities slated for phase out or relocation, facilities or procedures in need of upgrading,
training requirements, individual responsibilities, and
fi seal/person-year/time requi rements.
•Annual bear management reviews including a summary of all
bear management activities, and an evaluation of the
management program should be documented.
•Information programs will attempt to educate the public
in acceptance of bears as an inherent aspect of the wilderness experience.
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•Information programs should stress precautionary measures
to avoid conflicts along with evasive tactics when an
encounter occurs.
• Information programs should place emphasis on personal
contacts with backcountry users to convey current information on seasonal distribution patterns.^4
• Attractants which alter the natural distribution of bears
are to be removed where possible.
• All garbage storage and disposal areas should be bear
proof.
Where feasible, garbage should be disposed of
outside the park.
•In backcountry areas management actions are to be directed at control of human activities.
•Campgrounds and other facilities with a history of bear
incidents should not be expanded. Facility relocation is
to be considered.
• Restricted access to and activity in certain areas is
sanctioned to prevent bear/human conflict.
•Trails or campsites should be closed following a bear/
human incident or if the area is frequented by a sow
grizzly with cubs.
Areas will be re-opened when the
Superintendent decides it is safe to do so.
•All environmental impact studies should assess the impact
of proposed development on bear populations.
•Relocation of nuisance bears should only be considered as
a short term measure.
• A bear should be destroyed only if there is an immediate
threat to human life, or the bear is seriously ill/
injured,25 0 r the bear's presence creates a potential
human threat and alternative measures have failed or are
not feasible. Where possible conflicts involving bears
will be resolved without destruction of the bear.

24 in most instances there is insufficient biological data for this to be
accomplished.
25 Destruction of a seriously ill or injured bear may be illegal.
footnote number 5, page 52.

See
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• Employees of the park and concessionaires should be made
aware of management objectives, the content of the information program and reporting procedures for problem
bears.
The directive entitled Control of Animals Deemed Dangerous to Human
Safety

(Parks Canada 1971b) outlines the procedures to be followed for

control

of

naturally

and

unnaturally

dangerous

animals.

"Naturally"

dangerous animals are defined as those animals which pose a human danger
when, for a variety of "natural" reasons, exhibit a defensive

reaction

while in their native environment; for example, a grizzly sow may react
dangerously if a visitor comes between the sow and her cubs.

Management of

this class of animal is to be limited to ensuring that the visitor is made
aware of the danger and the reason for that danger.26
An "unnaturally dangerous" animal is one which poses a hazard due to
its physical condition (disease, injury, disability), its presence in high
visitor use areas, or atypical behaviour which poses a definite threat to
humans.

Management of this class of animals may involve relocation or

destruction.
The Immobilizing Equipment and Drugs (Parks Canada 1975c) directive
outlines the conditions under which wildlife may be immobilized.

26 Does this preclude the use of other measures such as area closures?

Of parti-
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cular interest is the emphatic restriction that only "personnel qualified
by special training in the use and proper handling and transportation of
immobilized animals, as well as special first aid training" may use immobilizing drugs and equipment.

Even further, qualified individuals must be

authorized as such by the Regional Director.

At present there is no autho-

rization process in place.
Cooperative Activities (Parks Canada 1981b) outlines the department's
policy on development of co-operative agreements with outside organizations
and sets out procedural steps to realize the agreements.

Generally Parks

Canada recognizes the importance of such agreements and is willing to play
a lead role in their development.

There is no doubt the agreements per-

taining to bear managment are sanctioned under this directive.
Communications with the Public Through the Media (Parks Canada 1983f)
is a rather important directive that reaffirms the public's right to high
quality

information.

Information

supplied

to the public can only be

limited as per the Access to Information Act and Privacy Act.

Procedural

steps for media releases are also outlined.
The Management Directive entitled Access to Information Act and the
Privacy Act (Parks Canada 1983c) is based on two acts which were passed in
the summer of 1983.

Essentially the directive reaffirms the principles

laid down in the Acts and outlines their applicability to Parks Canada.
Federal employees have an obligation to supply the public with complete,
accurate, timely

and factual

information within the limitations of the
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Acts.

With the exception of those 3 classes of information mentioned

previously (page 67), there is no bear related information that can legally
be withheld from the public.

For all intents and purposes, routine bear

management files are open to public scrutiny.

This places increased onus

on managers to compile complete and accurate records and to store these
records in a manner that they can be readily accessed.
Environmental

Assessment and Review in Parks Canada

(Parks Canada

1981a) details the practice to be followed in applying the Environment
Assessment and Review Process (EARP).

In relation to bears any activity or

facility development that may have a deleterious affect on bears or bear
habitat must be subjected to EARP.
Pack In - Pack Out - Litter Control (Parks Canada 1975a) establishes
the pack in - pack out policy for waste management in backcountry areas.
In addition, bear-proof garbage receptacles are suggested for all backcountry trailheads.

Public education concerning the use of appropriate

backcountry food is also suggested.
Bilingual ism - Parks Canada Service to the Travelling Public (Parks
Canada 1975b) reaffirms principles laid down in the Official
Act.

Languages

Essentially, every effort is to be made to make all forms of communi-

cation with the public bilingual.
Public Safety and Search and Rescue Procedures in National

Parks

(Parks Canada 1978c) outlines standards for training, equipment maintenance,

reporting,

evaluations

and

agreements

with

outside

agencies.

Although this directive is commonly thought of in relation to water or
mountain

rescue work, it would apply equally to any form of emergency

response involving bears.
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Directive on Humane Trapping

(Parks Canada 1983g) stipulates that

only footsnares can be used to trap bears.27
Reporting of Serious Accidents Involving the Public (1983b) states
that all

fatalities

or serious

injuries

involving

visitors

are to be

reported immediately to the Regional Director.
Issuance of Permits to Collect Specimens (Parks Canada 1974a) outlines the conditions under which specimens may be collected in a national
park.
Disposal of Surplus Animals

(Bison Excluded) (Parks Canada 1983e)

outlines a priority list for the distribution of surplus animals.

This

directive would apply when bear managers are attempting to locate an institution or agency to accept a bear that otherwise would be destroyed for
management reasons.

It might also apply to the disposal of bear carcasses.

REGIONAL DIRECTIVES

Some regional offices have given further direction to management in
their regions through the use of regional directives.
three such directives apply.
Firearms,

(Parks

Canada

In Western Region,

Western Regional Directive, Number 43, Use of

1978b)

stipulates

firearms may be used by park wardens.

the

conditions

under

which

Of particular importance is the

order that wardens must be trained in the safe use and care of firearms.
Western Regional Directive Number 46, You Are in Bear Country (Parks Canada

27 The author can only believe that a mistake has been made. Clarification
has been requested.
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19831) orders that the information pamphlet, You Are in Bear Country must
accompany the purchase of every motor vehicle licence sold at gateways.
All visitors registering at campgrounds, acquiring a backcountry use permit
or enquiring about hiking or picnicing should be offered this pamphlet.
Finally, Western Region Directive, Number 48, Bear Management in National
Parks (Parks Canada 1983d) supports and further refines the direction given
by the national directive, Bear Management in National Parks (Parks Canada
1978d).

Essentially the regional directive attempts to promote consistency

throughout the region by requiring each park to produce a bear management
plan which follows given skeleton criteria in regard to public information,
garbage management, control actions, closures warnings, monitoring, responsibility assignments and injury/mauling reviews.
Special note should be made of Prairie Region's recent bear management directive, Sub-activity Involvement in Bear Management Planning and
Implementation (Parks Canada 1983h).

The document sets out a very logical

and a very practical approach to bear management in that it recognizes that
"active and ongoing participation of sub-activities in bear management is
the only effective solution to achieving Parks Canada's mandate."

Each

sub-activity is therefore directed to prepare and implement applicable portions of the bear management plan.

Other important clauses provide for:

(1) the inclusion of bear management requirements in the park work plan and
multi-year operational plan; (2) review and updating of the plan at 5 year
intervals; and (3) formation of a Bear Management
of representatives from each park) which
management on a regional basis.

Working Group (comprised

functions to co-ordinate bear
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MANAGEMENT REYIEWS

Following the quadruple mauling incident in Banff, 1980, the Park
Superintendent convened a review team consisting of two out-of-park bear
experts,28 the Chief Park Warden, General Works Manager, and the Superintendent.

The team produced a document entitled Report of the Superinten-

dent's Review Team on the Bear Mauling Incidents (Westhaver and Williams
1980).

The Superintendent of Banff has refused to release this document

for public consumption pending settlement of the lawsuit launched against
the Government by one of the mauling victims.
such a report, once released, will

There is little doubt that

have many implications for future

management.

C.

CONVENTIONAL PRACTICE

NORTH AMERICAN BEAR MANAGEMENT PLANS

Bear management plans were requested from a total of 51 separate
organizations

(Table 6 ) .

These

included

all

Canadian

National

Parks

supporting bear populations, major provincial parks, selected U.S. national
parks and areas, and one European national park.

The Canadian parks and

one European park were selected on the basis of the author's personal
experience.

U.S. organizations

selected were those areas whose bear

management programs were reviewed by Martinka (1976) and Harms (1979).
total of 48 organizations responded.

A

Thirty-four organizations supplied

28 Dr. Stephen Herrero of The University of Calgary and Mr. Jack Nolan of
the Alberta Environmental Centre.
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their most current plan.

An additional 14 organizations which did not have

plans per se, forwarded letters and other material explaining their management program.

Bear management plans were received from 17 Canadian Nation-

al Parks, 13 U.S. National Parks, and 4 other organizations.

Explanatory

material was received from 4 Canadian National Parks, 7 Canadian Provincial
Parks and 3 other organizations.
All plans and material were carefully reviewed for unique approaches
or innovative techniques.

Programs at five national

parks where bear

management has been most intense appeared to be exemplary.

The programs at

each of these parks were explored in detail through field trips, interviews
with key personnel and literature review.
The following lengthy section discusses the bear management program
of Yellowstone, Yosemite, Glacier
Parks.

(Montana), Jasper and Banff National

The bears in these parks have probably received more attention than

bears in all other national parks combined.

With the exception of Yose-

mite, all five parks have experienced grizzly inflicted human fatalities in
addition to many other serious maulings some of which were accompanied by
negligence litigation.

This, coupled with the inherent precariousness of

their grizzly populations, and the U.S. classification of the grizzly as a
threatened species under the Endangered Species Act 1974 (P.O. 93-205) has
led to rigorous management programs supported by detailed research projects.

In Yosemite the number of black bear incidents, which annually

range into the thousands, has also necessitated intensive management and
research.

No doubt a great deal can be learned from both the successful

and not so successful management approaches taken by these five parks.
For the sake of clarity each program is discussed under the headings
of the 15 essential elements which are developed later in section D.
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK

The world's first National Park, Yellowstone, was established in
1872.

Situated in the northwest corner of Wyoming, the Park encompasses an

area of 7,680 km2 and when added to adjacent land comprises an area of
71,680 km2 known as the Yellowstone Ecosystem.

In the recent past, the

Park population of about 200 grizzlies (Knight et al. 1982) and 650 black
bears (Cole 1976) mixed with annual visitation of over 2.0 million have
resulted in numerous damage incidents, human injuries, one fatality and
several liability suits.

Since the late 1960's the bear/human problem has

been the subject of intensive study and management.
The Yellowstone bear population had a long history of easy access to
human foods.

During the 1920's and 30's bears were fed by park officials

in an attempt to lure tourists to the Park.

As many as 70 grizzlies could

be seen in one night at the (garbage) feeding grounds (Schullery 1980:69).
Even after the feeding programs had been stopped (mid 1930's) inadequate
food and garbage storage facilities perpetuated a population of 'hooked'
bears.

As late as 1969 an estimated 98-132 grizzly bears were concentrated

around the Trout Creek dump area (Cole 1971:860).

While human injuries by

grizzlies averaged one or less per year between 1930-60, injury figures
suddenly climbed to an average of 4 per year in the 1960's.

Access to

human food was determined to be the basic cause of 95% of all bear
inflicted injuries (Cole and Meagher 1979).
In 1970 the Park introduced a bear management program consisting of:
(1) bear proof garbage management, (2) public education and (3) control of
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problem ('hooked') bears.

The dramatic results of the program have been

well documented by Cole 1971, Cole 1974, Cole 1976, Meagher 1977, Meagher
1978, and Meagher and Phillips 1980.

Program Objectives
On the recommendation of the Natural Sciences Advisory Committee an
intensive bear management program was initiated in 1970 (Cole 1976:1).

The

dual objectives of the program were:
• to maintain the grizzly and black bear population under
natural conditions and
• reduce human injuries.
Three hypotheses were proposed to evaluate the program (Cole 1976:4).

The

management program would:
• Reduce bear injuries to humans in developed areas from
previous levels.
• Restore more natural conditions as evidenced by bears
occurring in spaced distributions on natural foods in
summer and declines in the number of bears visiting
developed areas or being controlled.
• Not prevent the park's grizzly and black bear populations
from maintaining or re-establishing their numbers at
natural carrying capacities.
Data presented by Meagher and Phillips (1980) illustrates the program's success.

The average annual

number of grizzly

inflicted human

injuries

in developed areas decreased by 900% from the

1960's to the

1970's.

Similarly the average annual number of black bear inflicted human

injuries in developed areas decreased by 1150% (Table 7 ) . Observations of
grizzlies in developed areas declined from 178 in 1970 to 3 in 1979.
bear observations in developed areas declined from 57 to 13.

Black

Backcountry

Table 7. Annual average number of human injuries inflicted by grizzly and black bears in developed and backcountry areas
of Yellowstone National Park, 1960-1979.*

Injuries by Grizzlies

Injuries by Blacks

Developed
Areas

Backcountry
Areas

1960-69

3.6

0.4

46.0 b

1970-79

0.4

1.0

4.0

(900)

250

* Increase(Decrease)

a

Adapted from Meagher and Phillips 1980.

b

Data for 1931-69.

Developed
Areas

Backcountry
Areas

No data
0.3

(1150)

O
O
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observations for both species varied through the 1970's indicating the wide
distribution one would expect under natural foraging conditions (Table 8 ) .
The total number of control actions decreased from 96 in 1970 to 1 in 1979
(Table 9 ) . On the basis of these data the authors concluded that the first
two hypotheses could be accepted.

The management program had clearly pro-

duced a significant decline in the number of injuries in developed areas,
and restored more natural foraging conditions.
neither be accepted nor rejected.
natural

carrying

capacities

The third hypothesis could

The authors concluded that although

for both

species were

not known, animals

removed after 1972 under the management programs "did not appear to be a
probable cause of a long-lasting depression of numbers from those which
would be dictated by natural conditions" (Meagher and Phillips 1980:13).
In short, the program had proved to be an immense success.29
The bulk of Yellowstone's management program is found in two short
documents: the 1982 Bear Management Plan (U.S.D.I. 1982f) and the 1982 Bear
Management Pol icy (U.S.D.I. 1982g).

The Policy represents the general long

term approach to bear management while the Plan supplies specific details
for the current year (Brown 1983).
1978)

and

Meagher

and

Phillips

Periodic evaluations by Meagher (1977,
(1980)

provide

further

detail.

The

following is a brief account of the Yellowstone program based on these
documents, field trips, interviews and correspondence with key personnel.

Organizational Structure
One Ranger, referred to as the Bear Management Specialist, has overall responsibility for implementing the program including the centralized

29

A recent article by Chase (1983) refers to the program as a failure.
The U.S. Government is in the process of preparing a rebuttal article
(Brown 1983).

Table 8.

Number of grizzly and black bears observed on a daily basis in developed and backcountry areas of
Yellowstone National Park, 1970-1979.a

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

Obs/Dev.

178

146

105

54

26

5

65

45

21

3

Obs/Bkctry

614

320

349

348

426

216

331

528

406

346

Grizzly
Obs/Dev.

No data

57

60

147

15

13

Obs/Bkctry

No data

347

441

499

221

271

Blacks

i—>

o
ro

a

Data from Meagher and Phillips 1980.

Table 9.

Number of control actions for grizzly and black bears in Yellowstone National Park, 1968-1979.a

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

Grizzly

59°

57

70

39

26

10

14

0

15

9

2

1

Blacks

24C

24C

26d

19

45

16

14

6

17

22

1

0

a
D
c

d

o

Data from Meagher and P h i l l i p s 1980.
Control actions 1968-79 include r e l o c a t i o n s , destructions and zoo donations.
Control actions include the average number of yearly destructions based on data 1931-69.
Control actions 1970-79 include relocations and destructions.
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monitoring system, co-ordination of observations, management actions and
procurement of drugs.

Within each of the 5 districts one Ranger is desig-

nated to oversee all operations within the district and funnel all reports
back to the Bear Management Specialist via the Communications Centre.

Program Evaluation
The usefulness of any resource plan is diminished unless it is carefully evaluated at periodic intervals.

Feedback is essential.

Yellow-

stone's management program was evaluated in 1971 (Cole), 1974 (Cole), 1976
(Cole), 1977 (Meagher), 1978 (Meagher) and 1980 (Meagher and Phillips).
Historical management data such as human injury rate, number of control
actions, number of observations in developed areas and the number and
spatial distribution of backcountry observations were used as evaluation
criteria to test hypotheses generated from management objectives.
Up to 1977 all evaluations were done by the office of the Research
Biologist and published in easily obtainable sources.

Subsequent evalua-

tions have been the responsibility of the Resource Management Specialist.

Monitoring
Meagher

(1977) contends that Yellowstone's

daily

bear monitoring

system (Fig. 8) is the operational key to the program's success.

All bear

sightings or incidents are immediately radioed into a 24-hour Communications Centre.

As soon as possible the Centre notifies each subdistrict

Fig. 8. Bear monitoring system, Yellowstone National Park.a

Regional Office
Headquarters Office

Grizzly Study Team

Superintendent Office
Chief Ranger Office

A

ALL REPORTS
(Communication Centre
completes a l l sighting reports)

all injury/damage reports
a.s.a.p.

all grizzly reports

radio/phone
a.s.a.p. -

ALL BEAR INCIDENT REPORTS

.

(Case Incident Report s Sighting Report
to follow)

_rad1o/phone_
a.s.a.p.

COMMUNICATIONS
CENTRE

a

Adapted from Meagher 1978.

Resource Management
Specialist Office

dally/weekly summaries

radio/phone
a.s.a.p.

Subdistrict Ranger Office

original
reports

District Ranger Office

»—'
o
en
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ranger of sightings or incidents in his area.

At the same time the Super-

intendent, Chief Ranger and/or Resource Management Specialist^
fied of any serious incidents.

are

noti-

Radio reports are supplemented by written

reports (Fig. 9) which are collected at the Centre and delivered to the
Resource Management Specialist where reports are collated and stored on a
computer system.

Weekly and annual summary reports are generated and sent

to each subdistrict office, the Superintendent, Chief Ranger, regional
office and headquarters. All grizzly sightings are sent to the Interagency
Grizzly Study Team (discussed below).

The system provides for;

•immediate information dispersal to field staff
responsible for taking management actions, and
•comprehensive, consistent record keeping which
provides a data basis for management actions and
program evaluation.
Public Information
Yellowstone has nothing short of a comprehensive public information
system.

It is almost impossible to enter the park, let alone travel within

the park, without being overly aware of bears and potential bear dangers.
No less than 5 warning/information messages in the form of 5 pamphlets
(Fig. 10-14) are given to each person (or vehicle) entering the Park.

In

addition, 2 highly visible warning signs (Fig. 15) are situated at some
entrances.

Warnings are continued at all campground entrances where one

large sign indicates the potential danger (Fig. 16). At least one poster
supplying additional information about proper food storage and garbage handling is prominently displayed at all self registration centres (Fig. 17)

30 The Resource Management Specialist is a Ranger who has overall field
responsibility for bear management.
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F1g. 9. Bear Sighting form, Yellowstone National Park.

BEAR SIGHTING AND/OR IDENTIFICATION REPORT

YELL 373 5/81
I.
II.
III.

Sighted by.

Address

Sighting date.

Time

Sighting location.
(Check one) Within Development 1/

IV.

Description of bear(s):
As
A. Species
reported

Along road.

.N

UTM.
As
verified

_ I n the w i l d .
E_

by 2/

Grizzly
Bl ack
Unknown
B.

Number of bears seen by size and coat color:
(also describe any identifying eartags or markers)
Predominant coat c o l o r :

Weight i n pounds 3/

10-50 I 51-100 I 101-200 I 201-400 1 Over 400
1 - Other
2 - Blond ( w h t . - y e l l o w )
3 - Gray/SHver

4
5
6
7

-

Light brown
Reddish-brown
Medium brown
Dark brown (choc.)

8 - Black
C.

I

I

~

~

I

Diagram coat color pattern of female/young groups only, using 1 to 8
above.
Younc

Female

D.

Activities of bear(s): Preying on
Digging
Grazing
Running
See Case Incident Record Number

Scavenging on
Other
4/

Walking
,
Bims #.

Distance between observer and animal?.
How long did you observe the animal?.
Did the bear see you?
If so, what did it do?.
V.

Report filled out by

At(location).
Date/Time

Notified Communications center (date/time).
Notified (date/time):
Sub-district office.
District office

„
.Rec'd by.

.Resource Mgmt.
.Grizzly team

1/ Overnite or day-use f a c i l i t i e s f o r people, accessible by v e h i c l e .
2/ Correct when d e s c r i p t i o n by observer i s not adeguate t o i d e n t i f y bear species,
or i n d i c a t e s a d i f f e r e n t species from t h a t reported. V e r i f y i f species
description is correct.
3/ Cubs-of-year are usually less than 1/4 of female s i z e , or 10-50 l b s . ;
Y e a r l i n g s , 1/4-1/2 of female s i z e , or 51-100 l b s ; 2 year o l d s , 1/2-3/4 of female
s i z e , or 101-200 l b s ; Small Adult bears are 101-200 l b s ; Medium A d u l t s . 201-400

lbs; and Large Adults, 400 plus lbs.
4/ Refer to Case Incident Record Number if bear is involved in control action or
other incidents.

Fig. 10. Excerpts pertaining to bears from the entrance gate pamphlet, Danger, Your Safety, Yellowstone
National Park. The pamphlet measures about 24 x 30 cm with white lettering on a bright red background.

o
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Fig. 11.

Reproduction of the entrance gate pamphlet, G r i z z l y , Yellowstone National Park.
h l e t measures about 24 x 30 cm w i t h brown l e t t e r i n g on a beige background.

The o r i g i n a l pamp-

BEARS AND DOGS DON'T MIX

BEARS DON'T LIKE SURPRISES

GriZZp
Grizzly
Ortzzry

When in bear country, make your presence
known. Many experienced hikers wear bells,
dangle a can of rattling pebbles, whistle, talk
loudly, or sing. However, noise is not a loolproof
way of avoiding bears.
A surprise e n c o u n t e r , particularly w i t h a
female bear and cubs, is dangerous. A normally
placid mother may be quickly provoked il her
Cubs are disturbed or il you come between the
cubs and her
II you see a bear, give il plenty ot room. Do
not make abrupt moves or noises that would
startle the bear Slowly detour, keeping upwind
so il will gel your scent and know you are there.
II you can't detour, wait until the bear moves
away Irom your route.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS
Traveling alone in bear country is not recom
mended. Hike in groups and make enough noise
so Itiat bears aren't taken by surprise.
Bears usually avoid people. II you do not
invade ils territory, a bear generally will not
attack.

Dogs are not allowed on trails in National
Parks. In National Forests, it's a good idea to
leave your dog at home when you go hiking or
camping in bear country A dog can easily disturb a bear and lead il back to you.

MOST ADULT GRIZZLIES
CANNOT CLIMB TREES
S h o u l d a bear a d v a n c e
a g g r e s s i v e l y , h e a d lor the
nearest tree tall enough t o get
you out ol reach. Most adult
grizzlies cannot c l i m b trees.
Grizzly c u b s and black bears
can often be discouraged Irom
c l i m b i n g . Drop some sizeable
' item — a bedroll or pack — to
divert the bear and give you
more lime to retreat.
II you are caught by a bear,
try playing dead, lying o n your
stomach or side with your legs
drawn up to your chest Clasp
your hands over the back ot
your neck. Bears have passed
by people like this without
h a r m i n g t h e m . Don't run
blindly d o w n ttie trail or into
the brush — it will only excite
the animal. Bears can easily
outdistance humans.

t—'
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F i g . 11.(Cont'd) Reproduction of the entrance gate pamphlet, G r i z z l y , Yellowstone National Park.
nal pamphlet measures about 24 x 30 cm w i t h brown l e t t e r i n g on a beige background.

The o r i g i -

BLACK BEAR

GRIZZLY BEAR

• Be responsible for your behavior.

The strongest and most lerocious m a m m a l
in North America, the adult grizzly bear can
w e i g h 1200 or more pounds and stand upright
nearly 9 leet. The black bear stands only 5 t o 6
leet high and is less massive.
The grizzly has h i g h , h u m p e d shoulders; the
black bear does not.
Faces vary widely In color and shape and
there seems to be no typical profile for either
species.
The grizzly has l o n g , curved, exposed claws
o n his Iront feet; the black bear's claws are
shorter.
The grizzly can be various colors, f r o m
almost black through the browns and creams,
t o practically snow w h i t e . Usually the grizzly's
hairs are tipped w i t h w h i t e , giving him a Irosty
or grizzled look, and his coat is never glossy.
The black bear may be black, brown, cinnam o n , or even b l o n d . Color is of little help in dist i n g u i s h i n g between species.
Alter they waken f r o m their winter sleep,
bears normally move d o w n to lower elevations
along the rivers to feed on grasses and decaying
a n i m a l s that have d i e d d u r i n g the winter. In
June and July, most grizzlies and black bears
wilt move gradually to higher elevations where
they wilt feed in o p e n , park-like areas. In late
July and August, bears w i l l once more move
d o w n to lower elevations to feed on huckleberries and other fruits. In September and
October, the high country Is again the favored
area. In late October, bears begin digging their
dens, usually under a large tree or on a sidehill.
By late November, most bears are sleeping for
the winter.

• Become familiar with the habits and tendencies
o l bears.

• C.ll. I X x r M r t l I'nMMir (HIKT ItWfl »7* «X,

ODORS ATTRACT BEARS
• Pack out all garbage. Make sure items such as
empty food containers are clean and odor tree.
• When camping, use Ireeze dried l o o d instead
ol Iresh lood.
• Store lood in plastic bags out ol reach o l bears
and well away from sleeping areas.
• Sleep some distance Irom your cooking area
• Don't steep in the same clothes you wore when
cooking.
• Keep sleeping bags and personal gear clean
and tree o l lood odor.
• Cook with gasoline or liquid petroleum burners
instead o l making c a m p l i r e s .
• Don't use p e r l u m e s , d e o d o r a n t s , and other
sweet smelting substances.
• Women should stay out of bear country during
their menstrual period.
• Personal cleanliness is g o o d insurance.
• Human sexual activity attracts bears.

LAND OF THE GRIZZLY
Grizzly bears live i n Yellowstone and Glacier
National Parks and surrounding National Forests
o l Montana, W y o m i n g and Idaho. Black bears
inhabit the same land
Because all types o l bears are unpredictable
by nature, identification o l species is not as
important as being aware o l potential danger.
To make your visit to bear country sale, you
should:
• Be prepared lor any situation.

1—'
I—'
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Fig. 12. Reproduction of the entrance gate pamphlet, Enjoy Them at a
Distance, Yellowstone National Park. The pamphlet measures about 9.5 x 23 cm
with red and black l e t t e r i n g on a yellow background.

ABOUT BEARS
Like all animals in our National Parks, bears are
wild animals. Because of their protected status
they have lost their fear of man. While this may
make them appear tame, actually in this state
they are more dangerous.
Troublesome bears are trapped and removed to
remote areas of the park, or in extreme cases
must be destroyed. In order that visitors may
continue to enjoy the sight of bears roaming freely
in our National Parks, and to avoid personal injury,
please follow these suggestions when camping:
Keep a clean camp and use a minimum of odorous
food. Seal surplus food in clean wrapping material
or in airtight containers. Ice chests are generally
not bear proof. A good deodorizer is effective in
eliminating food odors from your camp.
Food left on tables or stored in a tent in open
boxes or food containers is a natural target for
bears and an invitation for bear damage. Back
country campers often suspend their supplies between two trees out of bear's reach.

PARK BEARS AND
OTHER ANIMALS ARE

DANGEROUS
Don't encourage them to approach.
Park regulations prohibit feeding or molesting animals.
Stop cars in pullouts ONLY —
not on roadway.
Keep car windows closed when
near bears.

I HIS WARNING IS FOR YOUR PKOlt'CTION

Food should not be stored in vehicles with convertible tops. Properly wrapped or sealed food
is normally safe when stored in the trunk of a
hard-topped car provided all windows are closed.
Burn all garbage and food containers. Do not
bury food scraps and containers. In the back
country pack out any noncombustible litter to the
nearest trash containers provided.
R L P G R T ANY BEAR DAMAGE OP PERSONAL
INJURIES TO A PARK RANGER IMMEDIATELY.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

-ttC P O - 6 2 2 . 1 3 4 3.1
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Fig. 13. Excerpts pertaining to bears from the entrance gate pamphlet,
Special Activities, Yellowstone National Park.

Caution!

BE AH

COUNTBY

In me past, travelers were halted along the roads by begging bears. Through a
concentrated ettort to remove all human sources of food, the begging bears and
their offspring were allowed to return to a more natural and healthier lifestyle.
This rehabilitation program has also eliminated most injuries to visitors. Black
bears and grizzlies are still numerous in the park. Most of the bears live in
large tracts of backcountry areas, so few are seen from the road. Bears Are
Dangerous — They have seriously injured and killed people. To protect yourself
and your property from damage, and tor the safety and future of Yellowstone's
bears, don't otter food to bears (or other animals) anywhere. If you are planning to stay in a campground, you are required to keep ail food and food containers locked in your vehicle overnight. Campers should also be aware that the
Canyon and Fishing Bridge campgrounds permit only hard-sided camping units
due to the frequency of bears in these areas. Backpackers are urged to stop into a ranger station or visitor center tor detailed information about hiking in bear
country. A back-country permit is required for those planning a trip of one or
more nights into Yellowstone's backcountry.
niusifttta by Scon Mtcktt

Fig. 14. Excerpts pertaining to bears from the entrance gate pamphlet,
Yellowstone, Yellowstone National Park.

DANGEROUS
ANIMALS

Bears—all bears—
head the list of dangerous animals in Yellowstone National Park.
Despite their sleepy,
friendly looks, bears
claw and bite visitors
each year and destroy
thousands of dollars
worth of equipment.
If you are caught in a
"bear jam," stay in your
car with the windows
rolled up. When camping don't put food in
your tent! Food can
be detected by bears,
even when it is tightly
wrapped. Bears may
come right in with you
during the night. To discourage these uninvited
guests, keep your food
locked in the trunk of
your car. Never feed
wild animals, most people who have been bitten
were feeding animals—
in violation of park regulations.
Bison, moose, and elk,
as well as some of the
smaller animals, can be
extremely dangerous,
especially when closely
approached. Again, keep
your distance or remain
in your car.

FOR YOUR
SAFETY

Some special hazards in Yellowstone:
All park animals are wild and potentially dangerous. Do not get close to any animal. Watch large
animals from your vehicle. Stop only in roadside
pullouts, out ol the traffic lane.

In bear country noisy
hikers are safest because they are least
likely to surprise bears.
A loud, continuous talker may be your best
companion on the trail,
if not in camp! It's a
good idea to wear a bell
as you walk. If you see
a bear, detour!
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Fig. 15a. Entrance gate road sign containing a general bear warning. Mammoth
Hot Springs entrance, Yellowstone National Park. The lower portion
of the sign reads, "WARNING. Bears and other large animals are
dangerous. For your personal safety do not feed or approach wildlife. View from a safe distance.

Fig. 15b. Entrance gate road sign alerting campers to the hardsided only
restriction. Mammoth Hot Springs entrance, Yellowstone National
Park.
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Fig. 16. Reproduction of a campground sign, Warning Yellowstone is Bear
Country, Yellowstone National Park. The sign measures about 70 x
70 cm with brown lettering on a bright yellow background. It is
conspicuously located at the entrance to autocampgrounds.

WARNING
YELLOWSTONE
IS BEAR COUNTRY
USE EXTREME CAUTION
FOOD MUST BE SECURED FROM BEARS
READ REGULATIONS ON CAMP
BULLETIN BOARD

Fig. 17. Reproduction of the text of a self registration centre poster,
Camping and Bears, Yellowstone National Park. The poster measures
about 25 x 35 cm with black lettering on a white background. The
poster also contains an illustration of a bear rummaging through a
picnic hamper.

CAMPING and BEARS
BEARS ARE WILD ANIMALS: They often wander into camping areas in search of
food. It is unlawful to feed, molest, or approach bears closely. To
further protect yourself against property damage and personal injury:
1. Never keep food in your tent. When food is not in use the best place
to keep it is in the trunk of your car. There is no ice chest yet on the
market that a bear cannot open or destroy trying.
Try not to let food come in contact with your tent or other camping gear
because the odor remains and bears are attracted to anything with the
odor of food on it.
2. Bears are attracted by some cosmetics and hair preparations. These
should be stored the same as food and used as little as possible when
tent camping.
3. If you are injured or have property damaged by a bear please report it
to the nearest ranger station. Prompt reporting allows rangers to remove
offending bears to remote areas before they become habitual offenders and
have to be destroyed.
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and a bright orange sign (Fig. 18) explaining the legal requirements of
food storage

is affixed on the outside

of

every washroom

door.

In

addition, every campground is staffed with a Campground Ranger who can
supply up to date bear information and ensure proper food storage and
garbage handling practices are followed.

Campground walkthroughs are a

regular function of this personnel.

Campgrounds restricted to hard sided

units

indicating

are

well

signed

(Fig.

19)

the

rationale

for

this

restriction.
All trail heads are well marked and signed with at least two warning/
information posters (Fig. 20).

Recipients of backcountry use permits are

issued with a pamphlet (Fig. 21) containing detailed bear information.
computerized monitoring system

(discussed below) enables park

A

staff to

furnish current bear activity reports to all backpackers.
Bears and their management are given high profile at visitor information centres through displays, free literature and books for purchase.
Some centres carry whole body mounts of blacks and grizzlies along with
information and examples of distinguishing characteristics.
Brightly coloured closure or warning signs (Fig. 22) are posted at
trailheads when unusual dangers arise.

Waste Management
All

garbage

receptacles are bear proof

and depending on garbage

volumes are serviced once or twice late in the day.

Plastic liners are

changed at every pickup and receptacles are washed out every second or
third week to prevent lingering odours.

Large banks of small bear proof

letter box type receptacles have been installed rather than the large bulk
containers used in many other parks.

The smaller units have proved to be
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Fig. 18.

Reproduction of a poster, Warning Bear Habitat, Yellowstone National Park. The poster measures about 32 x 32 cm with black lettering
on a fluorescent orange background. The poster is affixed to washroom doors in all autocampgrounds.

WARNING BEAR HABITAT
Federal taw Requires that "ALL FOOD AND SIMILAR ORGANIC MATERIAL AS WELL
AS ALL ICE CHESTS, COOKING UTENSILS, AND FOOD CONTAINERS MUST BE KEPT
IN A CLOSED VEHICLE THAT IS CONSTRUCTED OF SOLID, NONPLIABLE MATERIAL
OR MUST BE SUSPENDED AT LEAST 10 FEET ABOVE THE GROUND AND 4 FEET HORIZONTALLY FROM ANY POST OR TREE; EXCEPT WHEN FOOD IS BEING EATEN OR
PREPARED FOR EATING, OR WHEN FOOD AND SIMILAR ORGANIC MATERIAL IS
8EING TRANSPORTED."

PROTECT YOUR PROPERTY AND YOURSELF
1. Store oil food in o vehicle trunk. If no trunk available, keep
food and food containers covered and out of sight inside
the vehicle.
2, Deposit all garbage in the nearest refuse container.

DO NOT
I

Store food in tents.

2. Leave food,food containers, cooking utensils, or table
scraps in the open.
3. Leave vehicles unattended with windows cracked open.
DO NOT F E E D OR L E A V E

FOOD OUT FOR PARK

ANIMALS

VIOLATORS WILL BE PROSECUTED
National Park Strvica 5 / 7 8
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Fig. 19. Reproduction of 2 signs, Restriction and Warning, Yellowstone
National Park. The signs measure about 70 x 70 cm with brown lettering on a
bright yellow background and are positioned at the entrance to campgrounds
restricted to hardsided units only.

RESTRICTION
HIGH BEAR FREQUENCY
ONLY HARD SIDED TRAILERS
OR RECREATION VEHICLES
NO TENTS, TENT TRAILERS
AND NO SLEEPING ON GROUND

WARNING
This campground closed to
Tents, Tent Trailers, Pop-Ups
and sleeping on the ground.
HIGH BEAR FREQUENCY

Fig. 20. Reproduction of two backcountry trailhead posters Attention to
Yellowstone Backcountry Users and Danger, Yellowstone National Park. B~oth
posters measure about 28 x 36 cm with black lettering on a white background.

ATTENTION

DANGER
Grizzly and Black Bears arelound throughout the park.

YELLOWSTONE BACKCOUNTRY
USERS
Grizzly and Black Bears are found throughout the park. Whether
they avoid you or defend themselves against you may depend on
your behaviour.
Ask a Ranger about Bears before using this trail.
Overnight Stops or the Building of Fires Require A
Backcountry Use Permit - Available at Any Yellowstone
National Park Ranger Station
Avoid Bear Contacts - Keep a Clean Camp
Pack Out All Cans, Bottles, Foil and Unburnable Trash
Pack Animals Should Be Led At All Times
Dogs Are Not Allowed On Any Park Trails

THEY ARE USUALLY SHY AND AVOID PEOPLE.BUT
WHETHER THEY AVOID Y O U OR
DEFEND THEMSELVES AGAINST Y O U
MAY DEPEND O N YOUR BEHAVIOR.
W h e n Hiking:
1. Do Nol Travel Alono. Do Nol Hlkt Altar Dark.
2. Maka Your Praaanca Known By Nolaa. Uaa Caution Whara
Vlalon Is Obstructad.
3. Do Not Carry Odorous Foods.
4. Avoid Bears Whan Saan. Ntv»r Approach or Faad Tham.
5. II Charged By A Bear, Climb A Traa or Play Dead. You Can't
Outrun A Baar. and Will Only Eaclte Him II You Try.

When Camping:
1. Avoid Areas Fraquantad By Bears. Watch For Fresh Tracks,
Droppings or Signs or Digging.
2. Burn All Combustible Garbage. Carry Out Unburnable Trash.
3. At Night. Suspend Food Packs Between Two Trees And At Least
10 Feel Oil The Ground. Sleep Well Away From Food
Storage Area.
W h e n Fishing:
1. Dispose 01 Entrails By Puncturing The Air Bladder And
Dropping In Deep Water In a Stream or Lake. They Will
Decompose Naturally Without Odor.
I M P O R T A N T : Inlormatlon On Bears Is Necessary To Protect Park
Visitors. Report All Fresh Bear Sign, Damage, or Personal Injuries,
To A Park Ranger. Thank You.

Enjoy the Backcountry
Help keep it clean for others to enjoy.

National Park Service •
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Fig. 21. Excerpts pertaining to bears from the backcountry permittee pamphlet, Beyond Roads End, Yellowstone
National Park.

BEARS AND OTHER ANIMALS
Bears are wild and dangerous. They can injure or kill
you, and can destroy your camp. They are
particularly dangerous when startled, when cubs are
present, when approached too closely, or when they
have lost their tear of man. The Greater Yellowstone
Area is the home of 200-400 grizzly and perhaps
twice that many black bears.
Avoid large animals such as moose, bison, elk and
deer at close range, especially during mating season
or when young animals are present. While bears or
large animals cause greatest concern, remember

too that small rodents, porcupines, squirrels, chipmunks, and other animals can ruin your tent or
backpack in their quest lor food.
Rattlesnakes are found at lowelevations in the north
end of the park.
In bear country, there are no hard and fast rules to
insure protection from bear attacks. Bear behavior
varies, but the followirtg precautions are strongly
recommended.
Do not hike alone. Injuries most often have occurred
to one or two hikers. Groups of four or more are
recommended, and required in some areas of the
park. Hike only during daylight hours. Use special
caution when sight is limited by bends in trails or
heavy cover, or when hearing or scent are covered
by high winds, or by rushing streams.
Bear droppings, tracks, and diggings indicate that
bears are in the area.If you see a bear at a distance,
make a wide detour around it, keeping upwind so
that the bear will get your scent and not be startled

12

Bears usually avoid people, so let them know you are
there. Many hikers tie bells to their packs Most bear
attacks are caused by suddenly encountering a sow
with cubs. Whistling and loud talking can serve the
purpose of warning a bear of your presence, but are
difficult to keep up continously.
Avoid all cosmetics, perfumes, scented lotions, and
13

deodorants. Bears are attracted or irritated by these
scents. The odors of menstruation attract bears.
The odor of sexual intercourse may also attract
bears .
Do not camp in an area frequented by bears. Do not
camp on the trail. Avoid camping on ridge tops,
streambanks and lakeshores. They are natural
travelways and feeding areas for bears. If you
suddenly meet a bear, stay calm. Do not run.
Running may cause a bear to chase you. Do not
move toward the bear. It may feel threatened and
become defensive. Bears are curious. As soon as the
source of disturbance has been identified, the bear
may leave. A grizzly will often rise on its hind legs to
investigate. If it does, it may be effective to speak
softly; steady, soft human monotones may reassure
the bear that you are not a threat. At the same time,
look for a tree to climb. Mature grizzlies can climb a
short distance, and black bears can climb very well.
The tree must be tall enough to get you out of the
reach of the bear. As a delaying action, drop some
sizeable item, such as your pack, camera bag, or
sleeping bag, which may divert the bear's attention
and give you more time to retreat. If you can get into
a tree, stay there until you are certain that the bear is
out of the area. If you cannot reach a tree and the
bear continues to advance, your best chance may be
to play dead. As a last resort, lie on your stomach or
on your side with your legs drawn up to your chest,
and clasping your hands over the back of your neck
Grizzlies have passed by people in this position
without harming them. Others have been only
slightly injured when the bear made one or two halfhearted slaps at them. Never harass a bear unless it
is actually attacking someone In such an emer14
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Fig. 21.(Cont'd) Excerpts pertaining to bears from the backcountry permittee pamphlet, Beyond Roads End,
Yellowstone National Park.

gency, try to distract the bear from its victim(s) by
shouting or throwing sticks, rocks, or any handy
object. In any event, do not run blindly down the trail
or through the brush hoping to outdistance the bear.
It will only excite the animal, and bears can easily
run at twice the speed of the fastest human.
A MOTHER GRIZZLY WITH CUBS IS A SPECIAL
HAZARD
Most encounters and injuries in Yellowstone's
backcountry and several serious attacks that have
taken place here and in other national parks have
occurred when people came upon a female grizzly
with cubs. The mother's protective instinct is highly
developed and she looks upon intruders as a threat
to her family. She may attack, charging and slapping
with her forepaws at the nearest person, and then
pass on to others. If the human intruders have
dropped to the ground to play dead, the sow may
sniff each one and perhaps claw and bite them
before moving her cubs to safety. Lying still under
the jaws of a biting bear takes a lot of courage, but it
may prevent greater injury or death. Resistance
normally would be useless.

cooking site. Camp where trees are handy and the
kind you can climb. Place the open end of the tent
close to these trees and sleep with your head at that
end. This may provide an exit toward safety if the
need arises.
Dispose of fish viscera in the water in which you
caught the fish. Throw the entrails away from shore
into deep water. Part of a fish carcass decaying in a
lake or stream is no more ecologically wrong than
the entire carcass of a fish dying a natural death in
the same water. Puncture the air bladder so the
viscera will sink to the bottom. In bear country
especially, this is a far better method of disposal
than dropping the viscera near a stream bank,
burying them near a campsite, or trying to burn them
in a fire.
Burn all combustible trash, tin cans, and all
noncumbustible Irash (except glass) to destroy
odors. Then take cans and (oil from the cold ashes,
flatten and pack them out to the trailhead for deposit
in trash containers. Burying does not work because
cans will be dug up later by bears. Burying only
trains bears to search for food around campsites,
and could result in a bear harassing or injuring the
next camper there. Wash your dishes, and dispose of
the dish water far from your campsite.

animals and away from Ihe sleeping area. Suspend
them in a bag or pack by a 50-foot nylon line
between two tall trees at least 10 feet above the
ground and 4 (eel from either tree. Avoid cooking
greasy, odorous foods such as meat. Avoid cooking
more food than you can eat. Dehydrating any excess
food in a trying pan will render it almost as light as
when you packed it in. Even outer clothing that you
wore while cooking might be stored overnight with
your food. Keep tents and sleeping bags clean and
free ol lood odors. Never use them as storing places
for any food or sweet drinks. A clean camp reduces
the possibility of, but does not insure against, a visit
by a bear.
There are no guarantees in bear country. The hazard
of a bear encounter is low. but very real. If you
cannol accept the possibility of an encounter, then
hike elsewhere.
Tell a park ranger about sightings, damage, or
confrontations with bears.

Food, cooking utensils, and any scented articles
such as soap, deodorants, suntan lotion or gum and
garbage should be stored out of the reach ol all
DON'T INVITE BEARS INTO YOUR CAMPSITE
Make your fire and cook at your designated
campsite, using the established fire pit or backpacker's stove. Separate your sleeping and cooking
areas by sleeping some distance away from your
15

16

17
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Fig. 22. Reproductions of various closure and warning signs used by Yellowstone National Park. All signs are
printed on flexible lightweight plastic with black and red lettering on a bright orange background.
Each sign measures about 21 x 29 cm. Bear related signs are often a prize for souvenir seekers.
The penalty caution on each sign might help to reduce the frequency of theft.

DANGER

DANGER

All Area Beyond This
Sign is Closed Because
of Bear Danger

This Trail is Closed
Because of Bear Danger

Entering a closed area or removal
of this sign Is punishable by fine up to
$500 or Imprisonment for 6 months, or both.

Entering a closed area or removal
of this sign Is punishable by fine up to
$500 or Imprisonment for 6 months, or both.

DANGER
This Campsite is Closed
Because of Bear Danger
Entering a closed area or removal
of this sign Is punishable by fine up to
$500 or Imprisonment for 6 months, or both.
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WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

The
Trail
Is Closed
"WTAhead
Because of Bear Danger

Tne

Campsite is Closed
Because of Bear Danger
Entering a closed area or removal
of this sign Is punishable by fine up to
$500 or Imprisonment for 6 months, or both.

Entering a closed area or removal
of this sign Is punishable by fine up to
$500 or Imprisonment for 6 months, or both.

GRIZZLY FREQUENTING AREA
TRAVERSED BY THIS TRAIL

BE ALERT
M M O V A L Of THIS IIQM NAY RINULT IM INJURY TO O Y M l f l t

V M U M * rik

Sttikl

ftwr
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less costly to purchase, maintain, service and are easier to handle.

They

also have a distinct advantage of not developing huge amounts of odorous
garbage that either repels visitor use or attracts animals (Brown 1982:
pers.comm.).
Strict control over garbage holding facilities of concessionnaires
has been developed by supplying, on a rental basis, the proper holding
device and enforcing its use (Brown 1982:pers.comm.).
All garbage is hauled out of the Park to dumps far removed from the
Park or to closer dumps which have been bear proofed through co-operative
agreements with local authorities.

Several once influential outside dumps

have been closed via these agreements.
Carrion, found in areas likely to be used by visitors, is removed and
usually deposited at the bottom of a cliff (Brown 1982:pers.comm.).

A

pack-in-pack-out garbage policy is enforced in all backcountry areas.
An estimated $110,000 (1982$) are spent annually on garbage storage
and handling practices that are directly attributable to bear management
requirements (Brown 1982:pers.comm.).

Food Storage Management
Food storage in all U.S. National Parks is governed by regulation
which states that,

Ml iood on similan onganic matenial must be ke.pt completely sealed in a. vehicle, on camping unit that is con-6tiuctcd 0(( solid, non-pliable matenial on. must be su-ipended at lea-it 10 \eet above the gnound and ioun {eet honizontally inom any post on. tn.ee tnunk. This nestniction
doe* not apply to iood that is being eaten on is being
pnepaned ion eating.
[Title 36, Code oi Fedenal Regulations, S7.16(e)(3))
This regulation

is strictly

enforced.

Food

storage facilities

(sling
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poles^l) are provided at some auto campgrounds.

Backcountry users32 must

rely on available trees33 for f 00 d storage.

Management of Human Activities
The Yellowstone program places considerable emphasis on controlling
the activities of park users through camping and travel restrictions.

Two

campgrounds with histories of bear problems are restricted to hard sided
units only; the use of tents, tent t r a i l e r s , pop-ups or sleeping in the
open is prohibited.

Although originally implemented to force campers into

more protective shelters, the technique's success lies mainly in the fact
that people using hard sided units can store food and waste more effectively than those campers in soft sided units.

Control actions in the two

hard sided only campgrounds have fallen substantially since the implementation of the restriction

in 1972 (Brown 1982:pers.comm.).

Temporary

restriction is sometimes used when a grizzly sow and cubs are frequenting
an area adjacent to a campground.

Apparently, the restriction, whether

temporary or permanent, is well accepted by the public.

31 A sling pole is simply a pole or bar that is attached to 2 trees spaced
approximately 3 to 7 metres apart. The pole is attached in a horizontal
position at a height of 3 to 5 metres from ground level. Often the
trunks of the two trees are wrapped with galanized sheet metal to a
height of 2 metres. The user throws a rope over the pole, hauls his
food pack up and ties off the other end of the rope to one of the trees.
32 Pack boxes containing horse feed and other supplies
continual problem (Fowler 1983:pers.comm.). The boxes are
heavy to sling in a tree and therefore have been easily
bears. The park is now experimenting with electric fences
permanent horse camp stores (Brown 1983:pers.comm.).
33 The counter balance technique is encouraged (Fig. 30).

have been a
too large and
accessible to
placed around
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Other forms of visitor control are as follows:
•Temporary closure of campsites, trails or areas is
commonly used. Brown (1982:pers.comm.) reports that an
average of 50 closures per year, each lasting a minimum
of one week are not uncommon in Yellowstone. Closures
are implemented when any bear frequents a trail or backcountry campsite, or when a backcountry confrontation
occurs. Through travel may be allowed but is restricted
to horseback or groups of 4 or more. Campsites are not
re-opened until it is clear that attractants have been
removed or neutralized and the bears have left the
area. Closure may also be used where man's impact is
causing adverse effects on bear populations or bear
habitats. (No further details are given).
• One large area in the northwest section of the Park,
(noted for its high grizzly densities) is restricted to
horse parties or foot parties of 4 or more. Camping is
prohibited. Another area is restricted to daylight use
only.
•Campground opening and closing dates are manipulated to
allow for seasonal habitat usage.
•Backcountry campsites are frequently monitored and
rotated when necessary to prevent odour and garbage
build-up.
Brown (1982:pers.comm.) noted that this
procedure is used only occasionally and, when used, is
mainly to prevent undue impact rather than reducing the
risk of bear incidents.
Management of Problem Bears
When a problem bear situation develops, the corrective emphasis is on
prompt action aimed at preventing escalation and habituation.

Therefore

any bear ...
•foraging in a developed area during daylight,
•obtaining food in a developed area, or
•persistently observed along a roadside whether begging food or not
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is promptly removed.34

Stokes (1970) has outlined, in terms of learning

theory, the importance of prompt removal.

Trapped animals are immobilized

and marked with a small strap type ear tag prior to being released.

All

grizzly bears are radio collared as part of the interagency grizzly bear
project (Brown 1983).
Release criteria are based on the animal's history, age, sex, presence of cubs with the final decision made after consultation with field
staff and research biologists (Brown 1983).

Bears captured anywhere within

the Yellowstone Ecosystem may be released anywhere within the ecosystem
including the Park.

To date no bear captured outside the ecosystem has

been released within the ecosystem although management is open to the concept (Brown 1983).

When available, roadkill ungulate carcasses are placed

at release sites to entice the bear to stay (Brown 1982:pers.comm.).
No criteria for destroying incorrigible animals are given except that
bears exhibiting natural behaviour such as defense of young or natural food
sources will not normally be destroyed.

In addition bears will not be

destroyed in a backcountry area except when the bear has shown unnatural
aggession and no alternative is available.

Research Planning
The Yellowstone Bear Management Policy (1982) recognizes research as
an integral part of bear management and calls for the continuation of "a
vigorous, integrated research program" with a stated objective of providing

34 One assumes the term "removed", as used in the Yellowstone Bear
Management Plan (U.S.D.I. 1982), to imply either destruction or live
trapping.
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management with "comprehensive factual knowledge ... (and) to evaluate the
effectiveness of management programs affecting or affected by the grizzly
population" (U.S.D.I. 1982:27).

Study emphasis is placed on distribution

patterns, population dynamics, behaviour, ecology of human/bear interrelationships and the effects of adjacent land use practices.

To accomplish

this an in-park Research Office is maintained and staffed by 4 full time
personnel

with

1983:pers.comm.).

an

annual

budget

of

about

$165,000

(Meagher

Moreover, research by non-park scientists in the areas

of physical, biological and behavioural

sciences is actively encouraged.

Tracy et al (1982a) lists 89 papers dealing with Yellowstone black bears
and 181 papers dealing with Yellowstone grizzly bears.

Regional Management
For many years it was realized that Yellowstone's bear population and
in particular grizzly populations made use of habitat in areas contiguous
with

the Park, areas

that fell

within

the jurisdiction

agencies and 3 States (Meagher and Phillips 1980).
effectively managed
needed.

a degree

of co-operation

of 7

federal

If bears were to be

between

all

agencies was

In 1973 the Interagency Grizzly Bear Study Team consisting of

research biologists from the Park, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S.
Forest Service and the states of Wyoming, Montana and Idaho was formed.
The Team's objectives are "to determine the status and trend of the grizzly
bear population, the use of habitat by bears, and the effects of land
management practices on bear population" (U.S.D.I. 1981).
such

interagency

co-operation

have

been

encouraging

The results of
even

though

the

co-ordination of the activities and interests of all jurisdictions have
been somewhat frustrating at times.

Major accomplishments include:
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• bear proofing of garbage dumps adjacent to the Park.
•completion of several studies (Knight et al. 1980, Knight et al.
1981, Knight et al. 1982)
•provision of a forum for resolution of existing and future management
problems.
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK

Yosemite National Park, which was established in 1890, covers an area
of 3080 km2 on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada in central California.
Annual

visitation

of

over

2.4

million

is in part due to the Park's

proximity (4-6 hour drive) to two major population centres, the Los Angeles
basin and the San Francisco Bay area.

Backcountry useage has averaged

200,000 visitor nights per year since 1974, most of this occurring in a 100
day period during the summer months.

The park supports a population of

220-350 black bears (Harms 1980).
In some respects the magnitude of bear related problems in Yosemite
dwarf those of all other parks and for individuals not familiar with bear
management may even seem incredible.
damages

of $42,000

1982:pers.comm.).

have been

An average of 550 bear incidents with

reported

annually

since

1975

(Binnewies

Since research has indicated that only 8-11% of all

incidents are reported (Keay and Van Wagtendonk 1980:8), a more accurate
average annual figure would, therefore, exceed 5000 incidents.

Program Objectives
In 1975 the Park introduced an intensive management program designed
to ...
•restore and maintain the natural integrity, distribution, abundance and behaviour of the endemic black
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bear population,
• provide f o r the safety of park v i s i t o r s , and
• provide opportunities f o r v i s i t o r s to understand,
observe and appreciate the black bear i n i t s natural
h a b i t a t (Harms 1976:2)
Harms

(1980:206)

proposed

evaluating

the program by t e s t i n g

the

f o l l o w i n g hypothesis:
Bear control procedure*, law enhorcement, public, inhormation *y*tem*, and management action* to eliminate
unnatural
hood *ource*,
applied
under the 7 975 Human-Bear
Management Program, will [ 7) restore a more natural black
bear population than exi*t* at present, a* evidenced by
hewer bear* u*ing developed area* and by a progre**ive
reduction in the number oh bear* controlled
or de*troyed;
(2) -tedu.ee the number oh property damage and human injury
incident*
hrom previou* level*;
and (3) not prevent the
park bear population
hrom *tabilizing
at the
natural
carrying capacity oh the Park.
As of 1981 only l i m i t e d success has been achieved.
for

the period 1970-1981 i s given i n Table 10.

Management data

Although the number of

i n c i d e n t s , control actions, i n j u r i e s and damages have declined from 1975,
they remain at very high l e v e l s .

When the number of incidents are p a r t i -

tioned as to t h e i r l o c a t i o n s , frontcountry or backcountry

( F i g . 23), one

can see an inverse r e l a t i o n s h i p developing between the two l o c a t i o n s .
and

Van Wagtendonk

(1980)

report

this

may be p a r t i a l l y

Keay

explained by

increased reporting of backcountry incidents and increased backcountry use
(use t r i p l e d between 1965 and 1975).
Yosemite's e n t i r e program i s o u t l i n e d i n the current Human/Bear Management Plan ( U . S . D . I . 1982h).

The plan consists of 5 program elements:

• p u b l i c information and education
•removal of a r t i f i c i a l

food sources

•enforcement of applicable regulations
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Table 10. Number of bear incidents, control actions, human injuries and
property damage values in Yosemite National Park, 1970-1981.a

Bear
Incidents0

Control
Actions0

Human
Injuries

Estimated
Damaqe
Value
(US $)

1970

40

3

4,730

1971

61

10

11,835

1972

81

3

28,588

1973

43

16

24,367

1974

26

28

80,248
113,197

1975

975

134

15

1976

680

146

12

40,835d

1977

516

98

6

30,820

1978

454

96

2

36,282

1979

379

60

3

21,795

1980

343

10

1

19,766

1981

476

30

1

27,905

a
0

0

d

Data from 1970-74 from Harms 1980; data from 1975-81 from Cella and
Keay 1981.
Bear incident defined as incident involving property damage or human
injury. These are reported incidents and represent only 8-11% of
the actual incidents.
Control actions from 1970-74 include relocations, destructions and
zoo donations. Data from 1975-81 include relocations and
destructions.
Harms (1980) reports this figure as $66,294.

Fig. 23. The number of bear Incidents3 in frontcountry and backcountryD areas of Yosemite National Park 1975 to 1981C.

GO
O

3
D
c

Bear incident defined as incident involving property damage or human i n j u r y .
Backcountry defined as any area two or more miles from any roads or developed
area excluding the f i v e High Sierra Camps.
Data from Cell a and Keay (1981:Appendix F ) .
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• control of conditioned bears
• research and monitoring.
Further information is given in the Annual Bear Management and Incident Report (Cella and Keay 1981).

The following is a brief description of

the Yosemite program based on these two documents, associated research and
correspondence with park personnel.

Organizational Structure
Yosemite has employed a team approach to bear management giving overall

responsibility

to one division

additional divisions.

and major responsibilities to four

Responsibilities for each are spelled out in minute

detail in the Human/Bear Management Plan (U.S.D.I. 1982h).

Efforts are

made to integrate both training opportunities and field experience.

For

example, the Interpretive Division is primarily responsible for implementing the public education element yet four interpreters are given special
training in bear control procedures.

Of note is the fact that bear manage-

ment duties are included as a special assignment on job descriptions and
are therefore an integral portion of performance appraisals.

Each assign-

ment lasts a minimum term of 2 years.

Evaluation
Yosemite has developed what appears to be a fairly rigorous procedure
for evaluating
sections

its management program.

involved

in

bear

management

Each year staff from all park
along

with

representatives

from

regional offices and nearby parks, meet to critique the past year's program
and consider new approaches for the coming year.
critique are compiled

to form the Annual

The proceedings of the

Bear Management and

Incident
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Report which consists of a lengthy narrative backed by historical data
presented in tabular and graphic format.
Of note in the evaluation process is the fact that although the
number of bear incidents and the amount of property damage are used as the
primary measures of the program's effectiveness, each program element is
evaluated on an individual basis.

For example, recording the information

source of each bear incident victim gives a simple yet meaningful way to
roughly evaluate both the effectiveness of information dispersal and the
content of that information.

For example, Table 11 indicates a moderately

effective information dispersal, especially in backcountry areas where only
3.3% and 1.0% of bear incident victims received no information in 1979 and
1980 respectively.

The fact that the Park ran out of pamphlets during the

1980 season is evidenced by the relatively low number of frontcountry
victims who received pamphlets and the high number of victims receiving no
information.

Pamphlets followed by either signs or personnel contact

appear to be the victim's most common source of information.

However,

since approximately 95% of backcountry victims received information from
pamphlets, it would seem to indicate excellent dispersal of low impact
material.

Changes in pamphlet content and layout may be required.

Monitoring forms have been specifically designed to collect data
required for evaluative purposes.

Heavy emphasis is placed on determining

causative factors and information sources.

Monitoring
All

observations, incidents and control

specialized forms.

actions are recorded on

Individual sections are reserved for detailed informa-
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Table 11. Sources of bear information by victims of bear incidents in
Yosemite National Park, 1970-1980.a

Frontcountry
1979
1980
(N=117)
(N=54)
%

%

Backcountry
1979
1980
(N=180)
(N=184)
%

%

Pamphlets

75.2

48.1

95.0

94.5

Signs

34.2

37.0

53.3

26.6

Personal Contact

25.6

29.6

61.1

66.3

Interpretive Program

4.8

11.1

5.6

3.2

Radio

7.7

1.8

8.9

1.0

No Information

8.6

24.0

3.3

1.0

a

Data from Cell a and Keay 1981.
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tion on causative factors, information source, and other pertinent data
that can be used to evaluate program elements.
a centralized

computer system

All information is fed into

(BIMS - discussed below) which generates

monthly and annual summaries for appropriate personnel.
Special note might be made of the fact that all pamphlets and several
other information sources emphasize that bear victims should report incidents.

Public Information
Information

dispersal

is much the same as Yellowstone's program.

Permanent warning signs are conspicuously located at all park entrances,
trail heads, campgrounds and problem parking lots.

Pamphlets explaining

bear problems, causes, the visitor's role in prevention, regulations and
management objectives are given to all campers.

Bear information must be

given at every evening interpretive program and at least once a week an
entire

evening

interpretive

program

Comprehensive articles as well

is

devoted

exclusively

to bears.

as short notes on bears appear in each

monthly issue of the Park newspaper.

Exhibits describing the human/bear

problem are maintained at all major visitor centres and museums.

Whenever

possible short slide programs emphasizing proper food storage techniques
are shown at wilderness permit kiosks.

Protection (Rangers assigned to law

enforcement duties) and interpretive personnel are assigned roving contact
duty in campgrounds and developed areas with the primary duty of conversing
with visitors about bears.

All park staff are to be fully cognizant of the

bear

objectives

problem,

management

and

management

willing to assist visitors in understanding
tions.

techniques

and

be

and complying with regula-

High quality publications dealing with bears are available at all
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sales outlets of the Yosemite National History Association.

Bear facts are

broadcast via short range A.M. radio transmitters at selected Park locations.
One interesting and probably

useful

point

is that all

handouts,

posters, exhibits, and signs are, where possible, designed specifically for
Yosemite in order to make the message appear more credible and less of a
routine bureaucratic statement.

Figure 24 illustrates one such pamphlet.

Waste Management
Yosemite has implemented a strict control
elimination of all unnatural food sources.

program aimed at total

Installation and proper servic-

ing of bear proof garbage containers has been a major factor in reducing
the number of frontcountry

incidents.

All outside garbage containers,

whether owned by the Park or concessionaires are bear proofed and non bear
proof containers must be stored indoors.
prevent overflow.
vals.

Garbage pick-ups are scheduled to

Containers are inspected and cleaned at regular inter-

Concessionaires are required to either provide bear proof lockers at

all housekeeping units or to install signs advising users to store food in
their vehicles.

Food Storage Management
Just as important as proper garbage control is proper food storage;
in fact improper food storage is now the most common cause of all bear
incidents

(Table 12) and for this reason Yosemite has launched

concerted effort at controlling this factor.

a very

Information on proper food

storage techniques is emphasized in a special backcountry pamphlet (Fig.

Fig. 24. Reproduction of the pamphlet, Life Certificate, Yosemite National Park. The pamphlet measures
about 22 x 28 cm with brown and black lettering on a white background. This pamphlet represents a
creative approach to bear information which is personalized to the needs of Yosemite.

Improper food
storage
leads to...

Certificate

Bear Facts
•

Since 1975, more
than $260,000 in
property damage
related to bears
and improper
lood storage
has occurred
in Yosemile.

By my L J i of .concern
and larHiiiriniVi in
storing food,

. MAVeA/OT.

Consider these

,

I iustiby, contributed
to the death of any
bear visiting my camp.

Black bears are park residents.

» Bears are wild and unpredictable.
They normally don't attack or threaten
people unless provoked, but our
foods attract their interest.
• Bears recognize food and
food containers by sight
and smell (including ice
chests, grocery sacks,
cardboard boxes, canned
goods, freeze dried foods,
and garbage).

I Bears are active all hours, day and night,
and in all park campgrounds.
i Black bears are clever and resourceful

Almost every year the National Park
Service has to kill several bears that
visitors have conditioned to human
lood. Continual reinforcement of their
"habif produces an unbreakable link
to human food sources.

The life you save may he...
MINE!

Do these

Human Acts
, . .We are the visitors. Act as a respectful

guest.

• Bears consider odorous
products to be food.

Bears have injured
more than 40
Yosemite visitors since
1975 in food-related
incidents

and

, . . Respect their wildness and keep a safe
distance. Don't lease or crowd them.
Avoid getting between a sow and her
cubs.
. . . Store food securely
in your car trunk. In a vehicle
without a trunk, cover all
food and lood containers with
a blanket and roll up windows.
Use food lockers where available.

. . . Store toothpaste, insect
repellent, suntan lotion, etc.
as if it were food. Dispose
of all refuse. Do not leave
refuse in an unattended campsite.
. . .Except when eating, store food
properly at all times.
. . . Acknowledge their intelligence and
act "smarter than the average bear."

en

Fig. 24.(Cont'd) Reproduction of the pamphlet, Life Certificate, Yosemite National Park.
The pamphlet
measures about 22 x 28 cm with brown and black lettering on a white background. This pamphlet
represents a creative approach to bear information which is personalized to the needs of Yosemite.

SURVIVAL PLAN
.
• Store food in vehicle trunk.
• In vehicles without trunks,
cover food completely with
blanket.
» Use bear-proof food
lockers where provided.
• Use bear-proof garbage
cans.
» Keep a clean camp.
Don't leave refuse in camp
anytime.
» Be respectful of wild
animals.

Special
Food Storage
Regulation
Federal law requires thai all lood be stored
in a manner that will prevent bears from
gaining access to it. Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, S7.16 (e) (3) states:
All lood or similar organic material
musl be kepi completely sealed in a
vehicle or camping unit that is con
structed ol solid, nonpliable material,
or must be suspended at least ten leet
above the ground and lour leet horizontally trom any post or tree trunk.
This restriction does not apply to lood
that is being eaten or is being prepared lor eating.
For those people with no vehicle in which
to store lood. cables are provided in walkin campgrounds and some designated
backcounlry sites trom which lood can be
suspended. Food lockers are available in
some campgrounds.

Federal law requires proper lood
storage. Violation of this law can
result in a fine of up to $500 or
imprisonment.

If you are injured or have
property damaged by a
bear, please report to the
nearest ranger station.

U S Department ot the Inter*. - National Park Service
Yosemite Nalrooat Park
kVitti assistance /torn the
Yosemite Natural History Association

t—"
CO
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Table 12.

Probable causes of bear incidents in Yosemite National Park 1980. a

Frontcountry
(N=70)
%

Backcountry
(N=261)
%

Improperly stored food

60.0

67.5

Conditioned bear response0

30.0

18.5

Food left unguarded

0.0

0.0

Improperly Disposed Garbage

1.4

0.0

Feeding, baiting

0.0

0.0

Accidental Encounter

1.4

0.0

Other

1.4

7.0

Unknown

5.7

7.0

a
D

Data from Cell a and Keay 1980.
Conditioned bear response defined as an incident that is the result of a
previous reward.
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25) given out with each camping permit.

Food storage cables35 are pro-

vided in backcountry areas and walk-in and group autocampgrounds with high
levels of bear incidents.

These devices have not been overly successful

due to (1) maintenance problems (2) the unaesthetic clutter of rooes and
packs that accumulate over the season and (3) user difficulties.
In 1977 permanent metal bear proof storage lockers were installed at
one frontcountry campground having a history of bear incidents.
incident has been reported since this time.

Not one

A similar device was recently

(1979) tested at one of the most heavily used backcountry campsites and
although minor theft of food and garbage accumulation were continual problems,

the

lockers

proved

surveillance was available.

extremely

successful,

provided

that

regular

Bear feeding activity, human/bear interactions

and damages were all lowered during the first season (Hastings and Gilbert
1981:301).

Records for the following year showed a 61% reduction in inci-

dents (Cella and Keay 1980:5).
Due to high initial costs, high maintenance costs and user difficulties associated with bear cables and lockers, various designs of portable
bear proof food containers are currently being evaluated.

One promising

device is a 1.4 kg (3 lb.) section of standard ABS and PVC pipe fitted with
a bottom and removable top.

The design offers the advantage of simplicity,

35 A food storage cable or 'bear cable1 consists of one strand of 5 mm
cable and a pulley. Two trees approximatey 7 m apart are selected. One
end of the cable is firmly attached to one tree at a distance of 10 m
from ground level. The other end of the cable is run through a pulley
which is also located 10 m above ground on the other tree. The user
ties his foodpack to the centre of the cable and pulls down on the
pulley end until the cable is taut thereby suspending his pack in mid
air. The cable is then tied off by means of a hook.

F i g . 25.

Excerpts pertaining to bears from the backcountry permittee pamphlet, Welcome to the Backcountry,
Yosemite National Park. Heavy emphasis i s placed on proper food storage techniques. The pamphlet
measures about 21 x 28 cm with brown l e t t e r i n g on a brown background.

BACKCOUNTRY FOOD STORAGE
BEARS ARE VERY CLEVER. ANY DEVIATION FROM THIS METHOD WILL NOT PROTECT YOUR FOOD

I—»

4>
O
Find tree with appropriate
branch, even II you have to
walk '/« mile

No object that could support
bear below branch

Equal weight;
101b. max per sack

As far out on branch as will
support weight of food, not cub

TIPS:
I ) Store cosmetics, toothpasie.soap
etc., with food.
21 Leave pack on ground with pockets
and flaps open.
31 Food taken by bears is still your
responsibility; please clean up.
4) Make sure no branches or solid
objects are under loud lor Itear
to stand on.
51 Use steel cables when provided.

With one sack hoisted to branch,
tie second sack as high as possible

Tie a secure loop in rope near
one sack tor retrieval; put
excess rope in sack

Hook loop with stick and pull down

PLEASE REPORT ALL BEAR DAMAGE TO A PARK RANGER
RESULTS OF IMPROPER STORAGE CAN BE PERSONAL
PROPERTY DAMAGE. AND KILLING OF BEARS THAT HABITUALLY RAID CAMPS.
Federal Law Requires Proper Food Storage.
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low maintenance, and personalized food storage.

Furthermore, garbage can

be conveniently and safely transported out of the backcountry within the
container.
Federal food storage regulations are strictly enforced.

Management of Problem Bears
Responsibilities

of various personnel, along with

procedures

for

capturing, marking, releasing or destroying bears are given in considerable
detail.

Several points are worthy of further elaboration.

First is the fact that predetermined release sites, each having a
release frequency of not more than one bear per week, are used to inhibit
'homing' and prevent intraspecific competition.
Second is the different management strategies used for frontcountry
and

backcountry

incidents

bears.

Bears

in the frontcountry

frequenting
are promptly

developed areas, or causing
removed.

animal's dossier it is either relocated or destroyed.

Depending on the
Between 1975 and

1981 a total of 2164 reported incidents resulted in a total of 521 relocations and 42 destructions.
management

These control

actions, especially

improvements

measures coupled with other
in

food

storage

and

waste

management, undoubtedly were responsible for the reduction of incidents
from 879 (1975) to 128 (1981).
Quite a different approach is taken in backcountry areas.

Reported

incidents have steadily increased (Fig. 23) from 96 (1975) to 348 (1981)
totalling 1667 incidents.

However, only one relocation and 7 destructions

have been recorded during the same period.

The strategy for backcountry

areas is to positively identify (tag) troublesome bears, and monitor their
activities thereby developing dossiers upon which to base future management
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actions.

Except for extreme cases of aggression, trouble makers are

neither relocated nor destroyed.

Management efforts are directed mainly at

control of unnatural sources of food with the assumption that conditioned
bears

can

be

deconditioned

once

unnatural

food

sources

are

removed.

"Destruction of problem bears only provides temporary relief from human/
bear confrontations and conflicts.

Only the removal of human food will

reduce the problem to an acceptable level." (Cella and Keay 1980:8).
One can only speculate as to the outcome of the backcountry strategy.

Food storage control will take several years to be effectively

implemented yet in the interim one may be predisposing visitors to a higher
risk of injury while further reinforcing unacceptable bear behaviour.

Research Planning
Like Yellowstone, Yosemite's management plan recognizes research as
an essential

ingredient for proper management.

A staff of 3 full time

researchers has focussed its attention on census techniques, seasonal and
annual

distribution patterns, population dynamics, habitat requirements,

ecological

relationships

and

the

effects

of

bear/human

interactions.

Additional studies may be conducted by outside researchers when authorized
by the Park's resident Research Scientist.

GLACIER NATIONAL PARK, MONTANA

Glacier National Park encompasses an area of 4,100 km2 in the northwestern

corner

of

Montana.

An

apparently

stable

and

reproductively

healthy population of 200 grizzly bears and 500 black bears inhabit the
park

which

receives

an

annual

visitation

in

excess

of

1.7

million
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(U.S.D.I. 1982a:l).

Since the park's beginning in 1910, grizzly 36 bears

have been involved in 27 human injuries and six deaths.

Twenty-three of

the injuries occurred during the 1951-80 period and all six

fatalities

occurred during 1967-80 period (Martinka 1982:472).
Glacier's bear management policy is to (1) maintain natural population dynamics (2) foster pristine habitat relationships and (3) encourage
shyness as the characteristic behaviour of bears in the presence of
humans. The policy recognizes that shyness may be the result of selective
pressures against undesirable t r a i t s
behavioral characteristic.

rather than a completely

natural

Selective pressures include the past 80 year

practice of removing aggressive bears (U.S.D.I. 1982a:2).
Behavioural science is to be used as the basis of all management
actions.

Behaviour classified

as defensive

is termed as natural

and

management actions are directed at visitor use controls whereas behaviour
classified as aggressive is considered undesirable and management actions
are directed toward control of the bear.
human conflict

arises in a natural

When a potential or actual bear/

area ( i . e . backcountry) management

actions are usually directed at control of the human element.

Conversely,

bear/human conflicts in developed areas are resolved by removal of the
bear (U.S.D.I. 1982a:2).
Table 13 shows Glacier's management data 37 for the 21 year period
1962-82.

Although there appears to be a general trend toward lower injury-

36

Comparable data for black bears was not readily available.

37

The Park produces annual statistical summaries of management data but
does not include interpretations or analysis of the data.

Table 13.

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

a

Bear management data 3 for Glacier National Park. Montana, 1962-1982.°

Visitation^

Injuries

966,100
811,214
642,100
847,104
907,839
884,049
964,493
1.051,165
1,241,603
1,303,073
1,392,145
1,398,958
1,406,643
1,571,393
1,662,678
1,656,212
1,601,131
1,446,236
1,475,538
1,786,843
1,666,431

2
3
1
3
3
5
2
1

Fatalities

Injury/Fatality0
Rate

Inc1dentse

Destructions^

2

.153

10
6
7
18
10
11
22
9
4
7

3
3
7
4
1
2
1

.214
.213
.445
.301
.060
.125
.069
.203
.168
.060

2
3
3
4
10
9
3
4
5
1

2

1

3
3
1

.207
.370
.156
.354
.330
.792
.207
.095

71
35
46
31
44
26
26

Relocat1ons9

26
20
21
43
31
38
38
18
22
24
13
8
20
24
21
18
7
7
8
2

Closures"

Enforcement1

10
4
2
15
11
17
27
42
52
30
44
32
26

176
50
30
161
396

Black and grizzly data combined.
Data compiled from Bear Incident and Management Action Report (U.S.D.I. 1977-82); Bear Management Activities (U.S.D.I. 1963, 1964, 1966-70
and 1974-76); Bear Injury/Property Damage Incident Report 1972 (Glacier National Park 1972).
c
Unpublished data.
d Injury/Fatality Rate Is the number of Injuries or fatalities per 100,000 visitors.
e
'Incidents' not defined. Incidents prior to 1976 Included such minor actions as setting traps and checking false reports and therefore are
not comparable with post 1975 data.
f Figures Include intentional management destructions plus transfers to zoos.
9 Figures are for relocations with Glacier National Park.
n
Data 1968-70 referred to as Hiking/Camping Restrictions and Includes closures plus minimum hiking party (5) size. Data 1973-82 represents
area closures only.
1
Data Includes citations plus warnings. Warnings represent the vast majority of all enforcement actions.
°

I—>
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/fatality

and management destructions

f i g u r e s , Martinka

(1982) has shown

that for the 1951-80 period both variables are increasing in d i r e c t proport i o n with v i s i t a t i o n .

Whether management actions introduced in the 1980's

can curb t h i s trend remains to be seen.
G l a c i e r ' s bear management program i s outlined i n a single document,
the Bear Management Plan ( U . S . D . I . 1982a).

The f a c t that the Plan has been

formally s c r u t i n i z e d by the House of Representatives Subcommittee on Public
Lands and National Parks (U.S. Government 1981) lends a measure of authori t y and c r e d i b i l i t y to the document and the Park's management program.
The f o l l o w i n g i s a detailed account of Glacier's management program
based on the Plan, f i e l d t r i p s and discussions with park personnel.

Program Objectives
General goals of the bear management program are t o :
• p r o t e c t and maintain natural h a b i t a t and status of
g r i z z l y and black bears
• p r o v i d e f o r the maximum security and safety to the
park v i s i t o r while recognizing the inherent dangers
of a natural wilderness.
Specific objectives of the program are t o :
•Minimize the rate of bear/human
prevent i t from accelerating.38

incidents

and

•Provide t o a l l persons employed in the park s p e c i f i c
t r a i n i n g on bears and t h e i r management.

38 Glacier's ten year average human injury/death rate i n f l i c t e d by both
black bears and grizzlies is 2.1 per year or 1.41 per year per million
visitors.
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•Alert visitors and potential visitors to the
presence of bears and the inherent dangers of
visiting bear country. Inform visitors how best to
minimize risks and enjoy a quality experience.
•Provide information and enforcement, so that all
campers and backcountry visitors will adhere to
proper food and garbage handling procedures.
•Enforce proper food and solid waste disposal regulations for all residents and business establishments
within the park and also serve as catalyst in resolving local sanitation situations adjacent to the
park.
•Bearproof all garbage containers and garbage storage
and handling facilities in the park.
•Incorporate bear reports received in Headquarters
into summaries, which will go out to Subdistrict
Rangers, Information Centers, and adjacent cooperating agencies on a regularly scheduled basis.
•Initiate management action early enough to insure
that specific objectives of this Plan are achieved.
•Continue with research surveillance of biological
aspects of the bear management program.
•Assess all proposed park Resource Management programs for compatibility with the management and
preservation of grizzly and black bears.
•Support regional research
aversive conditioning.

on

bear

behaviour

and

•Implement "A Model for Assessing the Status and
Management of Grizzly Bear Populations" as a method
of determing trends useful in developing bear
management plans.
•Evaluate and revise the Plan after
season, and update prior to March 1.

each

summer
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Organizational Structure
The day to day management of the program falls under the responsibility of the Resource Management Specialist.

Field operations are con-

ducted by a Bear Management Team consisting of 10 Rangers who have received
special training for this task (Blair 1983).
Table

14 lists training

responsibilities

of

various

park

staff.

Interesting to note is the fact that overall responsibility for the training and information elements is left with the Superintendent whereas monitoring and evaluation of the elements is the responsibility of the Resource
Management Specialist.
The decision to destroy a bear (other than emergencies), to limit
camping to hardsided units only, to close auto campgrounds (except in emergencies) or to use a helicopter for relocations is left strictly with the
Superintendent.
All other management actions are at the discretion of trained bear
management Rangers except for the use of immobilizing

drugs which the

Resource Management Specialist co-ordinates.

Evaluation
Management personnel meet annually to discuss the program and make
recommendations

for the coming year.

Unfortunately, no reports of the

review are prepared (Kendall 1983:pers.comm.).
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Monitoring
Figure 26 illustrates Glacier's bear monitoring system.

Incidents

and management actions are phoned or radioed into the Communications Centre
while routine sightings are received by the Resource Management Office.
Both offices log reports (Fig. 27 and 28) and forward them daily to the
Resource Management Clerk for entry on the computer terminal. The Communication Centre reports all incidents and management actions to the Chief
Park Ranger by phone.
all

Case incident reports (Fig. 29) which are to follow

reported incidents and management actions are used to update the

computer record.39

Weekly

summaries of all

sightings, incidents and

management actions are sent to all Staff Offices, District and Subdistrict
Ranger Offices and Information Centre.

Annual statistical summaries are

also prepared.
By way of an annual

letter, park residents, concessionaires and

contractors are asked to report all sightings and incidents.

In addition,

the importance of complete and prompt reporting is emphasized to all park
staff in seasonal training sessions.

Every pamphlet and most posters also

emphasize reporting procedures.
One interesting and unique technique used by Glacier is to collect
bear photographs to form a type of 'mug shot' display which has been useful
in assisting visitors to recall certain physical characteristics of individual bears (Haraden 1982:pers.comm.).

39 Case incident reports have been hand sorted since 1981 due to a lack of
funding for computerization. The Park hopes to purchase a small in-Park
computer to handle all case incident reports (Burns 1982:pers.comm.)

F1g. 26.

Bear monitoring system, Glacier National Park. a

-*• Resource Management Specialist -*-

dally summary

Computer

Resource Management Office

a.s.a.p.
dally update

All Regular Sightings
a.s.a.p.

All Incidents A Mgmt Actions'

COMMUNICATIONS
CENTRE

_^

Resource Management
Clerk

Report to follow
within S days)

Incidents t mgmt actions
reported Immediately by phone

mgmt

a

recommendations -

Adapted from U.S.D.I. 1982a.

Chief Ranger Office

dally/weekly
summary reports

Staff
District Rangers
Subdistrict Rangers
Information Centres
Co-operating Agencies

i—>
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Bear Sighting Form, Glacier National Park, Montana.

Glacier National Pari BEAR SIGHTING FORM
CASE t
REPORTER

RECORDER

OCCURANCE:

TIME

YEAR

MONTH

U.S. DRAINAGE
10 Klshenehn
11 Kir.tla
12 Akolala
13 Bowman
14 Quartz
13 Logging
16 Anaconda
17 C M ) ' .
18 Apuar 1 Lower
McDonald Creel
19 Upper McD Creel
20 McDonald Late
21 Lincoln
22 Harrison
23 N/ack
24 Coal
25 Muir

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
33
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

DAY

OR ...
Para
Ole
Bear
Railroad
Two Medicine
Cut Dana
Red Eagle
St. Mar/
Cracaer
Grlnnell
Swift current
Iceberg-Ptarmigan
Man/ Glacier
Gable
Bell/ River
Haterton
Outaide Part (U.S.)

MANAGEMENT AREA BEAR HAS IN
1 off trail
8 chalet, cabin
2 bacacr.tr/ trail
9 roadside
3 heav/-use trail 10 parking lot
4 BC illegal camp 11 picnic, empgrd
5 BC lake empgrd
12 business
6 BC river empgrd 13 residential
7 BC other empgrd 14 Out of Park
DID BEAR REMAIN IN AREA?

The form measures about 21 x 28 cm.

DESCRIPTION (CIRCLE ONE
SPECIES
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3

REC •

CANADIAN DRAINAGE
61 Cameron
96
82 Blaklston 99
63 Aaamina
84 Dungarvar.
83 Hater ton
66 Boll/
87 Bauer-man
88 Crypt
89 Boundary
90 Bertha
91 Lineham
92 Roue
93 Stone/ W
94 Crooaed
93 Galwa/
96 Sage
97 Castle

Yarrow
Outside
Para
(Canada)

AGE

1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4

COLOR

1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
4 4 4 4
3 5 5 5
6 6 6 6
7 7 7 7
8 8 8 8
9 9 9 9
10 10 10 10
11 11 11 11

GROUP SIZE:
UTM - EAST:

unknown
white
blond
light brown
mottled
medium brown
red brown/cinnamon
gra/
dar a brown
black
other

SILVERTIP

1 1 1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3

unknown
no
yea

SIZE

1
2

unknown
small

IDENTIFYING MARKS/NAME:

SEX

(Y/N/?>

OBSERVER TYPE
1 unknown
2 uriv. visitor
3 ver. visitor
4 local employee
3 concessioner
6 contractor
/ local resident
8 NPS employee

unknown
cub
/ear 1ing/subadult
adult

BEAR'S MAIN ACTIVITY
WHEN SIGHTED I AFTER RECOGNITION
1 not movlngl 1 aggressive
2 sleeping
I 2 walking awa/
3 traveling I 3 ran awa/
4 feeding
I 4 no change
3 other
t 3 other

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

1
2

"'
OBSERVER'S MAIN ACTIVITY
BEFORE SIGHTING
I AFTER SIGHTING
1 driving
I 1
stood s t i l l
2 camping
12
ran
3 hiking
I 3 climbed tree
4 aerial obs.
I 4 shouted
5 other
I 5 other

1 1 1
2
2
2

3

3
OBSERVATION TYPE
1 sighting
2 scat
3 track
4 diggings
5 foraging signs
6 carrion
7 predation
8 rubbing tree
9 da/ bed
10 den site
11 other

Ed. |i.0 01/18/83
COLUMN FOR EACH DEAR)
Unknown
Dlack
Grizzl/

1 1 1
2
2
2

3

3

1—)

en
O

•

medium
large
unknown
female

3

male

COMMENTS:

TYPE OF NOISE MADE:
DISTANCE FROM BEAR:
DID BEAR SEE YOU?

_

(Ft)
~7Y/N/?>

PLACE:
______

rtORTH:

.__

ELEVATION:

EXFLANallON
(1) 270 characters for "COMMENTS"
(2)
80 characters for "PLACE"
(3)
30 characters for "IDENTIFYING MARKS/NAME"
(4) "REC »" to be filled in b/ computer operator

(Ft)

CASE •
1
2
3

In Para Sightlngi
Haterton Lakes N.P.
Blacareet I.R.

830039
830040
830041

I
I
I

4
5
6

Flathead I.R.
U.S. Forest Service
Heat Glacier. Out of
Park
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830044

F i g . 28.

Incident/Control Action Form, Glacier National Park, Montana.

Glacier N i t l o n i i l Par*

The form measures about 21 x 28 cm.

INCIDENT/CONTROL ACTION FORM

Ed. 1.0

COMBO. eCIIOrJS

X&IDENIS
REC • :

CASE INCIDENT »:
INCIDENT TYPE
1
law e n f o r c e m e n t o n l y
2
b l u f f , charge, other
3 proper ty damage
4 non-fatal injury
5
fatal injury

confrontation

vicnn/owNER TYPE
i
2
3
4
3
6'

visitor
inholder
concessioner
contractor
NPS employee
U.S. Govt, property

DEAR'S AGGR. BEHAVIOR (R)
1 stood up
2 ran toward observer
3 waited toward observer
4 growled
5 other

OFFENSE
1 none
2 improper food storage
3 feeding, baiting
4 Injuring a bear
3 Illegal hunting
6 illegal camping
7 entering a closed area
LAM ENFORCEMENT
1 none
2 written warning
3 citation

PROPERTY DAMAGE (R>
TYPE
t ESTIMATE
1 tent
2 pact, foodsac*
3 ice chest
4 building.
3 towed unit
t motor vehicle
~ recr. vehicle
9 other

FOOD

01/18/83

FOOD CODE
1 presence unknown
2 none present
3 odors only
4 food present
3 food left unguarded
(.• unburned garbage
7 abandoned when bear came
8 hung proper 1/
9 in vehicle trunk
10 vehicle w/o trunk
11 passenger section of
vehicle with trunk

NOTES:

TYPE OF CONTROL LOSS
1
none
2
capture attempt

CAPTURE AND RELEASE TO:
1 in park, same location
2 in park, front country
3 in park, back country
4 U.S. Pish 1 midlife
3 Montana Fish A Game
6 captivity

CAPTURE METHODS <R1
1 snare
2 trap
3 firearm
4 darted free
5 drug

MAIN TRANSPORT METHOD
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

n o t moved
rescue l i t t e r
horse
boat
truck
t r a p and t r a i l e r
helicopter

8

other

i—'

CONDITION OF BEAR
BEFORE HANDLING
I
1 health
I
2 malnourished I
3 injured
I
4 other
I

1
2
3
4
3
6
7

(R)

none
post hazard warning
investigate, patrol
l i m i t access
close
remove p o s t i n g
reopen

CASE INCIDENTS REFERENCED:

DAY

MONTH

RELEASE DATE: YEAR
UTM-EAST:

(Lbs)

RELOCATION SITE:

(Ml)
AREA MANAGEMENT

en
AFTER HANDLING
1 no change
2 dead
3 injured
4 other

MEASURED WEIGHT:

DISTANCE RELOCATED:

I COLLAR FREQUENCY:
EXrXANQnCN:
(1) 4G characters for "NOTES"
121 30 characters for- "CASE INCIDENTS REFERENCED"
(31 "(R)" means "repeated field" - choose at many at apply
(4) "REC •" to be filled in by computer operator

POPULATION LOSS .
IN PARK
OUTSIDE PARK
1 natural death
t> net. death
2 vehicle ace.
7 veh. ace.
8 lllg. kill
3 illegal kill
9 hunting
4 mgmt removal
3 ace. mgmt loss 10 mgmt reml.

.__ NORTH:
.

_

.
(Mhz)

TIME

ELEVATION:
TAG:

(Ft)

i—•

F i g . 29. Case/Incident Record and Supplemental Case/Incident Record. These forms are used throughout the
U.S. National Parks t o report various types of incidents including those incidents involving bears.
tuU fUHM 10 344 SUPPLEMENTARY CASE RECORO FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND l O L l O W U f O I REPORTS.
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153.
Public Information
Like Yellowstone and Yosemite, Glacier has put considerable emphasis
on public education as a preventative tool through a program consisting of
signing,

pamphlets,

posters,

contacts and media releases.

exhibits,

interpretive

talks,

personal

Unlike most other North American parks,

Glacier has attempted to set standards for information sources concerning
bears.

Bears must be interpreted as wild, free ranging animals represen-

ting an important aspect of the park's wilderness ecosystem and state ...
• that the potential for a dangerous or even fatal
bear/human encounter, although remote, does exist;
•that the probability of bear/human encounters can be
minimized but never completely removed; and
•that control of human activity is the best means of
minimizing risks.
These are important principles underscoring the entire information program.
The park has recognized that effective education must start prior to
visitation.

Therefore,

•all replies to mail inquiries must include
pamphlets both of which carry bear information;

two

•information concerning bear management and safety is
provided to newspapers, radio and television; and
•interpretive programs are available for area schools
and organizations throughout the year.
If one has not received a certain amount of information prior to
arriving at the park he would find it difficult to avoid warnings at the
six main entrances.

At each entrance every visitor, including all bus

154.

passengers and visitors with park passes (senior citizens), are given a
minimum of 3 pamphlets (Fig. 11, 30 and 31) each containing bear related
warnings.

The reverse side of the pamphlet Enjoy Them At A Distance (Fig.

12b) is designed to protrude beyond the other two thereby drawing attention
to bears.

A small sign affixed to the entrance kiosk warns of bear dangers

(Fig. 32). Just beyond each entrance kiosk is a large highly visible sign
(Fig. 33) cautioning that one is entering bear country.

Note might be

taken that the sign is set off by itself in an area of slow moving traffic,
two features which probably increase its effectiveness.
Additional warnings are given at the entrances to all auto campgrounds (Fig. 34-35) and at each self-registration centre (Fig. 36).
Visitor information centres all contain some form of display indicating proper campsite sanitation, bear sign identification or information on
bear biology (Fig. 37).

A user operated audio-visual slide presentation

containing bear information operates at the Apgar Visitor Centre.
Three separate exhibits explaining the natural history of bears and
their role in the park ecosystem have been established on a permanent
basis.

The Logan Pass exhibit explains the habitat and behavioural differ-

ences between blacks and grizzlies and the Haystack Bend exhibit discusses
the grizzly's place in the alpine ecosystem.
One pamphlet is worthy of further mention.

About Bears (undated)

(Fig. 38) is a one page fold out (costing 50(f) published by the Glacier
Natural History Society in co-operation with the Park.

What separates this

pamphlet from others is the use of good quality photographs to illustrate
important traces of bears such as diggings and preferred foods.

Knowledge

of what these traces mean could help to avoid encounters.
Posters at all trail heads warn hikers they are entering bear habitat

| F i g . 30. Excerpts p e r t a i n i n g t o bears from the park
newspaper, Glacier Times, Glacier National
Park,
Montana. Bear related material i s often published i n
the paper which i s given t o each motor vehicle
entrant.
The excerpt shown was taken from page 3 of
the 1982 No. 1 issue.

F i g . 3 1 . Excerpts p e r t a i n i n g
to
bears
from the
entrance gate pamphlet, Waterton/Glacier,
Glacier
National Park, Montana.

Wildlife and You
May and June in Glacier are exciting
months for wildlife observations. Animals
axe frequently seen feeding in the meadows or moving from winter to summer
haunts. Bears are introducing their cubs
to the world and, in June, newborn elk
and deer can be seen with their mothers.
This is also a time to be more cautious
around the animals, as the adults are very
protective of their young. To enjoy seeing
wildlife without endangering yourself or
disturbing the animals, here are a few tips
to remember: FOR YOUR WELL-BEING
and the welfare of the animals, observe all
wildlife from a distance, preferably from
the security of your car. ALL BEARS
ARE POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS.
Approaching, molesting or feeding them
is foolhardy, dangerous and illegal.
CAMPERS — Be especially careful to
keep a clean camp. Place all garbage in the
bearproof garbage cans. All food, including ice chests and stoves, should be
locked in the trunk of your car when not
needed. Animals that become accustomed
to human-related food sources may lose
their fear of man and become dangerous.
BACKPACKERS & HIKERS - Hiking

alone is not recommended. By making
noise - bells, talking, whistling - as you
walk, you alert all animals to your
presence, avoiding a surprise encounter.
If you do see a bear, maintain a prudent
distance and allow the bear to go its way.
If an animal approaches you, do not run,
as this might provoke more aggressive
behavior. Back slowly away or climb a
tree if available. As a final resort, fall
down, curl into a ball and play dead.
Unlikely as that sounds, it has been
known to discourage more aggressive
behavior on the part of a bear. Backpackers are especially vulnerable to
wildlife-related dangers. Always obtain a
permit before leaving for the backcountry. Consider using only foods with little
odor. Keep a clean camp with the sleeping
area at some distance from the "kitchen."
Hoist food out of the reach of inquisitive
animals on a rope tied between two tall
trees.
Please report all bear sightings and
incidents to a Ranger. This information is
valuable in determining management
actions to ensure the safety of all park
visitors and the perpetuation of our
wildlife populations.

i—>

en

Wild Animals
No matter what size, wild animals can be dangerous, especially if they have young. This is doubly
true of bears. Remember that you are the visitor,
so try to avoid conflict between yourself and the
resident wild animals, some ol which are bigger,
stronger, and more fleet of foot than you are.

Black bear

Grizzly bear

What about Bears?
Both grizzly and black
bears live in W a l e r t o n /
Glacier, and all are
potentially dangerous.
They are unpredictable
and can Inflict serious
injury.
If you encounter a bear
on any trail, remember:
Remain calm. Give it
plenty of room. Retreat
slowly or go around the
bear upwind, if possible, so it will get your
scent and know you are
there Never teed a
bear. Knowledge and

alertness can help you
avoid a bear encounter.
Read the bear pamphlets available at all park
entrances and visitor
centers.

Keep your campsite clean. Store all food in sealed
containers and. when not in use, keep it inside the
trunk of your vehicle or in a similar container. And
please remember, it is unlawful and dangerous
to feed or molest any wild animal. Use a telephoto
lens to photograph wildlife instead of disturbing
the animal by getting too close. Do not approach
any wild animal; such action may be Interpreted by
the animal as aggression. While hiking, regularly
announce your presence; tie a small bell to your
clothes or talk and sing.
Pets must be leashed at all times and are not
allowed on trails.
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Fig. 32. Reproduction of the entrance kiosk sign, Bear Country, Glacier
National Park, Montana. The sign measures about 20 x 26 cm with
white lettering on a bright red background. The sign is positioned
in the window of the entrance gate kiosk.

BEAR COUNTRY
ALL BEARS ARE DANGEROUS
READ THE INFORMATION
GIVEN YOU - IT COULD
PREVENT INJURY OR DAMAGE
TO YOU AND YOUR PROPERTY

Fig. 33. Warning sign, Bear Country, is located at all major vehicle entry
points, Glacier National Park, Montana. The sign is constructed
of steel and measures about 70 x 90 cm with white lettering on a
bright red background. It is fastened to a steel post by means
of bolts which are positioned to inhibit theft. An illustration
of a grizzly bear, similar to that shown in Fig. 34b, is positioned in the centre of the sign.

157.

Fig. 34a(Top).Bear warning signs are conspicuously located at the entrance
to some autocampgrounds. The signs shown are bright red in
color.
Many Glacier Campground, Glacier National Park,
Montana.
Fig. 34b(Bottom Left). Close up of the sign shown on the right in Fig.
34a. The sign measures about 70 x 90 cm with white lettering
on a bright red background.
Fig. 35.(Bottom Right). Reproduction of an autocampground entrance sign
warning campers to store food properly. The sign measures about
50 x 120 cm. Apgar Campground, Glacier National Park, Montana.

APGAR
CAMPGROUND
ONE MOBILE HOME PER CAMPSITE
FIRES MUST BE IN GRATES
CATCH ALL HASTE WATER
KEEP PET ON LEASH
REGULATIONS REQUIRE
THAT ALL FOOD, COOKING
UTENSILS AND COOLERS
BE KEPT IN A HARD-SIDED
VEHICLE WHEN NOT IN USE
THANK YOU
HAVE A GOOD TIME

158.

Fig. 36.

Reproduction of the autocampground self-registration centre
poster, Camping In Bear Country, Glacier National Park, Montana.
The poster measures about 22 x 28 cm with black lettering on a
white background.

CAMPING
IN
BEAR
COUNTRY
ALL BEARS ARE WILD ANIMALS
AND DANGEROUS. This is the
home of the grizzly and black bear
and they will enter this campground
on occasion. Whether they stay may
be up to YOU! There is no guarantee
of your safety while camping in bear
country; however, you may decrease
the likelihood of bear molestation or
attack by the following suggestions:
1. Do not approach bears or other
wild animals-they are dangerous.
2. Store food in tight containers, in
the trunk of your car or hung
between two trees away from the
camp area. DO NOT STORE
FOOD IN YOUR TENT.
3. If possible, do not sleep in clothes you wore when cooking. Packs and sleeping bags should be kept
free of food odors. As a precaution against the presence of food odors, wash your hands and face
before retiring.
4. Keep a clean camp-put garbage and waste in trash containers. Do not leave food or scraps in or
around your camp-dump dishwater in receptacles in comfort station-NOT near your camp.
5. Wash the picnic table after use-clean your cook stove and/or fire grill.
If you see a bear in the campground, are injured, have property damaged or observe a bear damaging
the property of others, please contact a ranger as soon as possible.
(Removing this sign may endanger others)

U.S. Dept. of the Interior—National Park Service
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK

. G P - G 77fc.<#,<

Fig. 37. Displays illustrating various
aspects of bear biology and management
are located in most information centres.
Apgar
Information
Centre,
Glacier
National Park, Montana.
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F i g . 38.

Reproduction of the pamphlet, About Bears, published by the
Glacier Natural History Society. The pamphlet measures about 28
x 47 cm and includes 15 good q u a l i t y colored photographs.
The
pamphlet s e l l s f o r $.25.

How Bear Cubs
Are Raised

Black Bear
Ursus

Glacier National Park is bear country
^Traveling through bear country is a rare >j
^opportunity to establish a relationship with
,:. nature, not as a conqueror but on equal,'
ft terms. This folder will acquaint you with .':
vbears and some specific characteristics of
iv grizzlies and black bears. Learning about
bears and being aware of their ways will : ,
tenable you to more fully appreciate this V
pojhiaue experience. -'s 7t* vV*Vjy-ii*it6S
c,i'V--,'v..;tk .-.-,. . • : ."•->•:':nl?r..dSy

americanus

Glacier is Ihe home ol about 500 black
bears Black bears are the smallest
North American bears, weighing about
90 kilograms and standing 1 meter tall
On its hind legs an adult black bear stands
about I'/a meters tall
The highest point ot a black bear is the
middle ot its back-it has no prominent
shoulder hump In profile, its muzzle is
straight Despite their name, black bears
are not always black-they may be honeycolored or blond, and even a black one
may have a tan muzzle or a white spot on
its chest Black bears sometimes change
color as they grow older
An adult black bear can run 50 meters in
4 seconds Their short, curved claws
enable black bears to climb trees, and
black bears are also good swimmers

Grizzly Bear
Ursus

arctos

About 200 grizzlies live in Glacier. A
grizzly is an awesome creature An adult
grizzly may weigh 160 kilograms or more
and is 1 '/. meters tall at the shoulder.
Upright it stands 2 meters tall and can
reach even higher with its torepaws

Measurements in this folder are metric '..;'
If you don't trunk.in terms of metric units:
^ e y ' r e easyto convert-;,;. '• i-'-vSj-SKi'
•.One meter equals about one yard *"-.??- $'
I Multiply kilograms by 2 !4 to gel pounds. '•

The highest point
ot the grizzly s
back is its hump.
a great mass ot
muscle over its
shoulder-and an
indication ot the .
bear's immense
strength.

Grizzlies may live to be 25 to 30 years olc
but most black bears live only 20 years
Although grizzlies breed tor Ihe first time
at 5 to 7 years ot age they are not fullgrown until 8 to 10 years ot age
Bears mate in early summer but
development ol the empryo is oeiayea
until autumn After a 7- to 8-month
gestation period 1 to 4 (usually 2) tiny
cubs are born in midwinter Nurtured
with their mother s very rich milK they
grow trom less than Vs kilogram at birth
to 5 to 10 kilograms by the time they
emerge from tne den in spring
Most grizzly cubs stay with their mother
for two summers During the first summer
the mother bear is very attentive toward
her cubs-she seldom lets them out ot
her sight, nor will she leave them to flee
from danger The cubs watch their mother
and learn by mimicking her-where to
look for food during each season, how to
dig a winter den and what to do when
confronted by people By the time grizzly
cubs third spring arrives, their mother
has taught them to be self-reliant and she
abandons them The littermates may stay
together through the summer, and tnen
perhaps even den together, but they will
not reunite with their mother Black bear
cubs stay with their mother tor only one
summer
The female bear does not breed again
while her offspring are with her, so there is
an interval of at least 3 years between
each time a female grizzly reproduces
In a population of 200 grizzlies, there are
only about 15 females with new cubs in
any given year This very low reproductive
rate makes it difficult for a grizzly
population to expand

Grizzlies have impressive claws on their
tront teet which make their footprints
unmistakable Used primarily in digging,
the claws are dull and cannot be used to
climb trees Nevertheless, with the help ot
well-placed branches, grizzlies have been
known to climb more than 7 meters into
a tree.
The grizzly's head is round and usually
concave or "dished." although tace
profiles vary considerably A grizzly may
be any shade ot brown, trom blond to
nearly black, or a pattern ot several
shades. Some grizzlies are silvenip. a
beautiful shining effect produced by
white-tipped hairs.
The grizzly's ponderous size belies the
startling speed with which it can movean adult grizzly can dash 50 meters in
3 seconds. Grizzlies are also good
swimmers, able to swim across lakes

Bl.ck b«.r cub
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F i g . 38 (Cont'd). Reproduction of the pamphlet, About Bears, published by
the Glacier Natural History Society.
The pamphlet measures about 28 x 47
cm and includes 15 good q u a l i t y colored photographs.
The pamphlet s e l l s
f o r $.25.

How Bears
Stay Alive in Winter
Since Utile food is available during winter.
Dears couldn't survive it they remained
active The dale a bear enters its den
depends on the abundance of tood during
the previous summer In Glacier, most
Dears enter their dens during November
While hibernating, a bears heart rate and
breathing slow, and its body temperature
drops Since Us metabolic rate is so low.
the bear loses little fat
during hibernation.
When it leaves the
den in April, however,
snow is still on the
ground and few plants
have sprouted, and it
is a week or two
before the bear's
digestive system can
adiust to being active
again During this
critical period, the bear must rely on every
ounce of fat it stored the previous summer.
A grizzly constructs its den by digging
horizontally about 2 Vi meters into a
slope The soil must be deep enough and
of a consistency that won t collapse in the
middle of winter After the bear enters its
den, snow seals the entrance, insulating
the interior from the wintry air outside.
The grizzly chooses a den site where the
air outside is cold so the insulating snow
will be less likely to melt-it it did melt,
not only would cold air enter tne den, but
the bear might find itself sleeping in a
puddle of chilly meltwater.

Black bears don't usually dig their dens
since they don't have the grizzly's long
front claws and powerful shoulder
muscles. Instead, they hibernate in rotten
trees or hollow logs, beneath tree roots, or
in brushy thickets.

Arrival of Europeans
Spelled Doom
for the Grizzly...
Native Americans, living on the same land
as grizzlies, recognized the similarities
between themselves and the grizzly-they
ate the same food, had similar bones and
organs, and the great bear could even
walk like a man. Many tribes believed the
grizzly was a brother or cousin. Others
believed that the first Indians were children
of a bear and a woman.
The first Europeans to see grizzlies were
Spanish explorers ,./• of the Southwest in

...or Did It?
Establishment of Glacier National Park in
1910 created an area wnere the grizzly
is protected wnere a truly wild grizzly
population is to be restored ana preserved
and peopie are no ionger allowed to
eliminate tne bears they fear
Maintaining a wild grizzly population in a
national park is no simple task however
Harmful effects that people, often
unwittingly, have on Dears must be
identified and eliminated In Glacier, some
bears have become accustomed to the
presence of people, and a few become so
flagrantly aggressive that they must oe
destroyed Although conflicts between
bears and people are rare those mat do
occur generate exciting news stones that
evoke apprehension and puDlic sentiment
against bears

the 1500s Other explorers roaming the
West found grizzlies in foothills, riverbottoms, and brushland. south as tar as
central Mexico, east across the Great
Plains, and west to the Pacific coast
A priest on board a ship anchored in
Monterey Bay in 1602 wrote of watching
grizzlies feeding on a whale carcass on
the beach. In 1805. Lewis and Clark saw
many grizzlies in the vicinity of the Great
Falls of the Missouri River where the
bears fed on carcasses of bison swept
over the falls. At that time, the bears had
no reason to fear people. The grizzly's lack
of fear, coupled with its inclination to
fight back when threatened or injured,
won it a reputation for ferocity as well as
its scientific name Ursus arctos horribilis.
As civilization spread, grizzly range
receded. Convinced that the bears posed
a threat to them and their livestock, people
exterminated grizzlies near settled areas.
In many places, bounties were placed on
grizzlies. Grizzlies did not retreat into
inaccessible wilderness because they
couldn't tolerate people-on the contrary,
only the grizzlies that already inhabited
inaccessible areas escaped man's
persecution. After little more than a
hundred years, self-perpetuating grizzly
populations remained only in large remote
areas of Wyoming, Montana, and Canada.
Even in Glacier, there were few grizzlies
when the park was established in 1910.
In 1975. the grizzly was designated a
threatened species, one that was not yet in
danger of extinction but would probably
become so if their numbers continued to
decline.

Protecting Bears
and People
Glacier National Park is a natural area, but
a managed natural area. It must be
managed in order to prevent pervasive
human influences from destroying the
very qualities that make it priceless Rather
than manage the park by manipulating
the wilderness and its wild inhabitants,
however, it is human use that is
manipulated in Glacier while the natural
processes are allowed to proceed as they
will You may find a trail closed or fishing
restricted-this is to protect you from the
bears and to protect the bears from
influences you and other people
unintentionally have on them
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F i g . 38 ( C o n t ' d ) . Reproduction of the pamphlet, About Bears, published by
the Glacier Natural History Society.
The pamphlet measures about 28 x 47
cm and includes 15 good q u a l i t y colored photographs.
The pamphlet s e l l s

for $.25.

Are Bears

Bad Tempered
or Friendly?
Neitner
bears are maiviauais One
rnav be more aggressive while another is
more tun-loving But all Dears are solitary
animals and tney won t associate witn
any other bears exceot tneir immediate
family or mates Bears may gather at a
place with aoundant food but this is for
eating not socializing
Bears may be active anytime day or night
most often during morning and evening
twilight When not foraging, they rest in
daybeds- next to a log m a windfall, in
dense brusn or in the depression left by
an uorooted tree
Bears are very intelligent and curious
Altnougn their vision is adequate, they
generally rely on tneir phenomenal senses
of smeli and hearing Wnen a bear first
detects you. it may stand upright, with ears
erect, moving its head back and forth and
sniffing tne air using all its senses to try
to identity what you are It may cautiously
circle you until it picks up your scent
Once it identifies you. u may try to
intimidate you by charging to within
2 meters before it withdraws Grunting,
woofmg. snapping jaws, and neavy
breathing add to the frightening effect
A truly wild Dear will rarely intentionally
attack unless it feels threatened or

investigate a novel obiect il discovers This
naiuraf behavior can lead to trouble in
the presence ol people especially il tne
Dear develops destructive or aggressive
tendencies thai are rewarded witn food

Bear Signs
You may not see a grizzly during your visit
lo Glacier Still, if you are observant, you
may discover that one passed that way
only a few hours earlier Look for its
tracks on the trail-a five-ioed footprint as
long as yours but twice as wide with
claws extending well beyond the toes It's
difficult not to notice a grizzly s massive
dropping of partly digested berries seeds,
and grass (not hay1)
As your trail skirts an alpine meadow look
for areas of turf turned over so recently
that no new plants are growing on the
exposed soil-evidence of a grizzlys feast
on flower bulbs or its pursuit of a
burrowing animal.
In the forest, look for a bear tree-while
standing on its hind legs, a bear bites and
scratches the tree, leaving vertical scratch
marks and peeled bark as high as
4 meters above the ground It seems as
though the bear tries to reach higher each
time than it did the time before (Remember
this it you ever climb a tree to avoid
agnzziy!)

provoked

Lhing in Faniiliar
Territory

No Bears are ommvores- about 90% ol
a bear s diet is made up of me most
nutritious and energy-rich portions of
plants, wnereas about 10% ol its diei
consists of animal matter
Black bears are reluctant to venture far
from iree cover and. unlike grizzlies, prefer
to remain in the forest An unbroken
expanse of forest doesnf provide enough
food however and there must be
openings with grassy meadows berry
patcnes. and streambottoms where the
bears can satisfy their appetites for fresn
vegetation and iuicy insects
Grizzlies, on the otner hand, need habitat
with a variety of evergreen forests, aipine
meadows brushy snowchutes. grasslands
and burned-over areas In the spring,
grizzlies graze on nutritious grass and
horsetail shoots in wet meadows and
roam deer and elk winter ranges and tne
bases of avalanche chutes in search
of carcasses of animals that died during
the winter A grizzly caches uneaten meat
for later meals by covering it witn din.
twigs, and leaves-and guards its
possession vigorously!
As the snow recedes, grizzlies frequent
subalpine meadows grazing on plant
sprouts, digging up the bulbs and roots of
glacier lilies and wild onions, munching on
cow-parsnip, pursuing ground squirrels,
and foraging for ants, beetles, and other
insects. Huckleberry bushes are especially
abundant in burned-over areas, and black
bears as well asgnzzlies gather to feast on
the berries as they ripen in late summer
As winter approaches and the air turns
frosty, grizzlies move toward their den
sites They continue to eat berries,
supplemented with grass and roots

Every bear has a home range which it
knows and frequents The bear has places
in its home range where it can find what
it needs during each season-it remains in
one part of its home range for awhile and
then moves on, traveling to different
areas as snow recedes, plants sprout, and
berries ripen
Having spent most of its life there, a bear
is intimately familiar with its home range.
It knows wnere us neighbors are likely 10
be and avoids them It also knows where
trails are Bears use trails just as people do
since it's easier to travel on a trail than
through the underbrush. Most bears are
aware that people also use trails. If you
travel off-trail, however, you will probably
surprise any bear you meet (a very
dangerous situation1) since it will not be
expecting to see a person there.

For Bears to Eat,
They Must Kill a
Lot, Right?

Raeant grizzly digging

Young bears roam until they find habitat
that is not already occupied. Having been
on its own for only a short while and still
looking tor a home of its own. a young
bear is adventurous and curious about
the world and everything in it. and it
won I hesitate to tackle a challenge or
Grizzly tracxi

The typical grizzly frequents the lowlands
in spring, alpine meadows in midsummer,
and brushland and forest during autumn,
and yet grizzlies are frequently encountered
in dense brush throughout the summer
In fact, the typical" bear is probably as
mythical as the "typical" person. Every
bear is an individual, witn individual likes
and dislikes.
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F i g . 38 (Cont'd). Reproduction of the pamphlet, About Bears, published by
the Glacier Natural History Society. The pamphlet measures about
28 x 47 cm and includes 15 good q u a l i t y colored photographs. The
pamphlet s e l l s f o r $.25.

Favorite Grizzlv F o o d s

What Can You D o
to I n c r e a s e
Your Safety?

Preventing A
C o n f r o n t a t i o n Is Your
Key to Safety

As long as you are in bear country, your
safety cannol be guaranteed There are
some things you can do to minimize the
danger, for yourself and tor those who
follow

If you act wiseiy in oear country, your
chances of becoming involved in a
dangerous confrontation are remote but
the danger cannot be entirely eliminated

While you re in the park, oo what you can
to keep bears from becoming accustomed
to Ihe presence of people nearby or
becoming conditioned to think of food
whenever they see a person Because so
many people have been led 10 beiieve thai
bears are cute buffoons, when they
encounter a real one. unthinking people
don t give it the respect due a wild animal
Even if a bear looks tame, don t approach
if It may ignore you but react violently
the moment you enter its personal
space

W h a t Do B e a r s Need
Besides F o o d ?
Bears have to eat voraciously during the
summer in order to gain enough weight
on which to suOsist during and immediately
after hibernation. So oear habitat must
have a lot of food available. Adeouate food
is not enough, however—bears also need
places for a den and daybeds. and
minimal conflict with people. And these
must be sufficient not iust tor one bear, but
for enough bears to peroetuaie the
population Thus an area of good habitat
must be extensive if bears are to survive
there.

While hikingHike with a friend
Hike only during the day. not ai night or
during twilight.
Make enough noise so that bears will
know you re coming If you and your
companions can't keep up a ioud
conversation, wear a loud bell or dangle
a can of pebbles
Don't wear cosmetics or deodorant or
take loosely wrapped food with you
Women should not hike during tneir
menstrual period.
Use extra caution where hearing or
visibility is limited —in brushy areas, near
a stream, where the trail rounds a bend,
or on windy days
While camping —
Keep your camp clean.
When you re not eating or cooking, store
your food in your car or suspended
high in a tree. Don't underestimate the
ingenuity of a bear!
Use only freeze-dned food, and use a
stove instead of building a campfire
Keep your clothes, tent, and sleeping bag
tree of food odors.
Sleep well away from where you cooked
and where you stored your food
Dispose of your garbage properly-in a
bearproof garbage can or pack it out of
the backcountry Don t bury it Burn
only inedible irash
Remember that a bear will claim any iood
it finds, even yours.

II you are confronted by a bear, do your
besl not to threaten it. but don t show
your tear either Remain calm and slowly
back away, talking quietly lo the bear
Droo something (not food1) lo divert tne
bears attention Dont run since doing so
will only incite tne bear to chase-and you
can t outrun a bear Climb a tree only if
you can reach it without running Tne
Oear may try to intimidate you cy cnarging
but stop before it reaches you
If you are attacked, don't resist Curl up
on the ground protecting your vital spots
and play dead The bear will usually leave
once it thinks it has conquered the threat

D o You C a r e ?
Bears occasionally wander through nearly
every campground .n the park, and one
may well pass through your campsite at
night Finding no food available, it will go
on its way. It you carelessly left any iood
out. though, even your dirty dishes from
supper, ihe bear will do its best to get it
and may damage you or your belongings
in the process And it will return, probably
a little more bold, to look tor food from
the next people who use that campsite
Eventually, tne bear will become so
dangerous that it must be destroyed-for
the protection of other bears as well as
people. All because of thai first careless
person

Be cautious but not fearful—respect the
wild country and its inhabitants
Grimly tmym In an alpina maadow
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and list techniques that may be used to minimize risks (Fig. 39). Another
poster (Fig. 40) is located at backcountry campsites.

All backcountry

campers must obtain a permit and when doing so are given a specific verbal
warning concerning bears.

The warning is then stamped or written on the

permit which must be signed by the permittee.

In addition each permittee

is supplied with a free plastic garbage bag (Fig. 41) carrying bear information, 40 and a copy of the pamphlet Grizzly (Fig. 11) and a second pamphlet entitled Backcountry (Fig. 42). Those who plan to fish are given an
additional pamphlet Fishing Regulations which also contains bear information.
Each evening's interpretive talk must at least comment on bear safety
by explaining the anti-feeding regulations, and by making suggestions for
safe hiking and camping.

At the start of each guided walk the interpreter

must explain what actions will be taken if the group should encounter a
bear during the trip.

When closures prevent an interpretive hike the

interpreter must spend an equivalent amount of time at the trail head or
another appropriate area to present informal talks on bear management.
Interpreters are assigned to the Logan Pass Visitor Centre area whenever a
grizzly is observed.
Glacier's Bear Management Plan is available to the public at any
staff office, Ranger Office or Information Centre.

Additional reports and

research findings are made available at the Park Library, Park Headquarters
and from the Research Biologist.

40 This represents good use of high profile media space.

Fig. 40. Reproduction of the backcountry campsite
poster, Warning, Glacier National Park,
Montana. The poster measures about 15 x
19 cm with black lettering on a green
background.

Fig. 39. Reproduction of the trailhead poster,
Notice To Backcountry Users, Glacier
National Park, Montana.
The poster
measures about 21 x 29 cm with black and
red lettering on a white background.

NOTICE

WARNING

TO BACKCOUNTRY USERS
The back country you are entering is inhabited by black and grizzly bears.
They are usually shy and avoid people, but are potentially dangerous and
may attack without warning. For your safety these precautions are necessary.

THIS AREA IS GRIZZLY BEAR HABITAT. THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF YOUR
When Hiking
1.
2.

Do not travel alone. Do not hike alter dark.
Make your presence known by noise. Use caution where vision is
obstructed.
Do not carry or use odorous loods.
Avoid bears when seen. Never approach or attempt to feed them.

3.
4.

SAFETY WHILE CAMPING IN GRIZZLY COUNTRY; HOWEVER, YOU CAN DECREASE THE
LIKELIHOOD OF BEAR ENCOUNTERS BY:

2.

FROM CAMP AREA.

1.

DO NOT STORE FOOD IN YOUR TENT.

2.
3.

When Fishing
1.

Dispose of entrails and other fish wastes by burning on a hot fire or pack
out in a tight plastic bag.
IMPORTANT: Information on bears is necessary to protect Park visitors.
Report ajl bear sightings, damage, personal injuries to a Park Ranger.
THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF YOUR SAFETY WHILE CAMPING AND HIKING IN GRIZZLY COUNTRY

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
GLACIER NATIONAL PARK
P

GPO > U M

3.

en
en

SEAL FOOD IN PLASTIC BAGS AND HANG HIGH BETWEEN TWO TREES AWAY

When Camping
Do not camp in areas frequented by bears. Sleep near trees when
possible.
Use "Pack-in, Pack-out" policy. Burn all garbage and combustibles.
Carry out trash that will not burn.
Regulations require that all food and cooking gear be suspended 10 feet
above the ground between two trees. In the absence of trees, store food
in airtight containers away from sleeping areas.

i—'

1. KEEPING A CLEAN CAMP.

IF POSSIBLE. DO NOT SLEEP IN CLOTHES YOU WORE WHEN COOKING.

PACKS

AND SLEEPING BAGS SHOULD BE KEPT FREE OF FOOD ODORS. WASH YOUR
HANDS AND FACE BEFORE RETIRING.
4.

CARRY OUT ALL TRASH. DO NOT BURY.
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Fig.

41a (Side 1 ) . Reproduction of the backcountry permittee plastic
garbage bag, Glacier National Park, Montana. The bag measures
about 34 x 40 cm with black lettering on a white background. A
great deal of information has been included on this bag which is
given to all backcountry permittees.

WELCOME
to your

HdBmdTaak
...yonfts to enjoy...f)/iotect...(eeep cfcinl
FOR YOUR SAFETY WHILE USIHG THE BACKCOUNTRY OF THIS NATIONAL PARK, A FEW SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS ARE NECESSARY TO P R O T E a YOU. THE ENVIRONMENT ANO THE ANIMALS THAT LIVE HERE. WILD ANIMALS. LIKE PEOPLE, ARE INTERESTED IN THE SMELL OF FOOD. THEY WILL BECOME TROUBLESOME IF
FOOD SMELLS BECOME TOO PREVALENT. THE ANIMALS. ESPECIALLY BEARS. TRAVEL ON TRAILS TOO, ESPECIALLY AT NIGHT. WITH THESE FACTS IN MINO A
FEW TIPS ANO REGUUTIONS ARE NECESSARY FOR YOUR SAFETY ANO THE PROTECTION OF THE PARK.
AN AREA FKQUENTED BY BEARS IS THE WRONG PLACE TO CAMP. WATCH FOR TRACKS. EXCREMENT AND HAIR RUBBED ON TREES. DO NOT CAMP WHERE THESE
SIGNS ARE EVIDENT. CAMP AWAY FROM TRAILS ANO NEAR CUMBABLE TREES. IF POSSIBLE.
AVOID THE USE OF OPEN FIRES BY COOKING ON A SELF-CONTAINED. PRESSURIZEO STOVE OPEN FIRES ARE NOT PERMITTED IN MANY CAMPING AREAS USE
THIS BAG TO PACK OUT LEFT-OVER REMNANT FOOD ITEMS ANO PACKAGING MATERIALS.
PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING BACKCOUNTRY REGULATIONS:
ALL BACKCOUNTBY TRAVELERS, WHO INTENO TO HAVE A FIRE OR TO CAMP OVERNIGHT, MUST OBTAIN A BACKCOUNTRY USE PERMIT.
PETS, FIREARMS. AND VEHICLES OF ANY KIND, ARE NOT PERMITTED ON TRAILS.
CAMPERS MUST CAMP AT SITES AS AUTHORIZED ON THE PERMIT.
THE CAMPING PERMIT AUTHORIZES THE HOLDER TO BUILD FIRES IN THE BACKCOUNTRY AT SPECIFIC LOCATIONS. THE BUILDING OF FIRES MAY BE PROmBITED
AT CERTAIN TIMES ANO AT CERTAIN LOCATIONS
USE ONLY DEAD AND DOWN WOOD FOR FIRES WHERE PERMITTED. NEVER CUT GREEN VEGETATION FOR ANY PURPOSE.
THE DIGGING OR LEVELING OF THE GROUND AT ANY PLACE IS PROHIBITED. NEVER DRIVE NAILS INTO TREES.
ALL EQUIPMENT MUST BE REMOVED ANO CAMPSITES CLEANED BEFORE DEPARTURE. PACK OUT ALL UNBURNABLE TRASH.
NEVER FEED. MOLEST. OR TEASE ANY WILD ANIMAL
CARRY WASH WATER TO CAMPSITE. DO NOT BATHE OR WASH DISHES OR CLOTHES IN LAKES OR STREAMS
FOLLOW THESE IMPORTANT BACKCOUNTRY MANNERS ANO HELP TO AVOID IMPAIRMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT.
NOTE: CAMPING ANO HIKING REGULATIONS IN WATERTON U K E S NATIONAL PARK VARY FROM THOSE IN GUCIER. CONSULT CANADIAN OFFICIALS BEFORE BEGINNING TRIP. IDENTIFICATION IS REQUIRED OF ALL PARTIES ENTERING WATERTON BY TRAIL FROM GLACIER,
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Fig.

41b (Side 2 ) . Reproduction of the backcountry permittee plastic
garbage bag, Glacier National Park, Montana. The bag measures
about 34 x 40 cm with black lettering on a white background. A
great deal of information has been included on this bag which is
given to all backcountry permittees.

FOR YOUR

TRASH
— t o HOP TOO KEIF YOUR C M * CLEAN

Sp uhctlng m i l l papr, t a t o U m toMu *M oom fctrii
M am ft. ltd wptytog I I U t HUSH CAN you « a tin Mp
—TO g p r a n PARK CLEAN ADD SAFE

REMIATIONS REQUIRE THAT FOOO. COOKINQ UTENSILS AND WOO CONTAINERS RE SUSPENOED. AWAY FROM SLEEPING AREA. ANO AT
LEAST 1 0 FEET ABOVE THE GROUND ANO 4 FEET AWAY FROM ANY TRUNK OR LIMB. IN THE ABSENCE Of TREES. STORE FOOD ANO
COOKING GEAR IN AIRTIGHT CONTAINERS AWAY FROM SLEEPING AREAS. WHERE POSSIBLE, COOK AWAY FROM YOUR SLEEPING AREA
ANO KEEP YOUR CLOTHES ANO SLEEPING BAG CLEAN.

CBORS AHRACT BEARS
• PACK OUT ALL GARBAGE. MAKE SURE ITEMS
SUCH AS EMPTY FOOO CONTAINERS ARE CLEAN
ANO 0 0 0 R FREE.
• WHEN CAMPING. USE FREEZEORIEO FOOO INSTEAD OF FRESH FOOO.
• STORE FOOO IN PLASTIC BAGS OUT OF REACH
OF BEARS ANO WELL AWAY FROM SLEEPING
AREAS.
. SLEEP SOME DISTANCE FROM YOUR COOKING
AREA.
• OONT SLEEP IN THE SAME CLOTHES YOU WORE
WHEN COOKING.
. KEEP SLEEPING BAGS ANO PERSONAL GEAR
CLEAN ANO FREE OF FOOO ODOR.
. COOK WITH GASOLINE OR LIQUID PETROLEUM
BURNERS INSTEAD OF MAKING CAMPFIAES.
. OONT USE PERFUMES. DEODORANTS. ANO
OTHER SWEET SMELLING SUBSTANCES.
.WOMEN SHOULD STAY OUT OF BEAR COUNTRY
DURING THEIR MENSTRUAL PERIOD
. PERSONAL CLEANLINESS IS GOOO INSURANCE.
. HUMAN SEXUAL ACTIVITY ATTRACTS BEARS.

DISPOSE OF YOUR CAMP WASTE P R O P E R L Y PACK IT OUT OF THE BACKCOUNTRY, OONT
BURY IT.
WHERE FIRES ARE PERMITTED, BURN ONLY
INEDIBLE TRASH.
PACK OUT FOOD REMNANTS. CANS, BOTTLES.
FOG, ETC.

REPORT A l l BEAR SIGHTINGS TO A RANGER
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Fig. 42.

Excerpts p e r t a i n i n g t o bears from t h e pamphlet, Backcountry,
which i s given t o a l l backcountry p e r m i t t e e s i n G l a c i e r N a t i o n a l
Park, Montana.

1. A mandatory non-fee fishing permit
and copies of the fishing regulations are
available at all Ranger Stations and
Visitor Centers.2. Some park waters are barren of fish,
so inquire before you plan a long trip.
3. When cleaning fish, do not dispose
of entrails along the streambanks,
lake-shores, or near campsites as they
attract bears.

Consider yourself lucky to see a black or
grizzly bear. But remember . . . the wilderness is their home. Please be a wellmannered guest. Bears are usually shy;
however, make no attempt to approach or
startle them. They have been known to attack

without warning. When hiking make some
noise to alert your presence, or wear a bear
bell on your pack. Never offer food to bears
and never get between a sow and her cub.
As bears have an excellent sense of smell, it
is important to avoid the use of odorous
food. Regulations require that food, cooking
utensils and food containers be suspended,
away from sleeping area, and at least 10 feet
above the ground and 4 feet from any trunk
or limb. In the absence of trees, store food
and cooking gear in airtight containers away
from sleeping areas. Where possible, cook
away from your sleeping area and keep your
clothes and sleeping bag clean.
Report all bear sightings to a ranger.
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Waste Management
Since the mid 1970*s all garbage receptacles in the park have been
bear proofed

(letter box design). Garbage pick-up schedules which are

appendixed to the Plan are carried out to ensure there is no overflow
problem.

For most areas this requires daily pick-up.

In campgrounds where

bear problems have been most common, the pick up is made last each day.
All garbage is hauled to either the town of Kali spell or Browning both of
which are a distance from the Park boundary.
Of particular note is the fact that Glacier includes stipulations
requiring proper handling and storage of food and waste on all concessionaire permits and contracts.

That the park is serious about enforcement of

these regulations is made clear in an annual letter mailed to each operator.
Park residents are also required to follow stringent garbage handling
regulations.

Those residents without bear proof holding facilities must

store receptacles indoors. Uncleaned barbecue grills or pet food cannot be
left outside.

These requirements along with a caution that they will be

strictly enforced are mailed annually to each resident.
A pack-in pack-out garbage policy is used for all backcountry users.
Small signs (Fig. 43) prohibiting the dumping of garbage in pit toilets are
being installed in every outhouse (Blair 1983).

Backcountry concession-

aires must store all garbage indoors until it can be removed by pack
animal.
Glacier is currently experimenting with

a fish entrail

program whereby entrails are thrown back into the lake.

disposal

According to

regulations entrails are to be either burned or packed out; both methods
pose obvious problems. Thus far the experiment is limited to 2 lakes which
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Fig. 43.

Reproduction of the poster, Warning, which is placed in all
the backcountry outhouses of Glacier National Park, Montana.
Visitor garbage thrown down outhouse holes not only attracts
bears and other scavengers but also necessitates more frequent relocation of the outhouse once the 'hole' becomes
full. The poster is constructed of strong flexible plastic
and measures about 14 x 22 cm with red lettering on a white
background.

WARNING
Garbage In Pit Toilets Attracts Grizzly Bears!
For Your Protection And The Safety Of Other Campers
Do Not Throw Garbage Into Pit Toilets
Think Of The Next Hiker.And Pack AH Garbage Out

THANK YOU!
Glacier National Park

Fig. 44.

1 1 83

Tenting enclosure provides an area for tenters in a campground restricted to hardsided units only. It has been in
use for many seasons and has been well received by the
public.
Many Glacier Campground, Glacier National Park,
Montana.

L 0>,
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have been adequately signed to explain the project.
indicate this to be a successful

Preliminary results

technique and park authorities expect

there will soon be a change to regulations to make this method universal.

Food Storage
As noted under the Yellowstone section (page 95) the U.S. Government
has enacted regulations pertaining to proper storage of food.
Glacier maintains strict enforcement of this regulation.

Autocamp

areas having a history of bear problems are equipped with at least one food
sling

while

similar

devices

are

provided

at many

of

the

backcountry

campsites.

Management of Human Activities
At least 6 methods are currently employed to control visitor activities.
•The opening dates of campgrounds having a history of early season
incidents is delayed while those campgrounds showing late season
problems are closed early.
•Two auto campgrounds are restricted to hard sided units throughout
the year. (This is similar to the Yellowstone program). Temporary
restrictions can be applied to other campgrounds should the need
arise. Apparently the restriction does evoke some adverse reaction
from tenters who are offered an alternative campground in a safer
location (Haraden 1982:pers.comm.). A sleeping enclosure (Fig. 44)
at the Many Glacier Campground (hard sided restriction)^ offers an
alternative to tenters, cyclists or itinerant backpackers.
The

41 The hardsided restriction was applied to Many Glacier after a 1976
grizzly inflicted human fatality. Only one black bear has been observed
in the campground since that date although numerous grizzlies have been
observed on the open slopes surrounding the area (Many Glacier Park
Ranger 1982:pers.comm.). Pentilla (1983) has mentioned that the
hardsided restriction prevents incidents simply because it is easier to
properly store food in a camper unit. Hence the restriction is mainly a
means of food storage control.
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enclosure, although admittedly unaesthetic, is well accepted by the
public.
•Warning posters (Fig. 22) are posted at trailheads when a grizzly is
observed less than 300 metres from a maintained trail or backcountry
campsite. If the bear is not observed after two consecutive routine
patrols the sign is removed.
•Closure of areas, trails or campsites is a commonly used management
technique in Glacier. In the 1981 season alone there were approximately 50 area closures each in effect for a minimum of 7 days (Frye
1982:pers.comm.). 42
Generally closures are implemented for one of
the following reasons:
•when a bear remains in a close proximity to a
maintained trail or backcountry campsite even
though there is no human interaction and the
animal continues feeding on natural foods and
displays neutral behaviour;
•when a bear is found feeding on carrion that is
in close proximity to maintained trails or
backcountry campsites;
•when a bear found in close proximity to maintained trails or backcountry campsites, displays aggression, damages equipment, obtains
unnatural food or appears habituated to humans;
closure of a developed area may be implemented
for any of these reasons;
•when a bear inflicts personal injuries or death
regardless of the location;
•a temporary closure may be implemented while
reports of an incident are confirmed or denied.
•Closed areas are patrolled at set intervals and may not be opened
until 2 consecutive patrols indicate the danger has been reduced or 7
days have elapsed since the posting. Fig. 22 illustrate the highly
visible closure signs.
Note might be taken that each sign is
constructed of a light yet strong weatherproof plastic material. The
sign's colour is reserved for bear warnings and closures only. A
caution as to the illegality of removing the sign is printed at the
bottom to deter would be souvenir collectors.
•Quotas exist for all backcountry campgrounds thereby limiting the

42 The extensive huckleberry stands on the Apgar Range attract many bears.
As a result the area is now routinely closed to visitors during the
August through October period.
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number of overnight parties. Quotas are continually evaluated and
may be adjusted to provide greater safety and less impact.
•Patrols of developed and backcountry areas are performed routinely by
enforcement personnel. Large auto campgrounds are staffed 10 hours
per day (1200 to 2200 hrs) 7 days a week by a campground Ranger who,
as one of his main duties, ensures that food and garbage are properly
stored and supplies direct information about bear safety. Approximately 200-300 warnings and 20-30 citations are issued each year for
improperly stored food or garbage (Frye 1982:pers.comm.). One backcountry area (Granite Park)^3 that has been a source of frequent
bear incidents is manned full time by a Ranger trained in bear
management techniques.
Management of Problem Bears
Criteria for capturing, marking, releasing and destroying bears have
been set out in the Plan.
Captures are made under the following criteria:
• when area closures have failed to deter a bear from frequenting a
backcountry campsite even though the bear is foraging on natural
foods, exhibiting neutral behaviour and no human interactions have
occurred;
• when a bear poses a threat in a developed area even though there is
no human interaction; this does not include bears who may be passing
through the area;
• when a bear, attracted to a roadside or developed area by carrion,
remains in the area after the carrion has been removed;
•when a bear is observed several times at a roadside area even though
there is no human interaction;
•when a bear exhibits aggressive behaviour, causes property damage in
a camp, obtains unnatural food, or becomes overly familiar with
humans;
• when a bear causes human injury or death.

43 A bear proof hiker shelter is soon to be built here as a result of the
high number of bear incidents. The proposed construction is a point of
controversy.
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Capture techniques include the use of culvert traps, Aldrich leg hold
snares, and free ranging immobilizations with M99/M50 or Ketamine/Rompun.
Bears captured for reasons 1 through 4 may be relocated within the
Park at one of 5 preselected areas for grizzlies or 7 preselected areas for
blacks.

Bears, captured for reasons 5 or 6, are to be relocated outside

the Park or destroyed.

Regardless of the reason for capture, grizzlies

are, whenever possible, to be released outside the Park as per arrangements
with outside agencies.

All released bears are ear tagged in such a manner

as to permit identification by tag44 placement and colour.
Bears are destroyed only if capture criteria are met plus one of the
following criteria:
•the bear is involved in a life threatening emergency
•capture is not feasible or cannot be made promptly
•capture attempts have failed
•a release site (outside the park) is not available.
Grizzly carcasses are sent to a lab to determine age, physical measurements, parasite loads, stomach content and other related biophysical
data (Haraden 1982:pers.comm.). Only the heads of black bears are sent for
analysis.

Training

An exceptionally fine training program is conducted each year in
Glacier.

During a 3-5 day training session park employees involved in the

bear management program gather to review procedures.

Table 14 l i s t s the

44 Glacier uses large Rototag eartags colour coded to species to allow
easier identification, especially by visitors.
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Table 14.

Agenda 3 for the 1982 annual bear management training session,
Glacier National Park, Montana.
Glacier National Park
BEAR MANAGEMENT TRAINING
June 22, 23, 24, 1982
Community Hall

June 22
8:30-

8:45

INTRODUCTION

Supt. 4 Chief Ranger

8:45 -

9:15

1982 BEAR MANAGEMENT PLAN

Res. Mgmt. Specialist

9:15 -

9:45

PARK RESEARCH PROGRAM

Research Biologist

10:00 - 10:30

REPORTING. PROCEDURES, BIMS
APPLICATIONS

Blacker

10:30 - 11:00

INVESTIGATION OF ACCIDENTS

Supv. Pk. Rgr. Ryder

11:00 - 12:00

DRUG USE AND SECURITY

Rangers Blair & Frye

12:00 -

1:00

LUNCH

1:00 -

4:30

USE OF CAP-CHUR EQUIPMENT, SNARE
TECHNIQUES 4 CULVERT TRAPPING

Ranger Frye 4 Team

MANAGEMENT ACTION PROCEDURES

Ranger Frye

BEAR IDENTIFICATION

Ranger Penttila

June 23
8:30-

9:30

9:30 - 10:00
10:00 - 10:30
10:30 - 11:30
11:30 - 12:00
12:00 - 1:00

RELOCATION: PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA. Ranger Ryder
FIREARMS SAFETY
Rangers Blair, Penttila,
4 Vis. Prot. Spec.
OPEN
LUNCH

1:00 -

2:00

PHARMACOLOGICAL ASPECTS AND PROPERTIES
OF TRANQUILIZING AGENTS - USE OF
BIOCIDES

2:00 -

4:30

FIRST AID PROCEDURES FOR ACCIDENTAL
HUMAN INJECTION OF TRANQUILIZING AGENTS

4:30

FIREARMS QUALIFICATIONS, CAMAS RANGE

June 24
8:30 -

3

Source: Glacier National Park, Montana.

Burns, Blair 4 Bell
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agenda^ for the 1982 training session which was attended by approximately
50 employees including rangers, trail crew, fireguards, information centre
attendants, interpreters and upper level managers.
Training is also supplied to concession employees, maintenance crews
and administration clerks.

Concession employees must sign a sheet indica-

ting that they attended a training/orientation session and received a bear
information package (Blair 1983).

Table 15 summarizes the level of train-

ing given to all parties.

Emergency Procedures
Emergency procedures are included in the Field Guidelines for Bear
Management Actions (Table 16) under the section dealing with injuries or
human fatalities.

Mote should be taken of the use of a special "investi-

gative team" trained especially for such incidents.

Note might also be

made that the annual training program includes a session reviewing emergency procedures.

Research Planning
In order to provide scientific criteria for the Bear Management Plan,
research is to be conducted, co-ordinated and encouraged by the Park.
annual

in-house workshop

priorize research needs.

is conducted

to review

research

An

results, and

An annual research plan is appended to the Bear

Management Plan.

45 The author attended this session and found it to be of exceptionally
fine quality.
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Table 15.

Information distribution plan used to train various levels of park
employees and residents, Glacier National Park, Montana.
INFORMATION DISTRIBUTION PLAN*

Audience

Responsible
Individual

Information (cumulative list from top
to bottom)

All visitors

Chief Naturalist

Entering bear country: Keep a clean
camp:...do not feed animals, all bears
are dangerous.
Report all bear observations.
Overnight backcountry use requires
registration at information centre.*
More information available at ranger
stations and information centers.

Residents and
Inholders

Assistant Superintendent

Specific requirements andprocedures
for handling garbage. Appendix 5.
Letters to inholders and memos to
employees.

Concession employees
and backcountry
users

Assistant Superintendents and
Chief Naturalist

Backcountry regulations.
Pack in/pack out garbage from
backcountry.
How to minimize risks of hiking and
camping in bear country.

Concession employees

Assistant Superintendent

Distribute packets to all concession
employees and receive a receipt.

All Glacier Park
employees

Chief Ranger

General Bear Safety. Report violation
of park regulations.
Notebooks containing plan and research
available 1n subdistricts and
information centers.

N.P.S. Employees

Personnel Officer

Distributes bear orientation
information to seasonal employees.

Gate Rangers, Dist.
Office Admin. Clerks
4 front desk personnel

Chief Ranger

How to counsel backcountry users.
How to use bear monitoring system.

Trail crew, Maintenance and Information
Center personnel

Chief Naturalist

How to handle and control crowds or
groups of observers.

Interpreters

Chief Naturalist

How to handle guided hikes and
visitors when bears are observed.

Seasonal Rangers 4
Fire Guards
trails.

Chief Ranger

How to assist with managing bears.
Procedure for posting/closing/opening

Law enforcement
personnel

Visitor Protection
Spec.

Regulations and enforcement.
Handling traffic.

Permanent Rangers 4
Supt's Staff

Res. Mgr. Spec. 4
Research Biologist

Managing bears, using monitoring
system 4 objectives and procedures of
ongoing research

*

Information center refers to visitor and information centers and information
desks at district/subdistrict offices.
The audience who will be informed is Identified in the first column. The individual responsible for distributing the information is identified in the second
column. In the third column is a list of the information which will be distributed. This list is cumulative from top to bottom. Visitors must receive at
least the information in the first block of the Table; park residents (listed
in the second block) must receive at least all the information in that block
and anything above and so on. The information to be distributed becomes more
specialized as one moves down the list. The Superintendent's staff, listed at
the bottom, must be aware of all information listed throughout the Table.

a

Adapted from U.S.D.I. 1982a:Table 3.21.

Table 16. Field guidelines for bear management actions. Glacier National Park, Montana.*
OFF TRAIL AREAS
(greater distance than 300m
from maintained trail or
road)
BEAR SIGHTING
(No human Interaction)

MAINTAINED TRAILS AND AREAS
(less than 300m from trails)

1. Obtain bear report details • >1. Obtain bear report details
and notify Resource Mgmt ext.254 and notify Resource Mgmt
ext. 254
2. Investigate and monitor
additional reports for poten2. Post bear frequenting signs
tial mgmt actions
on both ends of appropriate
trail segments
3. Investigate/monitor additional reports
4. Bear observed remaining in
the area, feeding naturally,
and/or displaying neutral
behaviour
a. Close and patrol
b. Notify 720 of closure
and DOCUMENT
5. Photograph and ID if
possible

BACKCOUNTRY CAMPSITES
1. Obtain bear report
details and notify
Resource Mgmt ext. 254

1. Obtain bear report details, and notify Resource
Mgmt ext. 254

2. Post bear frequenting
signs

2. INVESTIGATE. Notify
people in area and advise to
keep foodstuffs secure
a. Bear observed:
1. Control people
2. Direct people to
safe areas
3. If bear is determined to be of no
threat, and is
passing throughPhotograph and I.0.
4. If bear constitutes
a threat:
(a) TRANSLOCATE
b. Bear not observed:
1. PATROL and MONITOR
additional reports
for potential
future mgmt actions

3. Investigate and monitor
additional reports
4. Bear observed remaining
in area, feeding naturally
and/or displaying neutral
behaviour.
a. CLOSE and PATROL
b. Notify 720 Control and
DOCUMENT
c. Assist campers in
moving to another
camping area.
d. Photograph and ID
e. Attempt to TRANSLOCATE
5. Bear not observed during
patrols or bear translocated
a. Open area, monitor
additional reports
b. Notify 720 and
DOCUMENT

BEAR FEEDING
ON CARRION

1. Obtain bear report details,
and notify Resource Mgmt
2. Investigate and photograph
if possible
3. Notify backcountry users
of existing situation
4. If carrion is an area of
high visitor use potential:
a. CLOSE
b. Notify 720 and DOCUMENT
c. PATROL until carrion
consumed
d. Carrion consumed, bear
out of area.
1. OPEN
2. Notify 720 Control
and DOCUMENT

1. CLOSE
2. Notify 720 Control and
DOCUMENT
3. Obtain bear report details and notify Resource
Mgmt. ext. 254

RESIDENT/BUSINESS, AUTO
CAMPGROUNDS AND LOGAN
PASS

6. PATROL until carrion
consumed and bear leaves site
a. OPEN
b. Notify 720 Control and
DOCUMENT

ROADSIDES
1. Isolated bear sighting.
a. Investigate
b. Obtain bear report
details and notify
Res. Mgmt ext. 254
2. Several sightings
indicated:
a. INVESTIGATE, photograph, if possible
b. CONTROL PEOPLE
people have been
secured
d. Notify 720 Control
and DOCUMENT

i—*

co

3. Notify 720 Control and
DOCUMENT

1. Remove carrion. Clean
up site

1. Remove carrion and
clean up site

2. ALERT and CONTROL PEOPLE

2. CONTROL PEOPLE/TRAFFIC

3. PATROL

3. MONITOR additional
reports

4. TRANSLOCATE, if bear
remains in area

4. PATROL area

4. INVESTIGATE
5. Move c a r r i o n ,
possible

if

5. Notify 720 Control and
DOCUMENT
6. Bear report to Resource
Mgmt ext. 254

5. Obtain bear report
details and notify Resource
Mgmt ext. 254
6. If bear remains in area,
TRANSLOCATE

Table 16.(Cont'd)
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OFF TRAIL AREAS
(greater distance than 300m
from maintained trail or
road)

AGGRESSIVE
BEHAVIOUR, TORE
UP CAMP, OBTAINED OTHER
THAN NATURAL
FOODS, OR
OVERLY FAMILIAR WITH HUMANS

1. Close area
2. Notify 720 and document
3. Investigate:
a. Photograph and ID
b. Law enforcement action may
be indicated
4. Attempt to remove bear
5. Bear observed:
a. REMOVE
b. Obtain bear report details
and notify Res. Mgmt
ext. 254
c. OPEN
d. TTotTfy 720 Control and
DOCUMENT

BEAR INJURY
AND/OR FATALITY OF HUMAN

MAINTAINED TRAILS AND AREAS
(less than 300m from trails)

BACKCOUNTRY CAMPSITES

6. Bear not observed:
a. Prepare to REMOVE target bear
b. PATROL and closely MONITOR additional
reports for return of target bear to
same or another area
c. Keep area CLOSED until information indicates that the bear has moved to another
area
d. OPEN after patrols indicate target bear
is not in area
e. Obtain bear report details and notify
Resource Mgmt ext. 254
f. Notify 720 Control and DOCUMENT
g. Maintain ALERT status for return of
bear

1. CLOSE area
2. Notify 720 Control and
begin DOCUMENTATION
3. Notify Subdistrict Ranger
adjacent to area & Dist.
Ranger
a. Secure Investigative
Team if warranted
4. INVESTIGATE
5. Bear observed at scene:
a. REMOVE (for destruction
in alI fatalities)
b. Notify 720 Control
c. Area OPENED only by Subdistrict Ranger and District
Ranger concurrence
d. Obtain bear report information and notify Res. Mgmt
ext. 254

* NOTE: EXCEPTION MAY BE ALLOWED FOR
NATURAL DEFENSIVE ACTION

6. Bear not observed:
a. Attempt to REMOVE (for
destruction in all fatalities)
b. PATROL and MONITOR additional
reports for return of bear to
same or different area
c. Obtain bear report details
and notify Res. Mgmt ext. 254
d. Keep area CLOSED until
subdistrict Ranger and/or Dist.
Ranger feel threat is over
e. Notify 720 Control and DOCUMENT
f. Maintain ALERT status for
return of bear
* CONSIDERATION MUST BE GIVEN
TO BEARS EXHIBITING NATURAL
DEFENSIVE ACTIONS EVEN IN
THE CASE OF PERSONAL INJURY

RESIDENT/BUSINESS, AUTO
CAMPGROUNDS AND LOGAN
PASS
1. Investigate:
a. CLOSE as necessary
insure safety
b. Law enforcement action
may be indicated

ROADSIDES
2. Notify 720 Control
and DOCUMENT
3. Maintain alert status
for return of target bear

2. CONTROL PEOPLE
3. Attempt to remove bear:
a. BEAR REMOVED
T T O P E N AREA
2. Notify 720 and
DOCUMENT
b. BEAR NOT REMOVED
1. Maintain closure,
patrol and monitor
additional reports,
open after patrols
indicate bear target bear is no
longer in area
1. CLOSE area adjacent to
scene, notify Subdistrict
Ranger
2. Auto Campground: CLOSE
and CONTROL PEOPLE
3. Notify 720 Control
4. INVESTIGATE. Investigative assistance may be
needed. Contact Law
Enforcement Specialist
5. Bear observed:
a. REMOVE
b. TJPET c. KotTfy 720 Control
and DOCUMENT

a Adapted from U.S.D.I. 1982a:l-3 Appendix 7. The Park is considering deleting this table from future bear management plans.

* IN ALL CASES NOTIFY ALL
PEOPLE IN AREA OF
APPROPRIATE PRECAUTIONS

i—•

CO
6. Bear not observed:
a. PATROL and MONITOR
b. Attempt to remove target
c. Keep area CLOSED until
Subdistrict Ranger and/
or Dist. Ranger feel
threat is over
d. Notify 720 Control
and DOCUMENT
e. Maintain ALERT status
for return of bear
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Regional Management
The only co-operative agreement currently i n place allows researchers
from adjacent

lands

to

radiotrack

collared

bears

inside

the park.

A

regional program s i m i l a r to t h a t of Yellowstone may come about in the not
too d i s t a n t future (Kendall 1983:pers.comm.).

JASPER NATIONAL PARK.

Jasper National Park, which was established i n 1907, now encompasses
10,878 km^ of mountainous t e r r a i n in west central

Alberta.

The park

is

inhabited by an estimated population of at l e a s t 200 black and 100 g r i z z l y
bears.46

Since the early

1960's v i s i t a t i o n

has grown by

approximately

8.5% per annum to reach figures of over 1.9 m i l l i o n during 1981.
I f t o t a l relocations plus destructions are used as an i n d i c a t i o n of a
park's bear management a c t i v i t y , Jasper (Tables 1 and 2) can be seen as the
Canadian

'hot s p o t ' .

California's

In f a c t Jasper i s second i n North America only

Yosemite National

Park.

Management

data for

to

the

1962-82

In 1981 the Park introduced a sophisticated plan e n t i t l e d

Interim

period i s shown in Table 17.

Bear Management Guideline

(Parks Canada 1981i)

management program i n minute d e t a i l .

which outlines

the

bear

The f o l l o w i n g i s a synopsis of the

Park's program based on the Guideline and discussions with park personnel.

Program Objectives
Jasper's program has six objectives:

46 Park managers feel there is no good data upon which to base population
estimates.
Hence, even the minimum figures given may be erroneous
(Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.)

Table 17.

Bear management data* for Jasper National Park, 1962-1982.

Visitation"

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

*
"

392,987
468,579
480,102
522,658
595,164
652,186
834,748
1,135,558
1,317,279
1,430,370
1,501,632
1,624,746
1.709,770
1,585,738
1,650,505
1,713,670
1,770,872
1,849,632
1,946,630
1.937,436
1,859,194

Injur1esc

Fatalities'1

Injury/Fatal1tyd
Rate

1

.191

3
3

.359
.264

4
5
1
1
3
1
5
3
3

.266
.308
.058
.063
.182
.058
.282
.162
.154

Incidents6

Destructions^

84
246
180
128

10
26
17
10
20
9
16
3
14
35
10
18
23
18
12
15
11
4
27
17
5

Relocations*1

Closures"

Enforcement"

73
12
2
23
12
14
19
60
19
58
98
55
45
43
33
23
56
48
3

t—'

1
6
9

co
i—•

9

Black and grizzly data combined.
Data from Parks Canada (1977; 1978: 261 and 1983: 295).
Injury and Fatality data 1962-79 from Kaye (1982). Data for 1980-82 from Woody (1980, 1981, 1982).
d
Injury/Fatality Rate 1s the number of Injuries or f a t a l i t i e s per 100,000 v i s i t o r s .
6
Incident data Is d i f f i c u l t to compare due to variation 1n reporting terminology. For example, the 1979-80 data Is reported as 'complaints of
both black and grizzly problems' (Woody 1981); 1982 data reported as 'complaints' and 'Incidents' for both species (Woody 19R2).
f
Data 1962-80 from Kaye (1981). Data 1981-82 from Woody (1981, 1982). All figures are for Intentional management destructions. Relocation
data Is d i f f i c u l t to compare due to variation 1n reporting terminology. For example, the term 'handled' Includes bears destroyed by
management or by vehicles plus relocated bears (Woody 1981). Also I t Is d i f f i c u l t to determine whether figures represent the actual number
of relocation attempts or the number of different bears relocated. For example Woody (1981) reports a total of 86 black bear relocations
while Kaye (1981) reports 56 bears 'handled'.
9 Data from Woody (1980, 1981, 1982). Figures do not Include permanent closures such as at the l a n d f i l l s i t e .
h Data from Woody (1982). The figure represent the number of charges laid related to I l l e g a l feeding or Improper garbage disposal.
6

•
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•To protect human life and property.
•To maintain viable bear populations.
•To make available accurate and current bear information to the park user.
•To encourage, initiate, and actively participate in
inter-agency co-operative efforts leading toward
improved management practices.
•To monitor human and bear activities and their
inter-relationships for the guidance of and improvement to management actions.
•To identify and encourage
improve management actions.

research

required

to

Organization Structure
A

so-called

"Bear Management Committee" comprised of all

section

heads, the Bear Management Warden, and the Assistant Chief Park Warden sits
twice a year to discuss garbage handling practices and make recommendations
to the Superintendent.
of bear management.47

The Committee does not deal with any other aspects
Responsibilities of all

park

staff are clearly

outlined.

Evaluation
The bear management

program

is reviewed

annually

by

a group of

wardens (Resource Management Committee) who submit updating recommendations
to the

Superintendent.

No

evaluation

criteria

been

formalized,

however the number of handlings, destructions and successful

relocations

47 The Committee would be more appropriately
Committee (Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.).

named

have

the Solid Waste
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are generally thought to be the unofficial evaluation criteria (Woodrow
1983:pers.comin.).

Monitoring
Nine different forms are used to collect information on all management actions and sightings.

This information is sent to the Warden Office

where the Duty Warden compiles a Daily Bear Report.

This report is sent to

the Superintendent who ensures that copies are sent to all

information

outlets.
One effective technique is the use of the detailed Yellowstone Bear
Sighting form (Fig. 9) to assist visitors in completing their observations.
With the exception of wildlife observations which are handled by a
computerized system (CANSIS) 48 , all data is hand sorted and collated.
3-4 month

return

delay

The

in wildlife observations make the computerized

system of little use to bear management except for long term planning.

The

Park has recently purchased its own computer which may soon make rapid
manipulation of data a reality.

Public Information
Jasper's entire bear information program relies very heavily on the
content and distribution of one pamphlet, You Are in Bear Country (Parks
Canada 1981k) shown in Figure 45.

Although provision is made for posting

of other bear related information, to date the pamphlet remains the main

^ 8 CANSIS = Canadian Soil Information System.

Fig. 45. Reproduction of the English text of the Parks Canada pamphlet, You are in Bear Country. The pamphlet measures about 22 x 45 cm with black and red lettering on a white background. This pamphlet is
Parks Canada's main instrument for dispersing bear information. The front page of the pamphlet,
which contains the pamphlet t i t l e and a line drawing of a bear, have been omitted from the reproduction shown here.
You art; in Bear Country
lis been tbeu home tot thousands of yean. You are the visitor.
Basts are wild animals that demand your respect. They a n
strong. They are agile. Respect them. They will defend themselves.
their young and ifeeir territory if they feet threatened.
Know ledge and alertness can help you avoid an encounter with
a bear.

All Bears are Potentially Dangerous

aa open invitation. After eating, put garbage in containers provided
by the park.

Bear Confrontations

In the backcountry. camp off animal or walking trails and near
Urge spandy brariched trees you can climb if necessary.

If you see a bear at a distance, make a wide detour or leave the
•ret at once. If you cannot make a detour or retreat, wail until the bear
moves away from your path - always leave the animal an escape
route.

If you notice fresh bear signs, choose another area.
Food smells can permeate your tent and your clothing and
attract a bear. Never store food or eel in your lent. Cook away from
your tent and use petroleum-fired stoves instead of making
campfires. Freeze-dried foods, besides being lightweight, are
relatively odorfree.

They are unpredictable and can infltd serious injury. Because
of (he danger. NEVER feed or approach a bear. It is unlawful to entice,
approach or feed hears - this is to protect both you and the animal.

Store food in airtight containers. Cache it away from your lent,
preferably suspended from a tree fat least 4 m up and 1 m away from
the trunk)

Every bear has individual behavior characteristics. Not even
the experts can be sure how one will react in a particular situation.

Pack out all non-combustible garbage to the nearest container.
Burying it is useless and dangerous. Bears can easily smell it and dig
it up. The attracted bear may then become a danger to the next group
of hikers,

Black and i'nutU Bears
Black bears can be found in most of Canada's national parks.
The western and northern national parks are a sanctuary for the
grizzly.
Black bean adapt readily to human environment and they are
seen more frequently than grizzlies. The black bear prefers heavilywooded areas and dense bushland year-round. In summer, the
grizzly is most often found in the alpine country, while in the spring
and fall, it inhabits valley bottoms. The promise of easily-obtained
food may lure both black and grizzly bears into areas occupied by
humans.

Avoid a Hear Encounter
Bears feel threatened if surprised — so try to warn them of your
presence. Hike in a group. Whistle, talk, sing or carry a noise-maker
such as W i s or a ran containing stones. Most bears will leave if they
are aware of your presence.
Be especially alert when travelling into the wind. The bear may
not get your scent and be unaware of your approach. In dense bush
and near rushing water, don't depend on your noisemaker being
heard.
Stay in the open as much as possible and avoid food sources
such as bury patches and carcass remains. Watch for bear signs tracks, fresh diggings and moist droppings. NEVER go near a bear
cub. A female bear will attack if she thinks Iter cub is in danger.

Avoid scented cosmetics, soaps and deodorants.
Evidence suggests that the risk of bear attacks on women may
increase during menstruation.

You may still encounter a bear, despite taking precautions

Don't throw slicks or stones at a bear - it may provoke i n attack.
Attacks
Both black bears and grizzlies can be aggressive. Moat attacks
result from surprising a bear, coming between a sow and her cubs or
coming loo close to carrion or other food sources. Bears will rarely
attack unless they feel threatened or provoked.

io the air. it is trying to identify you. Remain still and speak in low
tones. This may indicate to it that you intend no harm.
As less your surroundings before you act.
If you meet an aggressive grizzly in a wooded area, speak softly
and back slowly toward a tree At the same time slowly remove your
pack and set it on the ground to distract the bear.
Pick a tall, climbible tree and climb as high as you can. Adult
grizzlies don't usually climb trees, but large ones can easily reach up
to three metres (or 10 feet). Be quiet - noise may attract the bear's
attention.
Black bears are agile climbers so a tree may not offer an escape.

There is no guaranteed life-saving method of handling an
aggressive bear. Bui some behavior patterns have proved more
successful than others.

If you are at tacked you may. asa last resort.have to'play dead."
Drop to the ground face down, lift your legs up to your chest and
clasp your hands over the back of your neck. Wearing your pack will
shield your body. Bears have been known to inflict minor injuries
under these circumstances. II lakes courage to lie still but resistance
would be useless.

Running is not a good solution. Most bears can run as fast as a
racehorse. A piercing noise or sudden movements such as running,
can trigger an attack. If a bear rears on its hind legs and waves its nose

Sometimes bears will bluff their way out of a threatening
situation by charging and then veering away at the last second. Back
away quietly — never run!

Trv In Keep Cilni! .\SM-S\ the Situation

Bears, Man and National Parks
Black hear
Colour

fl/fsus amerkaaus I'ullm)
varies (rum pure black to cinnamon or blond. Most are
black with brownish muzzle: often a while patch
below throat or across chest.
Height:
about 90 cm at the shoulder
Length;
about 1.5 m
Weight:
ranges from 57 kg to more than 270 kg. Females are
generally smaller than males.
Distinguishing characteristics:
Smallest member of the North American bear
family. Usually has straight facial profile and tapered
nose with long nostrils. Feel are flat-soled with short
curved claws. Smaller than grizzly and has a higher
head carriage and straighler shoulder-rump line. Agile
climber.

(•riz/lv bear (Unus arttuf honibilis Ordf
Colour
varies from black to blond: frequently with whitelipped fur. giving a grizzled appearance.
Height:
a little over 1 m at the shoulder: reaches IB to 2 m
when standing on hind legs.
Weight:
averages about 200 kg; some weigh up to 450 kg.
Females are generally smaller than males.
Distinguishing characteristics:
Prominent humps over the shoulders formed by
the muscles of massive forelegs. Sloping back line.
Dished or concave face. Long curved claws.
A small grizzly is often difficult to distinguish from a Urge
black bear. Treat all bears with extreme caution.

Bears are an important part of the park ecosystem in which
they occur and are worthy of continued protection.
The number of bear attacks thit have occurred in national parks
is small, especially considering the number of visitors each year.
Many of them have been the result of unfortunate coincidence but
some have been brought about by carelessness and ignorance.
To promote understanding of the interaction between bears and
man. a film. Bears and Man. has been produced by Parks Canada. II is
available at Parks Canada's Western Regional Office in Calgary and at
National Film Board outlets.
Our national parks are dedicated to the protection of all
wildlife. With your co-operation, we can live up to this concept.

Keep trails and campgrounds clean.

Report any bear sightings or carrion locations to the nearest warden
office.

Don't take your dog into the backcountry. The sight, scent and
behavior of a dog often infuriates a bear and may bring on an attack.
Your pet may coaat running back to you with the bear in pursuit.
Suggestions for safe i ampin*
Bears will eat almost anything. Don't encourage a bear by
leaving food, garbage or even cooking equipment and utensils
around. Keep your campsite clean. Carbage-lrained bears associate
food with humans and soon lose their fear of man. Because of this
lots of fear, the best might become a danger to campers and have to be
destroyed.
In established campgrounds put away stoves or barbecues
when not in use. Lack food in the trunk of your vehicle or bang it high
in a tree away item the main trunk. Don't leavediriy utensils around
the campsite. Don't cook or eat in your lent. The lingering odors are
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form of information.

As such it is prominently displayed and available at

no cost at all high visitor use areas.

In addition the pamphlet is avail-

able, upon request, to those purchasing a Park Motor Licence.

Anyone

acquiring a Park Use Permit, Certificate of Registration or a Camping
Permit for one of four bear prone auto campgrounds is offered the pamphlet.

Campers using these four areas are verbally warned of the bear prob-

lem and asked to store food and garbage properly (Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.).
A free plastic litter bag (Fig. 46) which contains only a cursory
mention of bears and garbage storage procedures is given to all backcountry
permittees.
Two permanent warnings located at all vehicle entry points give a
general caution about the possibility of dangerous wildlife and the unlawfulness of feeding wildlife (Fig. 47 and 48).
Strict control over the content of bear information released by non
warden personnel is maintained by the screening of all information by the
Chief Park Warden.
Most interpretive personnel deliver a 5 minute talk on bear/human
problems and draw attention to the pamphlet at the beginning of each
program (Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.).
Each year a package of information explaining the garbage regulations
and their implications to bear management is sent to all residents.

Waste Management
As mentioned previously (page 55), garbage management in all national
parks is governed by the National Parks Garbage Regulations.

Accordingly

Jasper's approach to garbage handling is to enforce these regulations.
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Fig. 46. Reproduction of the Parks Canada plastic garbage bag. Fig. 46a
shows side 1 and Fig. 46b shows side 2. Only the English text is
shown here. The bag measures about 34 x 54 cm with black lettering
on a yellow background. Like its U.S. counterpart (Fig. 41) the
bag is given to backcountry campers.

Uttering kills!
Les dechets tuent!

Fig. 46a

^

Fig. 46b

y

Notice
This bag may be.used to carry water
to completely extinguish your campfire
— never leave a campfire unattended.
For emergency warning, tear along
bottom and one side, unfold and use
as a flag to signal your position.

For
safety
1. Stay on regular trails and register
before entering the back country.
2. Get permission for campfires.
3. Smoke only during rest stops or in
your campsite.
4. Remember, cans and bottles cause
injury to animals and people.

Pack-in
Pack-out
1. Use this bag to pack-out your garbage
from the back country.
2. Place bags in trash cans at the trail
head.
3. Where campfires are permitted, burn
foil and cans to remove food smells.
4. Flatten cans to reduce volume to be
packed out

Warning
FtecyrCnrtron rsjmfxsr

Protect your
park

Bears and other scavenging animals
are attracted to garbage. Pack yours
out
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Fig. 47.

Reproduction of the Parks Canada entrance gate sign warning of
hazardous wildlife. The sign measures about 107 x 152 cm with
yellow lettering on a brownish background. The sign is located at
all major vehicle entry points of most Canadian National Parks.

Wildlife and
natural areas
can be hazardous.
Advice available
from
Park Wardens 4
Information
Centres.

Fig. 48.

Attention aux
animaux sauvages
et aux accidents
de terrain.
Renseignez-vous
aupres des gardes
de pares et des
Centres
d'information

Reproduction of the Parks Canada entrance gate sign prohibiting the
feeding of wildlife. The sign measures about 60 x 120 cm with
yellow lettering on a brownish background. The sign is located at
all major vehicle entry points of most Canadian National Parks.

It is
unlawful
to
feed
wildlife

II est
illegal
de nourir
les animaux
sauvages
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Approximately
proof.

95% of

all

government

operated

facilities

are now bear

Some open containers still exist in the townsite and outlying areas

(Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.).

Over the last 3 years many of the smaller

letter box and concrete bunker style receptacles have been replaced with
large volume containers (Fig. 49) which have proven extremely effective.
Only one bear entry has been reported from both Banff and Jasper after 3-4
years use (Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.).

The container has a capacity of 10

cubic meters which represents 20 times the capacity of the standard letter
box style receptacle.

Garbage is deposited through 2 large spring loaded

close fitting doors with either recessed spring loaded handles or standard
industrial type twist knobs.

The container's self dumping hydraulic mecha-

nism is activated by a garbage truck which has been outfitted with an
electric or hydraulic adaptor kit.

The operator simply connects two hoses

from the truck to the container to activate the dumping action.

One con-

tainer can be serviced in approximately one minute by a single operator.
No lifting or handling of garbage is required (Neufeldt Industries Ltd.
1983:pers.comm.).

This container style is now used exclusively in Jasper's

auto campgrounds as well as many commercial operations.
Garbage with the potential

to attract bears is hauled to a single

sanitary landfill site surrounded by an electric fence which, over the last
3

seasons,

has

proven

100%

effective

in

excluding

bears

(Woodrow

1983:pers.comm.).
At least once per year all garbage holding facilities throughout the
park are inspected by government personnel and deficiencies are reported to
the Superintendent for action.
Like many other Canadian National

Parks, Jasper contains

several
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Fig. 49a. High volume, hydraulic, self dumping, garbage containers have
proven to be essentially bear proof.
Significant manpower
savings are also possible due to the unit's capacity and ease of
service. Low slung models which do not require steps are available.

Fig. 49b. Smaller versions of the container are also available. Although
they must be serviced manually, they are much easier to empty
than the older letter box style containers such as those shown in
Fig. 59c.
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hundred miles of highway and 50 miles of railway t r a c k .
mammal r o a d k i l l s have averaged about 80 animals per annum.
near man made f a c i l i t i e s
the sanitary l a n d f i l l .

readily

Since 1970 large
Carcasses found

accessible t o the public are removed to

In remote l o c a t i o n s , area closures or warning signs

are implemented i f the carcass cannot be removed.

Food Storage Management
One campground (Whistlers)

with a h i s t o r i c a l l y

high number of bear

incidents

has two food storage buildings each containing i n d i v i d u a l

lockers.

Almost a l l

sling

consisting

of

food

auto campgrounds and p r i m i t i v e campsites have a food
a pole

tied

to

two trees

wrapped w i t h

galvanized

steel.49

Management of Human A c t i v i t i e s
Area

closures,5°

posting

of

warning

signs,

campsite

quotas

enforcement of regulations are the four techniques used to control
activities.
Area closures may be implemented under two conditions only:51
•a

bear/human encounter considered to be aggressive

49 Management reports that a large number of incidents now seem to be
caused by bears (mainly black bears) entering campgrounds during meal
preparation and simply scaring campers off their site (Woodrow
1983:pers.comm.).
50 Area closures are regulated by Section 7.0 of the National Parks General
Regulations.

51 Closures in Western Region are limited to these two circumstances by
Western Regional Directive No. 48 (Parks Canada 1983d).

and

visitor
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and a threat to human life, or
•a grizzly female with cubs of the year is known to
be in the area.
Areas may be re-opened after a minimum of two monitoring trips if Park
staff fail to reveal new encounters or fresh signs of the animal (s) that
prompted the closure.52
given

Procedures for closing and re-opening areas are

along with individual

responsibilities for each procedural

step.

Figure 50 shows the area closure sign.
Warning signs (Fig. 50) are posted, at the discretion of the Chief
Park Warden at locations known to be habituated by bears that are a recognized or potential hazard to human life or property.

Similarly the signs

may be removed at the Chief Park Warden's discretion.
A quota system is used to regulate the number of campers using a
given trail.
At least one campground with a high number of bear incidents is
patrolled by warden staff until 2:00 a.m. each night.

Management of Problem Bears
Aversive conditioning, relocation of nuisance bears and destruction
of

those

incorrigible

or

particularly

aggressive

animals

are

three

techniques used to control problem bears.
When a bear, which has not previously been captured, first appears in
or near a campground, aversive conditioning in the form of loud noise
(yelling, siren) or rock throwing is the first method used to deter the
animal.

If the animal fails to respond to this technique,a capture attempt

52 As per Western Regional Directive Wo. 48 (Parks Canada 1983d).
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Fig. 50. Reproductions of various styles of area closure and warning signs
used by Parks Canada. The circular sign measures about 46 cm in
diameter with white lettering on a fluorescent red background.
The other signs measure about 20 x 30 cm with black lettering on
a bright yellow background.
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par les ours.

Warning
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trail closed
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a

km d'ici-

because of
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bear danger.

par les ours.

Warning

Attention

Bear in the
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may be implemented.

Other forms of aversive conditioning may not be used

without prior consent.
In order for a capture attempt to be made one or more of the following criteria must be met:
• the bear presents an imminent threat to life or
property;
•there is an imminent threat of injury to the bear;
or
•the bear must be captured to facilitate authorized
research.
Although whole body culvert traps are the preferred method of capture,
Aldrich leg hold snares and free ranging immobilizations53
Similarly, destruction criteria are clearly

are

used.

outlined.

A bear is

destroyed only when one of the following criteria are met:
•when it presents an imminent and immediate threat to
human life and live capture attempts have failed or
are not feasible;
• when it is severely injured and the extent of the
injuries are clearly observable and the possibilities of recovery are remote; or
•when it has been deemed a problem bear and has been
relocated a maximum of three times.
Animals can only be released at predesignated sites after having been
marked with a number coded ear tag.

Release sites are used on a rotational

basis.

53 'Free ranging immobilization' refers to the process of drugging a bear
which is not yet trapped. The drug is administered by means of a
projectile dart.
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Training
A 2-3 day training session dealing with most aspects of bear management is held annually for warden personnel.
techniques, trainee, advanced
assigned to each warden.

With respect to immobilization

or instructor

levels

of proficiency

are

Approximately 12-15 wardens have attended a one

week instructor level firearms course sponsored by the Alberta Department
of Fish

and Wildlife.

The Park now has its own firearms ranges and

includes regular firearms training as a component of the bear management
program.

Emergency Procedures
Figure 51 shows the sequence of events that are to be followed when a
bear related emergency occurs.

Unfortunately detailed information beyond

the initial stages of action is not developed.

Research Planning
The Bear Management Warden54 submits research requirements as and
when required.

All research must be in accordance with the National Parks

Regulations and applicable directives.

To date there is no formal research

plan or list of research requirements (Woodrow 1983:pers.comm.).

Regional Management
Although

co-operative

management

with

adjacent

land

agencies

is

recognized as an important aspect of bear management, formal steps have not
been initiated to develop agreements.

54 The Bear Management Warden is responsible
implementation of the entire program.

for

the

day

to day

Fig. 51.

Procedures for responding to bear related emergencies in Jasper National Park.8

EMERGENCY
Human Death -

Yes

I
No
Serious HumanInjury

Yes

»- Advise
Ass't C.P.W.,
B.M.W. and
R.C.M.P.
-*- Advise
Ass't C.P.W.
and B.M.W.

Treat and
Evaluate
Injured

-*- Suspect Bear
in Area

Yes

*• See Destruction
Section #6

No

1

Extensive
Property
Damage

Yes

I

No
8

\—»

No

Adapted from Parks Canada 19811.

-*• Advise
B.M.W.

I
Record Details
and Interview
Witnesses

eo
en

-If Required •
Advise Park
Staff as per
1.5.4.1.3

See Reporting
Section #9
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BANFF NATIONAL PARK

Banff, Canada's oldest and most well known national park, l i e s along
the eastern slopes of A l b e r t a ' s Rocky Mountains.
area of

664 km^ the

From i t s o r i g i n a l

park has gone through a series

of

(1887)

expansions and

contractions to a t t a i n i t s present status of 6,641 km? (Scharff 1966).

The

popularity of the Park cannot be denied: v i s i t a t i o n has grown from approximately

0.5 m i l l i o n i n the early 1950's (Scharff 1966) to over 3.7 m i l l i o n

i n the early

1980's,

the highest of a l l

Canadian National

Parks

(Parks

Canada 1983a). 5 5
While there i s no good data upon which to determine bear population
f i g u r e s , park personnel

estimate 100-130 g r i z z l i e s

and i n excess of 100

black bears (Westhaver and Jacobson 1983:pers.comm.).
Despite

improved bear management practices

throughout

the

1970's,

especially i n terms of s t r i c t e r garbage c o n t r o l , Banff continues to experience a high number of bear problems.

The number of control actions, and

incidents (Table 18) i s second only to Jasper in Canadian National Parks.
In 1982 Banff tabled i t s f i r s t Bear Management Plan.
is

a synopsis

of

the

The f o l l o w i n g

Park's management program based on t h i s

supplemented by annual reports and discussions with park s t a f f .

55

Visitation records are taken from the number of entrants at the Park's
East Gate which is situated on the Trans Canada Highway. Hence, many of
the so-called visitors simply pass through the Park.

document

Table 18. Bear management data* for Banff National Park, Area I b 1962-1981.

Visitation^

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

1,374.576
1,650,257
1.605,784
1,803,490
2,044,537
2,050,735
2,147,425
2.346,030
2,301,922
2,527,679
2,518,507
2,697,830
3,024,966

1 Q7G

ly/a

9 ft7fi 1 1 9
£fO/U,113

1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

3,059,655
3,040,769
3,163,876
3,642,928
3,772,455
3,713,479

a

Injuries'1

Fatalities'1

Injury/FatalItye
Rate

Incidents^

Destruct1ons9

Relocat1ons9

1

.062

21
2
4
9
4

1

.047

9

2
3
21
20
7
14
25

1
1
2
2
1

.043
.040
.079
.111
.033

5
13
8
13
10

25
36
69
27
18

1
1

(1U
.UJ3

1

.033

1

.032

5
10
11
7
3
4

20
18
54
54
70
15

5

1

1

.159

292
187
272
123

Closures11

Enforcement1

1

Black and grizzly data combined.
Area I Includes the Banff townslte area and highway area from the East Gate to Castle Junction. Data for other areas was not readily
available,
c Data from Parks Canada (1977a, 1978a: 235 and 1983a: 267)
d
Injury and Fatality data 1962-80 from Kaye (1982). Data for 1981 season from Pengelly (1981).
e
Injury/Fatality Rate 1s the number of injuries/fatalities per 100,000 visitors.
1
Pengelly (1981) uses the term 'occurrences' without definition. 'Encounters' are also used but left undefined. The 1980 report of Westhaver
and Rose defines 'occurrence' as "any bear related report received by Warden dispatch or as noted by wardens themselves". This definition
would include recordings of many natural events such as bears feeding on carrion etcetera. This makes comparison with other parks
difficult. Incident data 1972-81 from Pengelly (1981).
9 Destruction and Relocation data 1962-69 from Central Registry, Ottawa, File No. 66-A. Data for the period 1970-80 from Perren (1981). Data
for 1981 season from Pengelly (1981).
n
The 1981 figure Is from Pengelly (1981).
1
Enforcement data was not available.
D

I—>
CO
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Program Objectives
The overall goal of the program is to protect and maintain natural
populations of black and grizzly bears while minimizing the chances of
bear/human encounters.56

Regulation

of human

activity with

a minimal

amount of direct manipulation of bears or their natural habitat is the
primary method of achieving this goal.

Control of unnatural sources of

food is recognized as the major cause of bear problems.
Six management

objectives, essentially

identical

to Jasper's

are

listed:
•To maintain self-sustaining bear populations living
within their natural habitats.
• To encourage the use of Park lands and to ensure
visitor safety and enjoyment in accordance with the
National Park's Act and Regulations, National Parks
Policy and Parks Canada Directives.
•To provide accurate, current bear management information directly to the public and indirectly through
other Park personnel.
•To monitor man and bear activities and their interrelationships for the guidance of and application to
management actions.
•To encourage, initiate and actively participate in
inter-agency co-operative efforts leading towards
improved bear management practices.
•To initiate research in areas where knowledge gaps
exist that limit ecologically sound management
action.
Organizational Structure
In recognition of the fact that successful
program

56

will

require

a

multidisciplinary

effort,

This is actually stated as the "purpose" of the Plan.

implementation of the
a

"Bear

Management

199.
Steering

Committee"

composed

proposed i n the 1982 P l a n . 5 7

of

representatives

from

all

sections

is

The Committee would be responsible f o r :

• i n i t i a t i n g active programs and projects
f o r achievement of objectives,
• p r o v i d i n g co-ordination among a l l
order to complete p r o j e c t s ,

necessary

park sections

•reviewing bear information packages f o r
v i s i t o r s , and employees,

in

residents,

•reviewing special management concerns as necessary,
•reviewing annual reports, and
•annual
Plan.

review and revision of the Bear Management

Unfortunately the formation of t h i s key d r i v i n g element of the program has
not been developed by the Park's senior managers.
A second "Bear Committee" composed of park wardens has r e s p o n s i b i l i t y
f o r day to day monitoring, report preparation and dissemination, design of
f i e l d operations, l i a i s o n with other park sections
tions,

preparation

literature

review.

and delivery
Overall

of

training

and outside organiza-

programs,

and updating

of

implementation of the program and day-to-day

f i e l d operations are c a r r i e d out by the High V i s i t o r Use Supervisor and his
staff.
R e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s of a l l park s t a f f are given in d e t a i l .

Program Evaluation
At present there i s
place.

57

not a formal

review or evaluation process

in

Annual summary reports which have appeared p e r i o d i c a l l y since 1973

This proposal was the central recommendation of the 1980 annual report
(Westhaver and Rose 1980).
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represent a form of evaluation.

The most current summaries (Westhaver and

Rose 1980, Pengelly 1981)58 present an excellent overview of the program
giving information on the number, location and causes of incidents, trap/
release and destruction data, human encounters and

recommendations

for

improvement.
The 1982 Bear Management Plan recommends that the following statistics be used to evaluate subsequent years:
• number of bears destroyed
• number of bears relocated
•number of bears captured
•number of bear/human conflicts.

Monitoring
Banff has recently developed one of the more sophisticated bear monitoring systems in Canada.

All bear reports are radioed to a 24-hour commu-

nications centre where detailed forms are completed and weekly, monthly and
annual summary reports are collated and submitted to the Chief Park Warden.
In 1982 work was begun on a computerized Bear Activity Monitoring
System in conjunction with The University of Calgary.

All bear reports are

recorded on a single form (Fig. 52) which combines routine observations
with information on bear/human interactions, property damage incidents (and
their causative factors) and management actions in a computerized format.
The system should provide for the rapid recording storage manipulation and

58 The report for the 1982 season was not available.
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F i g . 52.

Reproduction of the Bear Monitoring Form used by Banff National
Park. The form measures about 22 x 28 cm.

Parte
Canada

Pares
Canada

Banff National Park

Bear Monitoring

Computer Rtcord • _
OBSERVATION TYPE BEAR LOCATION
A campground HVU
A sighting
B campground BC
B track
C random camp
C seal
D townsita
D diggings
E landllll/lrana
E loragings
F picnic site
F rub traa
Q day bad
0 roadside
H dan site
H concession

MOUNTAIN PARKS
WILDLIFE DATA FORM I
HOUR DAY

MON

YEAR OFFICER PARK O B S »

' • • • • • ' •

I • • '"•»' • 111

I
WATERSHED

ASP

'

16
TOPO

ELEV
II

I I .

I . I

17
O

U T M COORDS
east
north

HAS

1 - ' • - • • • ' •
33
TOTAL

32
SPECIES

SNOW
cm

I • • ' - • • I

OBSERVER OIST
A far
B madlum
C closa
0 contact
E unk

49
UNK

ADULT
o»

8

JUV
yoY
yly

ur*

I • • I • • I • 'I • I • t • I • I
SO

66

66

MARKED:

67

Et34AVYOR; Food
Other

Y«

NO
Q«t

t,ick

Hunt

rUl/mate

uHalraid/ancountar
68

SNOW C R U S T :

71

SIGN:

Nona

72

FOOD

T Y P E ! grow

gaRbage
73

MORTALITY:

Drink

oOach

Mod

Aqua

Unk/other
Pred
dEs

Dis

Winter
Unk/othar

80

ICCAIION,

* > • »

LU

COST J

TYPE
tant
pack
loodsack
lea chast
building
food cacha
motor vahlcla
racr. vahlcla
trailer
tant trailer
olhar

Unk

IW.PI.6l
77

I

16

curious
growl
charge, no contact
charge, contact

FOOD ASSOCIATION
A none present
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J

odors only
present unguarded
abandoned as bear approached
unbumed garbage
hung property
In vehicle trunk
In vehicle wte trunk
pass, section vehicle w/o trunk
unknown

NOTES ON BEAR/HUMAN INTERACTION

76

UJ

D
E
F
G

PROPERTY DAMAGE

Hard

Abend

Forb grass Mis

Hwy

BEAR REACTION
A no change
B Had
C Indlllerent

dEn/htat

Fan

mEal
Rr

I ravel

BEAR COLOUR
A 1 2 3 black
B 1 2 3 blonde
C 1 2 3 It brn
D 1 2 3 mottled
E 1 2 3 med brn
F 1 2 3 clnn
G 1 2 3 grey
H 1 2 3 dk bm
1 1 2 3 other
J 1 2 3 unk

BEAR ACTION
A travel
B lead
C rest

manaCod/handled

Nona Ljghl Medium
One

1 trail HVU
J trail BC
K oil trail
L BC hut/lodge
M camp concass.
N stream side
LOCATION CODE

BEAR SIZE
A 1 2 3 large
B 1 2 3 mad
C 1 2 3 small
0 1 2 3 unk

1

16

76

UJ

I

16

Return all forms Immediately to the Banlt Warden Office.
76
ECOSITE

is'

I

16

OBSERVER

NAME

MANAGEMENT NOTES

PARK ACTION
A none
B
C
D
E

Investigate, patrol
post hazard
limited access
closa area

BEAR CAPTURE
A attampl tailed
B relocated
C destroyed

BEAR MARKINGS
tattoo It
tag left ear
tag right ear
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retrieval of data.

(Kunelieus and Buckley 1982).

Although only in its

second year of operation 1982-83 preliminary results appear encouraging.
(Westhaver 1983:pers.comm.).

Public Information
Providing accurate, current information to the public is recognized
as an integral component of the bear management program.

Two pamphlets,

You Are in Bear Country and Warning (Figs. 45 and 53) are at present the
main sources of public information.

The former pamphlet is given to all

visitors purchasing Park Motor Licences at the East Gate while the latter
is handed to all visitors purchasing an autocampground permit. Both pamphlets are available at all Information Centres and Warden Offices.
Backcountry registrants are given a specific pamphlet, Backcountry:
Banff National Park, which warns that bears are dangerous and refers the
visitor to the You Are in Bear Country pamphlet.
At present there are no permanent warning, information signs or
posters other than the same two signs as used in Jasper (Fig. 47 and 48).
A trailhead information package similar to that used in Yellowstone is
planned

(Westhaver and Jacobson 1983:pers.comm.).

Similarly, although

there are no completed exhibits, several are well along in the planning
stage.

These will

1983:pers.comm.).

be completed pending approval

of funds (Westhaver

A map display entitled Areas You Are Most Lkely to

Encounter Grizzly Bears was posted in the Banff Warden Office in 1982.
However, the map's usefulness is dubious, according to park staff, and
therefore may be discontinued (Westhaver and Jacobson 1983:pers.comm.).
During the last two years the Warden Service and Interpretive staff
have devised an information program known simply as the 'bear awareness
program'.

Although still in the initial development stages, the program
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Fig. 53. Reproduction of the English text of the Parks Canada pamphlet,
Warning.
The pamphlet measures about 22 x 28 cm with brown
l e t t e r i n g on a yellow background. The pamphlet has been widely
dispersed i n auto campgrounds.
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THE BEAR FACTS
Bears:
• have a taste tor human food and garbage
• will find food and garbage nearly anywhere with
their tremendous sense of smell
• are not deterred by ordinary garbage cans
• are easily angered by free-running pets
• can tear through nylon and canvas tents with ease
• are probably not afraid of you
• are bigger and stronger than you and can be
unpredictably dangerous

diet and begin to
frequent campgrounds and road
ways looking for
human food.
Every year,
too many park
bears die on
highways
while looking
for handouts
or are destroyed because
they have
become a danger
to campers through
poor management of
food, garbage and pets.

THE BEAR
ANSWER

0

z - J

i | \ l
:'- t j

1

£p

ft-s si I

I'll THE BEAR PROBLEM
I If
>

I

'I

-

Where bears have easy access to your food and
garbage, they can cause damage to your equipment
and park facilities. They get used to an unnatural

Garbage:
• should be deposited in the
special bear-proof garbage
disposal units throughout
the campground
• should be stored in your
vehicle or trailer between trips
to the disposal units
• must never be left in the open or in
your tent
Food:
• should be stored in your vehicle or trailer until used
• must never be left in the open or in your tent
Pets:
• must be kept on leashes even at your campsite
Bears:
• must never be fed or approached
• will learn campgrounds aren't sources of easy meals
if you follow these simple rules
• will return to a natural way of life if your food,
garbage and pets are properly managed
THANK YOU
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has produced some fine results.

An 18 minute audio-visual program explain-

ing the natural history of bears, bear/garbage problems and management
actions has been prepared for showing at various staff training sessions.
An excellent pamphlet (Fig. 54) detailing the bear/garbage problem, garbage
regulations and related information was printed for distribution to all
park residents in 1983.

At least one 'bear' article per summer is place

in the local newspaper and the Park's newsletter (westhaver L.1983:pers.
comm.).
Most impressive, are plans to begin (in 1983) a large scale annual
bear information/training session for most of the Park's 600 summer employees.

A similar program is to be conducted for concessionaire employees by

an interpreter assigned specifically to this task.

The subject matter is

tailored to meet the information needs of various employee groups.

If

successful, this program should have a large multiplier effect.

Waste Management
At a cost in excess of one million dollars, all park operated facilities have been bear proofed during the last 10 years.

The letter box

design that was used extensively is now being replaced by large volume self
dumping containers (Fig. 4 9 ) . All garbage is hauled to bear proof transfer
stations where it is held temporarily59 until it can be transported to a
Calgary landfill site.

59

Semi-tractor trailers service the stations twice daily during the off
season and thrice daily during the summer.

Fig. 54.

Reproduction of the pamphlet, Bears & You. The pamphlet measures about 31 x 43 cm with black
lettering on a beige newsprint background. The pamphlet was designed by the Banff Interpretive
Service and was mailed to all Banff residents.

BEARS
&

YOU
TEST YOUR BEAR
KNOWLEDGE.
1. Bears can't run downhill.

T

F

2. Like many animals, grizzlies give
birth to their young In spring (April)
and in days are ready to search for
food with their mother.
T

F

3. Bears have poor eyesight.

T

F

4. Bears are mostly carnivorous (meat
eaters).
T

F

5. You should be as quiet as you can
when hiking in bear country.
T

F

Our attitudes towards bears have changed
considerably In the past 2 0 years. At one time.
National Parks in "bear country" used the
garbage dump as a "showplace" for bears. The
dump in Banff National Park used to be sprayed
for mosquitoes for the comfort of visitors
watching the bears. Do you remember signs
that directed you "To The Bears"? Today, bears
are no longer regarded as sideshow attractions
and the opportunity to observe bears in their
natural habitat has become a much more highly
valued experience.

o
en

TEST (CONTD)
6. Black bears aren't dangerous.

T

F

7. Burying your garbage is the best
way to avoid attracting a bear to your
campsite.
T

F

8. Bears may be attracted or Irritated
by the smell of cosmetics.
T

F

9. You should take your dog with you
while hiking In bear country to
protect you from bears.
T

F

10. Bears can smell you from a mile
away under certain conditions.
T

F

(answers on page 2)

Fig. 54 (Cont'd). Reproduction of the pamphlet, Bears & You. The pamphlet measures about 31 x 43 cm with
black lettering on a beige newsprint background. The pamphlet was designed by the Banff Interpretive Service
and was mailed to all Banff residents.

THE PROBLEM
Normally, bears are about 9 0 X vegetarian In
their eating habits. Since they are not often
active predators, meat makes up a small
proportion of their diet. Bears require large
amounts of high energy food so that fat
reserves can be accumulated - reserves
sufficient to sustain them during their long
winter sleep. Some of their favorite foods are
those pictured on page one.
Bears are opportunists. If garbage Is left
available, they will readily adapt to it as a
potential food source. The pattern of bears
depending upon garbage as a food source In
Banff developed over many years. As the
bears became increasingly dependent on
garbage they began visiting the back doors of
restaurants and h o m e s , and feasting
regularly on the food of careless visitors in
the campgrounds. With growing numbers of
visitors and residents in the park, bears
became a nuisance in certain areas and an
increasing threat to public safety.
The bear-garbage problems have led to
thousands of dollars worth of property
damage and, undeniably, to both human
death and Injury on a number of occasslons.
An ugly result of poor garbage management
over the past few decades has been the
destruction of hundreds of black and grizzly
bears within Banff National Park.
To
continue this indiscriminate reduction of
populations is unacceptable and unjustified in light of modern
values, decreasing
numbers of bears, and
the shrinking area of
undisturbed habitat
available to them.

NEW PARK
REGULATIONS

d) ensure that containers are set out for
collection at such places and such times and
in such manner as the Superintendent may
designate;

The National Park Garbage Regulations have
recently been revised. These changes are
going to affect each resident and visitor to
Banff National Park in one way or another.
Parks Canada would like you to know more
about these changes to the regulations, the
reasons for the changes, and the ways In
which the changes could affect you.

g) store garbage between collection times In
approved e n c l o s u r e s e x c e p t when the
Superintendent allows the use of steel refuse
containers without an enclosure;
9. (1) No owner shall accumulate or allow to
accumulate any garbage on his premises
without the written authorization of the
Superintendent."

HOW DO THEY
AFFECT YOU?

Type of Garbage
Schedule I:

The National Park Garbage Regulations were
revised In 1 9 8 0 in order to help resolve
wildlife/garbage conflicts of all types,
particularly those Involving bears. Following
are a few excerpts from the new regulations
which apply directly to businesses, residents
and visitors to Banff National Park. For a
complete copy of the Regulations see a copy
of the November, 1 9 8 1 , edition of the Crag
and Canyon, or contact the Warden Office.

Containers

listed

in

1. Rigid metal or plastic
2 . Steel refuse containers
3 . Disposal Plastic Bag (may be used only for
containing waste when plastic bags containing waste are stored Inside an approved
enclosure.)
Definitions:
"2. In these Regulations,
"approved enclosure" means a type of
enclosure designed for the storage of
containers between collection times that
prevents access to the garbage by domestic
animals and wildlife and the design and
construction of which has been approved by
the Superintendent.
"container" means a
type of garbage container listed in Schedule I that has been
designated by the Superintendent of the
park as being acceptable for use In that park
or at specific locations
In the park."

AS A BANFF RESIDENT,
HERE'S WHAT
YOU MUST DO.
Excerpts from National Park Garbage
Regulations
- effective March 2 7 . 1 9 8 0
Duties of an Owner:
"4. Every Owner shall
a) provide and maintain In a serviceable and
sanitary condition a sufficient number of
containers to hold all garbage accumulated
on his premises at any time;
nrio
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Fig. 54 (Cont'd). Reproduction of the pamphlet, Bears & You. The pamphlet measures about 31 x 43 cm with
black lettering on a beige newsprint background. The pamphlet was designed by the Banff Interpretive Service
and was mailed to all Banff residents.

Grizzly

O

HERE'S WHAT
YOU MUST DO.

MANAGING
BEARS
A bear that frequents high visitor use areas
must be removed. Such a bear is tattooed for
future Identification, and if a reasonable
chance of "rehabilitation" exists. It Is flown
beneath a helicopter to a remote area of the
paik. Tills experience is both traumatic to
the bear and expensive to the park, and is not
always successful. Moreover, this process
merely treats a symptom rather than
attacking the root of the problem.
It Is internationally recognized that the only
permanent solution to the bear-garbage-human conflict is to make garbage entirely
Inaccessible to bears. Parks Canada has
resolved to correct this problem.
The
assistance and cooperation of all residents
and visitors is required.
To meet this objective. Parks Canada has
taken a number of Initiatives:
1. Closure of sanitary landfill sites.
2. Installation of bear-proof transfer stations

and dally removal of all garbage from the
park.
3. Development and Implementation of
approved bear-proof containers (hydraulic
bins or enclosures) at all public facilities
within the park.
4. Increased enforcement of appropriate
regulations in the campgrounds and other
high visitor use areas.
5. Intensified bear management efforts to
rehabilitate or eliminate bears conditioned
to eating of garbage.
To date the people of Canada have Invested
close to a million dollars to provide
bear-proof garbage facilities within Banff
National Park. Positive results are already
evident In the decreased number of bear
problems during the last two years.

Over the past year and a half, most local
businesses have taken the initiative to
construct and install approved garbage
enclosures.
Owners of condominiums,
apartments, and staff housing complexes
have been approached and the majority have
complied with the National Park Garbage
Regulations.
All private residences in the park are
required to fulfill the intent of the
regulations.
At present, practical and
economical solutions for private residences
are being sought. In the meantime, residents
are requested to tightly secure garbage and
store it within their homes or garages until
the day of pick-up.
With the cooperation of all residents and
visitors, Banff National Park is becoming a
cleaner, safer, and more enjoyable place to
live or visit.

.

Fig. 54 (Cont'd) Reproduction of the pamphlet, Bears & You, The pamphlet measures about 31 x 43 cm with black
lettering on a beige newsprint background. The pamphlet was designed by the Banff Interpretive
Service and was mailed to all Banff residents.

HOW'S YOUR BEAR
KNOWLEDGE?
1. False.
Bears are agile and can run
downhill easily and quickly.
2. False. Cubs (usually 2) are born In late
January or early February while the female is
still in hibernation. The young weigh less
than a pound each at birth and are hairless
and helpless. They nurse, sleep and grow to
about 8 pounds before they leave the den
with their mother in spring.
3. False. Researchers have found that bears
have good eyesight. They are able to see
colour and form, but prefer to trust their
more sensitive senses of smell and hearing.

IF YOU SEE A BEAR....
The Wardens are trying to monitor bear
activity In the Park. You can help them by
carefully noting what kind of bear you see.
what it is doing, where it Is located and. if
possible, what age and sex it Is. Please
report this Information to the Warden's
Office
762-4506.

YOUR BEAR
KNOWLEDGE
(CONT'D)
6. False. Black bears are as wild and
unpredictable as any other member of the
bear family.
7. False. Bears can easily smell your buried
garbage and dig it up. Burying your garbage
simply creates a hazard for the next group of
campers campers coming to that site.
8. True. Research indicates that bears may
be attracted to or irritated by the scent of
cosmetics, so it is wise to avoid the use of
them in bear country.

4. False. Ninety percent of a bear's diet Is
vegetation.

9. False. A dog may irritate a bear and cause
the bear to chase the dog. A frightened dog
will probably return to its master - you • with
an angry bear on its tall.

5. False. Make plenty of noise while hiking
to warn a bear of your presence.

10. True. Bears have tremendously powerful
noses which they depend o:i to find fond.

BANFF NATIONAL PARK
INTERPRETIVE SERVICE
Black Bear

Parks
Canada

Pares
Canada

1885—1965: 100 years ol Heritage Conservation

ro
O
CO
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Currently, about 90-95% of a l l commercial operators and 85-90% of a l l
condominium, townhouse and apartment complexes have i n s t a l l e d bear proof
"approved

enclosures"

b:pers.comm.).

for

garbage

storage

(Westhaver and Jacobson 1983

Deadlines f o r i n s t a l l a t i o n of proper f a c i l i t i e s

have been

set by the Superintendent to enforce complete compliance with the Garbage
Regulations.

Figure 55 i l l u s t r a t e s the enforcement sequence being used.

Almost none of the several hundred p r i v a t e l y owned r e s i d e n t i a l homes
have "approved enclosures"

i n place.

This

segment of

the park

garbage

problem has y e t to receive a great deal of attention.60
During the summer months road k i l l s ^ l and other carrion found near
developed areas are promptly removed and placed i n cold storage u n t i l they
can be hauled to a processing plant ( f o r pet food) i n Calgary.
A pack-in-pack-out garbage policy i s used for a l l backcountry areas.

Food Storage Management
Current food storage f a c i l i t i e s consist of one food storge locker at
a group autocampground, several personalized food lockers at another auto
campground and food storage cables at approximately 50% of the backcountry
campsites.

60

Both

the

personalized

lockers

and backcountry

cables

Of the 123 bear incidents reported in 1981 approximately 61% (75) were
directly related to improper garbage storage.
The former Cascade
l a n d f i l l site accounted for 31% (23) of these incidents; 36% (27) of the
incidents were related to commercial operations and 33% (25) were
related to residential sites.

61 In 1980 large mammal road k i l l s totalled 176 (Damas and Smith 1981).

were
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Fig. 55.

The law enforcement sequence for commercial garbage control in
Banff National Park.3

Problem
Identification
Contact and
Inform Owner
Documentation
Inform A.C.P.W.0
Inform Supt. &
Request Letter
Superintendent
Writes Letter
Deliver Letter

Monitor and
Document
DEADLINE PAST

Approach Owner

Prosecute

3
D

Adapted from Parks Canada 1982a: Appendix 10.
A.C.P.W. = Assistant Chief Park Warden

Delay Prosecution if
Reasonable Efforts
Taken
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installed during the summer of 1983 and have therefore not been adequately
evaluated.

Preliminary findings are positive (Westhaver 1983:pers.comm.).

In addition, portable heavy gauge steel food lockers have been fabricated
for backcountry trail crews to alleviate continual break-ins.

To date

these devices have proven 100% effective (Westhaver and Jacobson 1983:
pers.comm.).
Although

the importance of proper food storage is mentioned in

several park publications, no detailed instructions or methods are given.
Banff is presently preparing a set of conditions to be endorsed upon
the business licences of all commercial group camps operating in the backcountry.

The second draft calls for stringent food and garbage handling

procedures.

Specified aerial caches must be constructed for dry goods

storage; condiments and cooking supplies must be stored in steel boxes;
meat and vegetables must be stored in a subterranean steel box; wet 'slop'
must be strained and the residue sealed in plastic bags stored in an aerial
cache; burnable garbage may only be burned in a wood stove or airtight
heater; nonburnable garbage must be stored in the aerial cache; and garbage
must be removed from the camp at specified periods (Pengelly 1983:6).

Management of Human Activities
Control of human activities rather than control of bear activities is
recognized as the primary method of realizing the overall goal of the bear
management program.
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Three methods are currently used to control visitor activities.

Area

closures may be instituted when ...
•there is a life threatening bear/human encounter
•there is a high probability of a dangerous encounter
•snares are being used to effect capture.
Warnings may be posted when ...
• a grizzly is remaining in an area where a grizzly would not
normally be expected to be seen
•a grizzly is attracted to an area near visitor facilities by a
natural or artificial source of food
•a female bear with cubs is known to be in the area.
The criterion for re-opening an area or removing warnings is three
consecutive days of monitoring which indicate that the danger no longer
persists.

Figure 50 illustrates the types of signs currently used for

closure and warnings.

Signs similar to those used in Yellowstone and

Glacier (Fig. 22) have been ordered (Westhaver and Jacobson 1983a:pers.comm.).
Active

enforcement

of

garbage

and

anti-feeding

employed as the third means of visitor control.

regulations

is

Unfortunately detailed

statistics are not readily available.

Management of Problem Bears
The capture, relocation, or destruction of bears are recognized as
undesirable management actions that are to be minimized.

One of the

following criteria must be met to attempt capture:
•any bear found in or adjacent to a high visitor use area that
acts abnormally or is judged to be a threat to people;
•any bear that persists in staying within a high visitor use area
or has persisted in raiding campsites or has been causing property damage; or
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any bear in a backcountry area that acts abnormally or is judged
to be a threat to people may be captured if unusual circumstances apply and if prior approval of the Chief Park Warden has
been obtained.
Capture may be effected through the use of culvert traps, Aldrich leg
snares, or free ranging immobilizations with Ketamine/Rompun.
In all cases emphasis is first placed on removal of those factors
attracting bears.

A bear may be destroyed when ...

•it presents a life threatening situation;
•it has been involved in a mauling unless otherwise indicated by
the Chief Park Warden or Assistant Chief Park Warden;
•it has been captured and released on three prior occasions
except in the case of a female (with cubs of the year) who may
be permitted a fourth relocation; or
• it is found in or adjacent to a high visitor use area and is
acting abnormally or is judged to be a threat to human safety;
or if the bear continues to stay within the high visitor use
area and persists in raiding campsites or causing property
damage and if trapping and immobilization efforts have failed.
Captured bears may be released at pre-designated sites selected with
consideration to public safety, the bear's behaviour and past history and
the nature of resident bear populations.

All bears are lip tattoed and ear

tagged prior to release.

Training
A one-day local training session for selected park wardens is held
each year.

The entire bear management program is reviewed with emphasis

placed on capture/handling procedures.

In addition, selected personnel

annually undertake an intensive 45 hour firearm handling course.
As mentioned earlier, annual presentations covering general aspects
of bear biology/behaviour along with management implications are given to
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those staff handling garbage or those staff who have direct contact with
the public.

Less detailed annual presentations are made to other park

staff.

Emergency Procedures
Banff's "Bear Emergency Plan" is excellent.

The plan is based on

seven major principles:
•immediate, safe evacuation and treatment of victims;
•safe removal and exclusion of other people from the vicinity;
• rapid, initial containment of the bear;
•evaluation of attack circumstances;
•disposition of the bear;
•safety of rescue personnel; and
•preservation, collection
response actions.

and

documentation

of

evidence

and

Detailed sequential checklist procedures are modelled closely along
the lines of the Park's standard rescue plan which has seen many years of
successful use.

Research Planning
An interesting and very logical approach to research is identified in
the Banff's Bear Management Plan.

Acquisition and review of existing

literature is given first priority in an effort to eliminate redundancy and
develop an organized, as-needed approach to research.

A regional or eco-

system approach to research is called for to reflect management based on
ecological units and until such an approach can be developed new research
will not be initiated.
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Regional Management
Banff is contiguous with several national parks on the west and north
boundaries and is bordered by the newly formed Kananaskis Provincial Park
on portions of the eastern boundary.

Several sections of the eastern and

most of the southern boundary is adjacent to Crown land and to a much
lesser extent private and municipal holdings.

These latter areas present

the greatest challenge to regional management.
Although no formal agreements are in place with any of the adjacent
land managing agencies, a reasonable working relationship does exist in
terms of established liaison contacts.

PARKS CANADA - PRAIRIE REGION

Bear management in Parks Canada, Prairie Region is undergoing rather
extensive changes.

Leonard et al. (1983) have presented a comprehensive

review of bear management practices in the Region and on the basis of this
information have developed a set of six components for bear management
plans.

Figure 56 shows the components and the sub-activities responsible

for designing and implementing each component.
detailed daily operational

guidelines.

Procedural Guidelines are

The Annual

Report analyzes (1)

bear/human interactions (2) public information and (3) garbage collection
data which may be used to modify procedural guidelines.

The Program for

Providing Information on Biology of Bears identifies research requirements
and the steps necessary to complete this research.

The Program for

Instituting Changes to Bear Management due to Management and Area Plan
Implementation attempts to anticipate changes in bear management that will
be

brought

about

through

the

planning

process.

Included

here

are
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Six components of bear management plans i n P r a i r i e Region, Parks
Canada.3

INVOLVEMENT OF
SUB-ACTIVITIES

COMPONENTS OF
BEAR MANAGEMENT PLAN

Procedural Guidelines

Resource Conservation
Visitor Services
interpretation
General Works

2

Annual

Resource Conservation

3

Program for P r o v i d i n g
Information on Biology
of Bears

Resource

4

Program for I n s t i t u t i n g
Cnanges to Bear Management
due t o Management and Area
Plan Imolementation

Resource
Conservat ion
V i s i t o r Services
Interpretation
General Works

I

fit

O

a

resort

Program for I n s t i t u t i n g
Changes t o Bear Management
due to C o r r e c t i o n of
Inappropriate Practices

V i s i tor Services
Interpretation
General Works

Conservation

Resource Conservation
V i s i t o r Services
Interpretation
General Works

Program f o r E s t a b l i s h i n g
and M a i n t a i n i n g a Cooperative
Beer Management Agreement w i t h
Surrounding Land Management
Agencies

Resource

Ttsource Conservation
Encineering and A r c h i t e c t u r e

REGIONAL AOVICE
AND CONSULTATION

Adapted from Leonard et a l . 1983:47

Conservation

Interpretation
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requirements for biological information, literature and EARP requirements
along with the resources necessary to realize these requirements.

The

Program for Instituting Changes to Bear Management due to Correction of
Inappropriate Practices attempts to identify and outline plans to correct
aspects of park operations (e.g. closure of a landfill site) which may be
detrimental or interfere with management objectives.

Finally the Program

for Establishing and Maintaining a Co-operative Bear Management Agreement
with Surrounding

Land Management Agencies

recognizes the importance

contiguous

management

bear

land

practices

on

management

and

of

outlines

procedures to develop co-operative agreements between the park and contiguous land jurisdictions.
Parks in the Prairie Region are currently preparing bear management
plans

based on these

six components.

Until

some of these plans are

completed it is difficult to ascertain exactly what specific topics will be
covered

under

each

of the six broadly worded components.

Hence, how

closely the six components will reflect the 15 essential elements developed
in

this

paper,

remains

to be seen.

Some

similarities

are apparent.

Prairie Region's Component 2 seems to touch on some aspects of Program
Element 4: Monitoring; Component 3 appears to be similar to Program Element
12: Research; and Component 6 appears to be similar to Program Element 13:
Regional Management.

Components 1 and 5 could very well include many of

the 15 essential elements.

At the very least, the fact that all Parks in

the Region are designing plans according to a standardized set of broadly
worded

components

should

produce

some

very

interesting

results.

In

addition, the fact that various components of the plan are being written by
a team of authors

from the 4 sub-activities

document that is realistic and workable.

should help to produce a
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FIFTEEN ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS

Sections A and B of this chapter discussed a number of legal and
policy factors that have a direct bearing on the nature of bear management
plans.
on

Section C examined conventional practices with particular emphasis

five

national

parks

where

bear

management

has

been

most

intense.

Threaded through both sections were references to selected research findings and their implications for management.

On the basis of this review it

is now possible to develop a tentative list of those elements which one
might consider essential

ingredients to the bear management plan of any

Canadian National Park.
Table 19 lists each of the 15 essential elements.
further information on each element.
essential

Table 20 furnishes

In the extreme left hand column the

element is listed in large bold type.

Directly beneath the

element is a list of authority fields which gave rise to the element.
the next column the sources of the authority field are given.
column

shows the applicable

contents of each source.

Finally

In

The next
in the

extreme right hand column the management implications are shown.

E.

DISCUSSION

In the following pages the significance of each element is discussed
in relation to the overall bear management program.

In addition, each

element is developed more fully to include a number of sub-elements.

The

sub-elements are merely an elaboration of their parent element and, like
the parent element, were derived from one of the four authority fields.

In

each discussion the emphasis is placed on strategies designed to operational ize the element or sub-elements.
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Table 19. Fifteen elements considered essential to bear management plans
in Canadian National Parks.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
1.

Program Objectives

2.

Organizational Structure

3.

Evaluation

4.

Monitoring

5.

Public Information

6.

Waste Management

7.

Food Storage Management

8.

Human Activity Management

9.

Problem Bear Management

10.

Training

11.

Emergency Planning

12.

Research Planning

13.

Regional Management

14.

Fiscal and Person-Year Planning

15.

Design Characteristics

Table 20. A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
Program Element

Source

Applicable Contents

Management implications

1. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
legislation

National Parks Act (Section 4)

must protect resources for future generations yet provide for use that does not
cause Impairment

- establishes general program direction

policy

Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada
1979c:12)

preservation is given priority over use

- provides further refinement to mgmt objectives
- bear/human conflicts should be resolved in favor
of the bear

western region
directive

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

principal objective of bear mgmt is to
lend the greatest possible protection to
the public while at the same time fostering
a healthy and natural bear population
bear mgmt should be aimed at reducing
the amount of handling and improving
control of artificial food attractants

- reaffirms notion of dual objective

literature

Management involving grizzly and
black bears In Yellowstone National
Park 1970-75 (Cole 1976)

sets exemplenary mgmt objectives

refines program direction - emphasis
should be placed on anticipatory mgmt
uses mgmt objectives to generate evaluation
criteria
ro
ro
o

2. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
legislation

Public Service Terms and Conditions
of Employment Regulations (Parks
Canada 1977c)

authorizes development of Code of
Ethics which establishes chain of command

national directives

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

the bear mgmt plan must Include financial,
manpower and time requirements necessary
for Implementation
bear mgmt plan must Include Individual
responsibilities for bear incidents

- requirements must be determined preferably
on an element by element basis

Natural Resource Management
Process Manual (Parks Canada 1980)

suggests that plans outline persons
responsible for various mgmt actions

- provides content criteria

Yellowstone National Park
Yosemite National Park
Banff National Park

all parks employ or plan to employ (Banff)
a multidlscipllnary team approach to mgmt
with selected responsibilities carefully
delineated
financial/manpower requirements are lacking
however

- provides content criteria

conventional practice

managers must follow directives pertaining
to bear mgmt

- responsibilities for various types of mgmt actions
must be outlined

Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
Program Element
3.

Source

Applicable Contents

Management Implications

EVALUATION
national directives

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

bear mgmt programs and plans should be
reviewed and evaluated annually
evaluations should include summary of
mgmt activities

establishes authority for evaluation element
provides basic evaluation criteria

Natural Resource Management Process
Manual (Parks Canada 1980)

suggests plans Include methods to evaluate
effectiveness of mgmt plan

provides content criteria

western region
directive

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgmt plan will be reviewed annually
and updated as required
encounters Involving Injury or death will
be reviewed within one month by a
committee established by the Superintendent
- committee to Include not more than 6
members one of which is a recognized bear
authority but not a Parks Canada employee.

re-enforces authority for evaluation element
sspedfles content criteria
establishes use of evaluation team and outside
expertise for limited evaluations

literature

Restoration of the natural populations of grizzly and black bears
In Yellowstone National Park
(Meagher and Phillips 1980)

provides 10 year evaluation of Yellowstone
program

provides content criteria
establishes and Illustrates the use of several
evaluative criteria
generates evaluative criteria from objectives

Annual bear management and Incident
report. Yosemlte National Park,
1980 (Cella and Keay 1981)

Illustrates the nature of Yosemlte's
evaluation process

provides content criteria
Illustrates use of evaluative criteria for
public Information and food storge elements

Yellowstone National Park
Yosemlte National Park

both parks have developed relatively
comprehensive evaluation procedures

establishes and Illustrates the use of several
evaluation criteria

legislation

Access to Information Act

outlines classes of Information that must
be made available to the public

managers must be willing to provide certain
mgmt data to the public

national directives

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

bear mgmt plan should Include monitoring
element
establishes several reporting procedures
relating to destructions, human fatalities
and annual mgmt summaries

establishes authority to develop monitoring
element
sets several operational criteria

Use of Immobilizing Drugs and
Equipment (Parks Canada 1975c)

Immobilization data to be sent to Regional
Offices

provides content criteria

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgmt plan will undertake a monitoring
system for sightings and observations
annual statistical summaries must be
developed and forwarded to WRO by year end

establishes authority for monitoring
element
provides content criteria

conventional practice

4. MONITORING

western region
directive

ro
ro
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Table 20.(Cont'd)

A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.

Program Element
literature

conventional practice

Source

Applicable Contents

Management Implications

Progress report: bear activity
Information system. Banff
National Park (Kunellus and
Buckley 1982)
Evaluation of bear management In
Yellowstone National Park 1977
(Meagher 1978)

- outlines Banff's monitoring system

- provides content criteria

- outlines Yellowstone's monitoring system

- provides content criteria

Yellowstone National Park
Glacier National Park
Banff National Park

all have developed relatively sophisticated
monitoring systems

Sturdy et al. v. The Queen (1974)

establishes Crown as occupier and visitor
as Invitee
the relationship establishes a duty on the
part of the occupier to warn the Invitee
of forseeable, unusual danger

- provides content criteria

S. PUBLIC INFORMATION
case law

Ashley v. United States (1963)
Claypool v. Unites States (1951)
Esling v. United States (1957)
Martin v. United States (1975)
Martin v. United States (1976)
Parratt v. United States (1966)
Rubenstein v. United States (1972)
Williams v. United States (1962)

legislation

policy

the law of negligence probably has more Implication
for bear management than any single piece of
legislation
managers must Identify potential sources of
unusual danger and take reasonable steps to
prevent Injury from these dangers
giving adequate warning through a systematic
public Information program Is probably the
single most Important preventative measure.
negligence law has Implications for all
program elements but focuses mainly on public
information, control of human activities and control
of problem bears

The Crown Liability Act

Crown considered as an Individual and
can be held liable
procedural steps established

The Official Languages Act

requires all publications, signs, posters
pamphlets to be bilingual

design problems are obvious

Access to Information Act

government departments must supply the
public with complete, accurate, timely,
factual Information within the limitation
of the Act

opens many mgmt records to public scrutiny
government officials have tended to avoid publicizing
even the most routine management data - this may no
longer be legally permissible
accurate, up to date monitoring systems must be
Implemented If quality records are to be developed.

Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada
1979c: 43)

must provide the public with accurate Information about management programs
Information dispersal must be extended
beyond park

again, quality Information can only be derived from a
quality monitoring system
more effort must be made to contact visitors
prior to park visits

rv>
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ro

Table 20 (Cont'd)
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summary of key l e g i s l a t i o n , case law, p o l i c y statement, d i r e c t i v e s , legal opinions, l i t e r a t u r e , and conventional practices and t h e i r
implications for bear management in Canadian National Parks.

Program Element
national d i r e c t i v e s

Source

Applicable Contents

Management

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

- information program to emphasize acceptance
of bears as part of ecosystem and wilderness experience
- should include precautionary measures, and
seasonal distribution
- personal contact to be emphasized as main
mode for visitors frequenting bear habitat

- sets general and specific standards for the
content of public information
- sets priority information dispersal method
for backcountry travellers

Control of Animals Deemed Dangerous
to Human Safety (Parks Canada 1971b)

- mgmt of "naturally dangers" bears limited
to supplying proper avoidance information

preventative avoidance techniques must be
component of public information element

Access to Information Act and the
Privacy Act (Parks Canada 1983c)

- reaffirms principle established by the
Acts per se
- Parks Canada has obligation to supply the
public with complete, accurate, timely
factual information within the limitations
of the Acts

preventative avoidance techniques must be
component of public information element

Pack in - Pack out - Litter Control
(Parks Canada 1975a)

western region
directives

implications

a program to be developed to educate staff
and visitors as to Uttering and especially
the pack in - pack out policy
must educate public as to most suitable backcountry foods to reduce litter

- provides content criteria
ro
ro
OJ

Communications with the Public
through the Media (Parks Canada
1983f)

establishes operating standards for media
releases
affirms that public has right to full, accurate
timely information
affirms that all departments have obligation
to foster public awareness of dept. & programs
maintaining open and effective communications with the media is important
information supplied to media 1s to be
factual
information supplied limited only to that
exempted by the Access to Information and
Privacy Act

managers must be knowledgeable as to what
information can be protected and what
information cannot be protected,
accurate monitoring systems must be
developed to supply quality information
generally opens the bear mgmt program to
public scrutiny

Bilingual ism - Parks Canada
Service to the Travelling Public
(Parks Canada 1975b)

reaffirms principles established by the
Official Languages Act
every effort to be made to make all signs,
texts and publications bilingual
emergency signs to receive top priority

applicable information modes must be delivered in
both official languages
closure and warning signs to receive priority

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgmt plans will outline a program
of public information aimed at avoidance
of bear problems

establishes authority for public information element
program emphasis on avoidance techniques

You Are in Bear Country
(Parks Canada undated b)

reaffirms obligation to Inform visitor
of potential bear hazard and how to avoid
or minimize the hazard
establishes where and when the bear pamphlet
is to be distributed

provides content criteria

•

Table 20.(Cont'd)

A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.

Program Element

Source

Applicable Contents

Management Implications

legal opinion

Department of Justice (Toews 1974)

- recommends establishment of public
Information program to fulfil Crown's
duty to warn of danger

- provides additional authority fo public
Information element

literature

The Information and Education Plan
for the Grizzly In the Yellowstone
Ecosystem (Servheen et al. 1983)

- down plays danger aspect of bears and
places emphasis on positive aspects I.e.
grizzly's Importance

provides general direction as to Information
content and development of content standards

Black Bear Management In the
National Park System 1n 1976
(Martlnka 1976)

- Identifies bear mgmt plans as being a
key mgmt component
- mgmt plans becoming major form of
communication

mgmt plan must be a quality document and be
readily accessible to the public

Yellowstone National Park
Glacier National Park

- both parks have developed comprehensive,
systematic, high profile program employing numerous modes and contact points to
reach all levels of park user - established
content standards (Glacier)
- park specific design for pamphlets
- developed evaluation system for content
and dispersal

provides content criteria

conventional practice

Yosemlte National Park

ro
ro
6.

WASTE MANAGEMENT
legislation

National Parks Garbage Regulations
Sections
4(g)
2
2
8

National Parks Businesses
Regulations
Sections

5(5)
9(a)9(b)
7(b)
8
13

stipulates manner of storage for 'owners'
definition of 'owners' may limit applicability to commercial operations
defines 'approved enclosure' for garbage
storage
prohibits any person from discarding,
disposing or depositing garbage except
In designated locations
- manner of garbage storage can be made
a condition of business licence
- business licence may be revoked for noncompliance and reinstated under prescribed
conditions
- financial guarantees of compliance may
be made condition of business licence
- business licence may not be Issued If In
best Interests of Park
- allows Superintendent to prescribe conditions 1n which buildings, premises
and equipment must be kept

these Regulations provide for effective control
of commercial "owners" garbage but may not apply
to residential or visitor source garbage - a judicial
decision is required
may not apply to 'storage' of garbage a judicial decision Is required

these regulations combined with the above
mentioned garbage regultlons represent
sufficient legislation for stringent
control of commercial source garbage

allows access to section 9(a) If business
licence has been Issued without terms and
conditions endorsement

Table 20.(Cont'd)

A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management 1n Canadian National Parks.

Program Element

Source
National Parks General
Regulations
Sections

Applicable Contents
27

may order clean up of "nuisance"

- prohibits depositing of "rubbish" or
28
"matter of an offence nature" by any
person
- discarded material to be placed in
31(2)
Incinerators or receptacles where
provided
- prohibits any action that unreasonably
32
interferes with fauna or natural beauty
of park

National Parks Camping
Regulations
Sections S(2)(b) A
13(d)

9

national directive

western region
directive

may prohibit any action 1n a campground
that unreasonably Interferes with fauna
or the natural beauty of the park
prohibitions may be set out In a mandatory camping permit or on a notice at
campground entrances
holder of camping permit must maintain
site In condition satisfactory to
Superintendent

Management Implications

- applicability may be limited by definition
of "nuisance" - a judicial decision Is necessary
- question of whether depositing means the same
as "storing"
- applicable to littering situations but
probably would not apply to "storage" problems
- applicability may be limited by definition of
what is unreasonable interference and whether
an Incident Is necessary aprlori to establish
Interference

applicability may be limited by definition of
unreasonable interference and whether an
Incident 1s necessary aprlori to establish
Interference
applicable even 1f accused is not holding
a camping permit
satisfactory conditions should be stipulated
on permit or at campground entrances

all attractants altering natural
distribution of bears to be removed
should provide and maintain adequate
garbage facilities
bear proof facilities should be used at
all commercial facilities
campground garbage facilities should be
serviced dally
garbage to be disposed of outside the
park If possible
landfill sites should be bear proof

establishes authority to Implement waste mgmt
strategy
set basic design and operational criteria

Pack In-Pack out Litter Control
(Parks Canada 1975a)

all backcountry users must adhere to a
pack-in-pack-out garbage policy
U t t e r bags to be supplied at all Information centres, kiosks and headquarters
guides, outfitters and fishing permit
Issuers must also provide litter bags

establishes a waste mgmt strategy for backcountry areas

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgmt plan will outline criteria for
control and handling garbage

establishes authority for waste mgmt
element and development of control strategies

Bear Management in National
parks (Parks Canada 1978d)

provides support authority for commercial
garbage control

ro
ro
en
a

Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management in Canadian National Parks.
Program Element
literature

conventional practice

Source

Applicable Contents

Management Implications

Black Bear Bibliography (Tracy
et al. 1982) and Grizzly Bear
Bibliography (Tracy et al. 1982)

- have documented several hundred studies
describing the bear-garbage relationship and Its Implications

- must develop strategies to separate bears and
garbage - Information is readily available
1n the form of a computerized bibliography

Conflicts between man and grizzly
bears 1n the national parks of
North America (Herrero 1976)

- vast majority of grizzly Inflicted Injuries
tentatively attributed to Improper
storage of garbage or food

- garbage mgmt must receive commensurate
emphasis

Grizzly bear ranges and movements as determined by radiotracking (Craighead 1976)

- any alteration of food source may result
In distribution shift
- describes ability of grizzly bear to
locate carrion from great distance

Grizzly bear-elk relationships
In Yellowstone National Park
(Cole 1972)

- describes changes 1n grizzly bear distribution due to carrion availability

establishes rationale for carrion mgmt
strategy

Bear depredations at backcountry
campgrounds in Glacier National
Park (Men-11 1978)

higher number of Incidents at campsites where fishing Is available

establishes rationale for fish entrails mgmt

Banff National Park
Yellowstone National Park
Glacier National Park
Yosemite National Park
Jasper National Park

all parks have developed comprehensive
strategies to control various ownership
classes of garbage - regional approach
(Yellowstone) - fish entrails mgmt
(Glacier) - carrion mgmt

must develop strategies for each ownership
class of garbage
regional mgmt Is Important

•

7. FOOD STORAGE MANAGEMENT
legislation

National Parks Camping
Regulations
Sections

10(c)

5(2)(b)413(d)

National Parks Wildlife
Regulations
Section

94(f)

prohibits leaving unattended food in or
on specified facilities
may prohibit any action In a campground
that unreasonably Interferes with
fauna or the natural beauty of the park
prohibitions may be set out 1n a mandatory
camping permit or on a notice at campground
entrances

ro
ro
cr>

- provides limited control
- applicability may be limited by the definition
of unreasonable Interference and whether an
Incident is necessary aprlorl to establish
Interference
- applicable even If accused Is not holding a
camping permit

holder of camping permit must maintain
site In a condition satisfactory to
Superintendent

should stipulate conditions on permit or
entrance notices

prohibits feeding, enticing or baiting
wildlife

applicable only 1f intent could be shown

Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
Program Element

Source
National Parks General
Regulations
Section

32(1)(c)

Management Implications

prohibits any action that unreasonably
Interfers with fauna or natural beauty
of park

applicability may be limited by the definition
of what represents unreasonable Interference and
whether an Incident Is necessary aprlorl to
establish Interference

national directives

Bear Management In National
Parks (Parks Canada 1978d)

attractants altering natural distribution
of bears to be removed If possible

provides authority to Implement strategies
for food storage control

literature

Black bear management In Yosemlte
National Park (Harms 1980)

presents analysis of food storage
Incidents and causative factors

Illustrates the Importance of proper food storage
and determination of causative factors for each
Incident

Annual bear management and
Incident report. Yosemlte
National Park 1980. (Cella and
Keay 1980)

presents summary data on various food
storage techniques

Yosemlte National Park

has developed the most sophisticated food
storage control strategy
experimenting with new storage techniques
heavy emphasis placed on information
dispersal, causative factors and evaluation

provides content criteria

authorizes Superintendent to restrict
activities or entry and travel In certain
areas

provides mechanism to control human use and
activities 1n areas where bears have priority

authorizes Superintendent to close areas
for protection of visitor or bears

provides the means to exclude humans from critical
habitat or dangerous situations
can be a powerful preventative measure

conventional practice

8.

Applicable Contents

ro
ro

HUMAN ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT
legislation

National Parks General Regulations
Sections
7

36

policy

national directives

Parks Canada Policy
(Parks Canada 1979c:12)

- preservation given priority over use

Parks Canada Policy (Parks
Canada 1979c:43)

must use zoning plan to regulate type and
extent of visitor activities

Parks Canada Policy (Parks
Canada 1979c:42)

projects or activities with potential
for significant environmental Impact must
be subjected to EARP

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

clearly establishes control of human
activities especially In backcountry areas
as the key mgmt strategy
lists means of control such as facility
design and location, impact assessments,
closures, warnings, activity restrictions
sets closure criteria

program emphasis to be placed on control of
human activities as opposed to controlling
bear activity
should tie management actions Into zoning
system: management practices will vary from
zone to zone
provides an Important means of protecting
bear habitat
provides program direction and operational
criteria

Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
Program Element

western region
directives

9.

Source

Applicable Contents

Management Implications

Environmental Assessment and
Review In Parks Canada (Parks
Canada 1981a)

- all projects or activities with the
potential for significant environmental
Impact must be subjected to the EARP

- any project or activity which has potential
for significant Impact on bear populations,
behaviour patterns or distribution must be
screened - this may Include major control
measures for bears, waste or humans

Bear Management 1n National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

• bear mgmt plan will outline criteria for
area closures and posting of warning signs
• closures will only be Instituted In the
case of (1) an aggressive encounter
threatening human life or (2) when a female
with cubs of the year are known to be In the
area
warning signs should be posted only for
situations less grave than those outlined
In (1) and (2) above

- establishes several operational criteria
- specifies content criteria which severely
limit anticipatory techniques 1n relation
to closures and posting of warnings

literature

Rationale and options for management 1n grizzly bear sanctuaries
(Martlnka 1982)

provides statistical analysis Indicating
that control of human activities Is the
only viable mgmt strategy

control of human activities should be the main
thrust of all programs

conventional practice

Yellowstone National Park
Glacier National Park

both parks employ a wide range of techniques
to place heavy emphasis on controlling
human activities

establishes content criteria

defines and prohibits cruelty to animals

all bear handling procedures must be done
In a humane fashion
certain averslve conditioning techniques may be
prohibited

rso
ro
CO

PROBLEM BEAR MANAGEMENT

legislation

Criminal Code (Section 402)

National Parks W i l d l i f e Regulations
Sections
14

- Superintendent or park warden may destroy
bear if there is Imminent danger to persons
- Director may authorize destruction of bear
for scientific purposes
15(2) - Director may authorize destruction of bear
for protection of property

15(l)(a)

4(a)

- destruction of bear for any other reason
by any Individual Is prohibited

these regulations clearly establish three criteria for
destruction
destruction under 15(l)(a) Is unlikely
note that only certain Individuals may destory or
authorize the destruction under section 15(2)
destruction of severely Injured animals on humanitarian
grounds 1s prohibited

Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
national directives

western region
directive

Control of Animals Deemed
Dangerous to Human Safety
(Parks Canada 1971b)

outlines procedures for control of
'naturally' (defined) and 'unnaturally'
(defined) dangerous animals

refines capture, release and destruction criteria
refines procedural steps

Immobilizing Equipment and Drugs
(Parks Canada 1975c)

outlines conditions under which bears
can be Immobilized

sets capture criteria and procedural steps

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada (1978d)

strategy design to control bear activities
Is mainly directed at frontcountry areas
relocation efforts to be considered as a
short term measure
sets destruction criteria
requires armed warden presence for certain
operations

reinforces the notion of zoned mgmt especially
front and backcountry
gives Impetus to control strategies that carry
long term results
sets operational criteria for destruction and human
safety

The Control and Disposal of Surplus
Animals (Parks Canada 1974b)

outlines procedures for control and
disposal of surplus animals

provides direction for purposely reducing bear
populations and the subsequent release of bears (live
or dead) to outside Institutions

Report of the Federal Provincial
Committee for Humane Trapping
(Heave 1983:57-59)

policies and procedures adapted by Parks
Canada and to be followed as a directive
sets criteria and procedures for various
trapping techniques

sets design standards and procedures for use
of culvert traps and leghold snares.

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgrat plan will outline strict criteria
related to capture, handling, release,
marking and destruction
release sites must be stipulated
out of park release sites may be considered
'problem bear' should be defined
'problem bears' will be allowed a maximum
of 3 relocations
agencies who are eligible to receive surplus
animals are priorlzed
disposal must reflect the dictates of
approved mgmt plan
procedural guidelines are established

provides content criteria

Control of Surplus Animals (bison
excluded) (Parks Canada 1983e)

has Implications for regional or ecosystem mgmt
severely limits managerial flexibility
surplus bears (alive or dead) may be released
to agencies accordingly

legal opinion

Department of Justice
(Culllnan 1979)

no absolute property In tagged bears hence
no absolute duty to protect from that bear
qualified property In captured bear hence
an absolute duty to protect from that bear

bear trap design and trapping procedures must
be developed so that the animal, while captured,
Is Isolated from park visitors.

literature

An ethologlst's views on managing
grizzly bears (Stokes 1970)

discusses the bear/human food/garbage
relationship In respect to learning theory

Illustrates the Importance of prompt action

conventional practice

Yellowstone National Park
Glacier National Park

both parks have developed comprehensive
programs outlining action criteria

establishes content criteria

ro
ro

Table 20.(Cont'd)

A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.

10. TRAINING
national directives

Immobilizing Equipment and Drugs
(Parks Canada 1975c)

sets standards for training In relation
to Immobilizing drugs and associated
equipment

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

bear mgmt plan should Include training
requirements
training In mgmt objectives, Information
content and monitoring requirements to
be given to all park and concession
employees

establishes authority for training element
and development of a training plan

Public Safety and Search and
Rescue Procedures In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978c)

emergency response must be Included In
the training plan

provides content criteria

- training systems must be developed

western region
directive

Use of Firearms (Parks Canada 1978b)

defines firearm as any rifle, shotgun or
Immobilization deflce Issued by Parks
Canada
• park wardens will be trained In safe use
and care of guns

provides content criteria

conventional practice

Glacier National Park

• has developed a comprehensive training
program covering all aspects of mgmt

provides content criteria

ro
CO

O

11. EMERGENCY PLANNING

*
national directives

conventional practice

Public Safety, Search and Rescue
Procedures (Parks Canada 1978)

sets standards regarding training, equipment maintenance, reporting, evaluations
and agreements with outside agencies 1n
relation to emergency operations

establishes authority for development of
emergency planning element

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

bear mgmt plan should designate staff
responsibilities for bear Incidents

responsibilities and lines of authority
must be clearly spelled out particularly
for emergency Incidents

Reporting Serious Accidents
Involving the Public (Parks Canada
1983b)

outlines reporting procedures
all fatalities or serious Injuries are to
be reported to the Regional Director
Immediately by phone
written confirmation must follow

establishes content criteria
Incidents Involving fatalities or serious
injuries must be reported to superiors
Immediately

Banff National Park
Glacier National Park

both parks have developed comprehensive
programs that have been repeatedly field
tested

establishes content criteria

Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
12. RESEARCH PLANNING
policy

Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada
1979c:45)

research considered essential at all stages
of management
sets out guidelines and limitations for
research

establishes authority for research element
and development of research plan

national directives

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

bearragmtplan must contain research
requirements

establishes authority for research element
and development of a research plan

Natural Resource Management Process
Manual (Parks Canada 1980)

suggests knowledge gaps be Identified
and pHorlzed In the plan

provides content criteria

The Control and Disposal of Surplus
Animals (Parks Canada 1974b)

population reduction programs must be
based on scientific data

purposeful population reduction programs cannot
be undertaken unless they are first preceded by
required research

Issuance of Permits to Collect
Specimens (Parks Canada 1974a)

outlines conditions and procedures
required to collect specimens

provides standards for research methods
particularly 1f bears are to be physically handled

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgmt plans should recognize and
consider Information learned from studies

mgmt actions should be Integrated with research
findings
field staff must be provided with the time and
opportunity to keep abreast of new techniques
a strategy to permit field staff to develop or
access expertise must be developed.

western region
directive

literature

Boundary area wildlife; status and
concerns 1n Banff, Jasper, Kootenay
and Toho National Parks (Clarkson
1982)

calls for regional ecosystem approach
to research

Research needs and methods regarding
grizzly bears In Banff National Park
(Herrero 1975)
People and wildlife In Canada's
National Parks (Herrero 1980)

establishes research priorities for
grizzly bears

Research and management Issues
regarding grizzly and black bears
1n Kootenay National Park
(Herrero 1982)
conventional practice

discusses research needs
discusses research needs

Yellowstone National Park
Yosemite National Park

have developed systematic research programs
through 1n-park Research Scientists and
co-operative agreements with educational
Institutions

Parks Canada Policy (Parks
Canada 1979c:43)

Parks Canada to develop co-operative
arrangements with organizations and
Individuals to promote appreciation and
encourage protection of park

Interjurisdictional research agreements
should be sought

- provides content criteria

- provides content criteria

- provides content criteria

- provides content criteria

13. REGIONAL MANAGEMENT
policy

provides authority to develop regional mgmt
strategies

ro
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Table 20.(Cont'd) A summary of key legislation, case law, policy statement, directives, legal opinions, literature, and conventional practices and their
Implications for bear management In Canadian National Parks.
Parks Canada Policy (Parks
Canada 1979c:46)

Parks Canada to co-operate with other levels
of government, organizations and Individuals
1n adjacent land jurisdictions regarding
planning and Integration of facilities and
services

The Control and Disposal of Surplus
Animals (Parks Canada 1974b)

adjustments to hunting regulations along
boundary areas encouraged to assist In
control of surplus animals

encourages the concept of regional or
ecosystem management

Cooperative Activities (Parks
Canada 1981b)

develops background for Initiating and
Implementing cooperative activities and
agreements

re-affirms authority to establish regional
mgmt strategies and provides content
criteria

western region
directive

Bear Management in National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

out of park release sites may be considered

- provides content criteria

literature

Guidelines for management involving
grizzly bears in the greater Yellowstone area. (U.S. National Forest
and U.S. National Parks 1979)

illustrates the range of topics and
procedures used In the mgmt of the
Yellowstone Ecosystem

- provides content criteria

conventional practice

Yellowstone National Park

has developed extensive agreements with
at least 7 adjacent land agencies In
order to manage grizzly bears

- provides content criteria

national directives

ro
CO

ro
14. FISCAL AND PERSON-YEAR
PLANNING
national directives

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1978d)

mgmt plans must Include fiscal and
person-year requirements needed to
Implement

establishes authority for development
of fiscal and person-year element

Natural Resources Management Process
Manual (Parks Canada 1980)

suggests that a time action schedule for
fiscal and person-year resources be
Included In the plan

provides content criteria

national directives

Natural Resource Management Process
Manual (Parks Canada 1980)

suggests that plan Include summary of
background Information

provides content criteria

regional directives

Bear Management In National Parks
(Parks Canada 1983d)

bear mgmt will proceed strictly In
accordance with an approved mgmt plan
bear mgmt plan including revisions require
approval by the Superintendent and
vetting for regional consistency by
the regional Director

bear mgmt plan must be the 'bible' for all actions the mgmt plan must be a mirror Image of what goes on
1n the field
mgmt plan must be consistent with current legislation,
policy, directives, scientific findings and accepted
conventional practice
mgmt plans will become the lead form of communication
regarding mgmt practices at the park level
mgmt plans will be a primary document In the event of
negligent actions Involving bears
mgmt plans must have an approval and revision page to
Indicate authority and provide credibility

IS. DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

233.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 1: PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Well defined objectives are crucial to every bear management plan for
two reasons.

First, and most obvious, is the direction they provide for

decision making and strategy planning.
evaluation process.

Less obvious is their role in the

When determining the success of a given program one

must have some gauge, something against which he can compare or measure.
Objectives can serve this purpose.

Provided they are properly worded, the

objectives should in fact, give rise to evaluation criteria.
Section 4 of the National Parks Act sets the overall purpose of parks
from which a general objective of bear management programs can be inferred.

Managers must attempt to preserve bear populations (presumably in a

natural state) while allowing for the (presumably safe) use of the park by
visitors.

This dual objective is reflected in almost every bear management

program throughout Canadian National

Parks.

Unfortunately no park has

refined this legislated objective to a point where it is measurable, nonambiguous and realistic.

As a whole, parks have couched their bear manage-

ment objectives in vaguely worded

statements that defy

Some objectives are next to impossible to attain.

quantification.

For example, Kootenay's

prime objective is "to protect human life and the natural life of bears"
(Parks Canada 1981j).

How does one measure or evaluate the amount or the

degree of protection afforded to humans and bears?

How does one measure

the minimization of bear/human conflicts in Riding Mountain (Parks Canada
1982b) or the maintenance of "viable bear populations" in Jasper (Parks
Canada 1981i)? Can managers 'ensure1 public safety in Gros Morne and Wood
Buffalo (Parks Canada 1976b and 1981g)?
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Refinements to this broad legislated objective comes from Western
Region Directive 48 (Parks Canada 1983d) which states that the principle
objective of bear management is to provide the highest degree of protection
to visitors while at the same time fostering a healthy and natural bear
population.

Further management actions should be aimed at reducing the

amount of bear handling and improving the control of artificial foods.
Therefore there appears to be four interrelated components to this
administrative objective.

(1) Visitors must be protected.

be healthy and natural.

(3) Bear handlings must be reduced.

better controls must be exerted over artificial foods.

(2) Bears must
And (4)

If these components

can be operationalized in the sense that they are measurable, non-ambiguous
and realistic, then one would have a program objective derived from both
the National Parks Act and a Western Region Directive.

The following is

offered as a bear management objective that can be refined by any national
park by simply inserting the desired values.

For example, the objectives

of Kootenay's Bear Management Plan (Chapter 5 page 13) call for specific
percentage reductions in all categories of incidents, encounters, control
actions and storage deficiencies over a five year period.
•To provide sufficient measures for the preservation of bears in
their natural habitat and the safe human use of parklands as
evidenced by
•a progressive yearly reduction in the number of aggressive
encounters, incidents, control actions, garbage/food storage deficiencies and frontcountry bear observations,62
until predetermined 'acceptable' levels are attained.

62 Aggressive encounters, incidents, control actions, garbage/food storage
deficiencies, frontcountry and backcountry must be carefully defined.
Table 24 gives suggested definitions.
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•a corresponding increase in the number of backcountry bear
observations until a predetermined 'acceptable' number is
attained.
This model objective offers the following important features.

First,

it was derived from both the National Parks Act and an operational directive.

This is important in terms of program credibility.

Secondly,

it

represents a quantifiable, non-ambiguous touchstone against which overall
program results might be evaluated.
yearly

reductions

are

called

for

Thirdly, it is realistic in that
rather

than

wholesale

eliminations.

Obviously, in its present text it may not be applicable to all parks.

The

number of garbage storage deficiencies may be so low as to be relatively
insignificant.

Control actions may not be as important as the number of

incidents (as in Yosemite).

Other parks may wish to either parcel out or

emphasize different management objectives for various areas or zones of the
park.

Yet other parks may wish to apply further refinements by stipulating

the percentage reductions required to gauge year to year success or failures.

Some parks may wish to relate reductions to visitor use.

However,

no matter what modifications are made the same principles of non-ambiguity,
measureability and realism must be followed.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 2:

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Multifunctional Team Approach
The management of bears covers a very wide spectrum of duties, from
garbage collection to scientific research.

Only a multifunctional

team
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approach i s l i k e l y to succeed.

Nearly a l l

parks have at least recognized

t h i s f a c t and a few parks have taken p o s i t i v e steps i n t h i s d i r e c t i o n .

For

instance, Jasper's Bear Management Committee (page 182) consists of members
from a l l s u b - a c t i v i t i e s 6 3 and although Yosemite places overall
lity

on one d i v i s i o n , 6 4 major r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s

d i v i s i o n s (page 131).

responsibi-

are assigned to 4 other

From an operations perspective the team approach to

both the design and implementation of the program i s only l o g i c a l given the
d i v e r s i t y of jobs t h a t must be accomplished.

Assignment of Responsibilities
Part and parcel of the team approach i s a clear assignment of defined
responsibilities

ranging

from

the

Superintendent

Everyone must r e a l i z e where he f i t s
responsibilities.
have done well

respect.

field

the program and his

Canadian parks, p a r t i c u l a r l y

in t h i s

with organizational

in

down to

staff.

associated

those i n Western Region,

Very detailed assignments

flow charts are common to many plans.

supplemented
One person in

each park must be assigned as the overall co-ordinator - - one who controls
and d i r e c t s the day-to-day operation of the program.

The 'Bear Management

63 Personnel in Canadian National Parks are organized into 5 functional
groups or sub-activities namely: Resource Conservation, Interpretation,
Visitor Services, Finance & Administration and General Works. Major
bear management responsibilities l i e with the Resource Conservation
sub-activity.
64 Personnel in U.S. National Parks are also organized into 5 functional
groups or divisions namely; Resource Management, Interpretation,
Research, Administration and Maintenance.
Major bear management
responsibilities l i e with the Division of Resource Management.
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Warden' (Jasper), 'Bear Management Specialist' (Yellowstone), and 'Resource
Management Specialist' (Glacier) are all terms used to describe this individual.

The complexities of the program and its implementation necessitate

that this individual be assigned to the position for an extended period of
time.

Frequent changes in the assignment will not facilitate an intimate

understanding of the park's bear management problems and needs.

In addi-

tion, care must be taken to select an individual with well developed managerial

skills

and not necessarily, or solely, the individual

with

the

highest field level expertise.

Development of Expertise
Overall

responsibility for the design

management programs has usually rested with
level.

and

implementation

a park warden at the GT-02

Bear management represents only a portion of this

responsibilities.

of bear

individual's

With the exception of several public safety positions,

all GT-02 park wardens are expected to perform as generalists in that they
perform duties associated with many different aspects of the job.

It would

not be uncommon for a warden to be involved in rescue work, bear management, resource planning and law enforcement

all in the same day.

This

approach does not allow one to develop specialized skills and knowledge to
the same degree as another individual whose duties are more specialized.
However bear management has reached a point where it requires specialized
skills and knowledge.

If the Warden Service is going to develop these

skills and knowledge, a degree of specialization is necessary.
ing is offered as a suggestion.

The follow-
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One park warden could be selected from each of Parks Canada's f i v e
Regions to act as a 'regional bear management c o - o r d i n a t o r ' .

A substantial

portion of the c o - o r d i n a t o r ' s duties could be devoted to bear management in
terms of providing a high level of bear management expertise to the f i e l d
staff

i n a l l parks i n the region.

His duties might also include the pro-

v i s i o n of f i e l d level assistance f o r the development of research plans and
f o r the supervision of bear related studies conducted by the Canadian Wildlife

Service

Specialists'
functions.
A

1982

or

private

(Western

organizations.65

Region)

who

provide

This

is

similar

expertise

to

on public

'Alpine
safety

Possibly the p o s i t i o n could be c l a s s i f i e d at the GT-03 l e v e l .
consultant's

report

(O'Dell

and

Barkow

1982:32)

on

career

development and m o b i l i t y w i t h i n the Warden Service recommended creation of
additional

GT-03 positions to help f i l l

the void between GT-02 and GT-04

positions.
Retaining the p o s i t i o n w i t h i n the Warden Service and centering the
p o s i t i o n w i t h i n the f i e l d , should promote acceptance and c r e d i b i l i t y among
field staff.

Well q u a l i f i e d personnel are c u r r e n t l y available w i t h i n the

Warden Service.

Nationwide there are at l e a s t 16 f u l l - t i m e park wardens

w i t h u n i v e r s i t y level education and at l e a s t 6 who have completed or are
close to completing Master's level education (O'Dell and Barkow 1982:8) 6 6

65 Most Regional Offices have one person, often referred to as a Resource
Studies Manager, assigned the responsibility of overseeing research
studies.
In respect to research the 'regional bear management
co-ordinator' could assist the Resource Studies Manager by providing
f i e l d level expertise.
66 The survey covered exactly one half of the existing f u l l time wardens
from across Canada. Hence, the actual numbers may be closer to 32 and
12 respectively. All figures refer to f i e l d level wardens and exclude
Chief Park Wardens.
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Given the time to develop their knowledge by way of literature reviews,
seminars, workshops and the like, selected wardens could eventually provide
the necessary level of expertise.67
Regardless of the method

used, it is absolutely essential

least one individual, whether he is stationed

that at

in the field or regional

office, be assigned the responsibility of keeping up to date in regard to
bear management literature and conveying new techniques and approaches to
park personnel.

The requisite time, manpower and funding must

accompany

this responsibility.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 3:

EVALUATION

Feedback is an essential element of all systems for without it there
is no data base upon which to take corrective action.
would be intuitively obvious to all program managers.

One would think this
Yet there has been

little or no attention paid to this element in the vast majority of parks.

67 Most, if not all, Regional Offices have a Fisheries and Wildlife Manager
whose responsibilities include supplying field staff with expertise on
topics ranging from fisheries to avifauna. For topics such as bear
management, a great deal of time would be required to keep abreast of an
ever increasing volume of research findings and changes to management
techniques.
Whether this individual will be able to devote the
necessary time to bear management is very questionable.
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In a cursory

review of

Parks, Martinka (1976:2)

black

bear management i n selected U.S.

noted t h a t q u a n t i t a t i v e

program success were universally omitted.
stone

(page 104), Yosemite (page 131)

1982), evaluations are s t i l l

measuring

With the exception of Yellow-

and Sequoia/Kings

sadly l a c k i n g .

ing given the number of professionally

standards for

National

Canyon

This i s p a r t i c u l a r l y

trained b i o l o g i s t s

(Werner
surpris-

involved

with

U.S. parks and the f a c t t h a t Canada's only service-wide bear management
directive

(Parks Canada 1978d) s p e c i f i c a l l y c a l l s f o r annual

evaluations of management programs.

reviews and

Since evaluations are so closely t i e d

to objectives and e f f e c t i v e monitoring systems, the general lack of comprehensive evaluations may simply r e f l e c t deficiencies in the two elements.
Four points are worthy of mention i n regard to program evaluations:
(1) evaluation c r i t e r i a

(2) evaluation teams (3) impartial evaluators and

(4) evaluation periods.

Evaluation C r i t e r i a
Formalized evaluation c r i t e r i a must be c a r e f u l l y selected along with
a monitoring system t h a t can provide the necessary data.

The choice of

c r i t e r i a may vary68 f r 0 m park to park but should, as mentioned previously
(page 233), be a d e r i v a t i v e of the program's o b j e c t i v e s .

Table 21 suggests

68 Several managers in the Yellowstone ecosystem have maximum destruction
quotas written into their job descriptions against which they are
evaluated (Servheen 1983).
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Table 21. Evaluation criteria3,D for bear management programs in Canadian
National Parks.

1. Number of Garbage Storage Incidents
2.

Number of Food Storage Incidents

3.

Number of Property Damage Incidents

4.

Number of Threat Encounters

5.

Number of Bluff Charge Encounters

6.

Number of Thwarted Charge Encounters

7.

Number of Injury Encounters

8.

Number of Relocations

9.

Number of Destructions

10. Total Ecosystem Loss
11. Number of Garbage Storage Deficiencies
12. Number of Food Storage Deficiencies
13. Number of Observations of Bears in Developed Areas 0
14. Number of Observations of Bears Feeding on Natural Foods

3
D

c

Terminology for criteria 1 through 12 as defined in Table 24.
Each criterion could be expressed in absolute terms and in terms relative
to visitation. Visitation might be expressed in camper-nights, number of
trail users, gate entries or other significant units. Since most
incidents and storage deficiencies seem to occur in campgrounds, the
number of camper-nights might be the most meaningful unit.
'Development Areas' would have to be defined in relation to each park.
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a number of quantifiable criteria that could be used to evaluate the success of the overall program.

Several of these criteria are currently being

used by Yellowstone, Glacier or Yosemite.

A more refined evaluation could

be made by assessing each program element separately. This might be advantageous in that managers would be able to identify particular strengths and
weaknesses and, if necessary, apply specific remedial measures.

Several

elements such as Waste Management and Food Storage lend themselves to quantification while others such as Regional Ecosystem Management and Monitoring must rely on more subjectively derived criteria.

Evaluation Teams
Since it is extremely unlikely that any one individual possesses
expertise covering all elements of the management program, an evaluation
team may be necessary.
use this approach.

A few parks such as Glacier and Yosemite currently

However in each case the team consists of various park

staff including the resident research scientist.

Impartial Evaluators
The fact that the very people who design and operate the program are
the evaluators of the program must introduce a certain amount of bias
although unintentionally.

Use of outside evaluators, individuals external

to the park, might render a more impartial opinion and provide 'fresh'
ideas and methodologies.

Glacier seems to be moving in this direction;

periodic evaluations are performed by a review team appointed by the
Regional Director (Sigler 1983).
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Table 22 indicates an idealized evaluation team.
posed of 6 members from various field of expertise.

The team is comAll evaluators are

external to the sponsor park and are drawn from either the academic community, other parks, private industry or regional offices.

Each member is

assigned to evaluate specific program elements falling within his area of
expertise.

Members 1, 4 and 6 represent key evaluators whose input is

critical to the proper function of the team.

If logistic or monetary

restrictions limit participation, priority should be given to those individuals.
provide

The omnibus responsibilities of members 1, 4 and 6 should act to
co-ordination,

consistency

and

information

exchange

between

members.

Evaluation Periods
Martinka (1983) has indicated that there is a great danger in basing
management decisions on yearly evaluations.

Year to year data may repre-

sent nothing more than aberrant fluctuations having no relation to long
term trends.

Therefore full scale evaluations may only be necessary on

long term historical data. This approach will not only save time and money
associated

with the evaluation

process but will

also present a more

accurate and meaningful assessment of the park's bear management program
and the future directions it might take.

Nevertheless, more frequent but

less detailed evaluations of individual program elements, such as waste
management or food storage, may prove useful in order to correct obvious
shortcomings.

All evaluations should be completely documented and made

available to the public in conjunction with the current bear management
plan.

Table 22. Bear management programs in Canadian National Parks: composition and responsibilities of an idealized evaluation team.
Area of Expertise

Possible Evaluators

Evaluation Responsibilities
provides overall evaluation of all elements with special emphasis on
research planning, control of problem bears, evaluations and
population and behavioural dynamics.

1.

biological/behavioural/research

one

acknowledged expert from the academic community

2.

information/communications

one

acknowledged expert in communications or interprovides indepth evaluation of the public information element:
pretive techniques: this individual could be the contents, dispersal systems and effectiveness.
Chief Naturalist (from another park) or an
individual drawn from private industry (advertising firms) or the academic community; preference should be given to the latter two sources.

3.

mechanical/design

one

acknowledged expert in design and construction
of mechanical devices; this individual could
be drawn from Regional offices (mechanical
engineer), private industry or the academic
community.

provides in depth evaluation of the waste management and
food storage elements; evaluates the existing devices and
provides design/construction advice to improve structures
and methodology.

4.

managerial/administrative

one

individual with extensive experience in the
managerial/administrative field; this individual
could be a Superintendent (preferably with warden
experience), a Chief Park Warden (from
another park), or be drawn from Regional
Offices (e.g. Chief of Resource Conservation)

provides overall evaluation with special emphasis on control
of human activities, emergency procedures, training, organizational
structure and evaluations.

5. computer programming

one

individual with advanced programming experience;
this individual could be drawn from the academic
community or Regional offices.

provides detailed evaluation of the monitoring element:
evaluates data input/output variables, collection and
dispersal systems.

6.

one

Individual with extensive field level experience;
this individual might include the warden responsible for overall co-ordination of the bear
management program (from another park) or the
'Regional Bear Management Co-ordinator1 (if
such a position were to be created).

provides overall evaluation of all elements.

field operations

ro
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 4:

MONITORING

The success or failure of many program elements are inseparably tied
to the existence of an efficient monitoring system.

The decision to either

release or destroy a nuisance bear is, or ought to be, based partially on
the animal's past history or dossier which is itself a product of the
monitoring system.

Similarly only a monitoring system can, as dictated by

Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada 1979c:43), provide accurate information
to the public.

Many aspects of bear research are heavily dependent upon

the observations and records of field staff. Better monitoring systems may
remove the need for some research (Martinka 1983).

A sound defence against

a liability action must rely heavily on accurate, concise and complete
records.

Over the long term monitoring will provide the data base upon

which to evaluate programs, determine trends, and alter management strategies.

The monitoring element has such an ubiquitous influence.

In fact

one might go so far as to say that almost all management actions must be
preceded by a monitoring action (Brown 1983).

So important is the moni-

toring element that Meagher (1977:1) has referred to Yellowstone's daily
monitoring program as the operational key to success.
Two questions must be answered in the design of a monitoring system:
what needs to be recorded and how best can it be accomplished?

Required Data
In response to the first question the answer must be to collect as
much detail as possible on each program element given the limitations of
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manpower and finances.

A review of various monitoring systems reveals that

although no one system is totally comprehensive, data is gathered from 5
general categories dealing with the more contemporary types of information
such as pure observations, incidents, aggressive encounters and resultant
management actions.
23.

These are shown in categories 1 through 5 in Table

Accurate records dealing with visitor use and the more administrative

side of management must also be generated.
shown in categories 6 to 14, Table 23.

This type of information is

The resultant 14 categories repre-

sent the essential items that all programs should monitor.

Terminology
How to collect and store this information is much more involved and
must be tailored to the needs and capabilities of each park.

What becomes

very evident to anyone inspecting multiple year records for a single park
or trying to compare records from a number of parks, is that data is often
non-intelligible and non-comparable due to two factors:

(1) the use of

undefined terminology and (2) the lack of standardized reporting format.
So confusing is the mix of undefined terms that many park records are
next to useless.

What is an 'incident':

does it include property damages,

maulings, bluff charges, or merely meeting a bear on a trail?

What are

bear 'removals': does the term imply in-park relocations, zoo transfers or
destructions?

What does the term 'control action' include?

include those done for research?

Do 'captures'

Other often used yet undefined terms are

'encounters, confrontations, interactions, occurrences, attacks, contacts,
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Table 23.

Categories of informations required for a comprehensive bear
monitoring system in Canadian National Parks.

1.

Incidents0

2.

Encounters0

3.

Garbage Storage Deficiencies0

4.

Food Storage Deficiencies0

5.

Management Actions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

data related to capture attempts0
immobilization data
destruction/autopsy data
mark/release data
data related to area closures
data related to warning postings
enforcement data

6.

Bear Dossiers01

7.

Visitor Usee

8.

Documents pertaining to emergency responses

9.

Research findings/plans

10. Minutes of seminars/workshops/training sessions
11. Regional agreements or minutes of meetings concerning regional management
12. Costs and manpower requirements
13. Program or .element evaluations
14. General Correspondence
a

0
0

d
e

Data should be reported according to its association with either black
bears, or grizzly bears or unidentified bear species.
These terms are defined in Table 24.
Although no park collects data on these topics, the information would
have definite value. Information pertaining to the date/time/location of
the trap set, the bait used, etc., could be easily gathered by use of a
trap register. This data might be useful in determining trap success,
monitoring frequency and substantiation of other records.
Bear dossiers consist of a collation of all reports concerning a
particular bear's involvement in categories 1, 2 or 5.
Kendall (1983) has noted a particular deficiency in this area especially
in terms of day use data. Most incident, encounter, storage deficiency
or management action data become much more meaningful when reported in
relation to visitation.
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trappings and handlings'.

If records are to be meaningful, clearly defined

terminology must be consistently applied and until this is accomplished
bear managers will have great difficulty intelligently discussing their
management programs.
Few authors define the terminology used in their analysis.

Singer

(1982:2) defined 7 terms but, unfortunately mixed aggressive and nonaggressive

reactions

bear/human physical

under

common

headings:

serious

charge,

minimal

contact and property damage were placed under the

heading of 'Bear Incident'; curious approaches, distant bluff charges and
neutral responses were included under the heading 'Bear Encounter'.
seven category

The

system used by Banff (page 201) to describe a bear's

reaction to humans along with a property damage category is probably the
most

comprehensively

defined

set

of

terminology

However, even this system has serious shortcomings.

currently

available.

For example, terms to

describe incidents involving bears and garbage/human food are omitted.
Table 24 lists terminology that could be used to describe various
types of interactions between bears and garbage, human food, property or
humans.

Also included are terms describing various types of garbage and

food storage deficiencies and management actions.

As a matter of conven-

ience, the terms are organized in four main groups - incidents, encounters,
control

actions

and

storage

deficiencies.

Incidents

involve

those

interactions between bears and garbage, bears and human food or bears and
property damage.

Encounters relate to the interaction between bears and

humans.

Control actions describe various 'hands-on' types of management

actions.

Storage deficiencies denote situations wherein either garbage or

Table 24. Suggested terminology for bear monitoring systems In Canadian
national Parks.a.D

INCIDENTS
Garbage Storage Incident: used to describe any Interaction between
bears and garbage wherein the bear gains access to Improperly stored garbage; human presence at the time of the Incident 1s not necessary. Garbage
storage Incidents should be classified as either government, commercial,
residential or visitor dependent on the ownership of the garbage.

Neutral Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear Indicates that It Is aware of the human presence
(e.g. pauses, orients towards the human, etc.) but continues Its pre-encounter behaviour.
Curiosity Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear stops its current activity to investigate the
human presence (e.g. may move toward the human, follow the human, sniff the
air, stand on Its hind legs and sniff) and then return to Its pre-encounter
behaviour.

Food Storage Incident: used to describe any Interaction between bears
and human food wherein the bear gains access to Improperly stored human
food; human presence at the time of the Incident Is not necessary. Food
storage Incidents should be classified as either government, commercial,
residential or visitor according to food ownership at the time of the
Incident. Food storage Incidents do not Include those situations wherein a
bear forces tourists to surrender their food.

Illegal Feeding Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a
bear and a human wherein the human purposely attracts the bear to within
close proximity by enticement with food. A Type I encounter Implies that
the bear did not receive any reward. A Type II encounter implies that the
bear received human food.

Property Damage Incident: used to describe any Interaction between
bears and human property wherein the property Is damaged In any way; human
presence at the time of the Incident Is not necessary. Property damage
Incidents will normally be accompanied by either a garbage or food storage
Incident or one or more encounter categories. Property damage Incidents
should be classified as either government, commercial, residential or
visitor according to property ownership.

Food Seeking Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear Is fully aware of the human presence yet boldly
moves to within close proximity of the humans In an attempt to gain access
to their food. The humans take evasive action (e.g. picnickers are forced
to pack up and move due to an approaching bear; a bear approaches a roadside vehicle and stands up against the vehicle forcing the tourists to roll
up their windows or move on). A Type I encounter Implies that the bear did
not receive any food. A Type II encounter Implies that the bear received
human food.

NON-AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS
No Change Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear gives no Indication of being aware of the human
and continues its normal routine.

Inadvertent Contact Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between
a bear and human wherein the bear Inadvertently makes physical contact with
a human; Inadvertent Injuries of a minor nature may occur (e.g. a bear
steps on a sleeping camper). This type of encounter will probably occur In
conjunction with a food seeking encounter.

Flight Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear departs the area at the time of the encounter or
soon after; no averslve conditioning Is applied.

AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS

Averslve Conditioning Encounter: used to describe an Interaction
between a bear and human wherein the bear departs the area immediately
after the human applies some form of averslve conditioning (e.g. shout,
throw rock, etc.). This type of encounter may be very common 1n campgrounds. A Type I averslve conditioning encounter Implies that the averslve conditioning was effective and the bear moves away although It may
soon return. A Type II encounter Implies that the averslve conditioning
technique has no effect and the bear remains 1n the area.

ro
to

Threat Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear either growls, huffs, slaps, oaws, pops jaws, pants
loudly or shows other signs of aggressive Intent.
Bluff Charge Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear charges toward the human but stops short of
making physical contact; the bear stops the charge or veers off on Its own
volition or after the human applies some form of averslve conditioning
(shout, wave, etc.); 1n the latter case an averslve conditioning encounter
should be noted also. A Type I encounter Implies that the bear stopped the
charge on Its own volition - no averslve conditioning 1s applied. A Type II
encounter Implies that the bear stopped the charge after averslve conditioning was applied.

•

Table 24. (Cont'd). Suggested terminology for bear monitoring systems in
Canadian National Parks.«,"
Thwarted Charge Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear charges but Is unable to make physical contact
because of some evasive action (climb tree, enter vehicle, the bear Is
shot, etc.) on the part of the human.
Injury Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear purposely makes physical contact with the human and
In so doing inflicts Injuries.

Food Storage Deficiency: used to describe a situation wherein human
food Is accessible to bears due to the use of Improper storage techniques.
Food storage deficiencies should be reported on a site-day basis i.e. one
deficient site for 5 days would constitute 5 site-days of deficiency.
Responsibility for the deficient site should be classified as either government, commercial, residential or visitor according to ownership.

CONTROL ACTIONS

MISCELLANEOUS

Capture: used to describe a management action wherein a bear Is physically captured by means of traps or drugs; this category does not include
captures made for research purposes. Captures should be classified as to
method used - culvert, snare, free ranging Immobilization.

Other Population Losses: used to describe other population losses
resulting from poaching, roadklll, a drug overdose or hunter kills within
the ecosystem.

Release/In Park: used to describe a management action wherein a bear
is released within the park In which It was captured.

Total Ecosystem Loss: used to describe the total number of bears lost
from the ecosystem; this would constitute the sum of Releases/Out of Ecosystem, Release/Institution, Destruction and Other Population Losses.

Release/In Ecosystem: used to describe a management action wherein a
bear 1s released outside the park In which it was captured but within Its
known or suspected ecosystem (e.g. a bear Is released In an area 10 km
beyond the boundary and no impassable barriers exist).

Ecosystem: must be defined within the context of the specific park.
Due to a lack of specific data, most parks will have to draw operationally
based boundaries rather than boundaries dictated by ecological parameters.
Frontcountry: must be defined within the context of the specific park.

Release/Out of Ecosystem: used to describe a management action wherein
a bear is released outside of Its known or suspected ecosystem and there is
no reason to believe the animal will be able to return to its former ecosystem (e.g. a bear Is transferred from Montana to Alaska). This classification poses the obvious problem of delineating the ecosystem.
Release/Institution: used to describe a management action wherein a
bear is transferred to a zoo, game farm, etc. where there 1s no possibility
of return to Its former ecosystem.

Backcountry: must be defined within the context of the specific park.
Bear Season: used to describe the period of time during which visitor
use statistics will be recorded In order to develop use-specific bear
management data. The actual period of time must be defined within the
context of the specific park.

Destruction: used to describe a management action wherein a bear Is
purposely destroyed for management reasons; mercy killing of Injured animals 1s excluded except where prior plans had Indicated the bear was to be
destroyed.
STORAGE DEFICIENCIES
Garbage Storage Deficiency: used to describe a situation wherein
garbage 1s accessible to bears due to the use of Improper storage techniques. Garbage storage deficiencies should be reported on a site-day
basis I.e. one deficient site for 5 days would constitute 5 site-days of
deficiency. Responsibility for the deficient site should be classified as
either government, commercial, residential or visitor according to ownership.
•

One or more Incidents or encounters often occur almost simultaneously.
For example: a warden finds a bear breaking Into garbage container;
the bear orients toward the approaching warden and then continues
foraging In the garbage; the warden throws several rocks and the bear
runs. This series of events might be classified as three separate
Interactions: (1) a bear/garbage Incident; (2) a neutral encounter;
and finally (3) an aversive conditioning encounter.

D

Black, grizzly or unidentified bear data should always he reported
separately.

ro
en
o
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human food is potentially accessible to bears. One might note that several
of the 'encounter' terms are those used by Banff (page 201). Also listed
are several terms that should be defined within the context of the individual park.

The terminology is designed to remove the reporting confusion

now prevalent in the literature and promote a higher level of precision and
consistency.

Data Collection Format: A Single Form System
The second cause of inconsistency is the lack of standardized data
collection forms and the resulting variation in data collected.

While many

Canadian Parks use the Cansis Wildlife Observation Card for routine observations, each
reports.

park

has developed

its own peculiar

format for other

Kootenay for instance, uses an Occurrence Report form which is

basically a blank sheet which depends on the reporting warden to think of
and record all important details, a system which has obvious limitations.
Jasper on the other hand uses a series of 7 relatively detailed fill-inthe-blank type forms.

Banff's Bear Monitoring form (Fig. 52) probably

represents the state of the art in reporting format.

However, even it has

serious omissions such as garbage and food storage incident categories and
their associated causative factors.
If year to year data or park to park data is to be consistent and
comparable, a single standardized, comprehensive reporting format must be
developed and used in association with clearly defined terminology.

In the

U.S., the Case Incident Report (Fig. 29) is used as a national reporting
form.

Its narrative design allows reporting of all types of incidents
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including those related to bears.

However, reporting inconsistency is

bound to develop since bear incidents must be described mainly under the
narrative section.

While the Banff form (Fig. 52) allows for detailed

consistent reporting through the use of a checklist system, the form is
specific to bear management and could not be used for other functions such
as law enforcement and so forth.
Reporting could be greatly simplified by the use of a single form
system capable of handling very detailed information on all types of incidents including those involving bears.

To accomplish this a coded check-

list design with some narrative space is suggested.

British Columbia's

Motor Vehicle Traffic Incident Police Investigation form (Fig. 57) illustrates the quality and quantity of detail that can be generated using a
coded checklist design.

A similar form, specific to park operations could

be developed to provide for all types of field reporting including bear
management.

Given the establishment of clearly defined terminology, the

type of data required in categories 1 through 5 (Table 23) could readily be
coded and entered on the form.

The coded values could then be easily

sorted by hand or key punched for computer processing.

Kootenay National

Park is currently developing this type of form.

Monitoring Systems
Most monitoring systems employed by well-known parks involve the use
of a centralized reporting system.

The systems used by Yellowstone,

Glacier and Banff were discussed on pages 104, 148, and 200 respectively.
The following features appear to be common to all three systems.
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Fig. 57.

Reproduction of the form Motor Vehicle Traffic Incident Police
Investigation, Province of British Columbia. The form illustrates
the volume of data that can be collected using a code checklist
format. A similar format could be used to collect detailed bear
management data.
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•Centralization. A central dispatcher or information centre acts
as a general clearing house for all incoming and outgoing
observations and management action reports.
•Standardized Report Forms. Collection of detailed information
through the use of checklist style forms supplemented by more
lengthy narrative style reports if necessary.
•Computerized Data Processing.
and sorting.
•24 Hour Operation.

To ensure rapid data turn around

To provide continual input/output access.

•Periodic Summary Reports.
and yearly basis.

Usually compiled on a daily, weekly

•Daily Information Dispersal.
To all information centres,
district and subdistrict offices (Yellowstone and Glacier only).
Computerized

monitoring

nationwide monitoring

systems

lend

system such as BIMS

themselves

to

a

single

(Bear Information Management

System) used by at least six U.S. parks (Cella and Kapler 1979:163).

The

system is designed to allow each park to establish a data base tailored to
its individual needs.
observations

Incident reports, control action reports and routine

can be stored

and retrieved

or manipulated

into specific

reports such as bear dossiers*^ (Wauer 1982:pers.comm.).
Only individuals who have gone through the frustrating experience of
trying

to gather and compare multi-park

convenience and relative accuracy of BIMS.

data can fully appreciate the
Nevertheless the system is not

69 A 'dossier' consists of a description of the known bear along with
reference to all observations or reports in which the animal has been
identified. Dossiers are essential for many management decisions.
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without disadvantages.

Processing delays^ inherent in a centralized

system used by very distant parks have been so troublesome as to force
several parks (Yellowstone and Glacier) to purchase their own in-house
computers.

Independent computer storage should not cause problems as long

as standardized terminology and reporting forms are used.

Monitoring:

Training and Encouraging the Visitor to Report

Two other factors play a major role in the monitoring system:
training and the number of observers.

No matter how simple a system is,

a certain degree of training is required.

Understanding the need for

monitoring and the use to which the data is put can be every bit as
important as understanding the mechanics of properly completed forms.
Employees must be given reason to believe in the system.

Glacier's empha-

sis on monitoring during its annual training session (Table 15) is an
example that other parks might follow.
The number of park employees is relatively minute compared to the
number of park visitors.

Every visitor ought to be considered as a poten-

tial observer or monitor. U.S. parks have recognized this fact and encourage visitors to report all observations by way of boldly printed messages
on most pamphlets and posters.

In Canada there is much less encourage-

70 Personnel in both Glacier (Blair 1983:pers.comm.) and Yellowstone (Brown
1982:pers.comm.) indicated that slow data turn around made BIMS
impractical for day to day decision making.
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ment.

Most pamphlets?* and other forms of public information have gener-

ally failed to convey this simple yet important message.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 5: PUBLIC INFORMATION

Some authors (Parks Canada 1982a:2) maintain that unnatural sources
of food are the 'root cause1 of most bear problems.

However, sources of

unnatural foods may be merely symptomatic of a more basic 'root cause' that
being a lack of adequate information.

One could easily put forth the

hypothesis that if visitors were given detailed food/storage information
the number of related bear incidents would greatly diminish.

Of course

this hypothesis is premised on a belief that the majority of incidents are
related to:

(1) outright ignorance (2) an inability to follow instruc-

tions (3) a failure in information quality (i.e. effectiveness) and/or (4)
a failure in dispersal methods.
The public information element is important for another reason.

The

single most important aspect of any bear management program is public
support (Brown 1983).

Without it the program will not function properly

and inevitably funding will diminish.

It is the public information element

that carries the major role in gathering and maintaining this support.
Three factors seem essential to this element:

(1) content and design

?* The 1984 edition of the pamphlet You are in Bear Country (Fig. 45) now
carries the message "Report any bear sightings or carrion locations to
the nearest warden office".
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standards (what is to be said and how it is to be said) (2) dispersal
methods

and (3) evaluation techniques.

Content and Design Standards
Most parks have failed to apply a systematic approach to the content
and design of public information related to bears.

Although additions to

the text of the most recent edition of the You are in Bear Country pamphlet
(Fig. 45a), represents a major improvement over previous editions, the
pamphlet is still lacking in several important features.

Notable in the

new edition is the lack of illustrations or photographs to indicate preferred foods, habitats and signs of bear presence.

Most city dwellers

would be unable to identify these or other indications that a bear could be
close by.

Another recently published pamphlet, You May Be In Bear Country

(Fig. 58), also represents a major improvement in both the content and
design of bear information. However, the pamphlet was developed as part of
a 'Parks West' promotional venture, and given the apparent costs of the
pamphlet, it may be less widely distributed than the You are in Bear
Country pamphlet.

The Parks Canada garbage bag (Fig. 46) also represents

another high profile information mode that has not been effectively utilized.

The bag currently contains only one cursory statement about bears.

When one compares the content of Parks Canada pamphlets and garbage bags to
those of the U.S. National Parks it becomes apparent that, although Parks
Canada has recently made significant improvements, there is still considerable room for improvement.
At least one park (Glacier, Montana) has seen fit to outline stan-
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F i g . 58.

Reproduction of the English t e x t of the Parks Canada pamphlet, You
May Be In Bear Country.
The pamphlet measures about 28 x 42 cm
with black l e t t e r i n g on a white background. Several good q u a l i t y
color photographs are included.
Large photographs from the f r o n t
and rear pages of the pamphlet have been excluded from the reproduction shown here.

COVER
Adult grizzly. Colour varies irom black
to blonde:frequentlywith white-tipped
hrr.

Bears ara found in many of Canada's national
parks and near some ol Ihe historic parks and
sites.
ALL BEARS ARE POTENTIALLY
DANGEROUS
Bears are animals that demand respect.
They have great strength and agility, are unpredictable and can inflict serious injury.
When they feel threatened. Ihey defend
themselves, their young and their territory.

Adult grizzlies leeding on carrion.

Sanctuary lor Ihe grizzly is limited to
western and northern parks.

The black bear is Ihe smallest member
ol the North American bear family.

BLACK AND GRIZZLY BEARS
Black bears can be found in most ol
Canada's national parks. They adapt readily to
human environments and year-round prefer
heavily wooded areas and dense bushland.
Grizzlies are found in western and northern
mountain parks. They lend to be migralory, inhabiting ihe high alpine country in summer
and descending to Ihe valleys in Ihe spring
and foil. The promise ol easily-obtained food
ollen lures them into areas occupied by
humans.
POLAR BEARS
Polar bears can be found in Auyuiltuq
National Park in Ihe Northwest Territories and
near Fort Prince ol Wales National Historic
Park and York Factory National Historic Sile in
northern Manitoba. The behaviour ol polar
bears dilfers Irom that ol Black and Grizzly
Bears and Ihey may be even more dangerous
because Ihey have no tear ol humans. Contact
Ihe Superintendent ol Manitoba North Sites or
the Superintendent ol Auyuittuq National Park
lor more information.
Few bear attacks have occurred in the
national parks, especially considering the
numbers ol visitors each year, and the majority ol encounters have been brought
about by human carelessness.
Our national parks are dedicated to the
protection of all wildlife. With your cooperation, we can continue to live up to this ideal
without endangering you, the visitor.
TO AVOID A BEAR ENCOUNTER
" don't hike alone. Slay alen and think ahead:
• watch for bear signs such as tresh tracks,
digging and seals (droppings):
• stay in Ihe open and avoid berry patches and
carcass remains:
• be especially alert when travelling into Ihe
wind. The bear may not catch your scent
and your approach will surprise him:
• carry a noisemaker (bells or stone-lilled
cans), but remember lhal it may not be ellective in dense bush or near rushing water:
• use a lelepholo lens to take photographs at a
distance:
• NEVER go near a bear cub. The mother may
be nearby:
• don't lake your dog into the backcountry.
The sight and smell of a dog often infuriates
a bear and may bring on an attack;
• don't, when camping, encourage bears by
leaving food or garbage around. Garbagetrained bears associate food with humans
and soon lose their tear ol man. They may
become a danger to campers and have to be
destroyed.

DON'T LET YOUR CARELESSNESS
KILL A BEAR
In established campgrounds:
• keep your campsite clean and lock food in
Ihe trunk ol your vehicle:
• put garbage in containers provided by the
park:
• don't cook or eat in your tent and don't leave
dirty utensils around.
In Ihe backcountry:
• camp away from animal or walking traits and
near large, sparsely branched trees you can
climb il it becomes necessary;
• choose another area it you notice tresh bear
signs;
• cache food away Irom your tent, prelerably
hung Irom a tree;
• cook away Irom your lent — food smelts can
permeate it — and try to use relatively odorIree Ireeze-dned foods:
• don't sleep in clothes you wore while cooking: food odors attach themselves to
clothing.
• don't bury garbage. II you cant burn it. pack
it out to the nearest container.
BEAR CONFRONTATIONS
II you encounter a bear, you can reduce the
hazard by:
• making a wide detour il you see a black
bear;
• leaving the area at once it you see a grizzly;
• keeping upwind so the bear will catch your
scent;
• leaving the bear an escape route il you can't
detour or retreat. Then wait until he moves
Irom your path.
ATTACKS
Most grizzly attacks result Irom surprising
the bear, coming loo close to a kill, or moving
between a sow and her cubs. Black bears,
normally less aggressive than grizzlies, may
attack when humans leed them or come
between a sow and her cubs.
FACED BY AN AGGRESSIVE BEAR
• don't run (quick, jerky movements can trigger an attack);
• remember that a bear rearing on its hind legs
is not always aggressive. Remain still and
speak in low tones to indicate to the animal
that you mean no harm:
• il you meet an aggressive grizzly in a
wooded area, speak softly and back up
slowly toward a tree. As you do. slowly
remove your pack and set it on the ground to
distract Ihe bear. Then climb high up the tree
(while adult grizzlies usually can't climb, they
can stretch eight to ten feet up a tree);
• il you meet an aggressive black bear,
remember that he is an agiie climber, so a
tree may not otter an escape;
• be aware that bears sometimes blulf their
way out ol a threatening situation by charging and then veering away at the last second;
" as a last resort, "play dead". Drop to the
ground face down, move your tegs up to
your chest and ctasp your hands over the
back ol your neck. Your pack will shield your
body. It takes courage to lie still, but
resistance would be useless.
Published by authority of
tha Minuter of the Environment
©Minlater of Supply end
Services Canada 1333
QS-fllZl-OOO-Be-A!

A black bear using improperly stored
garbage.

Canada
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dards that all modes of information must follow (page 153).72 The courts
have had a major influence in this regard (Blair 1983).

The law of negli-

gence places a legal duty on management to warn visitors of known or
unusual dangers.

Although the magnitude of the risk might be statistically

qualified, selected information sources must make mention of the potentially dangerous aspect of bears and the means to minimize such dangers.
Moreover, unusual dangers must be well publicized by way of signs, or other
information modes.

The use of computerized monitoring systems has made it

possible to supply accurate information.

Hand in hand with this develop-

ment goes the associated liability for failing to provide such information.
In the past, information content has dwelt heavily on the danger
aspect of bears.

Although this is undeniably important and must be addres-

sed, there is an emerging trend to downplay safety while emphasizing the
more positive aspects of bears such as their role in the ecosystem and the
measures that must be taken to ensure their survival (Servheen 1983).

The

Information and Education Plan for the Grizzly in the Yellowstone Ecosystem
(Servheen et al. 1983) is a prime example of this new emphasis.
Table 25 indicates basic categories of information that could be
included in the public information element.
The design quality of Canadian information also seems to be lacking,
most notably in the pamphlet modes.

Compare the design quality of You Are

72 Waterton Lakes National Park has prepared a short document entitled Bear
Essentials which lists 18 commonly asked questions about bears and the
answers that park employees are to supply. Employees, other than park
wardens, are requested to confine their responses to these 'stock'
answers.
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Table 25.

Categories of public information for bear management programs
in Canadian National Parks.

1.

Natural history of bears

2.

Importance of bears to the park ecosystem and to the visitor experience

3.

Identification of (1) bear species, (2) preferred foods, (3) preferred
habitat, and (4) bear traces (e.g. tracks, scats, rub trees, diggings)

4.

Avoidance techniques for hikers, campers and other visitors (identification of dangerous areas and situations, hiking and camping techniques
that reduce the chance of bear problems, what to do during an aggressive
encounter)

5.

Garbage storage techniques

6.

Food storage techniques

7.

Management concerns and attempted solutions (problems defined, causative
factors, past and current solutions, historical management data, research
efforts, future management directions, etc.) This category must emphasize the following three points:
•that the potential for a dangerous or even fatal
encounter, although remote, does exist;

bear/human

•that the probability of bear/human encounters can be minimized
but never completely eliminated;
•that control of human activity is the best means of minimizing
risks
8.

Importance of reporting all incidents, encounters and observations

9.

Current observations, posted
locations

warnings/closures

10. Reference to other sources of information

and

incident/encounter
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in Bear Country (Fig. 45) with that of Glacier's About Bears (Fig. 38) or
Yosemite's Life Certificate (Fig. 24). You Are in Bear Country is a standardized pamphlet dispensed by all Canadian parks with black or grizzly bear
populations.

Although advantageous from a logistics and economic point of

view, standardization of this type does not permit inclusion of a park's
individual pecularities.

Moreover standardization of the pamphlet's out-

ward design, as has been the case during the last 10 years, may even act to
reduce its effectiveness.

Even though important additions have been made

to the text of the most recent edition, the pamphlet looks essentially the
same as the previous edition.

Visitors may not bother to read the new

edition on the assumption that it contains the same information as the
look-alike former edition (Maw 1984).

More varied and graphic means of

presenting this information is needed.

Rigid adherence to the standardized

pamphlet also presents problems for parks without a grizzly bear population.

Yosemite's efforts to 'personalize' public information (page 135)

seems like an excellent approach.

Information Dispersal
The effectiveness of even high quality information is directly related to dispersal methods.
best contact points?

Who are the target groups?

Where are the

What information mode is most suited to each point?

Table 26 summarizes an answer to these questions. Particular note might be
made of the importance of concessionaire operations in information dispersal.

Most visitors will, during the course of their stay, make at least

one stop at a concession either out of necessity (gas, groceries, etc.) or

Table 26.

Contact points, Information modes, and target audiences for
bear management Information systems In Canadian National Parks

Target Audiences 8

Contact Points

Information Modes

Pre-vlslt contacts

school A community presentations,
bear pamphlet included with all
information replies; radio and TV
broadcasts; local newspaper articles

Gateway Contacts

signs, pamphlets; provision for
multiple visitor entries; contact

M, OH, AC, BC

Information Centres

signs, pamphlets, exhibits, publications for sale, current Bear
Management Plan on display; public
access computer terminals°

M, OH, AC, BC

signs, pamphlets, verbal contacts,
current Information, Bear Management Plan, self operated audiovisual, exhibits, garbage bags with
pertinent information

BC

Backcountry Registration Centres

M, DH, AC, BC

Trail heads

signs, pamphlets, current Information
status, with special emphasis on
encounter procedures, and garbage/
food storage

DH.BC

Backcountry
Campsites

posters in unobtrusive yet high
profile locations such as outhouses
(with adequate light) detailing the
Importance of clean camping and food
storage methods

BC

Auto Campground
Entrances

sign giving current status; pamphlet
affixed to camping permit, message
on permit

AC

Autocamp Self
Registration
Centres

signs, pamphlets, exhibits with
special emphasis on proper garbage/
food storage

AC

a

b

M - Motorist, DH - day hiker, AC - autocamper, BC - backcountry camper,
R - resident
Glacier (B.C.) has Installed an On-Tel computer Information terminal In
one of its Information Centres. The terminal Is freely accessible to
the public. Perhaps this will be the Information dispersal system of
the future.

Target Audiences3

Contact Points

Information Modes

Concessionaire
Operations
(restaurants, gas
stations, etc.)

signs, pamphlets, portable exhibits
and audio-visual programs, Interpretive talks. Bear Management Plan
supplied

M, OH, AC, BC
R, CE

Interpretive
Talks

committed to a certain percent of
'bear shows', committed to 5 to 10
minute 'bear blurb' at every program;
pamphlet distribution

DH, AC

Interpretive Hikes

pamphlets, personal contacts

DH

Resident Households

pamphlets, local newspaper, form
letters

R

High Visitor Use
Areas

roving Interpretors, pamphlets,
portable exhibits

M

Fishing Licence
and Fishing
Regulation Summary

affix pamphlet or reference to other
Information sources

DH, BC

Closure or Warning
Posted at High
Visitor Use Trail

personal contact through Interpretor
stationed at trailhead to discuss
management action

DH, BC

Warden Offices

personal contacts. Bear Management
Plan, pamphlets, current Information
status, exhibits

M, DH, BC

Highway Viewpoints
Campground Patrols

exhibits
personal contacts, pamphlets
distribution

M

Washrooms

posters

M, DH, AC, BC

Garbage Bags

with printed bear Information; given
to all campers

DH, AC, BC

AC, DH, BC

ro
cn
ro
•
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pleasure.

This, coupled with the fact that concessionaire employees

greatly outnumber park employees means that they will be able to contact
many more visitors.

This is particularly true for employees working in

high contact locations such as restaurants, gas stations and souvenir
stores.

In addition, the fact that most summer staff originate from widely

dispersed geographic locations to which they return at summer's end, make
them ideal

'national' spokespeople (Blair 1983).

Time spent educating

these personnel could have a large multiplier effect over a wide geographic
area.
One final note concerning information dispersal
sized.

should be empha-

Although bear management plans, per se, are a relatively new con-

cept, they are fast becoming the lead form of communication for management
programs (Martinka 1983).

If properly designed and written in an easily

understood fashion, the plan can describe the entire program including
historical data, objectives, methods, current results and future direction.

Evaluating the Information Element
That public information systems concerning bears have not been highly
refined is evident by the lack of data quantifying the effectiveness of any
given mode.

Yosemite (page 132) has made some progress by analyzing the

information source of each property damage or injury victim (Table 11).
Other means must be devised to evaluate the effectiveness of each information mode in terms of its content and dispersal.

For example, the

effectiveness of a pamphlet describing food storage techniques might be
evaluated by correlating the storage techniques of pamphlet recipients
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against

the

storage

techniques

of

non-recipients.

Data

on

storage

techniques obtained prior to the pamphlet's issue would also be useful.
Similar techniques could be applied to other information modes.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 6:

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Easy access by bears to human garbage has been and continues to be a
major cause of bear/human incidents.

Pengelly (1981) reported that about

61% of the 123 bear incidents reported for the Banff Township area in 1981
were

directly

attributable

to

improper

garbage

management.

Herrero

(1976:124-125) held that 49 out of 54 injury incidents preceded by camping
and involving grizzly bears in national parks between 1872 and 1973 could
'tentatively' be attributed to poor management of garbage and human food.
Meagher and Phillips (1980) indicated a dramatic decrease in the number of
control

actions

management

required

program

Yellowstone

a

practices will play a major role in all bear management programs.

Although

many

improved

Canadian

National

Parks

assume

have

that

recently

was

introduced

handling

to

which

Park

garbage

realistic

of

the

garbage

It is

component

after

intensive

sanitation.

one

in

proper

instituted

vastly

garbage handling practices there is still considerable room for improvement
(Fig. 59).
To establish and maintain an effective garbage management program can
be an expensive, time consuming and often unpleasant task.
systematic approach must be followed.
model.

A thorough

The following schema is offered as a

Fig. 59. Despite the vast improvements made in recent years, non-bear proof garbage facilities are not
uncommon in Canadian National Parks.

ro
cr>
en

Fig. 59a. Open cans can still be
found. The sign in the background
reads, "It is illegal to feed wildlife."

Fig. 59b. Lack of proper maintenance
can reduce the effectiveness of
otherwise bear proof containers.

Fig. 59 (Cont'd).

Despite the vast improvements made in recent years, non-bear proof garbage facilities
are not uncommon in Canadian National Parks.

IX)

Fig. 59c. The letter box style container is often inadequate due to
its low volume capacity or its
portal door which will not accept
large bags of garbage.

Fig. 59d. Inadequate garbage facilities at park
business establishments are prevalent in many
parks.
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• set r e a l i s t i c , non-ambiguous, measurable objectives
• i d e n t i f y and c l a s s i f y
strategies

all

garbage sources and o u t l i n e

control

• e s t a b l i s h a monitoring and evaluative strategy

Setting Objectives
A 100% bear proof garbage system i s ideal
given the size of

a park,

ubiquitous v i s i t o r .
a certain
might

acceptable

the number of commercial

operators,

garbage storage d e f i c i e n c i e s , ^ which, i f

a need for

number of

a modified control

deficiencies

source and v i s i t a t i o n pressures.
either

unrealistic

strategy.

tables).

or

visitor

facilities

exceeded,

Defining

the

could be related to both the garbage
Garbage sources might be c l a s s i f i e d as

government operated f a c i l i t i e s , commercial f a c i l i t i e s ,

facilities

and the

A more r e a l i s t i c objective might be the acceptance of

number of

indicate

but probably

(i.e.

garbage

at

campsites

residential
or

picnic

V i s i t a t i o n pressure might be expressed i n terms of entrance gate

f i g u r e s , operator-months, resident-months, camper-nights or any other u n i t
relevant to the park.

Hence an objective of the waste management element

might read as f o l l o w s .
•To maintain the number of garbage storage deficiencies
following l i m i t s :

within

the

•government f a c i l i t i e s

- 2 deficiencies/100,000 v i s i t o r s / y r

•commercial f a c i l i t i e s

- 2 deficiencies/100 operator-months/yr

73 'Garbage Storage Deficiency' is defined in Table 24.
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•residential facilities - 2 deficiencies/100 resident-months/yr
•visitor facilities

- 2 deficiencies/100,000 camper-nights/yr

One might also state a second objective in terms of the number of 'acceptable' garbage incidents.74

For example, the objective might read...

•To reduce (maintain) the number of bear/garbage incidents to
(at) 1/500,000 visitors/yr.
All garbage storage facilities in the park must be carefully catalogued and
classified as to ownership.

Park Facilities: Control Strategy
In the case of park operated facilities a combination of 100% bear
proof

containers, routine

inspections, daily monitoring, and carefully

scheduled pick ups supplemented by a concerted public information system
should provide good results.

The following routine might be adopted by any

park.
• Pre-season (March) inspection of all facilities by warden/maintenance staff to ensure 100% operation and that garbage facilities are totally bear proof.
•Daily monitoring of all facilities by pick-up crews. A form
denoting
any deficiencies, maintenance problems or bear
incidents should be completed by pick-up crews.
Corrective
action must be prompt.
•Systematic monthly monitoring of all facilities by warden/maintenance staff. Maintenance problems or deficiencies noted and
actioned promptly.

74 'Garbage Incident' is defined in Table 24.
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•Pick-up schedules arranged such that areas with historically
high numbers of bear problems are serviced last each day.'^
•Once/month cleaning program.
fected.

All receptacles washed and disin-

Although letter box style receptacles have been the mainstay for many
years, self dumping units have recently gained favour in several large
parks.

The high volume capacity of these units create manpower savings

which may be used more effectively in terms of monitoring and cleansing
programs.

Figures 59 and 49 illustrate the letter box and self dumping

units respectively.
Most parks have closed all but trade waste dumps and haul wet garbage
to dumps beyond the park.
have

installed

(Waterton).

Those unable to haul garbage out of the park

bear proof sanitary landfills

(Jasper) or incinerators

However in several parks, Pacific Rim and Gros Morne for

example, have developed problem bears have developed as a result of the
proximity of non-bear proof regional or municipal dumps.

This underscores

the importance of the Yellowstone 'ecosystem' approach whereby operators of
non-park dumps have, by way of agreements, bear proofed their facilities.

Commercial Garbage: Control Strategies
Control of commercial garbage involves basically the same procedures
as applied

to government facilities with several

important additions.

Many commercial operators have balked or dragged their feet when asked to
install bear proof facilities because of associated expenses.

75 Garbage incidents seem to be most frequent during the night.

When the
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public relations approach fails one must rely on the regulations to force
compliance. 76

A recent case, R. vs Canadian Pacific Hotels Ltd. 1980,

involving the mismanagement of garbage at the Chateau Lake Louise indicates
that while this approach may not be pleasant, it is effective.
That any park entrepreneur is still operating with non-approved or
inadequate garbage facilities is strictly a matter of politics or nonconcern since the applicable regulations (pages 56-58) are among the most
stringent- under
Businesses

the

National

Regulations,

Parks

officials

may

Act.
(1)

Under
refuse

the
to

pursuant to Section 8, (2) affix terms and conditions

National
issue

Parks

a

licence

to the

licence

pursuant to Section 5(5), (3) require a $500.00 performance bond pursuant
to Section 7(b), or

(4) revoke

a licence for

failing

to comply

with

endorsed terms and conditions pursuant to Section 9(a). These are powerful
tools that can be applied to any commercial garbage problem within national
parks.
Figure 60 outlines 2 strategies for the control of commercial garbage
in any Canadian National Park.

Critical to both strategies is a Superin-

tendent who is willing to take strong measures.

In situation A an operator

with deficient or questionable garbage facilities applies for a business
licence.

Pursuant to Section 8 of the Business Regulations the Superinten-

dent may refuse the licence application, as in the case of glaring deficiencies, or pursuant to section 5(5), issue a licence endorsed with appro-

76

There is no centralized system to record law enforcement statistics for
offenses under the National Parks Act.
Hence, accurate garbage
enforcement figures cannot be cited.
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Fig. 60. Enforcement procedures3 to control commercial garbage in Canadian Parks.

SITUATION A

SITUATION B

Operator with deficient or questionable
garbage facilities applies for Business Licence

Application is refused pursuant
to section 3

Licence issued without
terms or conditions
endorsement

Operator corrects deficiencies
Garbage problem
develops

Licence issued with terms
and conditions endorsement pursuant to section 5(5)

Enforce of applicable
regulations0 and/or
letter0 issued pursuant
to section 13

Operator fails to comply
with terms and conditions

Court

Operator fails to
comply with conditions
of letter

Licence revoked pursuant
to section 9(a)

Operator corrects deficiencies

Licence re-Instated pursuant
to section 9(b) with additional terms and conditions if
necessary

$500.00 performance bond
required for 2nd offence
pursuant to section 7(b)

3
0
c

All section numbers refer to the National Parks Businesses Regulations.
This may include Sections 8 or 4(g) of the National Parks Garbage Regulations, and/or sections
27, 28, 31(2) or 32 of the National Parks General Regulations.
All correspondence should be forwarded by either double registered mail (maintaining receipts as
evidence) or, preferably, by hand delivering correspondence in the presence of
two Park Wardens.
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priate terms and conditions.

Failure to comply with the terms and condi-

tions may result in the licence being revoked pursuant to section 9(a).
Performance bonds can be required for second offenders pursuant to section
7(b).

In situation B the operator has been issued a business licence with-

out a term or condition endorsement.

During the life of the licence,

garbage deficiencies develop and the operator fails to take corrective
action.

Pursuant to section 13 the Superintendent forwards a letter to the

operator describing acceptable conditions of operation and noting deficiencies.

However, the acceptable conditions can only apply to premises,

buildings and equipment.

Failure to comply with the conditions may result

in the licence being revoked under section 9(a).
One convenient feature of section 5(5) is that, at the Superintendent's discretion, any term or condition may be affixed to the licence.
This would allow managers to stipulate some useful operating criteria such
as (1) requiring operators to report all bear observations or incidents on
their leasehold, (2) compulsory bear training sessions for all employees,
(3) posting of bear related information in rental accommodations, and so
forth.

Residential Garbage: Control Strategies
The matter of residential garbage control is not quite as straightforward due to a lack of clearly worded regulations (pages 59-61).

A

concerted public relations campaign similar to that of Banff, Glacier or
Jasper may be the most productive approach given that many park residents
are residents because of the park's aesthetic qualities and unlike commercial operators, may be more willing to preserve those qualities.
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Consideration might be also given to supplying residential garbage
facilities on a rental basis.

One high volume self dumping container

(Fig. 57) could be located to supply a number of households.

Current

dwelling house garbage fees range from $13.78 to $49.82 per year for
seasonal collection (National Parks Garbage Regulations, Schedule II). The
1983 cost of one high volume self dumping container is $2450.00 F.O.B.
Lethbridge, Alberta (Neufeldt Industries Ltd., Lethbridge, Alberta).

If

each container were placed to service 10 households the annual collection
fee per container would range from $137.80 to $498.20 giving a pay back
period on the principle sum of $2450.00 of 17.7 to 4.9 years.

These

payback periods are based on the assumption that no interest fees are
incurred on each $2450.00 outlay.

The greatest gain, however, would be

derived from manpower (garbage collectors) savings which could be reduced
by as much as 1000%.

This is based on the assumption that 1 Neufeldt

container services 10 residences and can be emptied just as quickly as one
standard garbage can.

Capital costs might be further reduced by some form

of cost sharing arrangement with residents.

Obviously a careful review of

the park's garbage operations would be a prerequisite to instituting such
an arrangement.
If all else fails one can still rely on several regulations, namely,
sections 8 and 4(g) of the National Parks Garbage Regulations, and sections
27, 28, 31 or 32 of the National Parks General Regulations even though
difficulties (pages 59-61) may arise.
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Visitor Garbage: Control Strategies
The transient nature of park visitors places the reliance for garbage
control on an adequate number of well positioned receptacles supported by a
comprehensive information program especially in respect to the pack-inpack-out policy for backcountry areas.

The efforts of both Glacier and

Yellowstone have set the standard to which other parks might aspire.

A

bank of letter box style containers are never more than a stone's throw
from any high visitor use area and at least six different signs and six
different pamphlets contain warnings about garbage handling practices. The
pack-in-pack-out policy is mentioned on both trail head signs, camping
permits and free trash bags.
In terms of regulatory control of visitor garbage there are ample
measures available vis-a-vis section 8 of the Garbage Regulations, section
27, 28, 31(2) and 32 of the General Regulations and sections 4(3), 5(2)(b),
9 and 16(d)(iii) of the Camping Regulations.

Carrion Management
Carrion

disposal, especially

in

those

parks

experiencing

large

numbers of roadkills, is another important aspect of waste management
(Herrero 1980:9).

The ability of bears to locate carcasses from great

distances (up to 30 airline km in 36 hrs.) has been documented (Craighead
1976:104).

A significant number of aggressive encounters

(in national

parks) have been the result of suddenly surprising a grizzly feeding on
carrion (Herrero 1976:127).
carrion and its disposal.

Many parks are now paying closer attention to
Notable are the efforts of Banff (page 209) and
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Fig. 61. Carrion is a preferred food source of bears. Careful management
of carrion is necessary to avoid bear/human conflicts. Grizzly
bear resting on top of a dead horse. The bear fed on this horse
for 2 weeks. Kootenay Crossing, Kootenay National Park.
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Kootenay.

Between 1978 and 1982 Kootenay recorded an average of 44 large

animal road kills per year (Park files).

Prior to 1981 carcasses were

simply dragged off the highway and into the treeline.

Craighead (1976:107)

found that any alteration in food sources may cause changes in bear ranges
and movements.

Distribution of Yellowstone grizzlies was found to vary

according to the distribution of winter ungulate kills (Cole 1972:559).

In

an effort to avoid attracting bears to roadside areas, Kootenay initiated a
1981 program whereby during the months of April through October, roadkills
were promptly removed from the accident scene and deposited in one of four
predesignated carrion deposit sites.

The selection of each site was based

on the following criteria.
•Visitor use of the area had to be minimal or nil to avoid the
obvious danger of visitors happening upon a feeding bear.
•For the same reason the area had to be one that could be legally
closed to the public pursuant to the provisions of National
Parks General Regulations.
•In order to minimize costs the area had to be accessible by park
vehicle.
•To avoid attracting bears from great distances the area had to
be situated in a natural or man-made depression that was not
subject to strong winds.
•In the hope that airborne scavengers would clean up the carcass
before bears were attracted, open sites easily visible from the
air, were selected.
All sites were located in man made depressions, old gravel pits or
dumps, accessible by park vehicles only.

Each site was legally closed to

the public by way of well positioned signs.

Large mammals (mostly elk)

were deposited in the sites on a rotational basis to prevent a stockpiling
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effect and the concomittant attraction of bears.
To date the program has seen only partial success.

Although roadside

attractions have been avoided, bears are nevertheless attracted to the
carrion sites and it soon became apparent that the sites could become
nothing more than high class dumps.

Towards the end of the 1982 season

arrangements were made with a local sawmill operator to incinerate carcasses in his beehive.77

Although time consuming and totally dependent on

mill operations, this alternative proved successful and will be used when
carrion sites become too heavily used.78

Fish Entrails Management
The management of fish entrails can also be an important aspect of
the garbage program.

Merrill (1978) found significantly higher numbers of

bear incidents at campgrounds where fishing quality was highest and improper disposal

of entrails appeared to be the causative factor.

Entrail

disposal experiments being conducted in Glacier (page 169) seem promising
and perhaps definitive entrail disposal instructions may soon be available
for fishermen.

In Canadian National

Parks, section 26 of the National

Parks Fishing regulations prohibit the disposal of fish entrails in any
park waters thereby leaving park managers with few options for an entrails

77 'Beehive' is a colloquial term used to describe the large beehive like
structure in which sawmill operators burn sawdust and other wood scraps.
78 Experiments are now being conducted to test the usefulness of explosives
for carrion removal. This technique has been used successfully in the
Flathead National Forest to remove dead horses in backcountry areas
(Claar 1983).
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management strategy. The once informal policy of telling fisherman to pack
out the entrails is clearly unworkable.

Few fishermen would be willing to

comply with this policy and even fewer managers would (or should) be
willing to run the risk of asking visitors to hike through bear country
carrying such an odorous attractant.

Disposal of entrails in bear proof

garbage receptacles or in a hot fire are two alternatives that may be
applied

in some areas.

However

in backcountry

areas where garbage

receptacles are not available and fires are not allowed, other alternatives
much be developed.

There is no clear solution to the problem of fish entrails management at
this

time.

Regulatory

amendment

will

be

necessary

before

we

can

(officially) implement a policy of throwing entrails back into the waters
from which they came and until such amendments are made managers must
follow common sense in deciding how to advise visitors to safely dispose of
fish entrails.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 7: FOOD STORAGE MANAGEMENT

Data from Canadian parks quantifying the number of bear incidents
related to improper food storage does not exist.

However, if an inference

can be taken from U.S. national parks the figures are apt to be high.
Yosemite reports improper food storage as the causative factor in up to 67%
of all bear incidents (Cella and Keay 1980:17); Great Smokey Mountains
places the figure as high as 30% (Signer and Bratton 1980:138); Sequoia and
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Kings Canyon indicate that most of the bear incidents

in campgrounds

(1959-1976) were related to bears obtaining small food items, breaking into
coolers or rummaging through garbage (Zardus and Parsons 1980:197); and in
1981 the same two parks recorded 135 incidents involving 'food violations'
(Werner 1982:20).
U.S. parks currently place considerable

emphasis on proper food

storage through a program consisting of public information, provision of
storage f a c i l i t i e s , regulatory control, monitoring and evaluation.

Most

pamphlets mention the importance of food storage while several pamphlets
(Fig. 24 and 25) are devoted almost exclusively to the subject.

Similarly

one side of the free plastic garbage bag (Fig. 41) distributed in Glacier
is devoted almost exclusively to food storage techniques.

Large sums of

money have been expended to provide storage f a c i l i t i e s such as individual
food l o c k e r s ^ , food sling poles (page 123), storage cables (page 139), or
bear

poles^O

in

both

front

and

backcountry

settings.

The

recent

experimental work on personalized portable plastic food containers (page
139) indicates an emerging level of sophistication.

Specific regulation

79 in 1981 $62,500.00 (U.S.) were spent on the acquisition and installation
of bear proof food lockers for the 250 sites in the Lodgepole Campground
of Sequoia National Park (Werner 1982:6).
SO Bear poles (Fig. 62) are a new design that is bound to become popular
due to its simplicity and effectiveness. One end of a 5 cm steel pole,
5 to 6 m in length is placed securely in the ground leaving 4 to 5 m of
the pole above ground. A series of 4 hooks are welded to the top of the
pole. The camper uses a 4 m length of light conduit pipe with a hook on
the end to lift his food pack onto the pole hooks thereby suspending the
pack 3.5 to 4 m above ground. The one disdvantage is that only a small
weight (2-4 kg) can be lifted due to leverage factors.
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Fig. 62. Grand Teton National Park has developed a unique food storage
device known as a 'bear pole'. The device has been in use for
several years and appears to be functioning well.
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governs the storage of all food in both frontcountry and backcountry (page
122).

Several parks (Singer and Bratton 1980; Werner 1982; Cell a and Keay

1980) have designed their monitoring system to include not only the cause
of the bear incident but also the victim's source of information thereby
providing a steady source of evaluative feedback.

Yosemite's evaluation

system (Cella and Keay 1980 and 1981; Hastings and Gilbert 1981) is exemplary in this regard.
The following schema is offered as an example food storage strategy.
•set realistic, non-ambiguous, measurable objectives
•identify sites where improperly stored food is apt to be a
problem and design control strategies for each site
•establish a monitoring and evaluative strategy
Setting Objectives
Even though a 100% bear proof food storage program should be the
ultimate goal of all parks, difficulties associated with applying food
storage strategies necessitate that more realistic operational objectives
be set from year to year.

Despite the concerted efforts made by Yosemite,

non-compliance figures are, for some reason, very high.

In 1979 92% of the

campers sampled felt they had followed instructions and stored food properly but in fact only 3% had done so (Cella and Keay 1980:3).
Perhaps the best measure of success would be a year to year percentage reduction in the number of food storage deficiencies^! and the number

81 'Food Storage Deficiency' is defined in Table 24.
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of food storage incidents.82

A realistic objective might call for a cer-

tain annual percentage reduction until an acceptable level is reached. The
objective of the food storage element might read as follows:
•To reduce the number of food storage deficiencies and the number of
food storage incidents from the preceding 5 year average figure by
the following factors:
• Frontcountry:

food storage deficiencies - 40%
food storage incidents
- 20%

• Backcountry:

food storage deficiencies - 50%
food storage incidents
- 30%

This is a model objective for which numerical values must be chosen to suit
the contingencies of each park.

Control Strategies
Food storage deficiencies and incidents generally occur at one of
five locations. While autocampsites, backcountry campsites or picnic sites
have been the 'hotspots1, problems have also developed at outfitter and
trail crew camps.

Control measures for each location must be based on a

combination of public information, provision of facilities, enforcement of
regulations, and monitoring/evaluation

systems.

Table 27 indicates a

control strategy that might be applicable in any park.

Monitoring and Evaluation
Food storage facilities are relatively new to bear management pro-

82 'Food Storage Incident' is defined in Table 24.
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Table 27.

Food storage management strategy for Canadian National Parks.

Public Information
•Establish content/design criteria (why
important and 'how to1 instructions).

food

storage

is

• Establish dispersal methods to reach each problem area
Provision of Food Storage Facilities
• Autocampgrounds:
sling poles

individual

or private

storage lockers,

•Backcountry Campsites: storage cables, bear poles, sling
poles, food lockers, cannisters, counter balance technique.
•Commercial Horse Camps: portable electric fence 3
•Private Horse Camps: must use existing facilities or portable electric fence
•Trail Crews: portable steel containers
Enforcement of Regulations
•Campers with Camping Permit: apply sections 5(2)(b), 9, and
10(c) of the Camping Regulations
•Campers without Camping Permit: apply sections 32(l)(c) of
the General Regulations
•Commercial Horse Camps: apply sections 5(5), 7(b), 8, 9(1),
9(b) and 13 of the Business Regulations
•Trail Crews: proper food storage a condition of employment
Moni tori ng/Evaluati on
•Establish
nance

routine inspection schedule with prompt mainte-

•Establish items to be monitored: number of food storage
deficiencies, bear/food incidents, and the causative factors
for each; mini surveys to record deficiencies and causative
factors

3

Experiments involving the use of electric fences to prevent bear access
to food are being conducted in Yellowstone (page 123).
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grams especially in Canada where very few parks have installed storage
devices.

Comprehensive monitoring and evaluation systems are important to

assess the impacts of new facilities and techniques.

Emphasis should be

placed on recording the number of deficiencies and incidents along with
their causative factors.

This might be accomplished through the normal

monitoring system (i.e. recording incident deficiencies observed on random
patrols) or by establishing a series of mini surveys.

In respect to the

latter method, a post midnight campground walk-through might be conducted
to record improperly stored food.

Causative factors could be determined

the next morning by interviewing offenders.
applied at backcountry sites.

Similar tactics could be

Obviously time and manpower restrictions

will limit the number of mini surveys that can be conducted per season. In
either the random patrol or mini survey method emphasis should be placed on
ferreting out causative factors thereby providing data upon which to base
corrective action.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 8: HUMAN ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT

Martinka (1982) has analyzed the relationship between the number of
visitors, the number of human injuries inflicted by grizzly bears and the
number of grizzly

bears intentionally

Glacier National Park, Montana.
analysis

indicates

a perfect

removed from the population of

Data is presented in Table 28.
correlation

between

each

of

the

The
three

variables, and suggests a 'fundamental relationship' between the number of
park visitors (cause) and the number of injuries/deaths (effect).

As

visitation increased, there was a proportional increase in the number of
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Table 28.

Interactions between g r i z z l y bears and v i s i t o r s i n Glacier
National Park (Montana), 1951-1980 and projections for the
1981-1990 p e r i o d . 3

Million
Visits

Number of
confrontations

1951-60

6.7

4

12

1961-70

8.8

6

14

1970-81

12.6

10

18

1981-90b

15.3

13

21

Decade

3
D

Data from Martinka 1982
Predicted from trend l i n e equations

Number of
bear removals
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injuries and the number of bears removed from the population.

Trend

projections based on this relationship predict a steady rise in all three
variables from 1981 to 1990.

Records for the first year of the predictive

period indicate the projections to be true.
Although removal

rates are currently within acceptable biological

limits, the projections indicate they may soon be exceeded, thereby jeopardizing the Park's grizzly population.

Given the legislated and moral

mandate of the park, manipulation of grizzly densities is not considered to
be a viable management option.

Similarly, political realities preclude the

possibility of limiting the total number of visitors to the park. Martinka
concludes that manipulation of visitor use patterns over time and space is
the only means of breaking the fundamental relationship.

"The total number'

of visitors may not be as important as what they do, when and where"
(Martinka
management

1983).
strategy

This represents

a distinct

of many Canadian

departure

from pre-1980

and U.S. parks which

emphasized

aggressive control of problem bears through relocation or destruction.
The applicability of Martinka's 'fundamental relationship' to other
parks and other bear species is difficult to assess.

A direct linear

relationship between levels of backcountry use and the number of black bear
incidents in Yosemite (Keay and Van Wagtendonk 1980, Singer and Bratton
1980) indicate that it may apply to black bears in some locations.

Further

clarification must be developed through applied research.
Control
concept.

of visitor activities as a management tool is not a new

Martinka (1974) and Mundy and Flook (1973) recommended several

control measures (distribution of campers and restricted use of important
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habitat) over 10 years ago.

The 1979 Parks Canada Policy recognizes that

preservation must be given priority over use (Parks Canada 1979c:12).

The

1978 Management Directive on bear management clearly establishes control of
human activities, especially in backcountry areas, as the key management
strategy (Parks Canada 1978d:l).

What is new is the magnitude and variety

of techniques now used particularly in the U.S. parks.

The following is a

brief synopsis of techniques that might be applied in any Canadian National
Park.

Zone Management
Nearly all parks tend to manage bears according to two roughly outlined management zones.83

Normally only two zones are mentioned:

country or developed areas and backcountry or undeveloped areas.

front-

In front-

country areas human use is given priority over bears and when conflicts
develop management actions are normally directed at removing the bear.
Human use of backcountry areas however is secondary to that of bears and
whenever feasible management actions are directed at controlling human
use.

The programs of Yellowstone (page 123 ) and Yosemite (page 141) are

good examples of this technique.
The notion of a zoned management system has been recognized by Parks
Canada.

Policy states that a zoning system will be used to regulate the

time, type, extent and location of outdoor recreational activities (Parks
Canada 1979c:43).

In addition the national directive implies that manage-

83 These two management zones have no relation- to the 5 management zones
outlined in Parks Canada Policy.
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ment strategies designed to control bear activities should be applied mainly in frontcountry areas (Parks Canada 1978d:l).
Inherent in the notion of zoned managment is the clear definition of
the zone. The 5-zone system outlined in the Policy (Parks Canada 1979c:40)
represents a logical basis for developing bear management strategies.

In

those parks where systems planning has not yet advanced to the point where
the 5 zones can be delineated, a two-zone system (frontcountry and backcountry) may be adequate provided each zone is carefully defined.

Area Closures
Area closures have been traditionally used in a reactive manner,
i.e., to prevent a further incident.

Only recently have closures been

applied in an anticipatory style of management.

Yellowstone's 'Grizzly

Bear Habitat/Human Use Adjustment Areas' are a prime example (USDI 1983)
wherein human use of critical grizzly habitat is restricted or completely
prohibited.

The notion of restricting human use of grizzly habitat either

on a permanent or seasonal basis has been strongly advocated by Hamer and
Herrero (1983).

Three types of closure may be considered:

the temporary

emergency closure to prevent further incidents; the seasonal closure to
prevent competition between humans and bears for seasonally critical habitat; and the long term closure to remove human/bear competition entirely.
Tantamount to all closures are clearly worded criteria and procedural steps
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for

initiating

the closure, monitoring and re-opening84 the closed area.

High q u a l i t y , well designed signs 85 consistent with National Parks Regul a t i o n s are also e s s e n t i a l .

Acti vi ty Restri c t i ons
Activity

restrictions

These r e s t r i c t i o n s

are being

used i n

selected national

are applied to (1) mode of travel

parks.

( e . g . horse travel

only) (2) minimum party size (3) r e s t r i c t e d t r a v e l l i n g hours (Yellowstone)
(4) t r a i l

use quotas (Jasper)

(5) campsite quotas (Kootenay and Glacier)

(6) manipulation of campground opening and closing dates to coincide with
seasonal
either

usage

by

bears

hardsided units

(Yellowstone)
(Yellowstone

and

(7)

and Glacier)

camping r e s t r i c t i o n s
or

tenting

to

enclosures

(Glacier).

84 Winkler (1983) mentioned that a major drawback to area closures was the
potential l i a b i l i t y involved with re-opening an area. Langshaw (1983)
suggested that in situations where managers feel uneasy about re-opening
a closed area they might consider posting warning notices at the same
time the area is re-opened. This seems l i k e a logical phase out step
for closures.
85 Of the 48 parks surveyed for this project only one employed a closure or
warning sign that gave an explanation for the closure or warning beyond
the mention that some form of bear danger existed. During the 1982
season Kootenay National Park began adding typed messages to standard
departmental closure and warning signs.
The message explained the
reason for the closing/warning giving the date, location and nature of
the incident. Each message was signed and dated by a park warden. The
intention was to supply information specific to each situation. In the
case of warning notices this type of detail is probably important
insofar as park visitors are given sufficient information upon which to
base their decision to travel in the affected area. The fact that each
message was signed and dated by a supposedly knowledgeable person adds
c r e d i b i l i t y to the sign.
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Warnings
Posting of warning notices, whether permanently, seasonally or in
response to a specific incident, are now a commonly used management technique in U.S. national parks and to a lesser extent in Canadian parks.

As

with closures, carefully thought out criteria outlining the conditions for
posting, monitoring and de-posting86 areas must be developed in conjunction with high quality signs.

Backcountry Design Standards
The design and location of campsites and hiking trails has an obvious
indirect effect on controlling human use in the park.

It is probably safe

to assume that most of the existing campsites, both autocampgrounds and
backcountry sites, trails and some major visitor use facilities were developed without consideration for bears, their habitat requirements and human
safety.

The fact that most backcountry campsites have been placed on major

hiking trails, and that cooking and sleeping areas are placed side by side
lend credence to this assumption.

More recently, considerable effort ha

been placed on bear habitat identification in the planning stages of park
development.

The work of McCrory and Herrero (1981), McCrory et al.

(1982), Herrero et al. (1983), Hamer and Herrero (ed.) 1983 and Kunelius
(1982) provide methods to evaluate potential bear habitat.

86 There are no universal or definitive de-posting criteria.
must be placed on field observations of competent personnel.

Use of bear

Reliance
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sensitive maintenance standards such as Glacier's Backcountry and Wilderness Maintenance Standards (USDI 1982a) play an important role in controlling human activities and the chances of bear/human incidents.

Fire Ecology
The importance of fire ecology to bear management has been discussed
by many authors (Hamer and Herrero (ed.) 1983, Zager 1980, Beck 1979, Harms
1979, Pelton

1979, Martinka

1976:154).

In areas where wildfire

is

suppressed, such as national parks, there may be a long term detrimental
influence on bear habitat and therefore bear populations and behavioural
patterns.

Although the ecological role of wildfire is generally recognized

by park managers, Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada 1979c:41) continues to
emphasize a very conservative approach to fire management.

The Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP)
Both the Policy (Parks Canada 1979c:42) and Management Directive
2.4.2 (Parks Canada 1981a) stipulate that projects or activities with the
potential for serious environmental impact must be subjected to the EARP.
This represents one of the prime tools that managers could use to protect
bears and bear habitat from human encroachment.

Patrol Schedules and Enforcement
As mundane as it may sound, one cannot over-emphasize the importance
of establishing routine patrols as part of the overall bear management
program.

It is only through 'being there' that managers can accurately
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judge field conditions and take appropriate action.

While many parks have

established daily and nightly patrols through major auto campgrounds, backcountry campsites and hiking trails are generally seldom patrolled in any
systematic fashion.

Since backcountry patrols can be manpower consumptive

and expensive, managers might consider establishing a systematic patrol
plan based upon quantitative or qualitative factors^7 which leave sufficient flexibility to respond to the contingencies of day to day operations.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 9:

PROBLEM BEAR MANAGEMENT

As discussed in Chapter II direct control of problem bears through
either destruction or relocation efforts constituted the major thrust of
bear management practice until sometime in the mid 1970's.

While many

parks still place considerable emphasis on this technique there is at least
an emerging recognition that other aspects, vis-a-vis control of human
activities, may be more important to long term success (Martinka 1983).
This sentiment is echoed in both the Management Directive 4.4.15 (Parks
Canada 1978d) and a western region directive (Parks Canada 1983d).

Banff's

Bear Management Plan (Parks Canada 1982:1) even goes as far as to recognize
that destroying, capturing or relocating bears are undesirable management
actions that must be minimized.

In this light one might consider capture

attempts, relocations or destructions as a reactive style of management

87 Quantitative factors might include the number of visitors using the
trail or area; qualitative factors might include the ecological
significance of the area.
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that usually reflects a failure in one or more of the other program elements.

The bear might not have been in the camp if the food had been

stored properly and the food might have been properly stored had quality
information been given to the camper.
Nevertheless, so long as bears and people inhabit the same area there
will be conflicts that require, among other actions, removal of the bear.
A strategy designed to deal with problem bears should include the following
considerations:

(1) action promptness, (2) zone management, (3) specific

criteria for control actions, (4) post mortem analysis, (5) identification
system and (6) release site management.

Action Promptness
Stokes (1970) has outlined, in terms of learning theory, the importance of promptly removing bears from unnatural attractants.

Repetitive

behaviour is to a great degree shaped by reward and punishment.
behaviour is rewarded, it is likely to be repeated.

If the

The likelihood of

repeat behaviour is a factor of the reward strength (quantity and quality
of food) and the level of reinforcement (the ratio of rewarded behaviour to
non-rewarded behaviour).

Experiments with many species indicate that an

extremely low level of reinforcement (1: 100's) is sufficient to perpetuate
an animal's food seeking behaviour.

A bear that wanders into a campground

by chance for the first time and is rewarded by breaking into a food cooler
is very likely to make many more campground appearances even if it is
unsuccessful in obtaining food.
The capture criteria set by Yellowstone (page 124) and Glacier (page
173) reflect an understanding of this principle.

Both parks emphasize
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Fig. 63. Bears quickly become conditioned to humans and human food.
Management actions should be aimed at prompt removal of bears
that frequent frontcountry areas in search of human food or
garbage. Black bear begging human food along Hwy 93, Kootenay
National Park.
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prompt removal of a bear that merely persists near a developed area even
though there is no indication the animal is obtaining unnatural foods.
Management strategies should stress prompt action as a means of preventing
conflicts or reducing the potential for conflict escalation.

Zone Management
The same principles apply here as outlined for program element 8:
human activity management.

Control strategies for problem bears should be

developed according to a zone system whether the system is developed from
empirical knowledge such as the two frontcountry-backcountry zones or a
more sophisticated technique.

Capture, Release, Destruction Criteria
Carefully worded criteria for capture, release, and destruction are
essential for operational consistency.

Consideration must be given to the

legal criteria for destruction set out in the Wildlife Regulations (pages
50-51), Parks Canada Policy

(page 86), known or estimated recruitment

levels (Russell 1979:97) and bear dossiers.

One might also note that

several parks, Yellowstone and Glacier for example, have included criteria
whereby

bears are not to be destroyed for exhibiting normal

defence

reactions.

Post Mortem Analysis
Laboratory post mortem analysis is routine procedure in Glacier,
Montana (page 174).

While field autopsies can reveal the more obvious
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abnormalities, lab assistance is essential for accurate aging and detection
of pathological disorders.
for

aggressive

bear

In order to more clearly understand the reasons

behaviour,

bears

destroyed

for

inflicting

injuries should be submitted for detailed laboratory analysis.
field analysis should be reserved for those bears destroyed
management reasons.

human

Less costly
for other

Accurate aging via tooth cementum annuli is relatively

inexpensive and should be considered for all destroyed bears.

Identification System
There is little use in releasing a bear unless it can be positively
identified at some later date.

While all parks mark released animals,

usually with a numbered ear tag, the functional marking scheme of Glacier
(Many Glacier Ranger 1982:pers.comm.) seems to make the most sense.
Rototag plastic ear tags, colour coded to species, are used.

Large

Since park

visitors are, by their very number, the most likely observers, the species
coded

tags

should

provide

for

more

positive

species

identification.

Kootenay has taken the coding one step further by adding a sexing code.
All females are tagged in the right ear and males in the left.
females

and

females with cubs are often given preferential

Since

management

treatment, and since female grizzly bears with cubs are known to pose an
increased hazard to visitors (Herrero 1976) the ability to identify a bear
as to species and sex is important.

Release Site Management
Management of release sites insofar as they are predetermined and
used on a rotational basis seems inherently wise.

Yellowstone's ecosystem
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approach to release sites (page 125) has considerable merit.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 10: TRAINING

No

management

trained personnel.

program

can

function

smoothly

without

adequately

Of the parks surveyed Glacier (page 174) appeared to

sponsor the most comprehensive training program.
out some form of annual

While most parks carry

spring training, they are, without exception

heavily oriented toward the trapping/immobilization aspect with little or
no attention paid to the other facets of bear management.

No doubt the

inherent nature of the topic and the influence of Management Directive
4.4.4 (Parks Canada 1975c:l), which specifically requires special training
in this area, may partially explain the heavy emphasis. This is not to say
that too much time is spent on capture/immobilization techniques but
rather that other equally important topics are not given due attention.
A systematic approach might provide a more comprehensive means of
training.
that

Management Directive 4.4.15 (Parks Canada 1978d:2) stipulates

training

requirements

should

be

included

in

management

plans.

Identification of training objectives, what needs to be taught and to whom,
is a logical starting point followed by the development of standards,
methodologies, and cost/time scheduling.

Glacier seems to be proceeding in

this direction (Table 14) by identifying target trainee groups and their
aspired level of training.

Important to note is that training is not

limited to selected personnel only.

Rather all personnel including conces-
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sionnaire employees, are given a level of training geared to their needs.
This reflects the park-wide team effort so important to first rate management.

A more detailed training session touching on many essential aspects

of management is available for those employees who are more heavily involved in bear management. The length of the session (3-5 days) is indicative
of the importance placed on this program element.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 11: EMERGENCY PLANNING

Herrero

(1976:122-123) has shown that the frequency of injuries

inflicted by grizzly bears in several national parks is low.

Crude esti-

mates based on 1960-73 data range from 1 injury per 2,620 man days of backcountry use to 1 injury per 17,170,465 total visitors.

Nevertheless,

between 1872 and 1973 there were at least 100 injuries inflicted by grizzlies (Herrero 1976:122).

Data presented by Martinka (1982:471) has shown

that the number of attacks by Glacier's grizzlies may be expected to
increase.

Although comprehensive data indicating the number of injuries

inflicted by black bears does not exist the best available data (Table 3)
indicate the figure might be many times higher than the corresponding
grizzly figure. From a manager's point of view these figures indicate that
the probability of having a bear related emergency (grizzly or black) in
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any given year is currently high and may become higher.88

The importance

of emergency planning becomes obvious in this light.
Of the parks surveyed, only two, Glacier (page 176) and Banff (page
214) have emergency plans of any substance.
represents the current state of the art.

The work of Banff probably

The seven basic principles along

with the sequential checklists and flow charts give a hands on approach to
emergency situations that have been time tested.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 12: RESEARCH PLANNING

Non-informed management is blind management, a management style that
is unlikely to realize national park obj'ectives. That research is or ought
to be an essential

ingredient of bear management programs is clearly

spelled out in Parks Canada Policy

(Parks Canada 1979c:45), Management

Directive 4.4.15 (Parks Canada 1978d), management literature (Theberge 1978
and Herrero 1980) and the bear management plans of notable U.S. national
parks.

The recognition of the importance of research and the inclusion of

this fact in the management plan is the first step toward an informed and
enlightened style of management.
3ear studies in Canadian National

Parks have not been numerous.

Major multi-year studies dealing with the ecology of grizzly bears have
been completed in Jasper (Russell et al. 1979) and Banff (Hamer and Herrero

88 This type of data, if available, might be very useful to rationalize
funding requests.
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(ed.) 1983).

Year two of a three year grizzly bear study in Waterton Lakes

has also been completed (Hamer et al. 1983).

In addition to dealing with

grizzly bear food habitats and feeding sites, the study is investigating
the relationship between bears and people. Other ecological studies of the
grizzly bear have been conducted in Glacier, B.C. (Mundy 1963, Hamer
1974).

Given the number of black bear/human conflicts in Canadian National

Parks over the last 20 years (Tables 1-3), it is surprising to find that
there has not been a single black bear ecological study completed in Parks
Canada.
Information obtained from completed or ongoing ecological

studies

could have significant implications for the manner in which we manage bears
and visitors. Habitat analysis should eventually allow managers to predict
which areas of the park bears are most likely to be utilizing during a
given time of the year. Once the information is known visitor usage can be
controlled via closures, quotas or activity restrictions so as not to
unnecessarily crowd bears out of preferred habitat thereby reducing the
potential for conflicts.

Integration of detailed ecological data with the

public information element should also enhance public appreciation of the
day to day complexities of a bear's life.

An appreciation of bear ecology

may be a key factor in developing a sympathetic public attitude toward area
closures and other restrictions necessary to preserve bear populations.
Although further research on the ecology of bears is essential, other
topics should be given due consideration.

These topics include:

the

effects of aversive conditioning; the nature of bear human encounters and
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the means of avoiding or coping with aggressive encounters; public attitudes toward various management strategies; public knowledge of bear ecology and behaviour; the effects of various visitor control strategies on
both bear population/behaviour and the quality of the visitor's park experience; and the effectiveness of various public information techniques.

At

least one study (Maw in preparation) dealing with visitor attitudes towards
bears is currently in progress in Waterton Lakes.
Monetary and manpower limitations dictate an organized approach to
research be developed.

Research plans that priorize knowledge requirements

represent a logical approach that has been actioned by several U.S. parks.
If research efforts are to be maximized they must be conducted on a
regional or ecosystem basis and not halted by jurisdictional boundaries.
This sentiment has been noted by Clarkson (1982:52) and Parks Canada Policy
(Parks Canada 1979c:45).
A system for promoting and encouraging research in Canadian National
Parks has yet to be developed.

In the U.S. the practice of housing a

research section within the park has produced numerous studies (e.g. the
work of Martinka in Glacier and that of Cole and Meagher in Yellowstone).
While some individuals (Theberge 1978:50, Herrero 1980:12 and Clarkson
1983:53) have called for the establishment of in-house park biologists to
organize and conduct research in Canadian National Parks, the suggestion
has not been implemented and studies continue to be done under contract to
the Canadian Wildlife Service or independent researchers.

The practice of

establishing co-operative research units between a park and nearby educa-
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tional institutions (e.g. Great Smokey Mountains National Park and the
University of Tennessee) has been instrumental in promoting research in
U.S. National Parks.

This technique could also be applied in Canadian

National Parks.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 13: REGIONAL MANAGEMENT

It has been recognized that grizzly bears can occupy huge ranges.
Craighead (1976:98) reported grizzly seasonal ranges in Yellowstone varying
from 20 to 435 kirn? and home ranges from 18 to 324 km^.

Russell et al.

(1979) found home ranges of Jasper's grizzlies varied from 532 to 1628
km^.

Alt et al. (1980:132) found home ranges of Pennsylvania black bears

averaged 173 km^ for males and 41 km^ for females.
National park boundaries were seldom drawn to include complete ecological units (Herrero 1979:6).

Often boundaries dissect species habitat.

For example, the winter range of bighorn sheep in Kootenay lies almost
entirely adjacent to, but outside, the existing boundaries.

In Waterton

Lakes large herds of elk move in and out along the north boundary during
the winter months. Since 1980 at least 3 bears trapped and released within
Kootenay have been destroyed in areas well beyond park boundaries (unpubl.
data).

Clarkson (1982:15-18) found that grizzly and black bears inhabit

most of the boundary areas of Banff, Jasper, Kootenay and Yoho.
The point to be made here is that bears, along with most other wildlife, are subject to very different and often contrary management strategies as soon as they cross the imaginary boundaries separating the park
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from other land jurisdictions.

In most provincial areas this translates

into a multiple use management stragegy (including hunting) with little or
no emphasis on those strategies considered important in national parks.
The result is less than ideal.

In some cases, the practices of provincial

authorities may completely undermine the efforts of national parks.

It is

of little use to install bear proof garbage containers in the park if, only
100 metres away, the province still

relies on open garbage barrels.

Several parks have reported the negative influence of provincially operated
open dumps adjacent to park lands (Parks Canada 1981f, 1979b and 1981j).
For some species, such as the grizzly, the lack of conservative management
practices throughout its entire home range could lead to drastic population
reductions or eventual eradication of the species from some areas.
Yellowstone is clearly the lead park in establishing a regional ecosystem approach to bear management.

While the approach was, no doubt,

prompted by listing the grizzly as 'threatened' pursuant to the Endangered
Species Act (P.L. 93-205) the consistent, co-ordinated efforts of the
various land agencies (U.S. National

Forests and National Parks 1979)

represents the current touchstone for regional ecosystem management.
Although Parks Canada Policy (Parks Canada 1979c:43 and -46) implicitly calls for the establishment of co-operative agreements between the
park and adjacent lands, very little has been accomplished in terms of
bears.

In fact the only accomplishments to date have been the informal

establishment of liaison contact persons (Parks Canada 1982a) and the
recognized desirability of further co-ordination (Clarkson 1982:30).
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 14: FISCAL AND PERSON-YEAR PLANNING

No manager should endorse a plan of action unless he knows what
financial and person-year resources will be required. Management Directive
4.4.15 recognizes this fact and stipulates that each bear management plan
must include financial, manpower and time requirements necessary to implement the program (Parks Canada 1978d:2).

Nevertheless very few parks have

included these requirements in their management plan.
Bear management can be an expensive and time consuming function that
requires detailed short term and long term administrative planning that
must be based on the best available estimates.

While dollar costs can be

easily obtained insofar as most material acquisitions such as immobilization equipment, food storage facilities and traps are concerned, difficulties arise in trying to proportion costs involved during multifunction
activities.

For instance; what proportion of the cost of gas for routine

patrols should be charged to bear management?

Even greater difficulties

exist in trying to determine person-year requirements.
information attendants spend dispensing bear information?

How much time do
What proportion

of warden patrol time is directly related to bear management?
Although precise figures will be exceedingly difficult to obtain,
close approximations can be developed through systematic analysis of all
bear management activities.

One obvious approach might be to break all

bear management activities down into their smallest components, list the
persons responsible for each component, the amount of time each person
contributes and any associated material costs.

While this process may be
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tedious and time-consuming it should, after several approximations, yield
reasonably accurate figures.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 15: DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

Prerequisite to writing any management document is a clear understanding of its purpose and its potential readership.

Of the 34 bear manage-

ment plans reviewed for this project not one stated the objectives of the
document per se and without exception objectives that were listed referred
solely to the management program per se.
At least one researcher has referred to the bear management plan as
having a communicating, implementing, evaluating and planning function
(Martinka 1976:4).

The same author has referred to the plan as being the

lead form of communication

regarding bear management (Martinka 1983).

While policy statements (Parks Canada 1979c), and some regional directives
(Parks Canada 1983d) hint at the purpose of the bear management plan they
fall short of being explicit.

More definitive guidelines are presented by

Management Directive PRM 40-6 (Parks Canada 1980) which outlines 7 principle objectives of the Parks Canada Resource Management Process.

These

objectives, combined with inferences drawn from policy statements and other
directives and the author's intuition and field experience can be used to
develop a set of objectives for the bear management plan per se.

Six

objectives are suggested.
•To provide a planned, organized, and co-ordinated approach to
bear management actions.
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• To provide a public document which clearly reflects the entire
bear management program.
•To provide consistency and continuation of the bear management
program over time and administration succession.
•To provide staff with a clear understanding of the entire bear
management program.
•To provide a basis for evaluating and modifying bear management
strategies.
•To provide a basic document for fiscal and manpower planning
necessary to implement the bear management program.
Acceptance of these objectives has several

implications concerning

the

overall design and content of the document.
First:

it must be factually accurate, complete in detail, current in

time, and consistent within the existing hierarchy of legislation, policy,
operational

directives, accepted

research findings or techniques.

conventional

practices

and

applicable

The document should contain a dated,

signed approval page to enhance credibility and show authority.

Background

data pertaining to the size, geographic location, vegetation types, population trends and management history of the park should be provided to enable
the reader to develop an understanding of the park's management needs.

The

fact that the plan would probably serve as a primary document in any legal
proceeding places a special onus on authors to instill accuracy and completeness.
hyperdetail.

However, a fine line exists between

sufficient detail

and

In fact Glacier's legal advisors have suggested that, in the

event of a negligence action, an overly detailed plan may jeopardize the
park's defence insofar as minute details may not have been carried out in
the field.

In other words the more you say you are going to do, the more

you must do or face the legal consequences.

The potential for liability
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increases with the amount of responsibility exercised.

Yellowstone's short

(4 pages) point form Plan supplemented by a brief Policy statement (9
pages) seems to reflect this philosophy.

One must keep in mind however

that U.S. parks operate in a completely different civil law milieu than
Canada.

Legal suits are much more common and in fact, are almost an Ameri-

can institution.

Although it would be inaccurate and unfair to say that

U.S. parks have become gun shy, it is probably safe to say that the U.S.
management approach reflects, to a degree, the constant threat of legal
suit.

Nevertheless, Glacier's practice of having a professional writer and

their legal

advisors review bear management documents

seems

inherently

wise.
Second:

if the plan is to be a public document with wide readership

while at the same time serve as an operational need, it must be written in
an easy to read, organized fashion.
defined in lay terms.

Scientific jargon should be avoided or

Simple flow charts, bar graphs, or tables should be

relied upon to reduce verbiage and improve clarity.
Third:

the plan should be graphically appealing to enhance readabi-

lity but at the same time must be relatively inexpensive to reproduce and
mail.

F.

SUMMARY
Table 29 shows the 15 essential elements and associated sub-elements

derived from the preceding review of the four authority f i e l d s
to be i n f l u e n t i a l
believe

these

considered

i n the design and content of bear management plans.

elements

and

sub-elements,

taken

together,

represent

I
a

Table 29. Fifteen elements and associated sub-elements with potential
applicability to the bear management plans of Canadian National
Parks

1.

Program Objectives
1 . I d e n t i f y source of o b j e c t i v e
2. develop non-ambiguous, r e a l i s t i c measurable objectives

2.

Organizational Structure
1 . i d e n t i f y Importance and management p o l i c y
2. I d e n t i f y Importance of m u l t l d i s c i p l i n a r y team approach
3. develop I n d i v i d u a l r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s and l i n e s of a u t h o r i t y
4. develop strategy to develop or access expertise

3.

Evaluation
1 . i d e n t i f y Importance and p o l i c y
2.
i d e n t i f y evaluation c r i t e r i a
3. i d e n t i f y evaluation procedures using m u l t i d l s c l p l I n a r y ,
non-biased evaluation team

4. Monitoring
1. identify Importance and policy
2. identify required data and format
3. Identify and define terminology
4. develop collection/dispersal strategy
5. Public Information
1. identify importance and management policy
2. develop mode specific content standards
3. develop mode specific design standards
4. identify target audience, contact points and preferred modes
5. develop dispersal strategy for each target audience
6. develop mode specific evaluation strategy
6. Waste Management
1. identify Importance and management policy
2. Identify each garbage site and classify as to responsibility
3. develop control strategy for park operated facilities
4. develop control strategy for commercial facilities
5. develop control strategy for residential facilities
6. develop control strategy for visitor facilities
7. develop control strategy for carrion
8. develop control strategy for fish entrails
7. Food Storage Management
1. Identify Importance and management policy
2. Identify problem sites
3. develop control strategy for autocampgrounds
4. develop control strategy for backcountry campsites
5. develop control strategy for picnic sites
6. develop control strategy for outfitters and other commercial
operators
7. develop control strategy for trallcrew camps

8. Human Activity Management
1. Identify Importance and management policy
2. develop strategies by management zones
3. develop criteria to Implement, monitor and remove closures,
warnings and activity restrictions
4. Identify Implications of fire management policy
5. Identify Implications of EARP
6. develop trail and campsite standards
7. develop patrol system
8. Identify enforcement policy
9. Problem Bear Management
1. Identify Importance and management policy
2. Identify promptness as priority
3. develop control strategies by management zone
4. develop criteria for capture, release and destroy
5. Identify autopsy policy
6. Identify marking system
7. develop release strategy
10. Training
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify Importance and management strategy
develop standards
Identify needs
develop curriculum and methodology

11. Emergency Planning
1. identify Importance and management policy
2. identify basic principles
3. develop strategy
12. Research Planning
1. Identify Importance and management policy
2. identify needs
3.
4.

develop strategy t o encourage research on a regional ecosystem
basis
develop strategy t o access and Integrate research f i n d i n g s

13. Regional Management
1. I d e n t i f y importance and management p o l i c y
2.
i d e n t i f y e x i s t i n g agreements
3. I d e n t i f y needed agreements
4. develop s t r a t e g i e s t o reach agreements
14. Fiscal/Person-Year Requirements
1. develop multiyear OaM and Capital cost p r o j e c t i o n s
2. develop multiyear person-year p r o j e c t i o n s
15. Design Characteristics
1. develop objectives of planning document
2. develop design to meet o b j e c t i v e s

O
CO
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framework upon which managers can develop a bear management plan suitable
to their park.

While each element is presented as a separate entity, they

are inextricably linked.

For example, proper food storage and waste

management are highly dependent upon the dispersal of information; management of problem bears relies heavily on an efficient monitoring system;
evaluation criteria

must be generated

from

objectives and

so forth.

Collectively the elements comprise an integrated system wherein an adjustment to one may cause a chain reaction affecting other elements.
juncture I would like to make one point very clear.

At this

The fifteen elements

are essential only in that each park should consider their applicability
relative to the pecularities of the individual park.

While I strongly

suspect that each of the elements and sub-elements is applicable, to some
extent, in every Canadian National Park (with a bear population), I did not
have the opportunity to make extensive visits to each park in order to draw
definitive conclusions on this matter. Hence the elements and sub-elements
represent a range of topics that each park should consider when drafting
its bear management plan. The extent to which a particular element or sub-element is emphasized must be based upon the operational needs of the
park.

Obviously there will be certain parks which, due to operational

demands, may wish to emphasize selected elements.

The importance of

element number 13, Regional Management, to those parks with grizzly populations, is a prime example.

In this regard it is important that each park

determine which elements are applicable to its present and future management efforts and that these elements are priori zed in terms of their overall importance.

This is especially important for those elements such as
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research, monitoring, waste management, food storage management or public
information which, because of their fiscal and person-year requirements,
may be the first program elements considered for cutbacks in times of monetary restraint.

While it would be difficult to make a definitive priority

list that would be applicable to all parks, I can offer several comments
which might assist in the development of priorities.

First is the fact

that, due to the integrated and dependent nature of the elements, one must
expect certain spin-off effects resulting from the emphasis or de-emphasis
placed on a particular element.

Second is the pervasive influence of both

the monitoring and research elements. These are key elements that ought to
be given high priority.

And third is the fact that the well developed body

of knowledge, which clearly establishes the adverse relationship between
bears and human garbage/food, suggests that the waste management and food
storage elements also ought to receive high priority.
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CHAPTER IY

BEAR MANAGEMENT PLANS IN CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS:
AN EVALUATION

A.

METHODS

Each bear management plan from Canadian National Parks was thoroughly
reviewed i n respect t o the 15 essential
shown i n Table 29.

If

elements and t h e i r

an element and i t s

sub-elements

sub-elements were completely

discussed w i t h i n the plan a COMPLETE symbol - B l - was assigned.

If

sub-elements except f o r minor omissions were discussed a MINOR symbol
|

- was assigned.

MAJOR and EXTENSIVE categories

denoted by the symbols - • •

and L M

altogether missing an ABSENT symbol - I

- respectively.

all
-

of omissions were
When an element was

1 - was assigned.

Several points must be kept i n mind while analysing t h i s evaluation.
F i r s t and foremost i s the f a c t t h a t the evaluation i s NOT an evaluation of
the

program's

success or

success or f a i l u r e .

failure

NOR i s

it

an estimate of

the

plan's

I t is simply an evaluation of a plan's contents rela-

t i v e to those elements and sub-elements set out in Table 29.
ences drawn from the data must be considered i n t h i s context.

Any i n f e r Secondly, i s

the f a c t t h a t the evaluation i s only as complete as the plan i t s e l f .
park might have a well

A

developed food storage element but unless i t was

mentioned i n the plan, an ABSENT value was assigned.

T h i r d l y , the value

assigned to each element i s based solely on the author's reading of the
plan and i s therefore open to a c e r t a i n amount of s u b j e c t i v i t y and b i a s .
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B.

RESULTS

Of the 17 bear management plans received from Canadian National Parks
only 13 could be evaluated.

Although

all plans in Prairie Region are

undergoing a major revision (Leonard et al. 1983), plans from Kluane,
Nahanni and Wood Buffalo were evaluated even though they are, or soon will
be, out of date.

Since only Part I of a two part plan for Prince Albert

and Riding Mountain were prepared at time of writing, evaluations could not
be made.

Although a plan has been prepared for Auyuittuq, circumstances

are so unique in this park that an evaluation would not be meaningful.
Unique circumstances consist of: (1) a non-gazetted status (2) a polar bear
population only (3) heavy Inuit hunting pressures (4) extreme isolation and
(5) very low visitation.

Finally, I felt that an evaluation of the La

Mauricie plan would not be useful since the park has included bear management within a very generalized wildlife management plan that covers everything from mosquitos to bears.
Table 30 graphically illustrates the results of the evaluation.

An

evaluation profile for each park can be seen by reading the table from left
to right.

Similarly an evaluation profile for each element can be seen by

reading the table from top to bottom.

In either axis the amount of shading

indicates completeness: the greater the amount of shading the greater the
completeness. Two conclusions are obvious.
Waterton appear to be the most complete.
number 6 (Waste Management),

5 (Public

First, the plans of Banff and
Secondly, essential

element

Information), 9 (Problem

Management) and 4 (Monitoring) appear to be the most complete.

Bear

Essential

Table 30. Content analysis of bear management plans in Canadian National Parks.

LEGEND

The elements and s u b - e l e m e n t s shown
I n T a b l e 2 8 were used t o p e r f o r m
each e v a l u a t i o n a c c o r d i n g t o t h e

following definitions

a l l sub-elements present

minor omission of sub-elements

major omission of sub-elements

extensive omission of subelements; often only the
element Is mentioned

no mention of either element
or sub-element

GO
t—•
CO
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element number 14 (Fiscal and Person-year Requirements), 7 (Food Storage
Management), 3 (Evaluation), 12 (Research) and 13 (Regional Management)
were the most incomplete.
Table 31 presents a summary analysis of the evaluation.
195 elements were evaluated (15 essential elements x 13 plans).

A total of
Five (3%)

of the 195 elements fell in the COMPLETE category, 20 (10%) fell in the
MINOR omissions category, 57 (29%) fell in the MAJOR omissions category, 49
(25%) fell in the EXTENSIVE omissions category and 64 (33%) fell in the
ABSENT category.
If one arbitrarily combined the COMPLETE and MINOR categories to
represent 'acceptable' elements and similarly combined the MAJOR, EXTENSIVE
and ABSENT categories to represent 'unacceptable' elements, 25 (13%) of the
elements evaluated would fall into the 'acceptable' category and 170 (87%)
of the elements would fall in the 'unacceptable' category.

With the excep-

tion of element number 6 (Waste Management) and number 9 (Problem Bear
Management), all elements seemed to contribute equally to the 'unacceptable' category.

C.

DISCUSSION

Judged

against the criteria

developed

in this report, the bear

management plans of Canadian National Parks seem to be lacking in many
respects.

The following is an element by element discussion of the

results.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 1: PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Not one of the plans contained management objectives that went beyond
a general 'motherhood' statement.

With few exceptions parks stated a dual

Table 31. Summary of the content analysis of bear management plans in Canadian National Parks
PROGRAM ELEMENTS

EVALUATION
CATEGORIES

Org
Str

Objective

Evaluation

Public
Info

Waste
Mgmt

Food
Stg

0

1

0

Monitoring

Complete

0

0

0

1

Minor

0

1

0

1

Major

7

2

1

8

Extensive

6

4

5

3

Absent

0

6

7

0

3

4

9

0

0

3

4

8

2

4

0

2

4

0

Research

2

2

2

2

1

0

7

6

Emerg.
Plan

Training

0

2

0

3

Prob
Bears

0

1

5

1

Human
Act

5

1

1

Reg
Hgmt

Fiscal
Pjr

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

4

1

0

8

7

8

13

Design
Char

0

1

No.
Elements
per
Evaluation
Category

X of
Elements
Each
Evaluation
Category

5

3*

20

10

6

57

29

6

49

25

64

33

0

U)
i—'

en
No. of NonAcceptable Elements

a

13

For example, a t o t a l

12

13

11

10

8

12

11

9

11

o f 5 or 3 1 o f t h e 195 (15 e s s e n t i a l elements x 13 p l a n s ) elements analyzed f e l l

10

12

i n the Complete category

13

13

12
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objective of protecting or promoting a 'natural' bear population and 'minimizing' or reducing bear/human conflict.

While this may be an adequate

regional or national objective, at the park level it lacks definition and
must be refined in a realistic, non-ambiguous and measurable manner if the
objective is to provide direction and serve as a touchstone for evaluative
criteria.
RECOMMENDATION:
The objectives of bear management plans must go
beyond the general use-preservation objective of national parks. The
objectives should be developed from a credible authority and should
be written in a realistic, non-ambiguous and measurable fashion based
on the operational contingencies of the park.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 2: ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND RESPONSIBILITY ASSIGNMENT

In 12 of the 13 plans program element 2 fell in the 'unacceptable'
category and in 6 plans the element was completely absent.

The lack of a

multidisciplinary team approach and strategies to develop or access expertise were common omissions.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider a detailed
account of the organizational structure and responsibility assignments under which the plan is to be implemented.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 3:

EVALUATION

This was one of the least complete elements.

The evaluation element

in all 13 plans fell within the 'unacceptable' category with 1 element in
the major omissions category, 5 elements

in the extensive omissions
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category and 7 elements in the absent category.
some form of informal

While it is likely that

'tailgate' evaluations are performed periodically

throughout the season in most parks, there is a universal lack of an organized evaluation system based on established criteria and conducted by
unbiased multidisciplinary evaluation teams.

It is difficult to imagine

how the management process can progress in an objective, expedient fashion
without due attention to this important element.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider an evaluation element that outlines the entire evaluation system including the
evaluation criteria and the evaluation process.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 4: MONITORING

In 11 of 13 plans the monitoring element fell within the
table' category.

'unaccep-

Two elements fell in the 'acceptable' category; one in

the complete and one in the minor omissions category.

While monitoring

was, on the whole, one of the better detailed elements, the lack of identified data requirements, undefined terminology and standardized collection
formats, will render much of the data currently being collected as incomplete, inconsistent and non-comparable.
RECOMMENDATION; All bear management plans must contain a comprehensive monitoring element which outlines data requirements, collection
formats, defined terminology and collection/dispersal strategies.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 5: PUBLIC INFORMATION

In 10 of the 13 plans the public information element fell in the
'unacceptable' category.

Generally the plans failed to depict a strategy

more sophisticated than dispersement of one or two pamphlets.

The almost

total reliance on the You Are in Bear Country pamphlet as the main source
of bear information is a major shortcoming and has certainly contributed to
the lack of creativity in design and dispersement of bear information.
Generally no provisions are made to disperse information at commonly used
entry points such as bus depots, or train stations; multiple visitor
entries

(e.g. buses) are not given

information distributed to single

entrants; few campgrounds have bear information posted in high profile
locations (washrooms, self-registration centres, etc.); other high profile space (garbage bags, outhouses, etc.) has not been utilized; information centres generally have little to add to the material found in pamphlets; computerized or even centralized monitoring systems are rare making
the distribution of current information difficult; little attention has
been paid to pre-visit contacts, self-operated audio-visual presentations,
short range AM radio broadcasts or contacts at concessionaire operations.
Finally overall strategies to identify content and design standards, target
audiences, contact points and dispersal methods along with suitable evaluation techniques are absent in most plans.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider a systematic and creative strategy for the design, dispersal and evaluation
of public information concerning bears. This is a key program element and should be given much greater emphasis than it currently
receives.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 6:

WASTE MANAGEMENT

In 8 of the 13 plans the waste management element fell in the unacceptable category.
defined strategy

While there generally appears to be a fairly well
for controlling garbage at park operated facilities,

strategies for commercial and residential garbage are lacking.

Similarly,

strategies for carrion and fish entrails are absent in most plans.
RECOMMENDATION: All management plans should consider a systematic
strategy for the management of all wastes. Greater emphasis should
be placed on those strategies applicable to commercial operations,
residents, carrion and fish entrails.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 7: FOOD STORAGE MANAGEMENT

In 12 of the 13 plans the food storage element fell within the 'unacceptable' category and in 8 plans the element was completely absent.

The

lack of strategies to control bear access to human food is particularly
surprising given the high number of food storage incidents that occur in
parks and the current emphasis placed on this element by our southern
neighbours.

Only two Canadian parks have installed food storage facilities

and even these are on a yery limited basis.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider comprehensive food storage strategies for various site specific locations.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 8: HUMAN ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT

In 11 of the 13 plans the human activity element reviewed fell within
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the 'unacceptable' category.

In six plans the element was rated as having

extensive omissions. While most parks have developed a system for closures
and warnings, there seems to be little strategy developed beyond this
point.

Common omissions include a zoned management strategy, a recognition

and integration of the implications of fire management, the importance of
EARP or the development of trail and campsite standards.
RECOMMENDATION: Human activity management is an extremely important
aspect of bear management and should receive far more attention than
it currently does. Plans should consider comprehensive strategies to
manage all types of human activities within the park. Strategies
should consider both facility design and management techniques.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 9:

PROBLEM BEAR MANAGEMENT

Direct contol of problem bears through capture, or destruction has
been, and continues to be, the prominent element in most management plans.
In 9 of the 13 plans the problem bear element fell in the 'unacceptable'
category with 7 of the 9 rated as having major omissions.

Nevertheless,

relative to other elements, problem bear management was one of the more
complete elements.

Common omissions include identification of action

promptness as a priority and development of strategies according to management zones.
RECOMMENDATION:
Notwithstanding the fact that control of problem
bears must play a progressively less important role in modern bear
management, plans must continue to pay considerable attention to this
element as stipulated by existing regulations and directives.
Improvements can be made however by inclusion of action promptness as
a priority, and a management strategy that differentiates between the
operational and ecological realities of various areas or zones such
as frontcountry or backcountry.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 10:

TRAINING

In 11 of 13 plans the training element fell within the 'unacceptable*
category and in 5 plans the element was completely absent.

To the vast

majority of parks it would appear that bear management training is synonomous with immobilization training.
beyond

this

point.

Training does not seem to progress

Banff's proposed

large

scale

information/training

program for Park and concessionaire employees is a noteworthy exception.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider the development of a comprehensive training plan which touches on all bear
management topics. Training should not be limited to wardens but
should include all park employees who have a role to play in monitoring or dispersing information. Particular emphasis should be placed
on concessionaire employees.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 11:

EMERGENCY PLANNING

In 10 of the 13 plans the emergency planning element fell in the
'unacceptable' category and in 8 plans the element was totally absent.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider the development of procedures to deal with bear related emergencies.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 12:

RESEARCH PLANNING

In 12 of the 13 plans the research element fell within the 'unacceptable' category; moreover, the majority of plans (7) completely omitted any
mention of research requirements.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider a comprehensive research strategy which identifies requirements, costs, time/action scheduling and methods of realizing the research.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 13: REGIONAL MANAGEMENT

On the whole, this was one of the most deficient elements.

The

regional ecosystem element in all plans fell within the 'unacceptable'
category and in 8 plans the element was totally omitted.

It would seem

that as far as bears are concerned, management currently stops at park
boundaries.

The only positive steps that have been taken are the estab-

lishment of liaison contacts, usually at the level of field personnel, and
in rare cases, provision to release bears on provincial lands.

Surpris-

ingly even the contiguous national parks (Banff, Jasper, Kootenay, Yoho)
have not yet mounted a co-ordinated bear management effort amongst themselves.
RECOMMENDATION: All management plans should consider a strategy to
develop and implement a concerted effort to manage bears, and particularly less viable populations of bears, on an ecosystem basis.
Where ecosystems cross jurisdictional boundaries, Parks Canada officials should play a lead role in developing management strategies
that take into account the whole ecosystem. Understandably, this is
a major undertaking that will not happen overnight. Progress can be
expected to be slow and tedious. While senior managers must play a
major role in the negotiation process, field staff must be prepared
to identify areas of concern and suggest ameloriative action.
Management on a regional or ecosystem basis should not be limited to
one or two particular facets of management but should involve the
full gamut of management topics suggested by program elements 1
through 14. The Yellowstone approach should serve as a prime example
of the efforts that can be made.
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 14: FISCAL AND PERSON-YEAR REQUIREMENTS

Both the fiscal and person-year resources necessary to implement the
management program were universally omitted from all plans. This is particularly odd given the fact that Management Directive 4.4.15 (Parks Canada
1978d) specifically calls for the inclusion of this element in the plan.
Further it is difficult to understand how senior management could approve
the plans without knowing what resources would be required.
RECOMMENDATION: All bear management plans should consider the fiscal
and person-year resources necessary to implement the plan.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 15: DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS

In 12 of the 13 plans the design characteristics element fell within
the 'unacceptable' category; six of the 12 elements fell within the extensive omissions category and an additional 5 fell within the major omissions
category.

Generally management plans in Western Region show a much higher

level of detail than those of other regions.

However they are extremely

difficult to understand due to a cumbersome format and multitudinous cross
referencing.

Often minute detail such as immobilization procedures which

would be better left to a procedural manual is included in the main text.
Development of policy or general program directions is often omitted.

A

description of the park setting along with historical management data is
omitted leaving the reader in a vacuum as to the importance of the bear
management program.

As one moves eastward the plans become progressively

less detailed and deficient in many program elements.

In several cases the
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management plan essentially consists of a procedural outline for trapping
and immobilization.
omitted.

Approval pages, glossaries and references are usually

Graphic quality for all plans is generally low.

Little use has

been made of graphs, tables or figures.
RECOMMENDATION:
Managers must determine the purpose of the bear
management plan per se and develop design characteristics accordingly within the guidelines established by Management Directive PRM 40-6
(Parks Canada 1980).
D.

OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

In addition to the element specific recommendations noted above, a
number of general recommendations can be offered.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATION I.

REGIONAL AND NATIONAL PROGRAM CO-ORDINATION

Although the series of policy statements and directives provide a
measure of guidance to bear management practices they fall short in specifying a number of items essential to rigorous and consistent management on
both a national and regional basis.

The lack of a well defined terminology

and monitoring techniques is a prime example (page 246).

If we are ever

going to develop meaningful consistency there has to be far greater dialogue between parks and between regions.
individual parks operate in a vacuum.
does and so forth.
parks.

In the vast majority of regions

Park A does not know what park 3

This is particularly evident in the contiguous mountain
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Headquarters and regional offices must play a much stronger role in
facilitating dialogue between parks and between regions.

A major step in

this direction would be the formation of regional bear management committees consisting of one or two representatives from each park.

The Commit-

tee could serve as a forum for information exchange and the development of
regional consistency.

If the initial success of Prairie Region vis-a-vis

their Bear Management Working Group (Leonard et al. 1983) can be taken as
an

indication,

this

approach

can

be

highly

productive.

Hopefully,

nationwide co-ordination might be fostered through the development of a
national committee consisting of representatives from each region.
While there is no doubt this recommendation would involve travel
funding, the costs may be quickly recouped through increased management
efficiency.
GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 2:

DEVELOPMENT OF GREATER CONSISTENCY BETWEEN THE
NATIONAL PARKS ACT, POLICY AND DIRECTIVES

At the moment managers are confronted with a very lengthy and somewhat confusing array of regulations, policies and directives related to
bear management.

At several points these documents are either contradic-

tory or place unwarranted

restrictions

on management techniques.

For

example, one directive (Parks Canada 1971b) suggests that "animals found to
be injured or disabled to the point where natural recovery is doubtful"
should be destroyed.

Section 4(a) of the National Parks Wildlife Regula-

tions specifically prohibits this action (page 50). Western Region Directive No. 48 (Parks Canada 1983d) stipulates that closures "will only be
instituted when there has been an encounter which has been considered by
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the Warden Service to be aggression ... or when a female with cubs of the
year are known to be in the area."

One might reasonably ask -- what about

bears feeding on carrion near backcountry facilities or what about the
female grizzly with two year old cubs or a solitary grizzly frequenting a
backcountry campsite.
situations.

Surely closures would be warranted in any of these

The Directive on Humane Trapping (Parks Canada 1983g) prohi-

bits bear managers from utilizing one of his most common tools -- the
culvert trap.

Further, trapping of bears, for any reason other than

research is an illegal activity pursuant to section 4(a) and 15(l)(a) of
the National Parks Wildlife Regulations (page 52).
The point to be made here is that if we are going to use directives
and other documentation to provide direction and consistency then the
authors of such documents must be certain that the document is consistent
with other directives and conventional practices.

Existing directives

ought to be carefully reviewed and vetted for consistency.

This is parti-

cularly true for the 6-8 national directives that have not been updated for
the last 5-12 years.

Unless these directives are kept up to date and made

consistent they may very well become more of a liability than an asset.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 3: ACCESS TO LEGAL ADVICE

While managers need not become paranoid over the legal implications
of bear management, they must nevertheless be fully aware of legalities.
Access to legal advice must be readily available to bear managers if they
are to develop a sound working knowledge of the law as it applies to bear
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management.

I sincerely hope that the difficulty that I experienced in

trying to obtain legal information from the Department of Justice (page 82)
was an exception and not the rule.
staff

and

the

Department

Lines of communication between field

of Justice

must be

established

and

readily

used. 89
GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 4:

CENTRALIZED DATA STORAGE

The current state of bear management data leaves a great deal to be
desired in respect to data storage technology.

With the exception of

routine observations which are stored by CANSIS, each park currently stores
its management data individually, usually in a paper file format, at either
park headquarters or the warden office.

While this system can be awkward

for park personnel, it is painfully awkward for anyone conducting multipark, multi-year studies.

A centralized computer format storage system

operated on a regional or preferably national basis would remove much of
this difficulty.

The development of standardized terminology and reporting

format would have to go hand in hand with this recommendation.

Regional

and Headquarters personnel ought to play a strong role in developing this
capacity.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATION 5:

Difficulties

MODIFICATIONS TO THE NATIONAL PARK ACT
REGULATIONS

associated with

the enforcement of many

regulations

under the National Parks Act were discussed on pages 47 to 65.

89

Formal lines of communication with the Department of Justice have been
established in Western Region via Western Region Directive Number 10
(Parks Canada 1983k).
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Particular problems exist with the wording of garbage regulations applicable to residents and visitors. Other problems concern the convoluted and
fractionated approach that must be taken to enforce proper food storage. A
simplified set of regulations should be developed for both garbage and food
storage.

In respect to food storage the single regulation used by U.S.

National Parks (page 122) seems like a logical approach that might be
extended to include garbage storage.
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CHAPTER V

CASE STUDY:

KOOTENAY NATIONAL PARK

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the 15 essential elements and associated sub-elements
shown in Table 29 are utilized to develop a bear management plan for
Kootenay National Park.

The Plan is complete unto itself with its own

table of contents, tables, figures, appendices, main body and references.
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GLOSSARY

INCIDENTS
Garbage Storage Incident: used to describe any Interaction between
bears and garbage wherein the bear gains access to Improperly stored garbage; human presence at the time of the incident Is not necessary. Garbage
storage Incidents should be classified as either government, commercial,
residential or visitor dependent on the ownership of the garbage.

Neutral Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear Indicates that it is aware of the human presence
(e.g. pauses, orients towards the human, etc.) but continues its pre-encounter behaviour.
Curiosity Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear stops its current activity to investigate the
human presence (e.g. may move toward the human, follow the human, sniff the
air, stand on Its hind legs and sniff) and then return to its pre-encounter
behaviour.

Food Storage Incident: used to describe any Interaction between bears
and human food wherein the bear gains access to improperly stored human
food; human presence at the time of the incident is not necessary. Food
storage incidents should be classified as either government, commercial,
residential or visitor according to food ownership at the time of the
incident. Food storage incidents do not include those situations wherein a
bear forces tourists to surrender their food.

Illegal Feeding Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a
bear and a human wherein the human purposely attracts the bear to within
close proximity by enticement with food. A Type I encounter implies that
the bear did not receive any reward. A Type II encounter Implies that the
bear received human food.

Property Damage Incident: used to describe any Interaction between
bears and human property wherein the property is damaged in any way; human
presence at the time of the incident is not necessary. Property damage
Incidents will normally be accompanied by either a garbage or food storage
incident or one or more encounter categories. Property damage incidents
should be classified as either government, commercial, residential or
visitor according to property ownership.

Food Seeking Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear is fully aware of the human presence yet boldly
moves to within close proximity of the humans in an attempt to gain access
to their food. The humans take evasive action (e.g. picnickers are forced
to pack up and move due to an approaching bear; a bear approaches a roadside vehicle and stands up against the vehicle forcing the tourists to roll
up their windows or move on). A Type I encounter implies that the bear did
not receive any food. A Type II encounter implies that the bear received
human food.

NON-AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS
No Change Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear gives no indication of being aware of the human
and continues its normal routine.

Inadvertent Contact Encounter: used to describe an interaction between
a bear and human wherein the bear Inadvertently makes physical contact with
a human; inadvertent injuries of a minor nature may occur (e.g. a bear
steps on a sleeping camper). This type of encounter will probably occur in
conjunction with a food seeking encounter.

Flight Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear departs the area at the time of the encounter or
soon after; no aversive conditioning is applied.

AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS

Aversive Conditioning Encounter: used to describe an Interaction
between a bear and human wherein the bear departs the area Immediately
after the human applies some form of aversive conditioning (e.g. shout,
throw rock, etc.). This type of encounter may be very common in campgrounds. A Type I aversive conditioning encounter implies that the aversive conditioning was effective and the bear moves away although it may
soon return. A Type II encounter implies that the aversive conditioning
technique has no effect and the bear remains in the area.

Threat Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear either growls, huffs, slaps, paws, pops jaws, pants
loudly or shows other signs of aggressive intent.
Bluff Charge Encounter: used to describe an interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear charges toward the human but stops short of
making physical contact; the bear stops the charge or veers off on its own
volition or after the human applies some form of aversive conditioning
(shout, wave, etc.); in the latter case an aversive conditioning encounter
should be noted also. A Type I encounter implies that the bear stopped the
charge on its own volition - no aversive conditioning 1s applied. A Type II
encounter implies that the bear stopped the charge after aversive conditioning was applied.
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GLOSSARY (Cont'd)

Thwarted Charge Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear
and human wherein the bear charges but Is unable to make physical contact
because of some evasive action (climb tree, enter vehicle, the bear Is
shot, etc.) on the part of the human.
Injury Encounter: used to describe an Interaction between a bear and
human wherein the bear purposely makes physical contact with the human and
In so doing inflicts Injuries.

Food Storage Deficiency: used to describe a situation wherein human
food is accessible to bears due to the use of Improper storage techniques.
Food storage deficiencies should be reported on a site-day basis I.e. one
deficient site for 5 days would constitute 5 site-days of deficiency.
Responsibility for the deficient site should be classified as either government, commercial, residential or visitor according to ownership.

CONTROL ACTIONS

MISCELLANEOUS

Capture: used to describe a management action wherein a bear Is physically captured by means of traps or drugs; this category does not Include
captures made for research purposes. Captures should be classified as to
method used - culvert, snare, free ranging Immobilization.

Other Population Losses: used to describe other population losses
resulting from poaching, roadkill, a drug overdose or hunter kills within
the ecosystem.

Release/In Park: used to describe a management action wherein a bear
is released within the park In which it was captured.
Release/In Ecosystem: used to describe a management action wherein a
bear is released outside the park 1n which 1t was captured but within its
known or suspected ecosystem (e.g. a bear 1s released in an area 10 km
beyond the boundary and no Impassable barriers exist).
Release/Out of Ecosystem: used to describe a management action wherein
a bear is released outside of Its known or suspected ecosystem and there is
no reason to believe the animal will be able to return to Its former ecosystem (e.g. a bear is transferred from Montana to Alaska). This classification poses the obvious problem of delineating the ecosystem.
Release/Institution: used to describe a management action wherein a
bear is transferred to a zoo, game farm, etc. where there Is no possibility
of return to Its former ecosystem.

Total Ecosystem Loss: used to describe the total number of bears lost
from the ecosystem; this would constitute the sum of Releases/Out of Ecosystem, Release/Institution, Destruction and Other Population Losses.
Ecosystem: must be defined within the context of the specific park.
Due to a lack of specific data, most parks will have to draw operationally
based boundaries rather than boundaries dictated by ecological parameters.
Frontcountry: used to describe areas that are generally
and accessible by motor vehicle. Since the area is used by a
large percentage of park visitors, closures are not realistic
extreme emergencies. Examples of frontcountry areas include
court complex, Redstreak Trail, and autocampgrounds.

developed
relatively
except 1n
the Aqua-

Backcountry: used to describe areas that are generally undeveloped
and inaccessible by motor vehicle. Since the area is used by a relatively small percentage of park visitors, closures are realistic and
could be applied to prevent bear problems.

Destruction: used to describe a management action wherein a bear Is
purposely destroyed for management reasons; mercy killing of Injured animals Is excluded except where prior plans had indicated the bear was to be
destroyed.

Note: There is no distinct boundary delineating frontcountry and
backcountry areas. A certain amount of field discretion must be used
to classify certain 'grey' areas.

STORAGE DEFICIENCIES
Problem Bear: any bear that may require management action

Garbage Storage Deficiency: used to describe a situation wherein
garbage is accessible to bears due to the use of improper storage techniques. Garbage storage deficiencies should be reported on a site-day
basis I.e. one deficient site for S days would constitute 5 site-days of
deficiency. Responsibility for the deficient site should be classified as
either government, commercial, residential or visitor according to ownership.
*

One or more incidents or encounters often occur almost simultaneously.
For example: a warden finds a bear breaking into garbage container;
the bear orients toward the approaching warden and then continues
foraging in the garbage; the warden throws several rocks and the bear
runs. This series of events might be classified as three separate
interactions: (I) a bear/garbage Incident; (2) a neutral encounter;
and finally (3) an averslve conditioning encounter.

Bear Season: May 1 - Oct 30

D

Black, grizzly or unidentified bear data should always be reported
separately.

X
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

PARK OBJECTIVES

A ministerially approved objective of Kootenay National Park can be
found in the Purpose and Objectives statement of the Four Mountain Parks
Planning Program (Parks Canada 1983c:10).
•To protect and preserve the natural resources and processes of
Banff, Jasper, Kootenay, and Yoho national parks associated with the
Rocky Mountains Natural Region.
•To provide the highest level of protection or, where appropriate
preservation to resources and processes which are:
•nationally or internationally significant;
•unique, rare, or endangered;
•good examples of the natural
Canadian Rocky Mountains; and

resources an processes of the

•important for the retention of the parks' wildland character.
The bear management program in Kootenay National Park is consistent with
this objective.

PARK SETTING
Kootenay National Park (KNP) is situated in the southeastern portion
of British Columbia (Fig. 1 ) .

Established in 1919, the Park now encom-

passes 1406 km2 (540 mi'2) of rugged mountainous terrain in the Continental
Ranges of the Rocky Mountains.

The Park is bounded by the Continental

Divide in the northeast and the southern Rocky Mountain Trench

in the

2.
Figure 1. Geographic location of Kootenay National Park.

3.

southwest.
general

Between these lay three main valleys, all running parallel in a

northwest-southwest

orientation.

In the

north, the

Vermilion

Valley and its secondary drainages comprise ca. 50% of the park area.
the south, ca. 10% of the Park area lies within the Columbia Valley.

In

Sand-

wiched between these two lies the Kootenay Valley representing ca. 40% of
the Park.

The Park is long and narrow in shape stretching over a length of

ca 104 km and varying in width from ca. 12-24 km.
KNP is part of the contiguous four mountain block comprised of
Banff, Jasper, Yoho and Kootenay National Parks.

Boundaries are shared

with Yoho in the northwest, Banff in the northeast and Mount Assiniboine
Provincial Park on the west.

The remainder of the Park is contiguous with

B.C. Provincial Crown Land except for a small section along the southwestern flank which abuts the Village of Radium Hot Springs and several private land holdings.
The macroclimate is generally continental with short cool summers
interspersed with occasional hot spells and long winters with intermittent
cold spells (Walker et al. 1983:3).
have been identified.

Three vegetation units or ecoregions

The montane ecoregion is the driest and warmest and

is characterized by stands of Douglas Fir, White Spruce and Trembling
Aspen.

Above the montane lies the lower subalpine ecoregion characterized
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by Engleman Spruce, Alpine Fir and Lodgepole Pine.

In the upper subalpine

ecoregion, the Lodgepole Pine is generally replaced by stands of Whitebark
Pine and Alpine larch mixed with the Engleman

Spruce and Alpine Fir.

Finally at the highest elevation, the treeless alpine ecoregion is characterized by a complex mosaic of small ground hugging plants.
The Park supports a diverse array of wildlife.

Ungulates such as

elk, whitetail deer, mule deer, moose, mountain goat and bighorn sheep are
commonly observed in many areas.

Carnivores include cougar, lynx, bobcat,

wolf, coyote, along with grizzly and black bear.

In addition over 152

resident bird species have been identified (Poll 1982).
Since the Park's inception, man has had a marked influence on the
landscape.

Predominant man-made features include: a 104 km highway bisec-

ting the entire length of the park; 70 km of fire roads; 3 auto campgrounds
with a total of 402 sites; a 100 site group auto campground; 11 picnic
sites; 3 warden

stations; a trades compound; an aquacourt complex; 4

commercial bungalow camps; 1 commercial motel; 200 km of hiking trails; 12
backcountry campground with a total of 114 sites and 4 warden patrol cabins
(Enderwick 1981).
Annual visitation during the 1980-82 period averaged ca. 2.4 million
(Parks

Canada

1983:307).

Autocampgrounds annually

provide ca. 40,000

party-nights (1980-83) during the May-September period of operation (Park
files); and backcountry campgrounds support ca. 3,300 user-nights per annum
(1982-83) the vast majority of which occurs during the months of June
through September (Bjorgan 1983:5).

5.
BEAR POPULATION ESTIMATES
The only source of information on KNP's black bear (Ursus americanus) population comes from warden observation cards.

Black bear popula-

tion research in KNP, or for that matter the Rocky Mountain National Parks
is non-existent.

Between 1951-77 there were 676 observations: 319 observa-

tions from the 1950's, 99 observations from the 1960's and 258 observations
from 1970-77 (Poll 1982:59).
located near open dumps.

Most of these observations were for bears

Several highway observations are noteworthy: on

June 15, 1959, 21 black bears were observed between Radium and Vermilion
Crossing (a distance of 52 km); on June 5, 1960 17 black bears were observed between McLeod Meadows and Vermilion Crossing (a distance of 35 km);
and 9 black bears were observed

during the

1981 highway

survey

(Poll

from

these

1982:59-60).
The only

tentative

conclusions

that might

be

drawn

figures are that black bears appear abundant and widespread in KNP.
Lack of research on KNP grizzly bears (Ursus arctos) places heavy
reliance on observations to estimate population numbers.

A 1939 warden

observation reported 11 grizzlies in the Tumbling Valley during one day.
For the period 1951-77 there were a total of 50 observations:

7 observa-

tions from the 1950's, 13 observations from the 1960's and 40 observations
from 1970-77.
Vermilion

Many of these observations came from areas in the upper

Valleys.

For

totalled 57 (Unpubl. data.
are noteworthy:

the

period

1977-83

grizzly

Kootenay National Park).

observations

have

Several observations

5 grizzlies were observed during one day in Tokumm Valley

in 1981; a sow and 2 cubs were observed repeatedly in Kimpton Valley in

6.
1982 (Poll 1982:61-62); and 9 grizzlies were observed throughout KNP during
an aerial goat survey in 1983 (Sheehan 1984).
Again, the only tentative conclusion that might be drawn from this
data is that there appears to be a number of grizzlies using KNP for at
least a portion of the year.

Although the number of observations seems to

be increasing this may simply represent a more concerted monitoring effort.

BEAR MANAGEMENT HISTORY 1940-1980
Virtually all management actions during this period were directed at
black bears in frontcountry areas.
grizzlies were non-existent.

Problems involving backcountry areas or

As in many national parks, bear management in

Kootenay has changed drastically over the last 65 years.

Prior to the

early 60's there were at least 11 motor campgrounds, 3 bungalow camps and a
number of construction and maintenance camps scattered over the length of
the highway (Enderwick 1981).
least 12 open garbage dumps.

Associated with these facilities were at
Needless to say bears, particularly blacks,

were frequent visitors to these areas.

However, relocation/destruction

records (Table 1) indicate that bears posed few management problems during
the period.

Park officials were content to allow bears to feed on human

garbage, in fact, the activity might even have been encouraged, as it was
in other parks, as a means of attracting tourists. Nevertheless management
philosophy swung 180° towards the end of the 50's.
Bears were to lead a more 'natural' life and therefor had to be
weaned and separated from human food sources.

A series of supposedly bear

proof garbage storage structures were installed.

Most were abysmal fail-

ures and for a number of years the park reverted to open dumps.

Simultan-

Table 1 .

A historical

summary of bear management d a t a '

Visitation
(No.
Visitors)

VISITATION
Auto
Campgrounds
(No.campernights)

Backcountry
Campgrounds
(No.campernights)

Kootenay National Park 1940-1983,

Garbage
Storage
Incidents

INCIDENTS0,e
Food
Property
Storage
Damage
Incidents Incidents

AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS0.*
Bluff
Thwart
Human*
Charge
Charge
Injury
Encounters Encounters Encounters

Threat
Encounters

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS0
Relocations
in
Ecosystem
Destructions

1940-49
4(111)

1960-69

10

1970-79

5(1U)

1980

1,869,288

121,673

2759

11

11

1981

1,993,769

126,416

2658

12

13

1982

1,878,261

138.300

2973

0

129,641

3694

6

7

8

KlG.bc)

2(2G,bc)

129,008

3021

7.25

8.25

5.0

1.0

2.0

1.25

5.49

6.24

3.78

0.75

1.51

0.94

J

1983 BASELINE RATE0
(per 100.000 user-nights)

'

D

c

n
e

f

9
0

0BSERVAT10NS9

Frtctry

Bkctry

12

1950-59

1983

DEFICIENCIES0,*,1
Garbage
Food
Storage
Storage
Deficiencies Deficiencies
(site-days) (site-days)

2

3

1

6(2G,bc)
0

1

1
0

3

2(lG,bc)
1

0

1

0

10
73 (1G)

63

24

7

4

10

11

0

2

5

25

12

1

0

5

8(lbc)

0

6

1

28

14

0

4.0

2.5

17.0

11.25

0

3.02

1.89

12.87

8.25

0
1

17
116

Data from Central Registry, KNP F i l e No. 9810-133, Cairns (1981), Enderwick (1981), Parks Canada (1983). Bjorgan (1983)
Incidents, encounters, control actions and deficiencies are defined i n the glossary. Data f o r incidents,
encounters and control actions refers to black bears ( 8 ) except where indicated as g r i z z l y (G) or unknown(U).
Data refers to frontcountry areas except where indicated as backcountry (be)
Pre-1980 injury encounter, relocation and destruction data should be viewed with a c e r t a i n amount of suspecion due
to reporting i r r e g u l a r i t i e s ,
Autocampground v i s i t a t i o n figures were converted from party-nights to user-nights using a conversion factor
of 3.75 a f t e r l.A.N.A. (1965).
Incident, encounter and deficiency data was not purposely collected and categorized as such during the 1980-83
period. Narrative s t y l e occurrence reports were analyzed and subsequently categorized to obtain t h i s data.
The 113 storage deficiencies reported i n occurrence reports grossly underestimates the more r e a l i s t i c figure of
8916 d e f i c i e n t site-days (Appendix 6 ) .
Data is stored on the Cansis computer system but requires considerable manipulation before i t can be d i f f e r e n t i a t e d
into frontcountry and backcountry observations.
The Baseline Rate represents the average number of i n c i d e n t s , encounters, management actions or
deficiencies per 100,000 camper-nights.

~-J

8.
eously the growing number of bear inflicted human injuries (Table 1) prompted officials to start enforcing a 1959 regulation which made feeding bears
illegal.

With the advent of more effective traps and immobilizing drugs in

the late 60's and early 70's the Park began an earnest program of trapping
and relocating 'nuisance' bears.
did, it was destroyed.

When the animal returned, as it usually

Table 1 indicates that 179 black bears were relo-

cated and an additional 97 black bears were destroyed during the 20 year
period 1960-1979.

In 1962 alone there were 30 black bears relocated and 31

black bears destroyed.
In 1973 an agreement was reached with the Regional District of East
Kootenay whereby all park garbage could be deposited at the Edgewater dump
located ca. 8 km from the park entrance.

At about the same time, letter

box style garbage containers were installed at all picnic sites and viewpoints along the highway.

In 1976 bear-proof garbage storage buildings

were erected in all autocampgrounds.

Both the letter box containers and

storage buildings have proven successful in that there has been only one
bear entry to date.

CURRENT MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND CONCERNS 1980 - 1983
In 1980, two initiatives were introduced which have had a significant impact on bear management practices in Kootenay.

First was the intro-

duction of a standardized reporting form, the Occurrence Report.

Although

it was simply an open narrative style form, it provided field staff with a
means of documenting bear incidents.

As a result, the volume of bear-

related information has grown steadily since 1980.

9.

The second initiative was the introduction of a management plan
(Parks Canada 1981) outlining a uniform and systematic approach for a
variety of management techniques.

Although soon outdated, the plan had the

single major influence of creating, amongst managers, an awareness of the
park's bears and how they were being managed.

Existing practices were

examined and, in many circumstances, modified to conform with conventional
techniques.

For example, random release of unmarked bears was curtailed by

the inclusion of an eartagging requirement; release sites were predetermined and subject to approval; a carrion management system was introduced;
capture and destruction criteria were outlined; and procedures for effecting area closures or warning notices were outlined.
Despite these changes substantial management problems remain.

In

the frontcountry areas, access to improperly stored garbage and food continue to be the main cause of incidents and property damage.

Moreover the

high number of garbage and food storage deficiencies indicate a high potential for escalation of incidents.

The letterbox containers are limited by

their capacity and opening dimensions.

Large bags of garbage are often

left beside the containers because either the container is full or the bag
will not fit through the door slot.
led bear proof enclosures.

Commercial facilities have not instal-

Food storage facilities are non-existent.

In backcountry areas there appears to be an increasing number of
bear

observations,

particularly

increasing visitor pressures.

grizzly

observations,

associated

with

Although grizzly incidents and encounters

are relatively low they seem to be increasing.

The first two property

damage incidents and bluff charge encounters by grizzlies were reported in
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1981 and 1983 respectively.
in this area.

Food storage facilities are also non-existent

The potential for serious problems in backcountry areas is

substantial.
Common to both front and backcountry

is a generally low profile

public information system, a less than satisfactory monitoring system, and
a complete lack of research.

In addition an undeveloped regional or eco-

system management strategy leaves transient bear populations in a state of
management limbo.

This is particularly applicable to the KNP grizzly popu-

lation which, due to the size and shape of the park, must range beyond the
boundaries.

Future Management Directions 1984-88
Three alternative courses of action were considered for future bear
management programs in KMP.

Alternative 1 involved decreasing management

efforts and accepting the risk of increasing all baseline rates (Table 1).
Alternative 2 involved continuing with the existing management program and
accepting the current baseline rates.
fied management
rates.

program which

Alternative 3 called for an intensi-

attempts

to reduce or maintain

baseline

Alternatives 1 and 2 were found to be unacceptable in light of

Parks Canada's legislated mandate (National Parks Act, Section 4 ) , Parks
Canada

Policy

(Parks

Canada

1979), Management

Directive

4.4.15

(Parks

Canada 1978), Western Region Directive Wo. 48 (Parks Canada 1983d) and
approved objectives for KNP (Parks Canada 1983c:10).

Accordingly, alterna-

tive 3 was chosen as the preferred course of action.

The

following

document outlines the management program for both

black and grizzly bears over the 5 year period 1984-88.

The main emphasis
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is on anticipatory management - in other words - a management style designed to anticipate potential problems and to take action before the problem develops or escalates.

The key to this approach is a well developed

monitoring system designed to detect potential conflicts and relay this
information to field staff for prompt action.

In frontcountry areas mana-

gement actions are directed at controlling problem bears, whereas in backcountry

areas the emphasis

is placed on controlling human activities.

Throughout the program a concerted effort is directed at proper storage of
garbage and food through a program of high quality public information. The
program is broken down into 14 elements as follows:
• program objectives
• organization and responsibilities
• program evaluation
• monitoring
• public information
• waste management
• food storage management
• human activity management
•problem bear management
• training
• emergencies planning
• research planning
• regional management
•fiscal and person-year planning
Although the fiscal and person-year resources necessary to implement this
plan have been approved in principle, unforeseen monetary restraints may
impose restrictions.

In this event, resources will be allocated to selec-

ted elements on a priority basis to reflect the more urgent needs of bear
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management in KNP.

Program elements identified to receive priority are (in

order of merit) monitoring, waste management, food storage management,
research, public information and regional management.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 1: Program Objectives
POLICY
The following objectives recognize the importance of providing realistic, non-ambiguous, measurable direction to the bear management program.
Moreover the objectives are recognized as the source of evaluative criteria
which will be used in determining the overall effectiveness of the program.
Section 4.0 of the National Parks Act sets the general objective of
national parks.
Thz National Paik-6 o& Canada. aiz hzizby doA.io.atzd to thz
pzoptz o& Canada ion. tho.il bznz&it, zdacation and znjoymznt, Aubjzzt to thit Act and tkz izgu-lationA, and thz
National Paiki Anall bz maintainzd and madz uuz o& 40 <u
to Izavz thzm unimpaiizd &oi thz znjoymznt o& iatuAZ
gznziation* [National Polk* Act. Szction 4.)

Hence the program must attempt to preserve bear populations (presumably in
a natural state) while at the same time allowing for the (presumably safe)
use of parklands by visitors.

ACTION
This broadly worded legislated objective can be refined and operational ized for the purpose of bear management.
bear management program are shown in Table 2.

The objectives of KNP's

The entire management pro-

gram will be oriented to achieve these objectives.
be clarified.

Several points should

First, the target figures shown in Table 2 represent levels

13.
T * M e 2.

Bear managment objectives.

KNP 1984-88.

•The objective of the bear management program for the 5 year period
1984-88 is to provide sufficient measures for the preservation of bears
in their natural habitat and the safe human use of parklands as evidenced by the following criteria.
• A 50% reduction, relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate*, in the
average (1984-88) rate of all incident categories. Achievement
of this criteria will require 5 year average rates of 2.75, 3.12,
and 1.89 for the garbage storage, food storage, and property
damage categories respectively.
• A zero % increase, relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate, in the
average (1984-88) rate of all aggressive encounter categories.
Achievement of this criteria will require 5 year average rates of
0.75, 1.51, 0.94 and 0 for the growl, bluff charge, thwarted
charge and human injury categories respectively.
• A 50% reduction, relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate, in the
average (1984-88) rate of all management action categories.
Achievement of this criteria will require 5 year average rates of
1.51 and 0.95 for relocations (in the ecosystem) and destruction
categories respectively.
•A 75% reduction, relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate, in the
average (1984-88) rate of all deficiency categories. Achievement
of this criteria will require 5 year average rates of 3.22 and
2.06 for garbage and food storage deficiency categories respectively.
• A 50% reduction, relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate, in the
average (1984-88) rate of all frontcountry observations and a
corresponding 50% increase in the average (1984-88) rate of all
backcountry observations.
Achievement of this criteria will
require 5 year average rates of
and
for frontcountry and backcountry observations respectively.

a

The Baseline Rate refers to the average (1980-83) figure developed in
Table 1.
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of incidents, encounters, control actions, storage deficiencies and observations that management is willing to accept only insofar as they represent
reasonable and realistic values given the 5 year term of the plan and
limited fiscal and manpower resources available.

Secondly, it is recog-

nized that the 1983 Baseline Rates used to develop the target figures are
very crude.

Planned improvements in the monitoring system may, in 2-3

years time, provide more precise figures that can be used to establish new
Base Line Rates.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 2: Organizational Structure
Pol icy
Bear management is recognized as a complex task requiring input from
many individuals functioning in many different capacities.

Hence KNP will

pursue a multifunctional approach in the planning, implementation and evaluation phases of the bear management program.

In an operational sense this

will require the general involvement of most park employees and a major
involvement

for several

resources of Regional

key employees.

In addition

the advice and

Office, other parks and the academic and private

community will be sought occasionally.

ACTION
Figure 2 depicts a simple organization chart with respect to bear
management i n KNP.
Each s u b - a c t i v i t y

Park operations are divided among 5 s u b - a c t i v i t i e s .

i s co-ordinated by a s u b - a c t i v i t y head who controls the

budget and person-years w i t h i n the s u b - a c t i v i t y .

A l l s u b - a c t i v i t i t y heads

report to the Superintendent who reports to the Director of Western Region
who, i n t u r n , reports to the Director General at Headquarters.
Kootenay's management program i s

the

operation

of

the

Central to

Bear Management

Fig. 2

The organization of staff with respect to bear management KNP 1984-88,
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Committee (BMC) and the Bear Management Warden (BMW).

The BMC is composed

of (1) the Chief Park Warden (chairman), (2) the Chief of Visitor Services,
(3) the General Works Manager and (4) the Chief Park Naturalist.

The

Committee's purpose is to provide overall

and

co-ordination, direction

approval to the program insofar as the fiscal and manpower resources under
the control of each sub-activity head will allow.

The BMC must convene at

least once per year to review the previous season's activities and draw up
recommendations for the following year's program.

The BMW is the warden

designated by the Chief Park Warden to play the key role in co-ordinating
the day to day implementation of the program

and

in preparing

Summaries and draft revisions of the Bear Management Plan (BMP).

Annual
Table 3

elaborates on the responsibilities of those individuals who will play a
major role in the program.
Before
approved.

a management

plan

can

be

implemented

it must

Figure 3 illustrates the approval process for KNP.

submits a draft BMP to the BMC.

first

be

The BMW

The BMC may recommend changes and return

the draft to the BMW or find it satisfactory and submit it to the Superintendent.

In turn the Superintendent may recommend changes and return the

draft to the BMC or approve the draft and forward it to the Director
Western Region for final approval.

Here the draft is either returned for

revision or given final approval.

Once approved all bear management must

proceed in strict accordance with the plan.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 3:

Program Evaluation

POLICY
A comprehensive system to constructively evaluate the overall program and its constituent elements is recognized as a vital ingredient to

Table 3. Staff responsibilities In the bear management program. KNP 1984-88.
Superintendent
•oversees and directs all aspects of the program
• reviews BMP drafts
•establishes the BMC
•negotiates agreements with regional land jurisdictions
•applies appropriate sections of the National Parks Regulations to
effect area closures and activity restrictions; provide proper garbage
and food storage measures; remove persons from the Park; refuse Issuance
of camping permits
•controls the release of all Information to the media
•directs Incoming bear management Information to the Chief Park Warden
Bear Management Committee
•oversees and directs all aspects of the program
•reviews Annual Summaries and BMP drafts and recommends modifications to
the program
•ensures that fiscal and person-year resources are available
•designates members of the Garbage Inspection Committee
Bear Management Warden
•organizes, co-ordinates and generally Implements the approved BMP
•makes day to day field decisions and/or recommendations pertaining to
the: capture, identification, release, destruction of bears; posting of
warnings or area closures; disposal of carrion; emergency responses
•gathers and collates all monitoring data and prepares an Annual Summary
for submission to the BMC
•Incorporates recommendations of the BMC into annual drafts of the BMP
•oversees the proper functioning of the monitoring system
•organizes and conducts the training program for all park staff and concession employees
•ensures that all observations and reports are properly filed
•conducts monthly garbage Inspections and periodic garbage and food
storage deficiency surveys
•conducts periodic literature reviews
•assumes responsibility for the requisitioning, storage, use and maintenance of all capture and handling equipment Including the security of
immobilizing drugs
•supplies the BMC, Chief Park Warden and where relevant other wardens and
staff with accurate, current information on all matters pertaining to
bear management.
Chief Park Warden
• oversees and co-ordinates all field operations
acts as chairman for the BMC
•provides the manpower and fiscal resources to fulfil the Resource Conservation sub-activity commitment to the BMP
•participates In the initial stages of developing regional management
agreements
•directs incoming management Information to the BMW
Chief of Visitor Services
• acts as a member of the BMC
• provides the manpower and fiscal resources to fulfil the Visitor Services
sub-activity commitment to the BMP
•provides accurate visitor use data for front and backcountry areas.

Chief Park Naturalist
• acts as a member of the BMC
• provides the manpower and fiscal resources to fulfil the Interpretation subactivity commitment to the BMP
General Works Manager
• acts as a member of the BMC
• provides the manpower and fiscal resources to fulfil the General Works subactivity commitment to the BMP
Information Centre Attendents
• acts as a clearing house for all bear observations and reports
• compiles dally and weekly summaries and completes Wildlife Observation
Cards for certain observations (West Gate Information Centre)
• ensures that proper bear Information Is dispensed
West Gate Kiosk Attendents
• performs duties of West Gate Information Centre between the hours of 20:00 - 08:00
• ensures that proper bear Information is dispensed
Autocampground Attendents
•make periodic campground patrols recording garbage or food storage deficiencies and
takes corrective action or Informs the West Gate Information Centre
• reports all Incidents, encounters, deficiencies or observations to the West
Gatelnformatlon Centre
• ensures that camping permittees are given proper bear Information
Duty Warden
• participates as required in all field operations
•Investigates incidents, encounters or storage deficiencies, takes management action
and completes Occurrence Reports
Garbage Pick-up Crew
•completes daily Garbage Storage Deficiency Report and submits same to the trades
supervisor.
Trades Supervisor
• receives dally Garbage Storage Deficiency Reports and completes work orders to
correct the deficiency
Park Naturalist
•ensures that proper bear management information is dispensed
•reports all observations, incidents, encoutners, deficiencies to West Gate
Information
•completes Wildlife Observation Cards for non-aggressive encounters
All Wardens
• report observations, Incidents, encounters, deficiencies, management actions to
West Gate Information
• complete Wildlife Observation Cards and Occurrence Reports
Garbage Inspection Committee (GIC)
•conducts annual inspections of all garbage holding facilities and submits work
orders to correct deficiencies

Fig. 3

The approval process for bear management plans.

BMC
recommends
"changes to'
draft BMP

Submits draft BMP

Submits
draft B M T

.Submits
draft BMP

BMW

KNP 1984-88

DIRECTOR
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SUPERINTENDENT
recommends^
"changes to
draft BMP

APPROVED
BMP

recommends
changes to"
draft BMP

IMPLEMENTATION

CO
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KNP's bear management program.

The evaluation process is premised on

periodic reviews by an impartial team of knowledgeable evaluators using
formalized criteria derived from program objectives.

ACTION
Table 4 indicates the criteria that will be used to evaluate KNP's
bear management program over the 1984-88 period.
evaluation process.

Figure 4 illustrates the

At the conclusion of each 'bear season' the BMW will

prepare an Annual Summary of all data categories listed in Table 6 (page
24).

The Summary will also include an analysis of the data and recommen-

dations for the following year.

Each December the Bear Management Commit-

tee will review the Summary fine-tuning the analysis and recommendations.
On the basis of the Committee's recommendations the BMW will then draft the
following year's management plan and submit it to the approval

process

(Fig. 3 ) . Once the Director has approved the draft it becomes the approved
Plan for the ensuing season and must be implemented.

Inherent in the

approval is the confirmation that the fiscal and person-year resources will
be available to implement the plan.

At the conclusion of years 2 (1985)

and 5 (1988) an additional evaluation step will be included.

The Annual

Summary is reviewed by the Bear Management Evaluation Team (BMET) composed
of knowledgeable outside persons from a variety of applicable disciplines.
Table 5 indicates the composition and responsibilities of the BMET.

The

BMET submits its evaluation report to the Bear Management Committee and the
process continues as in other years.

20.
Table 4.

Evaluation criteria for the bear management program.

KNP 1984-88

•Average Baseline Rates developed by analysis of occurrence reports
submitted during the 4 year period 1980-84 are shown in Table 1. All
evaluation criteria are set in reference to these values.
Criteria 1.

The average rate for each category of incident recorded
during the 5 year period 1984-88 must show a 50% reduction relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate. Therefore, the
5 year average rate for garbage, food and property damage
incident categories must reach values of 2.75, 3.12 and
1.89 respectively, by year end 1988.

Criteria 2.

The average rate for each category of aggressive encoun* ter recorded during the 5 year period 1984-88 must show a
zero percent increase relative to the 1983 Baseline
Rate.
Therefore, the 5 year average rate for growl,
bluff charge, thwarted charge and injury encounter
classes must not exceed values of 0.75, 1.51, 0.94 and 0
respectively by year end 1988.

Criteria 3.

The average rate for each category of management action
recorded during the 5 year period 1984-88 must show a 50%
reduction relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate. Therefore,
the 5 year average rate for relocations and destructions
must reach values of 1.51 and 0.95 respectively by year
end 1988.

Criteria 4.

The average rate for each category of storage deficiency
recorded during the 5 year Deriod 1984-88 must show a 75%
reduction relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate. Therefore,
the 5 year average rate for garbage storage and food
storage deficiencies must reach values of 3.22 and 2.06
respectively by year end 1988.

Criteria 5.

The average rate for each category of observation location recorded during the 5 year period 1984-88 must show
a 50% decrease (frontcountry) and a 50% increase (backcountry) relative to the 1983 Baseline Rate. Therefore,
the 5 year average rate for frontcountry and backcountry
observations must reach values of
and
respectively by year end 1988.

Fig. 4. The evaluation process for the bear management program. KNP 1984-88

YEAR END l-«-BMW prepares
Annual Summary
BMC reviews Annual
Summary & recommends
Improvement to the BMP
BMW drafts BMP
Approval Process (Fig. 3)
Approved BMP implemented
•YEAR END 2 — » - B M W prepares
Annual Summary
BMET reviews Annual Summary
and prepares Evaluation Report

ro

BMC reviews Annual
Summary & Evaluation Report
i recommends improvements to BMP
BMW drafts BMP

I

Approval process (Fig. 3)
Approved BMP implemented
YEAR END 3—*-Same process as
Year End 1

1

Same process as
— Y E A R END 4 — » - Year End 1
Same process as
-YEAR END 5 — ^ Year End 2

Table 5.

The composition and responsibilities of the bear management evaluation team.

KNP 1984-88.

Area of Expertise

Potential Evaluators

biological/behavioural/
research

Dr.S. Herrero, U.of Calgary or
Dr. J. Nolan, Alberta Fish &
Wildlife

provides overall evaluation of all elements
with special emphasis on research planning,
and population and behavioural dynamics; and
makes recommendations for improvement; coordinates preparation of Evaluation Reports

information/communications

one Chief Park Naturalist from
either Banff, Yoho, Jasper or
Glacier/Revel stoke N.P.

provides indepth evaluation of the public
information element; its contents, dispersal
systems and effectiveness; and makes recommendations for improvement

mechanical design

one mechanical engineer from
WRO a with specialization in
waste management systems

provides indepth evaluation of the waste
management and food storage elements; makes
ro
recommendations for improvement

manageri al/admi ni strati ve

Chief Park Warden wr Assistant
Chief Park Warden, Banff N.P.

provides overall
evaluation with special
emphasis on human activity management, emergency
planning,
training,
organizational
structure and fiscal manpower planning and the
evaluation system; and makes recommendations
for improvement

computer programming

Ms P. Benson, WRO or
Mr. L. Sinkey, U. of" Calgary

provides indepth evaluation of the monitoring
element with special emphasis on input/output
software, procedures and dispersal systems;
and makes recommendations for improvement

field operations

Mr. A. Westhaver, Banff N.P. or
Mr. P. Jacobsen, Banff N.P.

provides overall evaluation of all elements;
and makes recommendations for improvement

a

WRO = Western Region Office

Evaluation Responsibilities
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PROGRAM ELEMENT 4:

Monitoring

POLICY
The development and implementation of an effective monitoring system
is recognized as the key to the operational
management program.

success of Kootenay's bear

Over the long term the monitoring system will provide

the data base upon which to: (1) evaluate the entire program and many of
its elements, (2) ascertain long term trends and adjust management strategies, (3) substantiate person-years and funding requests, (4) develop
accurate and complete public informatio programs, and (5) corroborate and
assist research endeavors.

In the short term the monitoring system must

provide a means of rapidly alerting field staff to actual or potential
conflict situations.
The system is based on three underlying principles. (1) Team effort:
although the Warden Service assumes overall responsibility for the program,
data input must come from a wide range of park employees, concessionaire
employees and visitors.

Moreover many of the monitoring tasks must be

performed by a variety of park staff.

If the system is to engender this

type of support, credible output must be readily available.
city:

(2) Simpli-

the number of reporting forms have been reduced to an absolute mini-

mum of 2 for the vast majority of data requirements.
transfer:

(3) Rapid information

the use of a centralized 'clearing house' to handle all data

input provides the means to quickly transfer important information to the
field level.

ACTION
Table 6 lists the data requirement, collection format, storage location and reporting responsibilities.

Data will be collated on 49 separate

24.
Table 6.

Data requirements, collection format, storage location, and reporting responsibilities for the bear
monitoring system. KNP 1984-88.

Data Requirements3

INCIDENTS
Garoage Storage Inc
Food Storage Inc
Property Damage Inc

Input
Formatb

Storage
Locationc

Reporting
Responsibility11

OR(WC)
OR(WC)
OR(WC)

OR files (Cansis)
OR files (Cansis)
OR files (Cansis)

PW
PW
PW

WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
WC
OR/WC
OR/WC
OR/WC
OR/WC
OR/WC
OR/WC/GBAEQ
OR/WC/GBAEQ
OR/WC/GBAEQ
OR/WC/GBAEQ
OR/WC/BGAEQ

Cansis
Cansis
Cansis
Cansis
Cansis
Cansis
OR flles/Cansis
OR flles/Cansis
OR flles/Cansis
OR files/Cans1s
OR files/CansIs
OR files/Cansis/BMF
OR files/Cansis/BMF
OR files/Cansis/BMF
OR files/Cansis/BMF
OR files/Cansis/BMF

PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW

ENCOUNTERS
No Change Enc
Flight Enc
Neutral Enc
Adversive Conditioning Enc I
Adversive Conditioning Enc II
Curiosity Enc
Illegal Feeding Enc I
Illegal Feeding Enc II
Food Seeking Enc I
Food Seeking Enc II
Inadvertent Contact Enc
Threat Enc
Bluff Charge Enc I
Bluff Charge Enc II
Thwarted Charge Enc
Injury Enc

PN
PN
PN
PN
PN
PN

MANAGEMENT ACTIONS
Trap set
Captures
Immobilization
Destructions
Autopsy
Release
Warning Posted
Closure Posted
Enforcement Charges

Trap Register
OR/WC '
OR
OR/WC
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

flles/Cansis
files
files/Cansis
files
files
files
files
files

STORAGE DEFICIENCIES
Garbage Storage Def

OR

OR files

PW

Food Storage Def

OR

OR files

PW

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW
PW

WC(OR)
WC
OR/WC
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports
Ind. Reports

CansistOR files)
Cansis
OR files/Cansis
BMF-Emerg.Rep.
BMF-Visitor Use
Warden Library
BMF - Minutes
BMF - Budgets
BMF - Gen. Corresp.
BMF - Ann Sum
BMF - Eval. Rep.

REGIONAL ECOSYSTEM DATA
Hunting Harvest
Destruction
Roadkills
Natural Mortality
Poaching
Warnings
Closures
All Incident Categories
All Encounter Categories
MISCELLANEOUS
Roadkills
Natural Mortality
Poaching
Emergency Responses
Visitor Use Data
Research Papers
Minutes
Budgets
General Correspondence
Annual Summary
Evaluation Reports

a
0
c
d

files
files
files
files
files
files
files
files
files

Terminology is defined in the glossary
OR * Occurrence Report; WC = Wildlife Observation Card; GBAEQ • Grizzly
Bear Aggressive Encounter Questionaire (U of Calgary); Ind. • Individual
Cansis • Canadian Soil Information System
BMF = Bear Management Files held
at Warden Headquarters KNP
PW * Park Warden; PN - Park Naturalist; IA = Information Centre Attendent;
CVS * Chief of Visitor Services; BMET * Bear Management Evaluation Team

PW
PW
PW
BMW
CVS
BMW
BMW
BMW
BMW
BMW
BMET

IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
IA
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topics grouped into 6 major categories.

Most data will be collected on

either the Occurrence Report (Appendix 1) or the Wildlife Observation Card
(Appendix 2 ) . Selected aggressive encounters will also be recorded on the
Grizzly Bear Aggressive Encounter Questionnaire which was developed at the
University of Calgary.

Certain miscellaneous topics will be collected in

the form of individual reports usually consisting of memorandums and other
narrative style reports.

All Occurrence Reports will be stored on the

occurrence report file at Warden Headquarters.

Wildlife Observation Cards

will be forwarded to Cansis* for data processing.

Individual reports will

be stored in appropriate sections of the Bear Management File held at
Warden

Headquarters.

Reporting

responsibilities lie mainly with park

wardens although limited responsibilities are assigned to park naturalists
and information centre attendants.
The Occurrence Report form is an easy to use checklist style form
that can handle 34 of the 49 data topics.

The design allows for the

collection of all pertinent information on each of the 34 topics. Determination of causative factors is emphasized for selected data topics.
Figure 5 illustrates the monitoring system.
any source are relayed to the Information Centre.

All bear reports from
Incoming reports are

immediately classified into 4 major categories by the Information Centre
Attendant

and

recorded

on the Daily

Input Sheet

(Appendix 3 ) .

Non-

aggressive encounters from sources other than wardens or naturalists are
then

1

recorded

on a Wildlife Observation

CANSIS = Canadian Soil Information System

Card

(Wardens and naturalists

Figure 5. Bear monitoring system. KNP 1984-88.
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•Law enforcement warning/charge
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complete their own cards).

Storage deficiencies, incidents or aggressive

encounters are immediately reported to the Duty Warden who after consulting
with the BMW (if necessary) may take one or more management actions.

The

management action is immediately relayed to the Information Centre and
recorded on the Daily

Input Sheet.

Fatalities, injuries, or warning/

closure postings are immediately relayed to the Chief Park Warden and high
visitor use areas.
Occurrence

The Duty Warden is responsible for completing an

Report and Wildlife Observation

incidents, encounters and management actions.

Card

for all

deficiencies,

Once a week the Information

Centre compiles a Weekly Input Summary (Appendix 4) which is circulated to
19 different centres.

Detailed monitoring instructions are outlined in the

Bear Management Procedural Manual.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 5:

Public Information

POLICY
The general

lack of public knowledge concerning bear behaviour,

habitat requirements and relationships with man is recognized as the 'root
cause' of the vast majority of bear/human conflicts.

An obvious corollary

to this theory is the belief that once the visiting public is provided with
quality information, conflicts will be greatly reduced.

Therefore, Koote-

nay's public information element will attempt to present high quality bear
information to a wide cross-section of park visitors at specific contact
points using a variety of information modes.

Implementation of this policy

requires a recognition that the existing information program has certain
limitations that must be upgraded in order to give bear management a higher
public profile.

28.
The strategy will consist of (1) setting content and design standards for all information modes, (2) determining what information will be
presented at various contact points and (3) planning a gradual phase in of
new or improved information modes.

ACTION
Table 7 outlines 30 categories of bear information that will be
distributed to visitors in KNP.
all information modes.
along with

Table 8 lists general design standards for

Table 9 lists the information modes to be used

their existing

and proposed

content

standards.

Finally,

Table 10 outlines a distribution strategy for all information modes.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 6:

Waste Management

POLICY
The relationship between bears and garbage has been well documented
(Tracy et al.1982a and 1982b).

In fact there may even be a positive corre-

lation between garbage habituated grizzly bears and human injuries inflicted by grizzly bears (Herrero 1976).
The garbage situation in KNP is far from satisfactory.

In the four

year period 1980-83 there were 23 reported garbage storage incidents (Table
1).

Sixteen incidents involved visitor garbage, 4 incidents

government

facilities

and

3 incidents

involved commercial

involved

facilities.

During the same period there were ca. 8900 deficient site-days, the majority of which involved government facilities (Appendix 5 ) . However only 53
deficient site-days were recorded (Table 1). Of these 27 involved government facilities, 9 involved commercial facilities and 22 involved visitor

29.
Table 7. Categories of bear information for distribution to visitors.
KNP 1984-88.
1.

All bears are a natural part of KNP

2.

All bears can be dangerous.

3.

Reference to other information sources.

4.

Please report all observations and incidents.

5.

Check for current bear information.

6.

The potential for a dangerous or fatal encounter is always
present although remote.

7.

The probability of an encounter can be reduced but cannot be
eliminated.

8.

Identification of bear species.

9.

Identification of bear signs.

10.

Identification of bear habitat including preferred foods.

11. The most dangerous situations.
12. Avoidance techniques while hiking or observing bears.
13. Avoidance techniques while autocamping.
14. Avoidance techniques while backcountry camping.
15. Avoidance techniques while fishing.
16. Garbage storage techniques in frontcountry.
17. Food storage techniques in frontcountry.
18. Garbage storage techniques in backcountry.
19. Food storage techniques in backcountry.
20. What to do if you meet a bear.
21. What to do if you are threatened by a bear.
22. What to do if you are attacked by a bear.
23.

Importance of bears to the visitor experience.

24. Management problems created by improper garbage and food storage.
25. Management history past, present and future.
26. Warning Notice - its importance.
27.

Closure Notice - its importance and legal implication.

28.

Natural history of bears, behaviour differences, habitat
preferences.

29.

Penalty for removing sign.

30. Current observations, incidents/encounters, warnings/closures and
management actions.

30.

Table 8. Design standards for bear information modes. KNP 1984-83.

•information modes are to be maximized in frontcountry areas and
minimized in backcountry areas
•information content is to be 'personalized' to KNP
•where possible information modes will be situated in high profile
yet discrete locations such as washroom or outhouse interiors

31a
Table 9.

Bear management information mode and their current and proposed content. KNP 1984-88

INFORMATION MODE

CURRENT CONTENTS

PROPOSED
CONTENT*

EFFECTIVE DATE FOR
PROPOSALS/UPGRADING

PAMPHLETS
Pamphlet 1

Kootenay National Park
(QS-W048-000-BB-A3)

2,3

1-5

Next printing

Pamphlet 2

You Are in Bear Country
(QS-H004-000-BB-A7)

1,2,(8),(91,12,14
20,21,22,(241,28

1-28

Next printing

Pamphlet 3

Warning
(QS-W092-000-8B-A1)

12,16,17,24

delete

when supply is exhausted

Pamphlet 4

Bears. Kootenay National Park
(no number)

1985

8,23,24,28

1-28 with
emphasis on KNP
2-5, 15

1984

Pamphlet 5

Fishing Regulations Summary
Mountain National Parks in
Alberta and British Columbia
(QS-W061-000-BB-A3)

Pamphlet 6

Trail Guide: Kootenay National
Park (no number)

2,3,5,18

1-7

Next Printing

Pamphlet 7

A Special Place. Kootenay
National Park
(QS-W014-001-BB-80A4)

2,3

1-5

Next Printing

Pamphlet 8

Welcome to Redstreak Campground
(QS-W106-000-BB-A3)

3,16,17

1-5

Next Printing

Pamphlet 9

Welcome to McLeod Meadows
Campground

3,16,17

1-5

Next Printing

Pamphlet 10

Welcome to Marble Canyon
Campground

3,16,17

1,2,3,4,5

Next Printing

Pamphlet 11

Fireweed Trail

4

Next Printing

Pamphlet 12

Paint Pots

4

Next Printing

Pamphlet 13

A Place of Silence

4

Next Printing

Pamphlet 14

Bird Checklist

4

Next Printing

Pamphlet 15

Interpretive Bulletin

4

Next Printing

SIGNS
Sign 1

Wildlife and Natural Areas
Can be Hazardous

2,3

2,3

Sign 2

It is illegal to feed or
entice wildlife

12

12

Sign 3

Garbage and Food Storage
Regulations in Autocampgrounds

(proposed)

3,4,16,17,29

1985

Sign 4

Warning. Bear Danger. Travel
with Caution

Bear danger.
Travel with
caution.

4,29
Explanation
Message

1985

Sign 5

Area Closed

Area Closed

4,29
Explanation
Message

1985

Sign 6

Backcountry Food and Garbage
Storage Directional Sign

(proposed)

direction to
facility

1984

Sign 7

Backcountry Food and Garbage
Storage Instructional Sign

(proposed)

facility
instructions

1984

Sign 8

Letter Box Container
Stick on Sign

(proposed)

(Bear symbol)
1985
Please do not leave
garbage beside this
container. Put it
inside.
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Table 9 (Cont'd).

Bear management information modes and their current and proposed content. KNP 1984-88.

CURRENT CONTENTS

PROPOSED
CONTENTS

EFFECTIVE DATE FOR
PROPOSALS/UPGRADING

POSTERS
Poster 1

Kootenay National Park.
Campground Rules

16,17

4,16,17,29
Sup. Signature

1985

Poster 2

Backcountry Camping Rules

(proposed)

1-5, 29

1985

Poster 3

Outhouse Sign

(proposed)

(Bear symbol)
Please do not
throw garbage in
outhouse hole.
29

1985

Poster 4

Bears and Vermilion Crossing

(proposed)

1-5,16,17,29

1984

Poster 5

Picnic Shelter Rules

(proposed)

1-7,16,17

1985

Exhibit 1

McLeod Meadows

24

1-5, 16, 17, 24

1985

Exhibit 2

West Gate Information Centre

(proposed)

1-5, 8-10

1985

Exhibit 3

Marble Information Centre

(proposed)

1-5, 8, 9, 10,
18,19,24

1985

Exhibit 4

Redstreak Campground

(proposed)

1-5, 16, 17,

1986

EXHIBITS

24
Exhibit 5

Kootenay Crossing

(proposed)

1-5, 9, 10

1986

Exhibit 6

Aquacourt

(proposed)

1-5, 24,25

1986

Exhibit 7

Marble Canyon Campground

(proposed)

1-5, 16, 17

1986

Garbage Bag

18

1-5, 18, 19

1986

Audio-visual Program

3

1-11, 18, 19

1985

Park Use Permit

Pack-out garbage

3,4

1984

Interpretive Programs

1-28

1-28

Interpretive 'Blurbs'

4

1-7

1984

Media Releases

25

25

1984

Bear Management Plan a
Evaluations
Personal Contacts

25

25

1984

1-28

1-28

1984

MISOELIANEOUS

a

All figures refer to the information categories set out in Table 7.
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Table 10. Distribution of bear information by contact points. KNP 1984-88.

CONTACT POINT

INFORMATION MODE

RESPONSIBILITY

Pre-visit Correspondence

•pamphlets 1 4 2 included with all replies (1984)
• pamphlets 1 8. 4 included with all replies (1985-88)

respondent
respondent

West Gate Kiosk

.pamphlets 1 4 2 givpn to all purchasers of Motor Veh.
Lie. and each adult in multiple commercial entry (e.g.
bus) stopping in Park.
•signs 1 4 2 located near park entrance

gate attendent

Great Divide Entrance

.signs 1 4 2 located near entrance

general works

Settlers Road Entrance

.signs 1 4 2 located near entrance

general works

Information Centres

.pamphlets 1-7 4 10-15 on display 4 available gratis
•current BMP 4 Annual Summary on display
•Bear Monitoring Daily 4 Weekly Summaries on display
•exhibits 2 4 3 in operation (1985)
•user-operated A-V slide show in operation (1985)
•high guality literature for sale at cost (1985)

info
info
info
BMC
BMC
info

Kootenay Crossing Warden
Station

.pamphlets 1-7 4 10-15 on display 4 available
.current BMP 4 Annual Summary on display
•Bear Monitoring Daily 4 Weekly Summaries on display
•exhibit 5 in operation (1986)

park warden
park warden
park warden
BMC

Park Use Permittees

.pamphlet 2 4 6 given to each permittee (1984)
•pamphlet 4 4 6 given to each permittee (1985)
•each permit stamped 'Report all bear sightings and
incidents'
•each permittee given Park garbage bag
•each permittee verbally asked to store garbage and
food properly
•sheet containing backcountry camping rules given to
each permittee

permit issuer
permit issuer

permit issuer

Fishing Permittees

.pamphlet 5 given to each permittee

permit issuer

Autocampground Kiosks

.sign 3 posted (1985)
•pamphlets 2 4 3 and either 8, 9, or 10 issued to
each permittee
•poster 1 posted

campground attendent
campground attendent

Autocampground Washrooms

.sign 3 posted (1985)

campground attendent

Autocampground SelfRegistration Centres

.sign 3 posted (1985)
.pamphlets 2 4 3 posted 4 available (1984)
•pamphlet 4 posted 4 available (1985)

campground attendent
campqround attendent
campground attendent

Autocampground Bulletin
Boards

.sign 3 posted

campground attendent

Trailhead Kiosks

.pamphlet 2 posted (1984)

BMW

•poster 2 posted (1985)

general works

Picnic Shelters

•poster 5 posted (1985)

general works

Backcountry Campgrounds

.signs 6 4 7 posted in selected campgrounds (1984)
•poster 3 posted in all outhouses (1985)
.at least 1 program/week devoted to bear management
•a 2-3 minute 'blurb' concerning bear management
at the beginning of all proorams
•a short 'blurb' at the beginning of each interpretive
hike outlining what to do if a bear is encountered.

trail crew
trail crew
park naturalists
park naturalists

All Bungalow Camp Operators

.pamphlets 2 4 3 to be given to each overniqht
registrant as stipulated by endorsement on current
business licence

owner/manager

Vermilion Crossing Bungalows

.poster 4 posted in all cabins (1984) as stipulated by
endorsement on current business licence
•1 interpretive proqram per month dealing with bear mqmt
as stipulated by endorsement on current business licence

BMW

Interpretive Programs

Media

.a summary of year end management data including
historical and evaluative figures to be released
annually to the Calgary Herald 4 Columbia Valley Echo

general works

attendent
attendent
attendent
attendent

permit issuer
permit issuer
permit issuer

campground attendent

park naturalists

park naturalists
BMW
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facilities.

Although the number of incidents is relatively moderate, the

high number of deficiencies suggest that the potential for incidents is
very high.
Both the number of incidents and deficiencies are recognized as
being unacceptably high and as noted in the objectives of this Plan must be
reduced by 50 and 75% respectively by year end 1988. The waste management
program is designed to realize this objective.

The strategy employs a park

wide team effort with systematic daily and monthly monitoring followed by
prompt correction of storage deficiencies.

ACTION
Government Faci1i ti es
The Park currently operates 7 different styles of garbage containers
spread over 56 different sites.

Table 11 shows these facilities.

With the

exception of the wooden storage buildings and the open garbage cans, each
container style is considered bear-proof if it is maintained in full operating condition.

Hence the primary strategy is aimed at proper use and

maintenance of these facilities plus replacement of the wooden buildings
and open cans.

Table 12 outlines the strategy

for the management of

government operated garbage facilities.

Commerci al Faci1i ti es
Garbage holding facilities at all commercial facilities are currently deficient.

For some reason however there has been a lack of incidents

at all these facilities with the exception of Vermilion Crossing Bungalows
which has a long history of garbage related incidents.

Table 13 outlines

the strategy for controlling commercial garbage facilities.
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Table 11.

Government operated garbage holding facilities.

Facility Style
Open cans

No. of
Facilities

8

KMP 1984,

No. of
Sites
1 (Aquacourt
Deck)

letter box

91

40

cement block bldg.

16

16

wooden bldg.

2

2

cement bunker

2

2

Neufeldt

2

2
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Table 12.

A control strategy for government operated garbage facilities.
KNP 1984-88.

•In March 1984 the BMC will appoint one member from the Resource Conservation and General Works subactivities to act as the Garbage Inspection
Committee.
In early April of each year the Committee will conduct a thorough
inspection of all garbage holding facilities noting any deficiencies by way of work orders calling for a May 1 completion date.
•Commencing in 1984 a daily garbage facility monitoring system will be
initiated whereby garbage pick-up crews will be required to complete a
daily checklist style Garbage Storage Deficiency Report (Appendix 6 ) .
The report will be forwarded daily to the Trades Supervisor who will
complete the necessary work orders. All daily reports will be collated
and stored. At the end of the season the BMW will summarize the reports
and enter the summary figures on an Occurrence Report.
•Commencing in June 1984 the BMW will, on a once/month basis, inspect all
garbage holding facilities noting any deficiencies by way of work orders
and Occurrence Report.
•Deficiencies noted on random warden patrols will be reported to the West
Gate Information Centre and subsequently recorded in an Occurrence
Report and Work Order.
•Commencing in 1984 the stick-on Sign 8 (Table 9) will be applied to any
letter box site where garbage is noted to be repeatedly left outside the
container.
•During the Fall/Winter of 1984-85 the Garbage Inspection Committee will
conduct a thorough cost/benefit analysis of existing garbage management
practices with particular attention given to the feasibility of Neufeldt
container installation. A final report will be completed by February
1985.
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Table 13.

A control strategy for commercial garbage facilities. KNP 1984-88.

•The Garbage Inspection Committee will inspect all commercial garbage
facilities in April 1984 and immediately report deficiencies to the Superintendent.
•A letter outlining deficiencies, the bear/garbage relationship,
applicable sections of the National Parks Garbage Regulations, and
alternatives and deadlines for the installation of approved enclosures will be sent to each operator with deficient facilities. The
letter will also note that conditions related to garbage holding
facilities will be endorsed upon the 1984 Business Licence pursuant
to Section 5(5) of the National Parks Businesses Regulations. The
provisions for failing to comply with these conditions should also
be noted. (Vermilion Crossing was sent such a letter in September
1983).
•The nature of the approved facilities for each operator will be noted on
the Garbage Storage Deficiency Form so that garbage pick-up staff can note
deficiencies. The Duty Warden will be informed of a commercial deficiency as soon as possible.
•The BMW will conduct monthly inspections of all commercial facilities
during the May-October period.
•Compliance failures will result in the operator's licence being revoked
pursuant to section 9(a) of the National Parks Businesses Regulations.
•A $500.00 performance bond will be required from repeat offenders pursuant
to section 7(b) of the National Parks Businesses Regulations.
•All deficiencies will be reported to the West Gate Information Centre and
subsequently recorded on an Occurrence Report.
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Visitor Garbage at Campsites and Picnic Sites
Improper storage of garbage by visitors at auto campgrounds, predominantly McLeod and Redstreak, has been a major source of garbage deficiencies and a major cause of bear incidents.

Although there have been no

backcountry garbage incidents or deficiencies reported to date, it is anticipated

that conscientious

deficiencies.

backcountry

inspection

will

reveal

numerous

Table 14 outlines the strategy for the control of garbage at

campsites and picnic sites.

Carrion Management
The ability of bears to locate carrion from great distances (up to
30 airline km in 36 hrs.) has been documented (Craighead 1976:104).

In

addition Herrero (1976:127) has pointed out that a significant number of
aggressive encounters in national parks and several serious injuries outside national parks have been the result of suddenly surprising a grizzly
feeding on carrion.
For the 5 year period 1978-82 KNP recorded an average of 44 large
mammal road kills per year.
October bear season.

Many of these occurred during the May through

Prior to 1981 most carcasses were simply pulled into

the treeline at the accident site.
was initiated.

In 1981 a program of carrion management

This program will be continued through 1984 and perhaps

subsequent years.

Table 15 outlines the carrion management strategy for

KNP.

Fish Entrails Management
KNP supports good quality fishing opportunities along the Vermilion
and Kootenay Rivers, at Cobb Lake, Dog Lake, and to a lesser extent Floe
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Table 14.

A control strategy for garbage at campsites and picnic sites.
KNP 1984-88.

•Autocampground attendents will make random patrols of the campground and
report storage deficiencies to the West Gate Information Centre. Where
possible, the attendent will take corrective action and report same.
•The Duty Warden will make random patrols of all autocampgrounds and
picnic sites noting deficiencies and taking corrective action.
All
deficiencies and management actions will be reported to the West Gate
Information Centre and subsequently recorded in an Occurrence Report.
Backcountry wardens will follow the same procedures at primitive campgrounds.
• Once Sign 3 (Table 9) is in place in all autocampground washrooms,
laying of charges under section 9 of the National Parks Camping Regulations will be the preferred course of action for all garbage storage
offenders. Prior to that time warnings will be the preferred course of
action.
•Once pamphlets 2 & 4 (Table 9) are modified to include instructions for
proper garbage storage in backcountry areas laying of charges under
section 9 of the National Parks Camping Regulations will be the preferred course of action for garbage storage offenders in the backcountry. Prior to that time warnings will be the preferred course of
action.
•In 1984 the Warden Service will initiate a series of post-midnight autocampground visitor garbage storage deficiency surveys.
This will
involve at least 2 wardens who will systematically inspect every campsite and note garbage (and food) storage deficiencies.
Campers with
deficiencies will be awakened and warned (1984) or charged (1985-88). A
similar survey will be performed in backcountry sites just after nightfall. All findings will be relayed to the Information Centre and subsequently reported on an Occurrence Report. Because of the time required
for each survey they will be conducted only 3 times per season preferably during full capacity nights (Saturday morn of Victoria Day, Dominion Day and Civic Day long weekends).
Backcountry surveys should be
conducted 3 times per season at the 3 most heavily used sites (Floe
Lake, Tumbling Creek and Helmet Falls) during full capacity nites.
Information gathered by these means should be used to provide baseline
data for evaluation purposes.
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Table 15.

A carrion management strategy.

This strategy will
1984-88

KNP 1984-88.

apply for the period May

1 through

October 31,

Frontcountry
•Large mammal carcasses found in or adjacent to frontcountry areas will
be removed as soon as possible by the Warden Service and deposited in
one of 4 approved carrion deposit sites.
•The approved sites for 1984 are: (1) the old '4 Mile Dump" site, (2)
mile 1.0 Hector Gorge Fire Road, (3) Mile 6.0 Cross River Fire Road and
(4) the Revel stoke Saw Mill beehive incinerator.
•Sites 1-3 will be legally closed by posting Area Closure signs at the
access points to each site. Only persons authorized by the Superintendent may enter these areas.
•Use of sites 1-3 will be on a rotational basis. If all 3 sites are full
(i.e. scavengers have not 'cleaned up' the carcass) then use of site 4
will be considered.
•If site 4 is used a park warden will remain at the site until the carcass has entered the beehive.
•Use of all carrion sites will be recorded on an Occurrence Report.
•Wardens will periodically monitor recently used sites to ascertain the
rate of removal and the scavenger species. Observations will be reported by way of the Wildlife Observation Card.
•Experiments to test the feasibility of using explosives to remove carrion from backcountry areas may be undertaken from time to time.
Backcountry
•Large mammal carrion found in backcountry areas that are likely to be
frequented by visitors will be removed if possible. Helicopter or pack
horse removal methods will be considered.
If the carrion cannot be
removed, the surrounding area will be legally closed until the carrion
has been 'cleaned up' by scavengers.
•Costs involved in the removal of domestic stock carrion will be done by
the owner of the stock.
•The Occurrence Report will be used to report all backcountry carrion
actions.
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Lake, Kaufmann Lake and a number of unnamed ponds.

The question of what to

do with entrails of fish caught at these sites has received little attention.

Obviously the proper disposal of entrails could have an influence on

potential bear incidents and encounters.

Merrill

(1978) found signifi-

cantly higher numbers of bear incidents at backcountry campgrounds where
fishing quality was highest.

Improper disposal of entrails appeared to be

the causative factor.
Lacking any national or regional direction as to the disposition of
entrails, KNP staff have for years advised fishermen to dispose of entrails
by incineration or to pack them out in a securely enclosed plastic bag.
While incineration is a reasonable approach for those areas where fires are
allowed, the pack out advice may predispose the fisherman to bear encounters.
Preliminary experiments in Glacier National Park, Montana (U.S.D.I.
1982) have indicated that, under certain conditions, throwing entrails back
into the waters from which they were taken may be the most expeditious
disposal technique from both a biological and bear/human safety point of
view.

Disposal by this method is prohibited in Canada's National Parks

pursuant to section 26 of the National Parks Fishing Regulations.
Table 16 outlines a fish entrail management strategy for KNP.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 7:

Food Storage Management

POLICY
In the four year period 1980-83 there were 33 recorded food storage
incidents (Table 1 ) . All but one incident involved visitor foods. Many of
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Table 16.

A fish entrails management strategy.

KNP 1984-88.

•The following information will be stamped on all Fishing Summary Regulations, pamphlet 5 (Table 9) once section 26 of the National Parks Fishing Regulations is amended to allow the disposal of fish entrails in
park waters. Pamphlet 5 must be issued simultaneously with each Fishing
Permit.
Fish Entrails Disposal
Floe Lake

clean fish on small flat rock
near
shoreline; puncture
air
bladder & throw entrails and rock
far out into lake; wash down
cleaning area

All other areas

pack out whole fish in sealed
plastic bag OR clean on burnable
wooden block"- or paper; place
block/paper and entrails in hot
fire and burn completely or place
block/paper in bear proof garbage
container
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the 16 relocations and 10 destructions performed during the same period can
be directly related to these incidents.

In addition, there were 41 food

storage deficiencies recorded in the same period.
of reporting emphasis, this figure probably

Due to varying degrees

grossly

underestimates

the

actual number of deficiencies.
Both the number of incidents and deficiencies are recognized as
being unacceptably high and, as noted in the objectives of this plan, must
be reduced by 50% and 75% respectively by year end 1988.

Accordingly a

strategy consisting of facility provision, public information, monitoring,
and enforcement will be phased in over the next few years.

ACTION
Likely sites of food storage incidents or deficiencies include the 4
autocampgrounds (502 sites), 12 primitive campgrounds (114 sites) and to a
lesser extent the 11 picnic sites

(114 tables), 4 bungalow camps

(70

cabins) and trail crew camps.
Table 17 indicates a time-action schedule for the installation of
food storge facilities in various campsites.

Table 18 illustrates how the

public information element will be integrated with the food storage strategy.

Table 19 outlines the monitoring and enforcement components of the

food storage strategy.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 8:

Human Activity Management

POLICY
Regulation of human activity within the Park is recognized as the
primary means of preventing and resolving bear/human conflicts.

However it
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Table 17. Time/action schedule for food storage facility installations.
KNP 1984-88.

Location

Installation Date

Type of Facility

Floe Lake

July 1984

Bear Pole

Tumbling Creek

July 1984

Bear Pole

Helmet Falls

July 1984

Bear Pole

Numa Creek

Sept. 1984

Bear Pole

Floe Switchbacks

Sept. 1984

Bear Pole

Kaufman Lake

Sept. 1984

Bear Pole

Ottertail Pass

July 1985

Bear Pole

Tokumm Creek

July 1985

Bear Pole

Helmet/Ochre Jet

July 1985

Bear Pole

Tumbling/Ochre Jet

July 1985

Bear Pole

Verdant Creek

July 1986

Bear Pole

Dolly Varden

July 1986

Bear Pole

Redstreak Campground

May 1985

Cement Block Bldg.

McLeod Meadows Campground

May 1986

Cement Block Bldg.

Marble Canyon Campground

May 1986

Bear Pole

Crooks Meadow Campground

May 1986

Bear Pole

Trail Crew Camps

May 1984

Steel Food Boxes

Table 18. Integration of the public information program3 with the food storage strategy.

Sources of Frontcountry
Food Storage Information
(Information Category 17)
Proposed
Existing
Sources
Sources
Pamphlet No.

3,8,9,10

2,4

Sources of Backcountry
Food Storage Information
(Information Category 19)
Proposed
Existing
Sources
Sources

2,4

Sign No.
Poster No.
Exhibit No.

Sources of Mgmt Problems
Related to Food Storage
(Information Category 24)
Proposed
Existing
Sources
Sources
2

2,4

3

1

4

1,6
1,4,7

3

Garbage Bag No.

1

Audio-Visual No.

1

Interpretive
Program
Interpretive
'Blurbs'
Personal
Contacts
3

KNP 1984-88.

All figures refer to the information modes outlined in Table 7.

1

1,3,4,6
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Table 19. The monitoring and enforcement components of the food storage
strategy. KNP 1984-88.

• Autocampground attendents will make random patrols of the campground
and report food storge incidents or deficiencies to the West Gate
Information Centre. Where possible the attendent will take corrective
action and report this to the Information Centre.
•The Duty Warden will make random patrols of all autocampgrounds noting
deficiencies and taking corrective action.
All deficiencies and
management actions will be reported to the Information Centre and
subsequently recorded on the Occurrence Report.3 Backcountry wardens
will follow the same procedures at primitive campsites.
• Once Sign 3 (Table 9) is in place in all autocampground washrooms
laying of a charge under section 9 of the National Parks Camping Regulations will be the preferred course of action. Prior to that time
seizure of unattended food and follow-up warnings will be the preferred
course of action.
•Post midnight food storage deficiency surveys will be conducted in
conjunction with the garbage storage deficiency surveys (Table 14) and
recorded on an Occurrence Report.

3

The Occurrence Report format stresses the determination of causative
factors.
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is also recognized that there are certain areas within the Park where visitor use must be given priority over the habitat requirements of bears.
Therefore a zoned management strategy will be implemented.
For the purposes of bear management, KNP will be divided into two
management zones - frontcountry and backcountry - each with a distinctly
different management

strategy.

Generally,

in

frontcountry

areas

the

presence of bears will be considered inappropriate and necessitate their
removal.

In backcountry areas however the presence of bears and protection

of habitat will take precedence over visitor use.

When actual or potential

conflicts develop management actions will, wherever feasible, be directed
at restriction of human use in the area.

Removal of the bear will be a

last order alternative.
The Hwy 93 right of way in KNP presents a management anomaly.

Black

bears frequently graze on dandelions and lush grasses found along the right
of way.

Since they are highly visible the bears attract considerable

attention from passing motorists.

In most instances the bear seems content

to graze while the visitor has the opportunity to observe and photograph a
free ranging animal.

Inevitably however some bears are enticed by handouts

or harassed by photographers and a bear/human conflict soon arises.
order to manage this area, a variable zone system will be used.

In

So long as

the bear continues to exhibit natural behaviour patterns the right of way
will be classified as backcountry and the bear managed accordingly.

As

soon as the bear begins to exhibit unnatural behaviour, such as approaching
vehicles, the right of way will be classified as frontcountry and the bear
managed accordingly.
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ACTION
The strategy for controlling human activities in KNP will consist of
six

components:

(1) backcountry

use

restrictions, (2) posting warning

notices, (3) area closures, (4) development

of design

and

maintenance

standards for backcountry facilities, (5) development of a 'natural' fire
management policy and (6) strict enforcement of regulations.

Each compo-

nent is detailed in Tables 20 through 25.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 9:

Problem Bear Management

POLICY
Like many other animal species, bear behaviour can be easily conditioned by one or more rewards.

A bear which just happens to find a cooler

during its first haphazard meander through a campground is very likely to
return to the campground many times to continue its cooler search and in
doing so becomes a 'problem bear'.

Soon the bear becomes 'conditioned' to

human foods and often develops bolder foraging techniques some of which may
present a threat to property and public safety.

Each time the bear is

rewarded, the campground foraging behaviour is reinforced and strengthened
making it more difficult to break.

Well conditioned bears captured in

campgrounds and released many miles away often return quickly to continue
their search for human food.
The main purpose of this program element is to (1) prevent the
development of the conditioned behaviour

by removing bears from front-

country areas where they will undoubtedly happen upon human food and (2)
prevent an escalation of conditioned behaviour and the associated risk to
property

and public

safety

by removing

the bear as soon as possible.

Inherent in this purpose is the recognition that management action must be
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Table 20.

Human activity management. Strategy component 1: backcountry
use restrictions. KNP 1984-88.

•A Park Use Permit will be required by each leader of a group intending
to camp overnight in the backcountry.
•The existing backcountry campsite quotas will continue to be applied.
Any proposed changes will be reviewed by the Bear Management Committee. Quotas are as follows.
Campsite
Kaufman Lake
Tokumm Creek
Ottertail Pass
Helmet/Ochre Jet
Helmet Falls
Tumbling/Ochre Jet

Quota
(Tents/Night)a
6
6
6
6
18
6

Campsite
Tumbling Creek
Numa Creek
Floe Lake
Floe Switchbacks
Verdant
Dolly Varden

Quota
(Tents/night)
18
18
12
6
6
6

•Visitor services staff will continue to compile year end reports
detailing both the number of tent/nights and person/nights for each
campsite.
•Random camping will not be permitted except in unusual circumstances
such as the necessity of climbing parties to establish high camps.
Requests for random camping will be evaluated on an individual basis.
•Fires will only be allowed at those campsites with government installed
fire boxes.
•Lack of day use data is recognized as a significant knowledge gap that
must be addressed by the BMC.
•Although restricting pets from backcountry areas is viewed as desirable, KNP cannot, due to the presence of contiguous national parks,
unilaterally implement this restriction. Continued consultation with
Banff, Jasper and Yoho National Parks, through the Four Mountain Park
Planning process may soon resolve this issue.
•The desirability of locating trails and campsites a distance from
important bear habitat is recognized as a long term goal. At present
there is no data base upon which to ascertain the acceptability of
existing trail alignments or campground locations. Research resources
identified under Program Element 12 should provide data upon which to
evaluate the acceptability of existing facilities and select alternative alignments or sites.
a

Expression of the quota unit as tents/night presents several difficulties in terms of controlling the number of people using the area. However at this time tents/night is considered to be the most logistically
meaningful unit.
Person/nights can be determined via the Park Use
Permit.
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Table 21.

Human activity management.
notices. KNP 1984-88.

Strategy component 2: bear warning

•All decisions and management actions related to the posting, monitoring, and removal of warning notices will be the responsibility of the
BMW.
•Situations which may require posting of a warning notice may include,
but are not limited to, the following.
•Any situation wherein there is a known yet unusual danger and an
area closure is not effected. For example, the continued presence
of a grizzly bear in an area proximal to a hiking trail.
•Any situation wherein a non-aggressive encounter occurs and an area
closure is not effected.
For example, a grizzly bear follows a
hiker for some distance and then departs.
•Any situation wherein it is necessary to 'phase in' the opening of a
formerly closed area.
•Warnings will be effected through the use of Sign 4 (Table 9) which
should include a typed message that fully explains the circumstances
prompting the warning and thereby allowing the visitor to make an
informed decision as to whether he wishes to travel through the area.
The message should be signed and dated by a park warden. Changes in
circumstances should be noted via an updated message.
•Warning notices will be placed on all normal access routes to the area
effected. Pre-warning notices may be placed at selected trail heads.
•The warden posting warning notices must immediately notify the West
Gate Information Centre and subsequently record the action on an Occurrence Report.
•Areas posted with warning notices will be monitored on a frequency
determined by the BMW.
•The BMW will determine the necessity to continue or remove the warning
notice. Removal actions will be reported to the West Gate Information
Centre and subsequently recorded on an Occurrence Report.
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Table 22.

Human activity management.
KNP 1984-88. "

Strategy component 3: area closures.

•The BMW will make recommendations to implement or remove area closures
to the Superintendent via the Chief Park Warden.
•Once the action is approved all decisions pertaining to closing, monitoring or opening the area will be made by the BMW in consultation with
the Chief Park Warden.
•Situations which may require area closures may include, but are not
limited to the following.3
•Any situation involving an aggressive encounter.
•Any situation wherein a bear is continuously utilizing habitat in
close proximity to a hiking trail or backcountry campsite.
•Any area considered to be of critical habitat.
•Any situation wherein a leg hold snare is set.
• Area closures will be effected through use of Sign 5 (Table 9) which
should include a typed message explaining the circumstances prompting
the closure, the affected area, and the length of closure. The message
should be dated and signed in the Superintendent's name.
•Area closure signs will be placed on all normal access routes to the
affected area.
Pre-area closure notices may be placed at selected
trail heads.
•The warden who erects area closure must immediately notify West Gate
Information Centre and subsequently record the action on an Occurrence
Report.
•Closed areas will be monitored on a frequency determined by the BMW.
•When the BMW determines that the reason for the closure no longer
exists he will request approval to re-open the area. Re-opening should
not take place until at least 2 consecutive warden patrols indicate the
reason prompting closure no longer exists. Re-opening will be reported
immediately to the West Gate Information Centre and subsequently
recorded on an Occurrence Report.

3

A Western Region Directive (Parks Canada 1983d) limits closure to (1)
aggressive encounters threatening human life and (2) when a female bear
with cubs of the year are known to be in the area.
Obviously the
restrictions place serious limitations on the spirit of anticipatory
management. Modifications have been requested.
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Table 23.

Human activity management. Strategy component 4: development
of design and maintenance standards for backcountry facilities.
KNP 1984-88.

•Design and maintenance standards for KNP backcountry facilities are
generally lacking. This must be corrected over the next several years.
•The following points might be considered when developing standards.
•locating campgrounds out of prime bear habitat or travel routes
•campground design to separate sleeping areas from cooking and food
storage areas
•providing bear proof casements on outhouse facilities
•providing bear proof food storage facilities at each campground
•trail alignment to minimize intrusion into prime or critical
habit at
•trail alignment and maintenance to provide long range vision
•trailhead design standards
•maintenance schedules and maintenance content

bear
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Table 24.

Human activity management. Strategy component 5:
of a fire management policy. KNP 19/84-88.

development

•A fire management policy that allows wildfires to run their natural
course is recognized as an important facet in preserving bear habitat
and hence preserving 'natural' bear population.
•For a number of reasons KNP has followed a policy which required extinguishment of all fires with the result that at least 108 forest fires
have been fought in the period 1925-79. Had these fires been allowed
to run their course, the Park might have a somewhat different vegetation mosaic than what currently exists. Accordingly the bear population might be quite different.
•Although the Park now recognizes the desirability of allowing a natural
fire regime, it (the Park) is, at the same time, forced to continue
with the 'fight 'em all' strategy simply because it lacks the ability
to stop wildfire at park boundaries or park infrastructures.
•Nevertheless development of a more 'natural' fire management policy
will be the goal of KNP. Development of this policy will be contingent
upon acquiring a factual data base (fuel loading, etc.) and suppression
expertise. Hence the immediate actions must be directed at research
and training.
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Table 25.

Human activity management. Strategy component 6:
of regulations. KNP 1984-88.

enforcement

•Law enforcement in relation to bear management has usually involved
enforcement of the anti-feeding regulation, or the proper storage of
food and garbage. While instances involving the feeding of bears have
invariably resulted in charges being laid, food and garbage storage
violations have normally been dealt with by way of a warning. The low
profile given to proper storage techniques in Park literature and the
lack of adequate storage facilities justifies this approach. This is
particularly true for backcountry areas.
•However once improvements are made in the dispersement of high profile
storage information the policy will shift to the predominance of
charges rather than warnings.
•All other regulations pertaining to bear management will be strictly
enforced through either warnings or charges.
•Duty wardens and wardens on evening shift will attempt to make at least
one patrol per shift through both Redstreak and McLeod Meadows campground. Due to its remoteness, and almost negligible bear problems,
Marble Canyon campground will be secondary in patrol importance to both
Redstreak and McLeod Meadows.
•Backcountry patrols will be scheduled so that, whenever possible, each
campground on the Floe Lake to Helmet Falls route will be patrolled at
least once per week.
Every effort will be made to have a warden
assigned to the Floe-Helmet route on all weekends.
•All charges or warnings will be reported immediately to the West Gate
Information Centre and subsequently recorded on an Occurrence Report.
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prompt.

The longer a bear remains in an area where human food is available

the greater the probability the bear will become conditioned or the conditioned behaviour will be strengthened.

ACTION
A program of aversive conditioning, relocation, and destruction of
problem bears will be implemented.

Table 26 outlines conditions where

aversive conditioning will be applied.
how a capture attempt will be made.

Tables 27 and 28 indicate when and

Table 29 details when and where bears

will be released and Table 30 states the conditions under which a bear may
be destroyed.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 10: Training
POLICY
The development of a graduated training program for park and concessionaire employees is recognized as an integral component of the overall
program.

Each employee has a role to play in the management program and

must be supplied with commensurate training.

ACTION
Table 31 indicates the training requirements of each employee group
and the means by which those requirements will be met.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 11:

Emergency Planning

POLICY
As

indicated

in Table 1 KNP has experienced a number of human

injuries inflicted by bears.

All injuries were inflicted by black bears,
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Table 26.

Aversive conditioning of bears.

KNP 1984-88.

•Aversive conditioning is recognized as a logical first order deterent
for problem bears.
•Approved forms of aversive conditioning are as follows:
•loud noises (shout, horn, siren etc.)
•threatening gestures (short noisy run at bear)
•throwing rocks
•bird shot
•rubber bullets
• Bird shot or rubber bullets may be applied only by senior permanent
wardens. These techniques may be used only under very controlled and
limited situations wherein the safety of the visitor and bear can be
reasonablly assured. Close attention should be given to the results of
research dealing with the effects of these (and other) forms of aversive conditioning.
•At no time will visitors be advised or encouraged to use any form of
aversive conditioning.
•Application of all methods of aversive conditioning except loud noise
will be restricted to park wardens and used with discretion.
•Application of aversive conditioning will be reported as a management
action to the West Gate Information Centre and subsequently recorded on
an Occurrence Report.
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Table 27.

Capture criteria for bears.

KNP 1984-88.

• An attempt may be made to capture a bear only if one or more of the
following criteria are met.
• A bear persists in a frontcountry area even though there is no
indication that it has gained access to human food or garbage.
•A bear causes property damage in a frontcountry area.
•A bear gains access to human food or garbage in either a frontcountry or backcountry area.
•A bear is involved in an aggressive encounter in a frontcountry
or backcountry area.
•A bear is required for authorized research.
• A final decision pertaining to capture attempts will be made by the
BMW.
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Table 28.

Capture methods for bears.

KNP 1984-88.

•Only park wardens or authorized researchers
warden will attempt to effect a capture.

accompanied

by

a park

•The BMW will determine when, where and how a capture will be attempted.
•Capture may be effected via the use of either a culvert style whole
body trap, an Aldrich style leghold snare or an immobilizing drug.
•Wherever feasible a culvert style whole body trap will be the preferred
capture technique.
•Only wardens qualified by special training in the use of immobilizing
equipment and drugs, the safe and proper handling and transportation of
immobilized animals, as well as special first aid training will be
permitted to use immobilizing drugs and equipment.
•Only drugs under the trade name of Rompun, Ketaset or Anatran will be
used for immobilization.
Other drugs may be used subsequent to WRO
approval.
•The BMW will be responsible for the procurement, storage, inventory and
handling of all immobilizing drugs used for bear management.
•All trap sets or captures will be reported to the West Gate Information
Centre and subsequently recorded on an Occurrence Report.
•Detailed procedures for the use of traps, snares and immobilizing drugs
are outlined in the Bear Management Procedural Manual.
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Table 29.

Release of captured bears.

KNP 1984-88.

•Due to the relatively small size and narrow configuration of KNP there
is very little chance of successfully relocating either species within
the Park.
Although no grizzlies have been captured or released to
date, the vast majority of all black bears released within the Park
have returned to frontcountry areas to cause further incidents. Hence
the usefulness of a relocation program in KNP is extremely limited.
•A grizzly bear purposely captured in the Park for any reason other than
research will not be released within the Park. The Province of B.C.
has tentatively agreed to accept grizzly bear relocations to provincial
lands and at the present time this is the only approved course of
action. However efforts will be made to develop arrangements enabling
release of KNP grizzlies in other national parks or other lands under
Parks Canada jurisdiction.
•Grizzlies captured inadvertently or for research purposes will be
released at point of capture or another suitable location at the discretion of the BMW.
•The Province of B.C. has refused to accept black bear relocations to
provincial lands. Hence until other arrangements can be developed all
black bear releases must be made at one of two approved release sites
within KNP. The two sites are:
•Mount Shanks Fire Tower
•Cross River Fire Road at km 10-15
•Whenever possible the release sites will be used alternately.
• In situations wherein either a black or grizzly bear is to be destroyed, live release to either a zoo or other approved institution will
be considered.
•Prior to being released within the Park all bears will be ear tagged
according to the following system.
•all grizzly bears marked with a red ear tag
•all black bears marked with a yellow ear tag
• all females tagged on the left ear
•all males tagged on the right ear
Numbered Jumbo Rototags will be used.
with the symbol KNP.

Each tag will be etched

•The BMW will be responsible for all operations involving the tagging
and release of bears.
•All releases will be reported to the West Gate Information Centre and
subsequently recorded on an Occurrence Report.
•Detailed procedures for the tagging and release of captured bears are
outlined in the Bear Management Procedural Manual.
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Table 30.

Destruction criteria for bears.

KNP 1984-88.

•The destruction of a problem bear is considered to be the last resort
and accordingly should be used only when all other techniques have
failed or are not feasible.
•A bear may be destroyed only if one or more of the following criteria
are met.
•The bear presents both an imminent and immediate threat to human
life.
•The bear has attacked, mauled or killed a human for reasons that
cannot be attributed to (1) sudden surprise at close range, (2)
protection of young, (3) protection of food sources, (4) physical taunting.
•The bear's dossier indicates that it has been captured and
released on at least one previous occasion and has subsequently
been involved in an incident or aggressive encounter. Females
and females with cubs may be afforded additional relocations
depending on the nature of the incident or encounter.
•The destruction of a bear will be accomplished in the most human and
unobtrusive manner possible. Currently destruction via a well placed
rifle shot is the only approved technique. Wherever possible the bear
will be captured and shot rather than being shot while free ranging.
•Live release to a zoo or other approved institution may be considered
as an alternative to destroying a bear.
•The remains of a destroyed bear will be autopsied and disposed of in
one of the approved carrion deposit sites.
•All matters pertaining to the destruction of bears will be the responsibility of the BMW in consultation with the Chief Park Warden.
•All destructions will be reported to the West Gate Information Centre
and subsequently recorded on an Occurrence Report.
•Detailed procedures for the destruction of bears is outlined in the
Bear Management Procedural Manual.
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Table 31. Bear management training requirements. KNP 1984-88.

EMPLOYEE GROUP* and TRAINING REQUIREMENTS^

METHODS

TRAINING
RESPONSIBILITY

Road Crews (13), Trades (8), Trail Crews (5)
•that bear mgmt is proceeding according to an approved Plan
•to understand why, where 4 how observations are to be
reported

•letter sent to each employee
•attendance at general training session

BMW

•letter sent to each employee
•informal discussions with each
employee
•attendance at general training session

BMW

•letter sent to each employee
•attendance at general training
session

BMW

•to have a general understanding of the BMP 4 Its significance •letter sent to each employee
•attendence at general training
•ability to classify incoming bear reports
session
•ability to ask appropriate questions in order to obtain
complete reports
•ability to process Incoming bear reports 4 prepare
•Daily Monitoring Sheets,0 Weekly Monitoring Summaries,0
and Wildlife Observation Cards
•ability to follow procedures for warning notices, area
closures or emergencies
•ability to convey avoidance techniques, mgmt concerns
4 present practices

BMW

Garbage Pick-up Crew (3)
•to understand the bear-garbage relationship
•ability to identify a garbage storage deficiency
•ability to complete a Daily Garbage Storage Deficiency
Report0
Campground Attendents (17), Concession Staff (14)
•that bears are part of the ecosystem but can be dangerous
•that the probability of a serious injury is remote but
possible
•that control of human activities is the best means of
prevention
•ability to Identify a food storage deficiency 4 take
appropriate action
•to understand proper food storage techniques
Information Centre Staff (5.5), West Gate Attendents (5)

Park Naturalists (7)
•a general knowledge of the natural history of bears
•a knowledge of the importance of bears to the Park
ecosystem and visitor experience
•ability to recognize 4 identify bear habitat 4 field
signs
•a thorough understanding of avoidance techniques 4 what
actions to take if a bear is encountered on an
interpretive hike
• a thorough understanding of mgmt history 4 present
practices

•letter sent to each employee
•attendance at general training
session

BMW

•letter sent to each employee
•attendance at general training
session

BMW

Park Wardens (8)
•a thorough
elements
•ability to
•ability to
•ability to

understanding of the BMP and each of its
complete accurate Occurrence Reports
carry out or assist in all mgmt actions
use firearms in safe effective manner

Bear Management Warden (1)
•ability to organize, instruct 4 communicate effectively
•a sound knowledge of bear biology, behaviour 4 mgmt
techniques
•ability to organize, prepare 4 update the BMP 4 Annual
Summaries
•ability to organize 4 deploy staff
•ability to Instruct staff
•ability to keep up-to-date in all aspects of bear mgmt

Chief Park
•attendance at regional, national
Warden
4 international conferences,
symposiums 4 workshops
•periodic inter-park travel to
survey current mgmt practices
•provision of time 4 funds to access
literature
•development of a bear mgmt component
within the park library
•periodic access to academic
expertise
•membership in the Bear Biology
Association 4 other appropriate
organizations

* Figures in parenthesis indicates the approximate number of employees in each group.
Training requirements are cumulative from top to bottom, i.e. the training requirements for
the BMW consists of all training requirements listed for all staff.
0
These specific training requirements apply only to the employee group in which they appear.
0
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usually in association with roadside feeding and with one exception, all
injuries were of a minor nature.

Nevertheless the potential for a serious

mauling is real and may increase with increased park visitation.

Accord-

ingly the development of an organized emergency response is recognized as
an important element of KNP's bear management program.

ACTION
Response to situations wherein a human is seriously or fatally
injured by a bear will proceed according to a predetermined set of actions
which are based on the seven major principles shown in Table 32.

Specific

procedures are outlined in the Bear Management Procedural Manual.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 12: Research Planning
POLICY
The need for a comprehensive data base upon which to establish
enlightened management actions and public information programs is recognized as an integral part of bear management.

To date there has been no

formal research conducted in KNP on either the bear population or their
habitats.

While some information may be extrapolated from research in

similar areas and the recently completed biophysical inventory, park specific knowledge gaps will persist.
In 1982 KNP contracted Dr. S. Herrero of the University of Calgary
to examine the Park's bear management program and determine its research
requirements.

Herrero (1982:5) pointed to the fact that "a knowledge of

how (grizzly) bears use their environment is fundamental to managing the
species" and recommended that research be oriented toward an understanding
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Table 32.

Strategy principles 3 for responding to bear emergencies. KNP 1984-88.

• Response to all bear emergencies will be based upon the following basic
principles
•Immediate, safe evacuation and treatment of victims
•Safe removal and exclusion of visitors from the emergency area
•Rapid containment of the offending bear(s)
•Determination of causative factors
•Disposition of the offending bear based on causative factors
•Safety of staff
•Collection, preservation and/or documentation of all evidence and
management actions

3

Adapted from Parks Canada 1982a:Appendix 8.
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of bear food habitats and habitat relationships.

Radio collaring and scat

analysis studies requiring approximately 3 person-years and $25K

(for

grizzlies) and 3 person-years and $15K (for blacks) were suggested.

Also

noted were the potentially adverse effects the Park's past and current fire
management policy could have on both bear species.

Research leading to a

more natural fire management policy was also suggested.

The Park accepts

both suggestions as high priority research topics and accordingly will
attempt to allocate the necessary fiscal and person-year resources.
Research topics in order of priority are, (1) grizzly bear habitat
analysis (2) black bear habitat analysis (3) trail alignments and campground locations in relation to bear habitat analysis and (4) the effectiveness of the Park's aversive conditioning actions on bear behaviour.

ACTION
The Conservation Plan for KNP (Parks Canada 1983) has identified
bear management and fire management as the number 3 and 1 resource priorities, respectively.

Accordingly 30K and 4PY have been requested for bear

research and 20K and 3PY have been requested for fire management research.
Annual fiscal and person-year resources necessary for bear research are set
out in Table 37 (page 70).

PROGRAM ELEMENT 13: Regional Management
POLICY
The home range of bears, especially grizzlies, may extend over vast
tracts of land.

Often only a portion of the home range may lay within a

particular national park.

Bears found in KNP may move betweeen 5 adjacent
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land jurisdictions including Banff and Yoho National Parks, Mount Assiniboine Provincial Park, the Village of Radium Hot Springs and B.C. Crown
land.

Each jurisdiction has a different management strategy.

While within

the boundaries of a national park, the bear and its habitat are protected
by an array of preservation oriented regulations and management actions.
Once on provincial lands the bear becomes the subject of an entirely different management strategy - usually a strategy aimed at perpetuating a
sustained harvest.
mental.

Often these management strategies are mutually detri-

For instance; the efforts of KNP to provide bear proof garbage

facilities are greatly undermined by the close proximity of open garbage
containers in the Village of Radium.

Similarly the quality of a provincial

hunting territory can be influenced
carrion

disposal

methods

or

release

by the Park's backcountry quotas,
sites.

Opportunities to enhance

management practices also exist between contiguous national parks sharing
essentially the same management strategy.
The development of a regional

or ecosystem approach

to managing

bears is recognized as a critical ingredient to the Park's overall management strategy.

The KNP along with each of its contiguous land jurisdic-

tions share a number of mutual management concerns the resolution of which
may lead to more effective management.
Table 33 indicates each of the land jurisdictions ajoining KNP along
with a number of items that may be of mutual concern.

It is the intention

of the Park to pursue a program which will initiate and encourage dialogue
with each of these neighbours in order to resolve areas of concern.
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Table 33.

Potential mutual concerns of land jurisdictions contiguous with KNP.

CONTIGUOUS LAND
JURISDICTION

POTENTIAL MUTUAL CONCERNS

Banff and Yoho
National Parks

•development of a regional mgmt concept
through the formation of a Regional Bear
Management Committee
•development of an integrated monitoring
system
•development of consistency in public
information content
•development of consistent terminology
•development of consistent warning/closure
signs and procedures
•development of consistent ear tag coding
•development of training programs and a
regional resource expertise
•development of co-ordinated emergency
response
•development of a forum to exchange mgmt
data and information

Province of British
Columbia Crown Land
including Mount Assiniboine
Provincial Park

•development of a system to exchange information with particular reference to grizzly
bear management
•development of co-operative research efforts
•management of peripheral hunting zones
•regional garbage management
•co-operative law enforcement activities
•co-ordinated emergency responses
•development of buffer zones

Village of Radium Hot
Springs (Regional
District of East Kootenay)

•garbage management
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ACTION
Table 34 outlines the initial steps that will be taken in an attempt
to develop a regional ecosystem approach to bear management.

PROGRAM ELEMENT 14: Fiscal and Person-Year Planning
POLICY
Bear management is recognized as an expensive undertaking both in
terms of manpower and fiscal requirements. Careful administrative planning
is tantamount to success.

ACTION
Tables 35 through 37 indicate the manpower and fiscal requirements
necessary to implement all components of this plan.
the annual manpower and fiscal requirements.
manpower and fiscal requirements.

Tables 35 and 36 list

Table 37 lists non-recurring
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Table 34.

Initial strategy toward the development of regional management.
KNP 1984-88.

•Western Region Office will be requested to develop and co-ordinate a
Regional Bear Management Committee consisting of at least one field level
representative from each of the parks with bear populations. The Committee's initial purpose will be to act as a forum for the exchange of
information and the discussion of common management concerns.
•As an initial step, meetings will be
Biologist (Cranbrook) via the local
potential for co-operative efforts
primary purpose of initial meetings
and lines of communication.

arranged with the Provincial Regional
Conservation Officer to explore the
between the Park and Province.
A
will be to identify liaison persons

•Meetings will also be arranged with the Regional District of East Kootenay
and the Radium Business Association in order to convey the Park's concerns
about garbage management in the area and to explore potential solutions.
•All arrangements will be made by the BMW in consultation with the Chief
Park Warden.
•Minutes of all meetings will be placed on the Bear Management File.

Table 35.

Annual person-year requirements for the bear management program.
KNP 1984-88.
PersonDays

•dispense bear information (0.5 hr/da x 75 da)

0.5
1.0
0.5

5.0
.019

.008

Duty Warden
•investigation, mgmt action, reports
(0.5 hr/da x 150 da)

Bear Management Warden
•preparation of Annual Summary
•preparation of BMP
•preparation A delivery of training
•requisition of equipment A supplies
• day to day field operations
•participation In regional mgmt
•literature review
•attend training courses, workshops

PersonYears

Marble Information Centre

Superintendent
•review BMP
•negotiate regional agreements
•application of regulations

person-

PersonYears

5.0
5.0
5.0
1.0
50.0
3.0
10.0
10.0

10.0
.038

Autocampground Attendants
•dispense bear information
(0.25 hr/da x 100 da) x 3 campgrounds
•patrols (0.5 hr/da x 100 da) x 3 campgrounds

10.0
20.0
.115

.340
Garbage Pick-up Crews
Chief Park Warden
•participation in BMC (Chairman)
•development of regional management
• day to day operations

•completes Daily Garbage Storage Deficiency
Report (0.6 hr/da x 184 da)

1.0
2.0
2.0

12.0
.046

.019

General Works
•participation in Garbage Inspection Committee

Chief of Visitor Services

1.0
.004

•participation in BMC
•day to day operations

0.5
0.5

Park Naturalists
.004
•bear programs (7.5 hr/wk x 10 wk)
•bear 'blurbs' (5 min/da x 70 da) x
2 naturalists/da

Chief Park Naturalist
•participation in BMC
•day to day operations

1.5

0.5
0.5

.004
.004

General Works Manager
•participation in BMC
•day to day operations

10.0

0.5
0.5
.004

Wardens
•participation in garbage/food storage
mini surveys:
frontcountry (7.5 hr x 2 wardens x 3 times/yr
x 3 campgrounds)
backcountry (2.0 x 1 warden x 3 times / yr
x 3 campgrounds)

18.0
2.5

West Gate Information Centre
•daily monitoring (1 hr/da x 75 da)
•dispense bear information (0.5 hr/da x 75da)

.079
Total person-days

10.0
5.0
.057

Total person-years

204.0
.781

CTl
00
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Table 36. Annual O&M bear management costs.9

KNP 1984-88.

O&M
COSTS
$1000
Food Storage Facility Maintenance (Frontcountry)

(.10)°

Food Storage Facility Maintenance (Backcountry)

(.20)

Slide replacement & updating

(.05)

Pamphlet 2 (You Are in Bear Country)
Pamphlet 3 (Warning)

NIL
NIL

Pamphlet 4 (Bear. Kootenay National Park)

(.50)

Sign maintenance & replacement

(.05)

Poster maintenance & replacement

(.10)

Exhibit maintenance & updating (post 1984)

(.20)

Trap maintenance & modification

.20

Ammunition

.20

Targets

.01

Immobilization Equipment

.10

Drugs

.05

Occurrence Reports

.02

Memberships

.10

Literature Acquisition

.20

Computer Processing
Total
9
D

O&M = Operations and Maintenance costs.
Figures in parenthesis represent post 1984 estimates.

(.50)
0.88

(1.70)
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Table 37. Time-action schedule for non-recurring person-year and fiscal requirements for the bear management
program. KNP 1984-88.

TIME

ACTION

1984

Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Design
Review
Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

PERSON-YEARS

0 a Ma
(S1000)

0.16

.60

0.08

.20

Pamphlet 4
Signs 3-8
Posters 1-5
Exhibits 1-7
Litter Bag
A-Y programs
Backcountry Food Storage Facilities
Garbage Management Program
20 Sign 6 (Food Storage Directional)
14 Sign 7 (Food Storage Instructional)
15 Poster 4 (Vermilion Crossing 5 Bears)
1 Sign 1 (Wildlife a Other Natural Hazards)
1 Sign 2 (Unlawful to Feed or Entice)

Install 6 Backcountry Food Storage Facilities
Construct Trail Crew Food Storage Boxes
Repair Doors On All Cement Block Bldgs. In Redstreak 1 Kootenay Crossing
1985

.60
.60
.03
.20
.10
.09
.02
.04

2000 Pamphlet 4 (1985 supply only)
50 Sign 3 (Garbage a Food Storage Instructions)
10 Sign 4 (Warning)
10 Sign 5 (Area Closure)
50 Sign 8 (Letter box sticker)

.50
.15
.20
.20
.10

Print
Print
Print
print

20
20
20
20

.10
.10
.10
.10

1
2
3
5

(Autocamp rules)
(Backcountry Camp rules)
(Outhouse)
(Picnic Shelter Rules)

Additions to Exhibit 1 (McLeod Meadows)
Construct Exhibit 2 (West Gate Info Centre)
Construct Exhibit 3 (Marble Info Centre)

.01
.02
.02

Contract 1 Academic Expert (re. BMET)

1987

.30

Install 4 Backcountry Food Storge Facilities
Construct 1 Cement Block Food Storage Facility (Redstreak)

.06
.04

2.00
2.00

Replace Aquacourt Oeck Cans with Letter Box Containers or Neufeldt
Replace McLeod Meadows Wooden Garbage Shed with Cement Block Bldg.
or Neufeldt

.04(Letter Box)

2.50(e1ther)

.04(Block Bldg.)

2.50(e1ther)

.10
.50

(1.00)c

8.30
.50

Construct Exhibit 4 (Redstreak)
Construct Exhibit 5 (Kootenay Crossing)
Construct Exhibit 6 (Aquacourt)

.04
.02
.03

Install 2 Backcountry Food Storage Facilities
Install 2 Frontcountry Food Storage Facilities

.03
.03

Construct 1 Cement Block Food Storage Bldg. (McLeod Meadows)

.04

2.00

Continue Year 2 Grizzly Bear Research

(1.00)9

8.30

Complete Year 3 Grizzly Bear Research

(1.00)c

8.30

.04

2.00

(1.00)C

5.00

Contract 1 Academic Expert (re BMET)
Initiate Year I Black Bear Research

a o & M » Operation and Maintenance Budget
PIP » Project Initiation Planning
Person-year figures 1n parenthesis represent non-Park person-years.
Additional funding will be required for these person-years.

D
c

1.00
1.00

.03
.04

Construct Exhibit 8 (Marble Canyon)
1988

.50

Update A-V program (Marble Info Centre)
Construct A-Y program (West Gate Info Centre)

Initiate Year I Grizzly Bear Research
Install Trail Use Counters
1986

3.00 (PIP) D
.40
.20

Print
Print
Print
Print
Print

Poster
Poster
Poster
Poster

CAPITAL
(S1000)

2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.50

.50
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Appendix 1. Occurrence Report form. KNP 1984-88.

This form is currently being developed.

Appendix 2. Wildlife Observation card.

KNP 1984-88.
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Appendix 3.

West Gate Information Centre - Daily Bear Monitoring Input Sheet.

KNP June 5, 1984

NON-AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS
Date

Time

Obser.

Species
B Gil

# Adult
Bears

June 5

0730

XXX

B

1

June 5

0830

JST

G

1

# Cubs
#yoy,yoly

1

Behaviour

Comments

Wildlife
Card
Completed

1/2 mi. N.VXing

grazing

bear paid no attention

Info Centre

Goodsir Pass

grazing

bears ran up slope

Location

JST

OTHER REPORTS
DW
notified

Management
Action

June 5

1200

JST

U

MM-K6

got into cooler

cooler left out

June 5

1500

XXX

B

RD-G5

got into cooler

cooler left out

JST

set trap;
notified gate,
warned camoer,
complete OR

June 5

1400

DW

G

Floe L. Basin

Bluff charge

surprised bear

BRS

will post warnings, notify
Banff & Yoho
warden offices,
OR

June 5

1430

BRS

G

June 5

1700

BI

RD-E5.E7

cooler left out

June 5

1730

BI

RD-B section

garbage shed door open
not closing properly

set trap;
charged camper

posted warnings
at trailhead
coolers seized
to Wd.Hdqtrs, OR
completed WO;
notified WG to
info, trades in
AM.

en

Appendix 4.

West Gate Information Centre - Weekly Bear Monitoring Input Summary.

KNP.

For the week ending June 6, 1984

NON-AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS
Date

Time

Obser.

Species

# Adults

# Cubs

Time

Obser.

Species

# Adults

# Cubs

Species

It Adults

Location

Behaviour

Comments

INCIDENTS
Date

Location

Details of Incident

Comments (include mgmt action)

Location

Details of Incident

Comments (include mgmt action)

AGGRESSIVE ENCOUNTERS
Date

Time

Obser.

# Cubs

CTl

GARBAGE STORAGE DEFICIENCIES
Date

Time

Location

Details

Management Action

Details

Management Action

FOOD STORAGE DEFICIENCIES
Date

Time

Location

WARNINGS POSTED
Effective Date

Location

Reason

Location

Reason

AREA CLOSURES
Effective Date
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Appendix 5.

Estimated3 number of garbage storage deficiencies. KNP 1980-83

Site Location
West Gate Information
(garbage piled beside letter box containers)
1 site x 50 da/yr x 1980-83

Number of
Deficient
Site-Days
200

Aquacourt Neufeldt
(garbage p i l e d beside container)

1 site x 50 da/yr x 1982-83

100

Aquacourt Deck
(6 non-bearproof containers)

1 site x 184 da/yr x 1980-83
Redstreak Campground
(garbage b u i l d i n g doors non-functional)
8 buildings x 184 da/yr x 1983

736

1472

McLeod Meadows
(poorly constructed wooden garbage b u i l d i n g )
1 b u i l d i n g x 184 da/yr x 1980-83

736

Kootenay Crossing
(garbage b u i l d i n g door non-functional)

1 building x 184 da/yr x 1983
Redstreak Warden Residences
(no f a c i l i t i e s other than open cans)
2 s i t e s x 184 day/yr x 1980-81

184

736

Paint Pots Nature T r a i l
(open garbage container)

1 site x 184 da/yr x 1980-82

552

Juniper Trailhead
(open garbage container)

1 site x 184 da/yr x 1980-82
Radium Lodge
(open garbage can plus non-functional building)
2 sites x 184 da/yr x 1980-83
Mount Farnham Bungalows
(non bear proof garbage shed)
1 site x 184 da/yr x 1980-83
Vermilion Crossing Bungalows
(no garbage facilities; cesspool covers non bear Droof)
3 sites x 120 da/yr x 1980-83
TOTAL
3

Estimates based on the author's f i e l d observations.

552

1472

736

1440
8916

Appendix 6. Garbage Storage Deficiency Report. KNP 1984-88.

GARBAGE STORAGE DEFICIENCY REPORT. KNP.
Date

Site No.

Location

Garbage Left Out
Can Not Full

Garbage Left Out
Can Full

Repairs
Needed

June 5/83

5

June 5/83

15

Root. Pond

June 5/83

35

Paint Pots

June 5/83

38

Divide

June 5/83

18

Redstreak

June 5/83

23

Aquacourt

X

ERT

June 5/83

24

Aquacourt

X

ERT

Cobb L.

X

Report
by

ERT
X

Comment
big bags

ERT
base loose

X
door not closing

ERT
ERT

big bags

ERT

warped door

co

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please complete on the same day that the deficiency is first noticed.
Forward report to Trades Supervisor at end of day shift. Trades
Supervisor to complete work orders where necessary and file all
original reports.

2nd time this week.
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